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The 'Result Method' for QP Convergence
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Speaker 1-3: Prof. Leon Osterweil
Perpetually Testing Software

Speaker 1-4: Dr. Watts Humphrey
What if Your Life Depended on Software?
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Welcome to QW'96
21-24 May 1996

THEME: Quality Process Convergence
Welcome to the Ninth International Software Quality Week Conference
(QW'96). We are delighted that you could be part of this event.
Our continuing goal in the International Software Quality Week conferences
- beginning with the first Quality Week held in 1988 - has been to bring
together a balanced picture of contemporary technologies and real-world
experience to illuminate the all-important issue of improving quality and
productivity in software. As you know, successful software projects
depend increasingly on modem methods of assuring software quality,
including software testing and all of its allied disciplines.
We believe that this year's program is particularly strong. With ten halfday tutorials, seven carefully selected keynote talks, over 45 technical
papers and specially selected quick-start mini-tutorials, combined with a
two-day Vendor Exhibition with continuous vendor presentations, QW'96
is an excellent way to learn about the state of the art and practice in all
software quality disciplines. It is equally important for QW'96 participants
to learn from each others' experiences.
The conference theme, Quality Process Convergence, is addressed
throughout the Conference in papers that deal with process, real-world
results, and the realities of quality management in a modern client-server,
object-oriented world.
Thank you for attending QW'96. We look forward to working with you
throughout the Conference.
E

~

ard Miller
ogram Chairman, QW'96

Board of Advisors
The Ninth International Software Quality Week (QW'96) Conference is governed by a Board
of Advisors whose role is to ensure the quality of Conference presentations and to assure
appropriate balance in the topics chosen for presentations. All papers and presentations proposed for QW'96 - nearly 175 items in total - were reviewed by the Advisors. We offer
them all a sincere vote of thanks for their efforts.
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About the Sponsors
The Ninth International Software Quality Week (QW'96) Conference and Vendor
Exhibition is organized by Software Research Institute, Inc.
The event is presented in cooperation with the IEEE Computer Society and the
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
Software Research Institute was founded in 1990 to foster general awareness of
software testing, software analysis, and software validation technology and
related technical issues - in short, all technical and management areas related to
achieving high software quality. The Not-for-Profit Institute has developed and
managed the annual Software Quality Week conferences since 1990. Other similar
practitioner-oriented events and activities relating to software quality issues will
be added in the future.

The Institute' s goals are met by providing Quality Week as a forum for introducing and discussing new software quality engineering technology and results, for
communicating to software developers and testers about contemporary methods,
and for encouraging the exchange of advanced software technology and experience in the quality management area.
Please note that the views and opinions expressed in these Conference Proceedings are entirely those of the individual speakers and presenters.
The Conference Exhibition is co-sponsored by the following organizations, whose
support is gratefully acknowledged.
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Automator, Inc.

Peritus Software Services, Inc.

AutoTester, Inc.

Performance Awareness

Azor, Inc.

Pure Software

Eastern Systems, Inc.

Segue Software, Inc .

The Conference is sponsored for the ninth year by Software Research, Inc.
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• • • • CONFERENCE PROGRAM AT-A-GLANCE • • • •
PLENARY SESSION AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS #1
8:30

E. Miller, Software Research, Inc.: Conference Introduction by Program Chair
J. Marciniak, National Software Council: NSC: A Prospectus and Status Report
T. Gilb, Independent Consultant: The "Result Method" for Quality Process Convergence

10:00
10:30

Coffee and Networking Break
L. Osterweil, University of Massachusetts Amherst: Perpetually Testing _
Software
W. Humphrey, Software Engineering Institute: What if Your Life Depended on Software?

12:00
12:30
1:30

Conference Lunch
Coffee served in the Tools Expo Hall

Vendor Presentations

2
T
1:30

2:15

3:00
3:30

Wednesday, 22 May:
Thursday, 23 May:
Cocktail Party:

TECHNOLOGY

2
A

APPLICATIONS

2
M

12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

2

MANAGEMENT

QUICK

Q START

00 Testing
T. Ashok, K. Rangaraajan,
P. Eswar
Veriphone India Pvt Ltd.
Retesting C++ Classes

Decision Support
V. Basili, Z. Zhang
University of Maryland
A Framework for Collecting and
Analyzing Usability Data

QA Delivery
D. Duchesneau, J.G. Ahlbeck
The Boeing Company
The Secret to Installing
Value-Added SQA

J. McGregor, A. Kare
Clemson University
PACT: An Architecture
for Object-Oriented
Component Testing

P. Liggesmeyer
Siemens AG
Selecting Test Methods,
Techniques, Metrics and Tools Using
Systematic Decision Support

W. Scacchi
University of Southern California
Knowledge-Based Software
Process (Re)Engineering)

D.Jackson
Carnegie Mellon
University
An Overview
of Model
Checking

Coffee and Networking Break in Tools Expo Hall
Specifications
T. Bruckhaus
School of Computer Science
How Tools, Project Size
and Development
Affect Productivity

Mission-Critical
L. Lattanzi, F. Piazza
Alenia Spazio
Testing of a Mission;
Critical Real-Time Software
for Space Application

Testing
M. Grochtmann
Daimler-Benz AG
Testing Software is OK; But
Testing Machines Is Fun Too

D.Jackson
Carnegie Mellon University
New Technslogy for Checking
Software Specifications

J. Slonim, M. Bauer, J. Ye
IBM Canada Lab
Structural Measurement
of Functional Testing:
A Case Study in an Industrial Setting

DEBATE
B. Birss
AT&T
R. Hodges, C. J. Kaner, B.
Marick, M. Svoboda
How to Save Time and Money
in Testing

4:15

VENDORS
Atria Software
Automated Testing Solutions
AutoTester
AZOR, Inc.
British Standards Institution
Centerline
Clarify
Direct Technology
Eastern
IEEE
I.a. Company
lntegrisoft
ISA

318
314
303
307
321

319
304
308
306
301
305
312

330

LIST

KMPG
Mercury
Microsoft
Performance Awareness
Peritus Software
Pure Software
Rational Software
Segue
Softfront
Software Research
Software Testing Labs
Software Quality Engineering
Teradyne, Inc.

315
302
316
313
327
322
309
310
326
324
316
311

325

J. D. Musa
AT&TLabs
Software
Reliability
Engineered
Testing
Overview

THURSD AY,
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TECHNOLOGY
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MAY

APPLICATIONS
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MANAGEMENT

Ada

Innovative Processes

Process Improvement - I

F. Mazzanti, C. Marzullo

M. Deck
Cleanroom Software Engineering, Inc.
Cleanroom Practice:
A Theme and Variations

C. House
Centerline Software
The Development Dilemma of the
SE/ Model Case Studies in
Software Process Improvement

8:30

IEI-CNR

The Need and Feasibility of the
Static Detection of Erroneous
Executions in Ada95

9:15

3
A

23

I. Burnstein, T. Suwannasart,
C.R. Carlson
Illinois Institute of Technology
The Development of a Testing
Maturity Model

S. Morasca, M. Pezze, S. Silva
Politecnico di Milano
Mutation Analysis for Concurrent
ADA Programs

3

a

QUICKSTART

J.Bach
STL

Teaching Testers:
B.Denny
Obstacles
Rockwell-Collins Commercial Avionics
and Ideas
Achieving ISO-9001: A Software
Prospective

10:00 C o ff e e a n d N e t w o r k i n g B r e a k i n To o I s E x p o H a 11

11:15

12:00
12:30

Process Improvement - II

J. Chu, J. Dobson
University of Newcastle upon
Tyne
A Statistics-Based Framework for
Automated Software Testing

Sun Microsystems
Linking Internal and External
Quality Measures

B. G. Herman
U.S. Air Force
Software Maturity Evaluation:
When is Software Ready for
Operational Testing or Fielding?

J. Whittaker, G. Walton
Software Engineering Technology
Software Technology
Based on a Usage Model

S. Amland
AvenirA.S.
Risk Based Testing of Large
Financial Application

R. Wilson
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Best Practices for Software
Test Management

J. Rosenberg

Conference Lunch
Coffee served in the Tools Expo Hall

4
T
1:30

External Risk

Statistical Methods

10:30

TECHNOLOGY
Rule-Based Testing

4
A

APPLICATIONS
GUI-Testing

S. Siegel
Objective Quality
Inc.
Testing
Object-Oriented
Software:
A Hierarchical
Approach

Vendor presentations all day

4
M

MANAGEMENT

4

a

QUICKSTART

Metrics to Reduce Risk

L. J. White
Case Western Reserve University
Automated GUI Testing
for Static or Dynamic Interactions

S. L. Dodge
Naval Surface Warfare Center Division
T. Drake
Focusing Testing Efforts:
NSA Software
Software Metrics in Test Planning Engineering Center
t - - - - + - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Best Current
2:15
A. Avritzer, E. Weyuker
R. V. Binder
J. Rothman
Practices in
AT&T Bell Labs
RBSC Corporation
Rothman Consulting Group
Software
Testing a Rule-Based System
An Integrated Tool Suite for HighMeasurements to Reduce Risk in
Quality
Reliability 0-0 C/S Systems
Product Ship Decisions
V. Barr
Hofstra University
Rule-Based System Testing with
Control and Data Flow Techniques

3:00

Coffee and Networking Break in the Tools Expo Hall
Class Testing

3:30

B. Nair, K. Gulledge,
R. Lingevitch
SAFCO Corporation
Using OLE Automation for
Efficiently Automating
Software Testing
4:15

T. H. Sze, Z. Xu
University of Hong Kong
Test Case Generation
for Class-Level
Object-Oriented Testing

5:00 - 6:00:

DEBATE

Process Improvement Ill

B. Seizer
T. Gilb
Independent Consultants

S. Mccarron
X/Open Company
The Assertion Definition
Language Project: A Tool
for Automatecl Test and
Documentation Generation

THE GREAT DEBATE
Testing vs. Inspection

O. Vinter
Brue/ & Kjaer
Experience-Driven
Process Improvement
Boosts Software Quality

L. Osterweil
University of
Massachusetts
Amherst

D. Craigen
ORA Canada
A History of
Software
Testing and
Verification

COCKTAIL PARTY, Courtesy of the Tools Expo Vendors • • • • with Live Music!

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: NATIONAL SOFTWARE COUNCIL Open Meeting 19-20 May 1996. The National Soft-

ware Council, in coopernµon with Quality Week, invit~s yo~ to its Open !'Aeeting. Th~ NSC wants to hear "}'.'our" voic:-:-don't miss this opportunity to discuss issues (e.g., i.mnugranon, oul:MU1'~tng, Qlgctrornc commerce, cen~1m~l11p1 downsizm0,

licensing, education) affecting the U.S. software sector's ability to make a strong, growing contribution to the nation's prosperity. A two-hour NSC tutorial will be held on Sunday, 19 May. The NSC Discussion Forum is on Monday, 20 May. Attendance is limited. Registration is $225 (advance); $250 (on-site) and includes breakfast and lunch. See the NSC Home Page:
http://www.nscusa.org, or contact Marcia Sullivan (703-742-7111, Fax 703-742-7200, sullivan@software.org) .

• • • • VENDOR
1 :30- 2:15

WEDNESDAY, 22 MAY, 1996- Afternoon Session
Mr. Jay Xiong
/SA
Integrated Test and QA Tools on Windows NT and Windows 95

2:15 - 3:30

8:30 - 9:15

Mr. Craig Kaplan
I.Q. Company
Secrets of Software Quality
THURSDAY, 23 MAY, 1996 - Morning Sessions
Mr. Brian Lesuer
Segue Software
The Convergence of Test Integration, Planning, Execution and Tracking

9:15 -10:30

Dr. Edward Miller
Software Research, Inc.
The TestWorks Index

10:30-11:15

12:00-1:30

PRESENTATIONS • • • •

Mr. Gregory Hayes
Eastern Systems
Test Process Management
LUNCH
THURSDAY, 23 MAY, 1996-Afternoon Sessions

1 :30 - 2:15

Mr. Ching-Ho Fung
Pure Software
Load Testing -An Essential Element of Client/Server Application
Development

2:15 - 3:00

Dr. Antonio Pizzarello
Peritus Software Services, Inc.
The Peritus Automate: 2000 Renovation Technology

3:00-3:30
3:30 - 4:15

4:15 - 4:45

NETWORKING BREAK
Ms. Laura Lee Rose & Ms. Robin Sullivan
Performance Awareness
Getting the Most Out of an Automated Test Tool
NETWORKING BREAK

TOOLS EXPO HOURS
Wednesday, 22 May, 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Thursday, 23 May, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Cocktail Party, 5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

FRIDAY,

5
T
8:30

9:15

10:00

TECHNOLOGY

5
A

24

MAY

APPLICATIONS

1996

5
M

MANAGEMENT

Testability

New Approaches

Success Stories

A. Bertolino, I. Strigini
IEI-CNR
Predicting Software Reliability from
Testing Taking into Account Other
Knowledge About a Program

D. Wittekind
Lockheed Martin Astronautics
HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) and the Web

R. Drabick
Eastman Kodak Company
Testing Experiences on an
Imaging Program

B. Otto
Condat GmbH Berlin
Design for Testable
Telecommunications Software
- A Practical Approach

S. L. Chakrabarti, R. Pandey
Hewlett-Packard Company
Testing the WEB We Weave

B. Pettichord
BMC Software, Inc.
Success with Automation Testing

Coffee and Networking Break
PLENARY SESSION AND KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS #2

10:30

1:00

G. R. Koch, European Software Institute: The European Software Institute as a Change Agent
C. S. Turner, Software Engineering Testing: Legal Sufficiency of Safety-Critical Testing Process
B. Beizer: Software *is* Different
E. Miller, Software Research, Inc.: Conference Conclusion by Program Chair
Confe rence ConcI udes

5

QUICK

Q START

R. Sherman,
Microsoft
Corporation
Software
Testing:
Can We
Ship It Yet?
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GENERAL· INTRODUCTION
AND
CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Dr. Edward Miller
Software Research, Inc.

'

r

• ,::•

Dr. Edward Miller is President of Software Research,

.

"''

,.

Inc., San Francisco, California, where he has been involved with software test tools development and software engineering quality questions. Dr. Miller has worked in the
software quality management field for 25 years in a variety of capacities, and has
been involved in the development of families of automated software and analysis
support tools. He was chairman of the 1985 1st International Conference on
Computer Workstations, and has participated in IEEE conference organizing
activities for many years. He is the author of Software Testing and Validation
Techniques, an IEEE Computer Society Press tutorial text. Dr. Miller received
his Ph.D. (Electrical Engineering) degree from the University of Maryland, an
M.S. (Applied Mathematics) degree from the University of Colorado, and a
BSEE from Iowa State University.

.'
,,

'

Software Research Institute

,•
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Keynote 1-1
'

'

NSC: A Prospectus and Status Report

Mr. John Marciniak
Software Process and Metrics

'

;

'

John J. Marciniak is the Technical Director of the Data and Analysis
Center for Software, where he is responsible for providing technical direction on
the analysis of software data to understand software development processes. He
has over thirty years of experience in computer systems, including planning,
developing and maintaining large computer based systems, particularly command
and control and satellite ground systems; strategic planning for software intensive systems; and planning, executing and managing software technology programs. He is co author of Software Quality Assurance and Management, and
Software Acquisition Management, both by John Wiley & Sons. He is Editorin-Chief of the first encyclopedia on software engineering, Software Engineering
Encyclopedia, 1994, John Wiley & Sons. ·
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FACT: The U.S. continues to have major
problems developing large and complex
software systems
- "For nine months, this Gulliver has been captive by
Lilliputians-errors in the software that controls the
automatic baggage system-the airport's planners,
their bond rating demoted to junk and their budget
hemorrhagi,ng red ink at the rate of $1.1 million a day
in interes~ arid operating costs."
i

ll\IPACT: ThJ Economic Base suff:~rs , major cost
overruns, potentially deals with , ~ eftive and
poor quality systems, and possib~Ji suffers Joss
of economic opportunity
li !

__
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Keynote 1-2

The 'Result Method'
for Quality Process Convergence

Mr. Tom Gilb
Independent Consultant

,

_)

Tom Gilb, known worldwide as a lecturer and software technology author,
devoted 80 pages of the earliest book describing inspection, Software Metrics
(1976), to a description of software inspection methods. He has actively taught ·
and installed and followed up the method internationally since 1975. He has
consulted to key ·pioneers of Inspection at IBM development labs.· He is the
author of Principles of Software Engineering Management, and Software Inspections.

Software Research Institute

.'

'

[QW96-32]

San Francisco, California

The Result Method for Quality
Process Convergence

51

••

The Limitations of CMM Levels
Two to Five

1

2

• CMM: is an historical accident, not a
complete well-thought-out Software
Engineering discipline
• It is based on work done by M. Fagan, R
Radice and W. Humphrey at IBM 19731985 (Ref.. "Managing The Software
Process" by Watts Humphrey)
• Their work was based on the Statistical
Process Control ideas of Shewhart, Deming
and Juran.

Slides for ·Quality Week'

Prcscntation, San Fnncisco
Wed. 22nd May 1996

Copyright Tom Gilb Gilb@acm.org, +47 66801697

SkSo
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Sloe 4

Stages of maturity : SEI
Capability Maturity Model

Juran's QC Handbook Cover
Matwtty

Characteristics

Software Inspection Faat...-es

L•v.i

1
2

Initial

Repeatabl Pollcles. proced111s,
expertenca base

3

Defined

4
5

Managed Quantitative goals for
product & process

6

Optimiz·

none

Depends onllroly

peer,..:::,.";""'

WrttJng•Task Rules, QA Pollclas,
Inspection Procedures

Defect removal, Entry, Exit
Optimum rates, quality level at
extt&antry,data summary, d-base

Entire organization.
Defect Prevantlon Process
focused on continuous Improvements logging,
process improvement Owners, Proc .. Chan
M t .. Team

Design Design to quality & cost

none

..,._,.,._.., -c.,. • .,.....,. ..... -..Lr. ma:•a.-,.lff1.
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What is Engineering?
• Prof. (Mech Eng. Austin TX) Billy Koen
wrote a paper on the subject, here is my
version of his definition:

• Engineering is the use of principles
to find designs to meet quality
requirements, within cost
constraints, under conditions of
uncertainty.

6

What is "Software"?

What is Software Engineering?

• I include all non-hardware design aspects of
computer programs, including
• Logic, interfaces, requirements, design, test
plans, test cases, maintenance
documentation, user documentation
• My point is that is goes far beyond
programs.
• Things like manuals and test suites need to
be "engineered"

S~<I•

• Software Engineering is
• the engineering discipline applied to all
aspects of software.
• it has ' architectural ' levels
• and specialist engineering levels
• and it not "programming" (I call that
"softcrafting")

9

•••• 10

Software Engineering defined again
• Software engineering is the use of engineering
principles to f"md designs which meet specified
requirements under conditions of uncertainty.
• 'which meet' implies action until success
• 'designs' are anything which meets
requirements
• 'requirements' are any objective, constraint,
cost, time notion
• 'uncertainty' means no off-the-shelf product,
but combinations of things with complex results
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What Should Software
Engineering Be?

What ingredients are necessary
for any type of systems
engineering (including software)

What is the Difference Between
Systems Engineering and
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Which of these ingredients does
SEI CMM (Software) Contain?
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So what is missing from CMM?

Surely we have 'requirement~'?

If I were to reorganize CMM .... 20
Today, How Would It Look?

Surely we have "design"?

The "bottom line" for Process
Improvement (RAYTHEON)
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What is Design, Architecture and
all that Stuff?
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Requirements Specification next generation

- It should not unnecessarily specify "design"!
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Cost and Quality Generic
Constrain~ualities"

Planguage Icons

"Costs"
Fuels to build or operate

«costs"

Fuels to build or operate
0

PLAN

FWlction or

~Mi.
INVESTMENT-S

Constraint Types
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• "Constraints" are anything which constrains
the design. There are Generic and Specific
Constraints. Generic limits us to an area of
design, specific tells us the exact ambition.
• Thifi·s includ es
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- uncl!ona1requirements, design requiremeiits ··············· ·
-

quality goals {MUST, PLAN and [qualifiers]}
cost goals {MUST, PLAN and [qualifiers]}
ASSUMPTIONS ("formal assumptions")
CONSTRAINTS ("formal constraints")

GIST: World'sBest<.J.S.
SCALE: <Mean Time Between Failure>.
METER [ Acceptance] 30 runs to failure. Representative Sample
Inputs
PAST [Saturn, 1988) 16 hours.<- Sept 1988 Test reports.
RECORD [FSD, Shuttle, 1985) one year "1985" <- Quality
Progress.
MUST (initial customer use) 16 hours<- Contract
Requirement. 6.4
PLAN (1998, Jupiter) 300 Hours<.. Corporate Quality Policy.
"Expecting new policy soon"

Requirement Types

•••• 29

Types
- Fund.Iona) Requirements (· ~cets better")
- Quality Requlremmts ("ho..- much bette<")
- CostRequlrements c-costofbeUn-ment•)
- Constraints ("to do or not to do")
~

Requirements are: 0
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(a sptdRc constralnl)

- Binary not scalar
- Indisputable (C.stomer, MarkdJne level)
-

Not our desJenlencJnettln& option
are: 0->
(a sped.Re constraint)
variable alone a numa-lc ,:ale ---- >
dtrrerent objectlves In (Ume, plloe. condition)

2Y.!U.tt Requirements
•CUSTOMER-APPRQVAkRATING: "AMuaJ Survey result"
SCALE: PerCU1.tace 'YES' answers on averaeeohU questions.
METER: The Annual Gallup Survq ror our market niche.
PAST(I99S, USA] 40•/-,, (1995, Europe) 55.S•w<,.Euro Gallup
RECORD(I995, New York) 66•/.., (1994, Oslo) 70•/•
TR.END 119991 JS•/ • <.. Tom's Cueu

WISH (Loni term future) 99'/o <- Board Pulley.
MUST( 1998, USA] 50'/o <- Corp. MktJn& Pl.. Pl&• 6.
Pl.AN( 1998,Worldwldel Sl'/o, (19991 75'/o, (1001( 95'4 <- Flveyeu pl .. part 5.4.
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- £r.Ws:!!; tr a MUST DO level can be dcRned -->>->
- >O
(a spednc constraint)
lnvesbnent, maintenance costs (all kinds)

.C:!:!.n Requirements are:
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- Deslcn, cost,quallty, General thine• to avoid or to do

Design Specification Requires

Cost Constnlnt:

Quality Omstnlnl:

LOWER: all costs must be lower

IDCHER: all planned quality

than the correspondlne: and total
costs or the previous product and
the competitor products.

levdsmustbehleherthanour
old product and current
competlt« products.

• 1. Enough precision to evaluate quality and
cost impacts ( otherwise why bother)
• 2. An identity (tag) independent of its
current formulation
• 3. An identity so that it is not confused with
any other design idea. No multiple versions
the the same design idea allowed! 1 master.
• 4. An evaluation and understanding of all
impacts on all critical quality and cost
requirements

2. Independent identity of design .... 36
ideas

3. Master specification of design ideai1

Principles cxtnctcd fonn cnft ma1usa-ipt of Gilb:Rcsults Hancl>ook Copyright T Gilb Sid• 38

Principles: Design engineering process.

• MASTER-IDEA: specified once only.
• XYZ: some requirement<- MASTER-IDEA
- example of cross reference above, of copy below.
- MASTER-IDEA[copied 15April96]: "specified once
only."
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I.THE PRINCIPLE OF
'REALITY BEATS
THEORY'.
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~ IS NOT ALWAYS GOOD
ENOUGH'.
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2. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'IT'S
NOT msT WHAT YOU DO,
IT'S HOW YOU DO IT'.
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? 6. THE PRINCIPLE OF
\- 'REALITY IS THE ONLY
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5. THE PRINCIPLE OF
'SNEAKY GREMLINS'.

~
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9. THE PRINCIPLE OF
'DESIGN BEATS TEST'.
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'Results's Language Icons for
requirements, design and design goodness

How can we a press the z:oodness or I design idea?

Strategies->
Objectives
"99.9%->99.98%"
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Impact Table 3D Display:
How good are design ideas compared to your objectives?
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Perpetually Testing Software
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This work is being carried out as a collaboration among: Leon Osterweil, Lori Clarke
and George Avrunin at the University of Massachusetts, Debra Richardson at the
University of California at Irvine, and Michal Young at Purdue University
1.0 INTRODUCTION: Analysis and testing aimed at determining the predictability and
trustworthiness of complex software must be continuous activities that begin with the
early stages of development and continue through initial and incremental deliveries
through the entire lifetime of the software. Analysis activities should occur not only
while the software is in the hands of developers, but also in the deployed environment,
while it is in the hands of the customer. Research is needed to develop foundational
technologies to support seamless, perpetual, continued analysis and testing through
delivery and deployment, as well as through evolution (where it encompasses retesting
and reanalysis). The key goals of this perpetual analysis and testing are to enable
testing and analysis to be performed faster, more inexpensively, and more thoroughly.
Currently, large amounts of human effort are expended to test "thoroughly" in the
development environment. This testing is often guided only by models and
presumptions about the deployment environment, and usually with only a very limited
amount of time and resource. Time limitations severely reduce testing thoroughness.
Moreover, discrepancies between presumptions and deployment realities may only be
detected when the testing inadequacies they engender allow inadequately analyzed
and tested software to fail when deployed. Perpetual testing provides a rich new source
of time and resource to continually improve throughness and precision, and a truer,
more accurate source of utilization information, by raising the possibility of exploiting
(non-intrusive) monitoring of fielded systems to augment human effort in test selection.
These seem particularly important in supporting incremental recertification of evolving
software. We do not contemplate initially fielding systems with less thorough
certification than is common today, but we note that what is common today is generally
inadequate, as the testing ''phase" in traditional development is seldom sufficient to
provide truly high assurance. Our perpetual analysis and testing approach offers the
promise of continuous, incremental improvement in assurance level, throughout the
deployed lifetime of the software. In addition to the critical role of perpetual testing as
an information source that reduces certification cost, it is also a way of harvesting an
abundant source of computational resources to "test" more thoroughly, and in the
operational tmvironment, Where~~ th~ <;Jependability and evolvability of current systems
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tends to degrade over time, as changes degrade system structure and ·invalidate
implicit assumptions, perpetual testing could potentially harness a nearly limitless
supply of analysis and testing resources, increasing the quantity and quality of
analyses and test executions to continuously improve assurances and guard against
architectural breakdown, thus also contributing to rapid evolvability. The perpetual
testing scenario implies that software be perpetually augmented by access to an
environment that supports its development and evolution, and takes a pro-active role in
assuring that its testing and analysis continue. Coordination of multiple information
sources in the development and fielded environments, and maintenance of the rich
information web in a form that can be exploited for change impact analysis as well as
improved assurance, could be prohibitively expensive and error-prone if carried out
manually. Instead, a highly automated testing and analysis process will integrate
testing and analysis tools and information sources, using the greatest amount of
computing resources that can be acquired at any give time.
2.0 TECHNICAL AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES
2.1 DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS It is important to emphasize that the nature of
the interconnection and interaction between the development environment and the
deployed software that is (presumably) being testing perpetually will vary considerably,
depending upon the considerable variation in deployment situations. Thus, for
example, it may be quite reasonable to suggest that non-critical prototype research
software deployed in a university research setting, may be under continuous test, and
continual interaction with its development environment. On the other hand, it is
unthinkable to suggest that mission critical realtime software deployed in a secure
military environment will have direct contact with its original development environment
while it is deployed and in service. There is a large spectrum of deployment situations
between these two extreme situations. It is our belief, however, that we can fashion a
corresponding spectrum of approaches to supporting the provision of the benefits of
perpetual testing. There are at least two major concerns about the potential harmful
effects of perpetual testing: 1) degradation of the performance of the deployed
software due to overly intrusive monitoring, and 2) the potential that communications
from the deployment environment to the development environment may include (either
accidentally or intentionally) sensitive, restricted information. In both cases, it would
seem that the key underlying issue is the need to provide to managers of the
deployment site sufficient control over monitoring and communcation, and sufficient
assurances of what is being monitored and communicated. It appears that the
fundamental approach to be taken must be to offer considerable flexibility in devising
and controlling the mode of communication between deployment site and development
environment. In more sensitive and secure deployment environments, one must
assure that any communication of information will be at the initiative of the
management of that site, and that the nature of the testing and monitoring to be done in
the deployment environment will similarly be under control of local management.
Thus, in a highly secure deployment environment we expect that there could be a
perpetual testing process executing entirely within that environment. The festing
results obtained there might never be communicated to anyone outside of that
environment, or, at the discretion of local management, scrutinized, sanitized testing
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and analysis summaries might be communicated. In either case the deployed software
would benefit from continuous ongoing testing and analysis. In either case we expect
that reports on testing and analysis at other sites would be communicated from the
original development environment to the deployment environment, and that the
deployment site would make ongoing use of them to augment local perpetual testing
activities. On the other hand, the management of the deployed site might just decide to
ignore or embargo these reports upon arrival. Clearly the execution of a perpetual
testing process at the deployment site will necessitate the hosting of all, or at least a
major part, of the development environment. The details of how and how much of the
development environment are to hosted at the deployment site would presumably be
the results of negotiations. In the case of an application that has critical performance
requirements, any testing will have to be suitably non-intrusive to assure that
monitoring and measuring do not jeopardize the application mission. This suggests the
need for a monitoring system whose degree of intrusivenss is parameterized, and
selectable by the management of the deployment site. In extreme cases no dynamic
testing and monitoring of deployed executions may be contemplated. Even in these
cases, however, continuous ongoing static analyses of the application code would still
be supported by the perpetual testing system, and would presumably indicate software
faults whose repair would continuously improve the deployed software. Clearly the
furnishing of parameterized monitoring capabilities, controls over communication
between deployment and development environments, and rehosting of major portions
of the development environment all pose significant technical challenges.
2.2 ANALYSIS AND TESTING RESEARCH
2.2.1 INCREMENTAL RETESTING AND REANALYSIS Testing and analysis
techniques should be applicable early in the lifecycle and to incomplete systems. As
these systems evolve, the modified and new components should be reevaluated,
without repeating the analysis for unchanged aspects of the system. This evolution may
entail changes to the code, design, architecture, requirements, or test-plan. In these
various cases, there will need to be careful analysis of the impacts of the changes,
determination of which past analytic results remain valid, determination of the most
pressing retesting/reanalysis needs, and an optimized process for addressing the most
pressing needs first. Incremental reanalysis and testing will require technologies for
creating a rich web of summary information about components, deciding what parts are
partly or fully reusable, and optimizing updates to portions that changes have rendered
invalid. Incremental approaches have been developed for compilation, based on
interprocedural data-flow analysis techniques. Incremental techniques developed for
testing and analysis will be conceptually similar, but will involve a much more complex
set of dependences and relations among multiple sources and kinds of information.
The nature of these dependences is discussed further below.
2.2.2 INTEGRATION OF TECHNIQUES The prospect of Perpetual Testing suggests
that diverse analysis and testing techniques will have to be synergistically integrated
and reintegrated dynamically and in diverse ways. Previous research has described
how different analysis techniques could complement one another, but have proposed
fixed integration strategies consistent with the assumption that testing was a phase of
fixed duration. These activities have teamed less expensive, but usually less precise,
analysis techniques with more expensive, but vel'y r,reti~~. Mthrii~u~~. ~fMn gr~atly
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reducing computation costs and human intervention. For example, static dataflow
analysis scans can focus and sharpen dynamic testing regimens, and can be used to
iteratively generate and solve successions of dataflow analyses, that iteratively sharpen
analytic results. These prototype integrations indicate many opportunities for synergy,
and the clear feasibility of effecting new integrations dynamically. Verification systems
have traditionally maintained dependences among lemmas and theorems, but have
had an overly simplistic view that a property is either proved (when all its dependents
are proved), or is completely without support. Testing systems have maintained
records of thoroughness (various notions of coverage), as well as sets of properties in
the form of test oracles, but have not related levels of assurance to particular
properties. Static analysis tools have been limited to a distinction between verified
properties ("must" results) and inconclusive ("may") results. Integration of analysis
and testing techniques, and particularly integration of post-deployment usage
information, pmvides an opportunity for a far richer set of constraints among properties,
techniques, and levels of assurance. For example, a property may be "verified" by a
static dataflow analysis, dependent on the absence of an aliasing relation that is
monitored in testing. Each asserted property of a software system can be supported by
a collection of analyses and assurances of differing strengths, which are propagated
through the web of dependences. Monitoring of deployed software is critical in this
regard, and explicit dependence links on patterns monitored in the deployed software
provide for the first time a way to calibrate and strengthen assurances established in
the development environment.
2.2.3 SPECIFICATION-BASED ANALYSIS Testing is a human intensive process.
Testers must develop test cases, run the test cases and then evaluate the results. The
latter task can be particularly time consuming, tedious, and error prone. Specificationbased testing techniques are being developed so that humans no longer have to play
the role of oracle. The use of specifications needs to be further developed, not only for
testing but for a range of analysis techniques. Specifications are the driving impetus for
a number of analysis approaches. Some modern dataflow analyzers use a quantified
form of regular expressions for expressing properties that are to be validated, others
use temporal logic specifications, while still others use graphical interval logic. The
processing that is actually done and the validity of the system being evaluated depends
on the specification. Needless to say the quality of the analysis also depends on the
quality of the specification. For example, data flow analysis will not determine the
validity of a property unless that property is captured by a specification. An advantage
of specification-based analysis and testing is that the specification base can grow. Over
time, as users have more experience with the system, new specifications can be
formulated. Every fault that is discovered after deployment should be captured by a
new specification of the intended behavior so that future versions of the system can be
evaluated against this specification as well. As the specification base grows, more and
more of the reanalysis and retesting will be driven by this base. This should not only
improve the quality of the testing and analysis, but should also improve the quality of
the product, reduce the amount of human intervention, and greatly reduce the time
devoted to testing and analysis.
2.2.4 PREDICTIVE-DRIVEN ANALYSIS AND TESTING A perpetual testing
framework provides a unique opportunity to gather metrics about an evolving system
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and to use those metrics to predict the most appropriate analysis or testing technique
available, to determine which components should be given the highest priority for
(re)evaluation, and for scheduling computing resources. For example, a component
that has a history of containing faults might be given a high priority for reanalysis if it is
modified. Information about the kinds of faults that were discovered in the past and
metrics about the component itself, such as if it uses concurrency or has complicated
data structures, would impact the choice of analysis approach to employ. Also, past
execution costs could be used to predict computing resources that would be needed to
complete the analysis in a timely fashion. Finally, if one technique proved to require
substantial human interaction in the past for problems with a similar metric footprint,
then less consumptive techniques would be considered. Recent work on testing and
analysis has just started to address using metrics to drive the choice of analysis
techniques. With perpetual testing we expect to be able to be more complete and
effective in gathering information about the systems being evaluated, the kinds of faults
discovered (or properties verified) by the analysis and testing techniques, the
computing resources used, and the amount of human intervention required . On the
basis of this information, we should be able to develop a predictive model of what
appears to be the best testing and analysis process. This model would itself be the
subject of evaluation and would continue to be modified as we gathered more
experimental evidence. This should lead to a predictive meta-model to be encased in
the software's perpetual testing environment. As more information is learned about a
particular system and its evolution history, this information would be used by the meta
model to evolve a predictive model to drive the testing and analysis process for that
particular system.
2.2.5 PERPETUAL TESTING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT Analysis and testing
activities should be viewed as processes to be developed as software is, from
requirements through coding, evaluation, and evolution. This is particularly important
for perpetual testing processes. Because they are to be indefinitely ongoing processes,
it is essential that clear goals be specified beforehand, so that progress towards those
goals be continually monitored, and so that revisions to either goals, or processes, or
both can be made continually. Thus, perpetual testing can reasonably be viewed as
the integration of sequences of applications of both testing and analysis tools in
demonstrable support of precisely articulated analysis and testing goals. It seems
particularly appropriate to consider the development of code for analysis and testing
processes. For example, dynamic regression testing entails iteration that is comfortably
expressed with traditional loops. Deciding when and whether to follow coarse-grained,
static dataflow analysis with more precise, sharpened dataflow analyses is expressible
with traditional case and if-then-else constructs. In both cases, the fine scale detailed
analysis products must also be specified. The testing and analysis process we
envisage will also require reactive control mechanisms. It is often important to program
immediate reactive responses to such testing failures as incorrect results and system
crashes. Dataflow analysis results may need to trigger fixed standard subsequent
reanalysis. The reporting of analysis results obtained at deployment sites might be
triggered by timer events, or by the very action of their being completed. Coding,
however, is only part of overall perpetual testing process development. These
processes must als6 b~ ~VAIUAt~d and ~V~IV~d With r~sptmt to prgcjggly gpgcjfjgd
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requirements. Primitive process requirements specification formalisms have been
developed, and development will continue. Assertion languages specify required
execution behavior and can be considered the basis for more complete testing process
requirements. Similarly the QRE's mentioned above, specify required event sequence
behavior and might thus become the basis for more comprehensive specifications.
None of these formalisms requires any particular analysis technology or approach for
its verification. Thus these formalisms will be useful bases for a language to specify
perpetual testing goals to be met by integrating different testing and analysis
technologies. We also advocate the monitoring and measuring of perpetual testing
processes to support their evaluation and evolution. This monitoring should keep track
of which tests and analyses have been completed, which have returned which results,
and which will help progress towards testing process requirements. We also advocate
identifying and tracking usage profiles of deployed software, and comparing these
profiles to hypotheses used to design and drive testing processes. As noted
elsewhere, monitoring of deployed software usage must be kept as nonintrusive as
technologically possible, and deployment site management should retain control over
outside reporting of these results. Experience with other application domains
convinces us of the importance of developing and evolving a perpetual testing domain
specific architecture. The rudiments of such an architecture have already been
created by previous research. We understand that a wide range of testing and
analysis product artifacts forms a space of objects of varying types that has yet to be
organized into a complete and cogent type system. Object type hierarchies may be
useful in organizing this artifact space. If so, many existing and proposed testing and
analysis tools may be better understood as methods on the objects of this system. If
so, this should facilitate development of families of analysis and testing processes, and
the more rapid development and evolution of corresponding perpetual testing process
code. Perpetual testing process evolution seems to be of overriding importance. All
software processes must evolve to assure that they continue to be relevant as their
usage contexts change. This is particularly true for perpetual testing processes.
Establishing perpetual testing requirements specification and coding languages makes
an immediate important step towards controlled evolution by providing precise,
semantically-rich process artifacts whose evolution can be seen and evaluated.
Perpetual testing process evolution will also be facilitated by the constraint and reactive
control mechanisms used to specify, monitor, and enforce relations among the
perpetual testing process artifacts. Thus, for example, a specification that a dynamic
testing regimen is required to effect 75\% node coverage can be the basis for a
reaction that triggers the execution of subsequent test sets. On the other hand,
continued triggering of successive testset executions might also eventually trigger
evolution of the process itself. For example, the process might be evolved (either by
humans or even automatically) by lowering the coverage percentage requirement, or by
incorporating static path analyzers, or by acquiring additional resources. The potential
to trigger changes in perpetual testing artifact instances and types suggests that this
could lead to the basis for software systems able to modify themselves. Perpetual
testing process executions may lead to automatic changes in requirements, and·to
identification and repair of faulty software. This creates the basis for automatic
evolution of software along certain dimensions of change. Perpetual testing research
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will help to clarify what sorts of self modification might be feasible and useful. 3.0
SUMMARY Perpetual testing and analysis promise to revolutionize the evaluation of
software, not only during development but throughout its entire lifetime. Perpetually
encasing software in its original development environment assures that the software
will continue to grow in value, lengthens the software's useful lifetime, renders the
software more amenable to enhancements, improves its quality, and ultimately
increases the confidence that people will have in the software. As systems become
larger and more complex, they will become ever more difficult to evaluate and evolve,
trust, and predict unless something as revolutionary as perpetual testing is provided.
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Problem(s):
Testing is viewed as a finite phase at the end of software development
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• But, limitless amounts could be beneficial
• Testing usually "cut to fit" at end of development
--Test with remainder of development budget
--Not until sufficient quality is assured

Analysis and Testing ends with deployment
• Continuing testing can continually improve quality
• Deployed software usage profile is unknown and changes
--Testing should be adapted/adjusted to usage patterns
• Software must evolve: testing must evolve with it
• Ongoing analysis and testing can suggest/effect software changes

Perpetual Testing Approach
• Analysis/Testing is a continuing, perpetual process that begins
during initial development and continues through deployment
and throughout the lifetime of deployed ,software
• Analysis/Testing process is developed as part of application
software development--to meet specified application quality
requirements
--Synthesis of variety of A/T technologies
--Process may be open-ended: Deployment with basic assurance
--Increasing assurance from increasing post-deployment thoroughness
• Development environment supervises execution of this process
--Within the development environment initially
--Continuing after deployment, at least partially in deployment
environment
--With other commandeered resources as available and needed
• Analysis/Testing process adapted as indicated by observed
usage patterns of deployed software
• Analysis/Testing process evolved as software evolves:
--Code, design, architecture, requirements, A/T process may evolve
--A/T process may cause any of the above to evolve also

Application Software Under Development
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Deployment: Now
Development Environment

Deployment: As it Should Be
(Virtual View)
Development Environment

Deployment

Multiple
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Deployment: As it Could
Be (Actual View)
Development Environment

Deployment
Gap
Bridge

Deployment

Some Opportunities This Presents
• Increasingly thorough testing of enormous program input spaces
--Using multiple platforms accessible from multiple program
deployments, perhaps over days, months, or years
• Complete analysis of complex dataflow conditions for large
programs with huge path spaces--or concurrency state spaces
--Using parallelizations of analyses run on multiple platforms
• Sharpening A/T by exploiting deployment setting(s)
--Derive actual usage profiles; use them to sharpen focus of testing
--(ln)validate simplifying static analysis hypotheses (eg. unexecutability
of paths)
• Expedited A/T of evolving software
--Changes in artifacts trigger reevaluation of constraints
--Retesting/Reanalysis optimized by A/T process program, reusing
saved A/T artifacts, and exploiting multiple deployment platforms
• Evolution guided by observed Alf results after deployment

Technology Development Needed
• Parallelization of dataflow analysis problems
--Parse trees, flowgraphs, concurrency graphs may require gigabytes,
can take years of computing time to analyze
--Spread the work over dozens/hundreds of workstations?
--How to parcel out the work, integrate the results?
--How to balance the load? Predict time/space needed for analysis
• Phasing, parallelizing the testing of programs with huge input spaces
--How to order and phase dynamic testing
--Which testcases to run first, which in parallel with which?
--When to subdivide test space/when to move on?
--How to balance the load? Predict time/space needed for testing
--How to predict most "useful" testcases?
--Automatic generation of testcases: Using static analysis results?
• Retesting/Reanalysis of entire programs (how to reuse prior Alf results)
--Incremental testing and incremental analysis

--WhiGh intermediate te~t/analy~i~ artitactij to ijtore? HQvv?
--How to reuse intermediate artifacts
--Measuring costs of testing and analysis steps, artifacts
--Estimating reanalysis/retesting costs using past history
--Continual updating of cost histories

More Technology Development Needed
• Exploiting cycles harvested from deployment environments
--Characterizing harvested resources (time, space, speed, ... )
--Optimizing scheduling of needed analysis/testing tasks to
harvested resources
--Loading tasks onto computing resources
--Monitoring of task executions:
--For "significant" outcomes
--For rescheduling when estimates are inaccurate
• Gathering and using usage profiles
--Gathering/storing/analyzing usage profiles
--Defining testing/analysis processes for dynamic modification
--Dynamic test input space repartitioning
--Dynamic generation of static dataflow and dependence analyses
• Flexible integration of analysis and testing technologies
--Innovative ways to integrate analysis and testing
--Using testing to sharpen analysis--and subsequent testing
--Using analysis to sharpen testing--and subsequent analysis
--Using analysis and testing to facilitate debugging
--Dynamically modifiable integrations

More Technology Development Needed
• Developing a domain-specific analysis and testing architecture:
--A type structure of entities (eg. graph types)
--Tools as methods
--Identifying and defining constraints/programming enforcement
• Programming Perpetual Testing Processes
--Effective flow of control paradigms
--Parallelization/synchronization constructs
--Incorporating timing/deadlines
--Communication across platforms

Expected Benefits
• Increase in thoroughness of testing
• Possibility of far more exhaustive analysis
• More nimble retesting/reanalysis
• Expedited evolution of software through expedited testing
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Software Capability Maturity Model, and introduced the concepts of Software
Process Assessment and Software Capability Evaluation. Prior to joining the
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What If Your Life Depended on Software?
Watts S. Humphrey
If your survival depended on software, you would be pretty interested in

how it was developed. Few people realize that software is now or soon will
be critical to the performance, safety, or security of most advanced electronic products. In this talk, Mr. Humphrey discusses the critical nature of
software and the challenges software developers face . He shows that the
methods traditionally used to develop quality software are ineffective and
that better processes are essential.
Two approaches to these problems have shown substantial benefits. The
Capability Maturity ModelSM (CMM) is now widely used to help organizations improve their capability. Experience with the CMM shows sharp
improvements in product quality and development productivity. The Personal Software Process (PSP) introduces software engineers to disciplined
personal methods. After PSP training, engineers produce more accurate
plans and develop higher quality products. While the benefits vary by individual, quality improvements of five to ten times are normal and productivity improvements average about 25 %.
Mr. Humphrey concludes with a summary of steps required to introduce
these methods into software organizations.
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Retesting C++ Classes
K.Rangaraajan, P.Eswar and T.Ashok
Abstract
There is considerable research focus in the area of testing object-oriented software. Comparatively less
work. however, has been done in the area of regression testing of object-oriented software. Regression
testing comes into picture when a program undergoes changes in the process of evolution. Such a testing
provides confidence that the behavior of modified code is as expected. and that unmodified code is not
adversely affected Much work in the area of regression testing relates to selecting appropriate or optimal
regression tests from an existing test suite. In this paper we show that when a C++ class changes. retesting
the changed class is not always necessary. We do this by showing that any change to a C++ class must be
a permutation from a finite set of atomic changes and that some of these changes do not require retesting.
We reinforce our idea by reasoning about a set called Lexical FunctUJn Context for member functions. It
is our belief that this approach to retesting \\ill save considerable effort normally expended in retesting a
C++ program. Though our work is specific to C++ programs at the moment. we hope to extend our
approach to other object-oriented languages as well.

Keywords: Object-Orientation. Software Testing. C++

1. INTRODUCTION
If we study the e,·olution of a C++ class

1

from one version to another, we ,,ill notice that some of the
changes made to a class include changing the access levels of members. making a member function
,irtual. inlining a member function. or changing the types of data members. Not always do we enhance or
alter the functionality of the class. Given this evolution pattern, we investigate the need to retest a class
after it changes. While much attention has been given to issues such as testability of components [ l J.
various testing methodsl2, 3. 4. 51, regression testing[6. 71. etc .. surprisingly little has been discussed
about whether to retest a class at all after it changes. The general feeling is that any tin1e a class changes.
it must be retested.
In this paper we show that when a C++ class changes. retesting the changed class is not always necessary.
We believe our approach is novel in three ways:
l) From a study of features specific to the C++ language. we identify a finite set of atomic
changes and claim that when a class evolves from one version to another. changes made to
the class must be from this set.
2) We show that some of these atomic changes do not induce retest on the class to which they
are applied.
3) We define a set called Lexical Function Context (LFC) for class member functions and show
how the LFC may be used to determine whether or not a member function requires retesting
after its class changes.
Our approach is at present limited to C++ and to individual classes. We are currently working on
extending the idea to a complete C++ program and eventually to other object-oriented languages.
1

We use the term class to include a struct as well.

2. RETESTING
By retesting a class we mean retesting the member functions of the class. Such a retest would be required
if a class that was originally tested and certified co"ect undergoes some changes. We use the term class
retesting to refer to the process of retesting a changed class. Since other parts of a program (e.g .. other
classes) may consume this class, typical~· those have to be tested as well. We use the term program
retesting to refer to the process of testing other program elements dependent on this class.
Our paper focuses on class retesting. The approach we present helps in identifying which members of a
changed class need retesting. As will be shown subsequently. there are some changes that do not induce
retest on the class.

We consider in this paper the issue of what to retest in a changed class. In particular, we aim to identify
which noninherited member functions of a changed class need to be retested Our concern is not
identifying how to retest. Several researchers have looked into the latter aspectf2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7) . An
approach to reasoning about the correctness of C++ programs is described in 18). Using a formal approach
to specify and verify object-oriente<\ software is described in (9) .
We make two important assumptions in formulating our approach:
1) the class that undergoes changes has been certified co"ect before the change

2) the changed class compiles and links correctly
Also. we look only at white-box testing. The equally important issue of whether the changed class meets
its specifications is not considered.

3. ATOMIC CHANGE
We define atomic change as a change in the source such that it is minimal and the program compiles and
links after this change. The idea of an atomic change can be understood from the following examples:
class Example! {
public:
Example!() : val(O) { }
void Reset() { val = -1 : }
pri\11te:
int val:

}:
If we change this class to
class Example 1 {
pubhc:
Examplel() : val(O) { }
void Reset() { val = -1: }
public:
int val:
}:

the change introduced (changing the member access level) is atomic. since the rew definition compiles
and links (other modules are assumed) after the change.
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class Example2 {
public:
Example2() : val (0) { }
void Reset() { val = -1; }
private:
int val:
};

If we change this class to
class Example2 {
public:
Example2() : val (0) { }
void Reset() { val = -1: }
private:
const int val:
};

this change (making a data member const) is nonatomic in this class. since the new definition \\ill not
compile. On the other hand, the same change of making a data member const is atomic in the follo\\ing
class:
II Before change

class Example3 {
public:
Example3() : val (0) { }
int GetVal() const { return val: }
private:
int val:
};

II After change

class Example3 {
public:
Example3() : , ·al (0) { lint GetVal() const { return val: }
private:
const int val:
}:

By stu~ing the effect of such an atomic change on a working (i.e. tested) C++ class. we can understand
and estimate the retesting effort necessary due to the change. We have found that this set of atomic
changes is finite . More interestingly. we have found that some of these atomic changes do not alter the
beha,ior of a c~ class and therefore do not necessitate retesting the class. AC++ class evolves from one
version to another through a permutation of these atomic changes and hence a permutation of atomic
changes that do not induce retest will not require retesting the class.

4. THE SET OF A TO MIC CHANGES
We have identified the following atomic changes as far as a C++ program is concerned:
l . Adding comments
2. Deleting comments

3

3. Introducing a new data member
4. Deleting a data member
5. Changing the access level of a member
6. Rearranging class sections
7. Defining a new member function
8. Deleting a member function
9. Making a member function inline
10. Making a member function noninline
11. Changing the signature of a member function
12. Changing the body of a member function
13. Making a member function virtual
14. Adding a new base class
15. Deleting a base class
16. Changing the derivation mode
17. Making the derivation from base , irtual
18. Making the derivation from base nonvirtual
19. Renaming a class
20. Changing a class into a struct and ,ice versa
21 . Changing a class into a union and vice versa
22 . Introducing a new type into a class
23 . Deleting a type from a class
24. Making a data member static
25. Making a data member nonstatic
26. Making a member function static
27. Making a member function nonstatic
28. Making a data member const
29. Making a data member nonconst
30. Making a data member mutable
31 . Deleting mutable property of a data member
32. Making a member function const
33. Making a member function nonconst
34. Making a data member volatile
35. Making a data member non,·olatile
36. Making a member function volatile
37. Making a member function nonrnlatilc
38. Making a virtual function pure
39. Deleting pure specifier from a virtual function
40. Changing the type of a data member
4 1. Introducing access declaration
42. Deleting access declaration
43 . Declaring a friend function
44. Deleting a friend declaration
45. Changing a concrete class into a template
46. Changing a template class into a nontemplate class

4

In the next two sections, we describe the concept of Lexical F11nction Context. This is followed by a
discussion of some of the atomic changes listed here.

5. LEXICAL FUNCTION CONTEXT
In order to determine which atomic change may require retesting a class, we propose the concept of
Lexical Function Contex1 for class member functions .
The LFC of a class member function is the set of all symbols this function binds to statically. For example.
consider the C++ code fragment shown below: ·
extern void g(int):
class X {
private:
int a:
int f():
public:
X(int val) : a(,·al) { }
void h() {
g( f() ):

}:
int X:: f() {
return a:
The LFCs of member functions of X are
LFC(X::X)

= { int_X::a}

LFC(int_X:: f) = { int_X:: a }
LFC(void_X:: h)

= { int_X:: f_void. void_:: g_int}

As the abo,·e set shows. the LFC includes for each symbol its signature as well. We use a name mangling
scheme similar to the one used by C++ compilers to derive a unique name from its complete signature (we
include a function 's return type in its signature). More details on the encoding scheme 1s described in

[IO] .

6. LFC AND CLASS RETESTING
How do we know whether a class needs to be retested after a sequence of atomic changes'' Here are the
criteria :
If a new member function is introduced as part of the change. then this function needs to be
retested.
2) If the body of a member function changes. that member function needs to be retested.
3) If the signature of a member function changes. the changed member function needs to be
retested.
~) In all other cases. we compute the LFC of each member function prior to change and after
change. Assuming S represents the sequence of atomic changes applied to class C. we
conclude that a member function C::m. requires retest if
1)

5

LFC(C::m 1)

* LFC(C::mi)

Let F be the set of member functions of the class C that require retest.

5) Each member function of the class that binds to a function in the set F will also require to be
retested.
For instance, let us apply the following sequence of atomic changes to the class X shol'n above:
a)

introduce a new data member float fin the private section

bl

change the access level of data member a from private to public

c)

make the data member a const

d>

rearrange public and private sections

e)

make the member function f inline

t)

make the member function f const

g)

make the member function h const

The changed class definition is
e:\."tem void g(int):
class X {
public:
const int a;
X(int val) : a(vaJ) { }
void h() const {
g( f() );

}

private:

,.\ .

float f;
int f() const ;

inJine int X: :f() const {
return a:
Since the LFCs of all three member functions continue to remain the same even after change. the modified
class does not require retesting!

7. DISCUSSION OF ATOMIC CHANGES
A discus.sion of all the atomic changes listed earlier is beyond the scope of this paper. More details may be
found in [ 101. We have chosen a representative set in the follo\\ing paragraphs.
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7.1 Adding comments
Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: The assumption is that addition of comments does not comment out
executable code. Since this change does not alter the class behavior, retest is not induced.

7.2 Deleting comments

Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: The assumption is that deletion of comments does not expose executable
code. Since this change does not alter the class behavior, retest is not induced.

7.3 Adding a new data member
Effect: Retest may be required.
Discussion: Consider the following example.
Example
int count= 0:
class X {
private:
int a ;
public:
void f() const { cout <<count+ a<< end!: }

}:
If we introduce a new data member in the class as follows.
int count = O:
class X {
private:
int a:
int count
public:
void f() const { cout <<count+ a<< end!: }

}:
the changed class requires to be retested since the behavior of X::f() has changed from
the original.
If the class X was changed by adding a new data member as follows.
int count = O:
class X {
private:
int a :
int size:
public:
rnid f() const { cout << count+ a << end!: }
}:

then there is no need to retest the changed class.

7.4 Deleting a data member

Effect: Retest may be required.
Discussion: The reasoning is similar to the one presented for adding a new data member.
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7.5 Changing the access level of a member

Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: Changing the access level of a class member does not affect its visibility and
hence the LFC of each member function remains the same. Since the behavior of each
member function remains unchanged. there is no need to retest the class in this case.
7.6 Changing the order of class sections

Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: Changing the order of class sections does not have any effect on the ,isibility
of its members and hence the LFC of member functions cannot change as a result of this
change. Since the behavior of the member functions cannot change. the class does not
require retest.
7.7 Defining a new member function

Effect: Retest required.
Discussion: Consider the follo\\ing example.
e:x1em int count();
class X {
private:
int a:
public:
void f() const { cout <<count()+ a<< endl: }
};
If this class is changed to
e:x1em int count():
class X {
private:
int a:
public:
int count() { return a: }
void f() const { cout <<count()+ a << endl: }

}:
the behavior of X: :f() changes. and hence the class requires retesting.
On the other hand, if the change is as follows
int count():
class X {
printe:
int a:
public:
int dosomething() { return a: }
rnid f() const { cout << count() + a << endl: }

}:

8

there is no need to retest the class after the change. Please note that the new function
needs to be tested in any case.

7.8 Making a member function inline
Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: Since making a function inline does not affect the LFC of any member
function and hence does not alter the class behavior. retest is not required.

7.9 Making a member function noninline
Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: Since making a function noninline does not affect the LFC of any member
function and hence does not alter the class behavior. retest is not required.

7.10 Chan~ng the signature of a member function
By signature. we mean any of the follo'\\ing cases:
•
•
•

changing the argument list
changing the return type
changing the throw list

In all these cases. the particular member function. and hence the class must be retested.
7.11 Changing the body of a member function

Effect: Retest required.
Discussion: Changing the body of a member function is likely to affect the member
function behavior. Hence retesting the affected member function is necessary.
7.12 Changin~ the derivation mode

Effect: Retest not required.
Discussion: Changing the deriYation mode of a class (i.e .. public/protected/private) does
not alter the visibility of any existing member of the class or its bases. That means the
LFC \\ill remain unchanged in this case. Since our assumption is that the code will
compile and link after the change. changing the deri,·ation mode will not alter the
behaYior of any existing member and hence does not require retest.
Example
class Base {
private :
int Yal:
public:
Base() : val(O) { }
YOid Do() { }
}:

class Derv : public Base {
public:
Derv() : val2(9) { }
void Dolt() { }
}:

9

If we change the derivation mode to private or protected in the above example, members
of Derv (or of Base) class will not be affected in anyway. Hence retest is not required.
7. 13 Ma.king a member function const
Effect: Retest not required.

Discussion: This is an atomic change only if the member function does not modify any
data member (other than mutable ones) of the class directly or indirectly. Since the
behavior of the function does not change by turning it into const. it need not be retested.
And, since the LFC of other member functions of the class will not be affected because of
the change, the class need not be retested.
Example

class Test {
private:
int val;
void Print()
{
cout << val;
}

public:
Test() : val(O) { }
void Do() { Print(); }

,.l ·

LFC(void_Test: :Do)

= { void_Test::Print}

After changing the function Print to const.
class Test {
private:
int val:
void Print() const
{

cout << val:
public:
Test() : val(O) { }
void Do() { Print(): }
}:

LFC(void_Test::Do)

= { void_Test::Print}

Since the LFC remains the same. the class does not require retest.
7.14 Makin~ a data member volatile
Effect: Retest may be required.

Discussion: Since volatile has no implementation-independent semantics
suggest retesting of all member functions that use this data member.
Example
class X {
unsigned int val:
public:
X() : val(O) { }

10

I 111. we

void flush () const
{

for (int cnt = 0; cnt < 4; cnt++)
cout << val;
};

LFC(void_X: :flushrg;const)

= { uint_X: :val

}

Suppose we make the data member volatile. the class changes to
class X {
rnlatile unsigned int val;
public:
XO : val(0) { }
void flush () const
{

for (int cnt = O; cnt < 4; cnt++)
cout << val;
};

LFC(void_X::flush@const)

= { vol_uint_X::val}

7.15 Making a data member nonvolatile
Effect: Retest may be required.
Discussion: Similar to the previous case.
7.16 Turning a class into a template
Effect: Retest required.
Discussion: Since a template class generalizes beha,ior to multiple types. the entire class
needs to be retested.
7.17 Turning a template class into a nontemplate class

Effect: Retest required.
Discussion: Since the class definition undergoes several changes in this process (to map
to a specific instantiation of original template arguments). we suggest retesting the entire
class.

8. SOME THEORY
Let A be the set of atomic changes possible nith respect to a C++ class.
Let A:-. C A be the set of atomic changes that do not require a class to be retested after the change.
Let S be a sequence over A
S: seq A
5
We denote by C a class C that has undergone a sequence of atomic changes described by S.
Given
P, Q: seq A. and

S= p
We can infer

CS=

Q
(CP )<.1

In the special case where
ran S ~ A:-;
cs does not require any retest. That is. when a class undergoes a series of atomic changes each of which
does not induce retest. the changed class need not be retested.
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Let { C::m; } 1 :s; i ~ N denote the set of all member functions of a class C.
When an atomic change a e A\ AN is applied to C. it may affect a member function C=->::m; inducing
its retest.
Let T = {C..,.::m;} be the set of member functions of c<»> that are affected by the atomic change a.
We say the class C<a> requires retest if I T I > 0. and does not require retest if I T I = 0.

9. CONCLUSION
While in general it is Y.idely believed that every time a change is injected into a C++ class the latter
requires retesting. we have shown that not e\·ery change to a C++ class requires retesting the class. We
have identified a finite. small set of atomic changes that are typically applied to an evoh'ing class. In cases
where an atomic change may induce retest on the class. we have sho""n how one can identify the affected
member functions by examining the Lexical Function Context for each member function before and after
the change. We believe this result is significant because it saves considerable effort normally expended in
retesting a C++ class. We are currently working towards extending the approach proposed herein to apply
to a complete C ++ program.
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lnline to non-inline and vice-versa
Storage class change
Mutability change
Class to Struct/Union
Class to Template and vice-versa
QW9&7

ical function context
LFC of a member
function defined as

extern void g(int);
class X

{

private :
int a;
int f();

Set of all symbols
that this function
binds to statically

public :
X (int val)
void h()

:

a (val)

{J

{ g(f()) ; }

};

int X : f() { return a; J
LFC(X :: X)
{int_X: : a}
LFC(int_X : :£)={int_X::a}
LFC(voi d_X : : h)=
{int_X :: £_void,void_ :: g_int }

=
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en do we retest ?
Addition of a new member function
Change in body of member function
Change in signature of member
function
• In other cases use LFC
• LFC before change
• LFC after change
• No retest if the both LFCs are same!
QW91W

these atomic changes induce
est?
Reorder class sections(no)
Change access level of member (no)
Change derivation mode (no)
• Member function to inlinelnon-inline(no)
• Making data member volatile (maybe)
•Adda new data member (maybe)

• Class to template(yes)
QW96110

nclusion
Changes to a class as a permutation of
atomic changes
No retest for some atomic changes
• LFC gives clue for other atomic
changes
• This approach is smart
• Amenable to automation
QW96"11
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Abstract

The testing process plays a significant role in the development life-cycle of a quality software
system. In order to ensure the correctness and quality of an object-oriented software system,
the individual components that comprise the system need to be tested. In the object-oriented
paradigm, the basic unit is the object or indirectly the class that defines the object. Testing of
this basic unit is referred to, in this paper, as component testing. It encompasses unit testing
along with some integration testing. A strategy for performing component testing supported
hy the framework called the PACT - Parallel Architecture for Component Te.sting, is described.
PACT provides complete visibility into the object under test and ensures maximum testability.
The PA CT process is presented through a generative pattern language intended for use by testers
and developers involved in development of the software.

1

Introduction

Software development is faced with a dilemma. Demands for higher quality are being met by
two seemingly contradictory strategies. Object-oriented techniques employ information hiding and
abstraction techniques to reduce coupling and the possible propagation of faults from one software
entity to another. Increasingly rigorous testing strategies are being employed but are frustrated by
the low levels of testability resulting from these design practices.
One strategy that complements both the object-oriented design techniques and the desire for improved testing is to improve the observability of the internal state of a software system without
increasing the probability that the software will fail. In this paper we present a strategy that improves visibility and that integrates and supports the development and testing strategies necessary
for high-quality software.
The strategy utilizes a software architecture that defines the relationships between the software
components that constitute the production system and those components that encapsulate the
testing software. The architecture organizes the testing software, improving traceability between
production and testing software, and facilitates regression testing, a high priority in projects using
iterative life cycles.
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The presentation of the strategy is in the form of a generative pattern language. Pattern languages
provide a mechanism for describing design techniques while conveying the context within which the
design technique is applicable. The generative pattern language provides a means of describing a
sequence of pattern applications that begin with a problem context and terminate with a designed
solution.
The nature of the design process and products in the object-oriented paradigm has given rise to
re-thinking of the test strategies used for the traditional procedural paradigm. Differences arise
between the procedural and object-oriented paradigms primarily in the modeling techniques used
to represent the real world. Development of the software begins in the object-oriented paradigm
by identifying abstractions in the system. The basi,c components in an object-oriented system are
objects which have attributes and associated operations. A class may be thought of as a template
to produce those objects. Therefore, classes abstract behavior common to a set of entities. Further
discussion of object-oriented software development basics can be obtained in McGregor-Sykes (7].
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of testing and the associated
terminology. A more complete discussion of testing is found in Beizer [1 ]. A comprehensive, but
more general, discussion on testing object-oriented software is available in McGregor-Korson [6],
for readers who desire a broader perspective.
In the next section we discuss the need for component testing and give an overview of our strategy.
In section 3 we present the architecture that supports the component test strategy. Section 4
presents a brief introduction to generative pattern languages. Section 5 presents a language that
takes the viewpoint of the testing role while section 6 presents a language that takes the development
viewpoint. Finally, in section 7 we discuss the future directions of our research and development of
the strategy and the supporting software.

2

Component Testing

The basic unit of testing, in the object-oriented paradigm, is the object and, indirectly, the class
that describes the object. In this paper, the lowest level of testing is referred to as component testing
rather than unit testing because unit testing usually denotes testing an item in isolation. This has
been the dominant approach to testing a procedure or a sub-program in a procedural program. The
state of an object is accessed or modified by the set of methods defined by the class. If a method is
considered the basic unit for testing, much redundant effort must be expended to prepare for the
test. With each individual method, testing it in isolation would require the addition of code for
test stubs and drivers as well as the definition of additional attributes. This extra code ultimately
equates to the context already provided by its encapsulating class. As a result, viewing class or
component testing, a blend of unit and integration testing, as the lowest level testing process is
reasonable. Component testing constructs and executes tests that exercise not only the individual
methods of a class, but also the methods that provide interaction between classes. The framework
of classes described in this paper, supports a strategy for facilitating the testing of components
ac~oss the entire software project.
Figure 1 illustrates the position of the component testing strategy with respect to the entire
project testing efforts and also shows where PACT plays a part. Component testing solely is
insufficient to ensure the quality and correctness for the entire software. However, it forms a strong
basis for testing the larger aggregations of objects, in order to ensure high quality of the total
2
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Figure 1: Position of PACT in the project testing process
system.
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3.1

PACT
The Architecture

A sojtwo.re o.rchitecture is a description of the high-level structure of a software system. One form
of the description of an architecture is given in terms of components and connectors, in GarlanShaw [3]. The architectural view of PA CT is a one-to-one correspondence between production and
testing components. The components consist of the hierarchies of production classes and hierarchies
of testing classes. The connectors are the mechanism by which the one-to-one correspondence
between the production class and the testing class is established. For example, in C++, the
correspondence is established by use of the friend mechanism.
Additionally, an architecture is a high-level design for the system that is independent of the implementation. PACT is language independent as evidenced by its use for systems that have been
written in C++, Smalltalk, and Java. Therefore PACT can comfortably be referred to as an
architecture for testing components.

3.2

The Implementation

The PACT framework instantiates the architecture. The framework describes a set of generic
classes that form the top layers of the design of the test harness classes. The exact numbers of
classes and layers in the harness depends upon the diversity of the domains within the project.
These classes provide behaviors that are common to sets of test classes.

The user, whose role includes responsibility for testing components, uses the classes provided by
the PACT framework and derives classes for testing the components. Generic classes encapsulate
administration and application of test cases for individual components. They can also encapsulate
automatic test tools. This enables PACT to be adaptable to various environments.
The PACT strategy supports the view that the testing process is an ongoing process alongside the
development process. This strategy takes a developer-centered approach in which the developer
plays a key role in the testing of the production classes developed. Through this approach, the
PACT strategy tries to minimize the effort that needs to be exerted to implement the testing
process. Modifications made to a production class can, in parallel, be made to the testing class, by
the same developer making the changes to the production class.
From the point of view taken by PACT, a component refers to an individual class or a cluster of
classes that work together closely. The PACT strategy is most beneficial when employed to test
systems that are intended for long-term maintenance and/or have multiple versions. The framework
is organized so that it can be adapted in various languages, environments and with different tools.
It supports varying the level of test coverage as well.
Evaluation of potential frameworks was described by Ward Cunningham as an assessment of the
maturity and reusability criteria. Cunningham defines maturity as the experience needed by an independent developer to duplicate the original developer's effort and experience. PACT was developed
by observing several companies testing a number of object-oriented systems. The resulting PACT
strategy aims at minimizing extra effort exerted towards component testing in the object-oriented
software. The experience captured in the PACT classes makes it a mature framework.
Reusability was defined by Cunningham as the "return investment from the reuser's perspective".
In using the PACT framework, several companies tailored the framework to meet their needs and
their developers have derived a variety of project specific test classes to customize their testing environment and to build test cases. Their experience has shown that reuse is high and the advantage
gained by its utilization, great.
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Generative Pattern Languages

Recently, much interest and attention has been given to patterns and their potential to improve
the software development process. By definition, a pattern is a solution to a problem in a context.
Some patterns are specific with regard to the context in which they can be used. For example, a
particular pattern may be used in a certain language, on a particular platform. Other patterns are
more general, relating to issues that affect software development or the process in general.
Patterns also vary in their scope. A pattern may be applicable to analysis and design or in the
implementation or synthesis of software. Design patterns are those used to guide the analysis
and design processes. Whereas patterns used for synthesis are called generative patterns. For a
more in-depth view, of design patterns refer to Gamma et al [4]. In [5], Coplien characterized
generative patterns. The idea of grouping together related patterns in a manner that highlights
their interactions is discussed.
Pattern languages are groupings of related patterns. They contain patterns that all apply to the
4

same general context. A descriptive pattern language describes the context through the patterns.
An example is Firesmith [2] which describes the general domain od testing object-oriented software.
A generative pattern language demonstrates how each constituent pattern when applied to the
system, causes a transformation to occur. A design and context serve as the input to a pattern
and the output is a modified design and a different context. A generative pattern language is
different from a regular programming language in that it does not have specific constructs nor a
fixed syntax. Neither is the language executable. However, the generative pattern language is used
to guide the building or transforming of a design, just as a regular programming language is used
to build systems.
Each pattern in the generative pattern language is described in a format having multiple sections.
Factors addressed in the various sections include the problem, context, forces, solution, structure,
participants, applicability, benefits, risks, resulting context and patterns referenced. The reason for
most of these sections is clear from the section name. The objective of the detailed description, is
to make clear the implications of using a pattern in a particular context. In the section resulting
context, the state that arises once the pattern has been applied is discussed. From resulting context,
the next pattern to apply from the language is made obvious. In this manner, a generative pattern
language provides a sequence by which patterns can be applied to build or transform the design.
In the following sections, two generative pattern languages are outlined 1 . The general context for
these languages is the need to plan, implement and execute the infrastructure required for a component testing process for a project developing object-oriented software. The roles considered in this
description are those of system testers and developers. Often, many companies do not distinguish
between these roles. Description of the implementation aspect of the patterns in both languages
is intended for either a project- level view or a component-level view. However, a separation is
made between the two languages to clearly illustrate interactions between the roles of testers and
developers. Illustrated by figure 2 are the relationships amongst the patterns for the testers generative pattern language. Figure 3 shows the relationships amongst the patterns of the developers
generative pattern language.

5

Testers Generative Pattern Language

5.1

Pattern Align component test strategy with overall project strategy

Problem: There is a need for all project activities to contribute to the attainment of the project's
long term goals. In particular, both the component-level and system-level testing strategies
should be compatible with the project's development strategy.
Context:
• The project will be designed using an object-oriented approach.
• The project is in the planning phase for the testing strategy.
• There are multiple options for organizing the component testing strategy.
Solution: Enumerate the development goals of the project and identify the roles for the project
personnel in the testing process.
1

Only the Problem, Context, Solution, Resulting Context and Patterns Referenced sections are included due to
page limitations. The full text may be obtained from comsoft.cs.clemson.edu via anonymous ftp.
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Align Component Test Strategy with
Overall Project Strategy
From this

Design an Architecture for 00 Component Testing

Form a basis or component testing

Create a Generic Test Harness
As part of the eneric test harness

Create an Error Log

Identify Environment for Testing

Enable Exeception Handling

Figure 2: Relationships among the testers generative patterns
• Identify and prioritize the testing goals for the project.
• Determine those that refer to components of the system. These form the objectives of
the component testing strategy.
• Define roles of project personnel, as shown in the figure 4, to meet the goals and objectives.

Resulting Context: The project 's testing strategy goals and roles of persons are clearly identified.
A basic infrastructure can be constructed for conducting the testing.
Patterns Referenced: Pattern Design an architecture for object-oriented component testing

5.2

Pattern Design an architecture for object-oriented component testing

Problem: There is a need to implement and organize the software that will support the componentlevel testing of object-oriented software in an efficient manner.
Context: The project 's goal of producing high quality reusable components has been identified
and must now be achieved. A component testing process will be an important element in
that effort. The component testing effort will produce a large amount of software that will
be maintained across iterations through the development life cycle.
Solution: Organize component testing information in a test architecture that separates testing
concerns from the computational concerns of the production code.
• PA CT - Parallel Architecture for Component Testing provides this organization. Testing
of production classes may be accomplished in a systematic manner, throughout the
development cycle, with minimal extra effort and code. As developers tend to test their
code in "private", this architecture makes use of these individual testing efforts, by
involving developers in component testing. This developer-centered approach enables
testing code to be maintained along with the production code, with minimal effort being
6

PACT

FRAMEWORK

Figure 3: Relationships among the developers generative patterns
expended. The PACT architecture, shown in figure 5, is highly adaptable, providing
various levels of coverage, applicable to various platforms and languages, and maintains
a distinction between production code and testing code.
• The classes that form the basis of the architecture are abstract classes that provide
generic services that can be reused in the more specific testing classes.

Resulting Context: The strategy for component testing has been identified. An architecture to
achieve the testing objectives has been designed. Interaction between testers and developers is agreed upon. Testers will provide the basic infrastructure for the component testing
architecture.
Patterns Referenced: Pattern Create a generic test harness

5.3

Pattern Create a generic test harness

Problem:

There is a need to reduce the amount of effort spent on component testing.

Context: Developers want to spend minimal time and effort testing individual components. Thus
it is advantageous for the testing team to provide general functionality that can be reused
by developers to assist in the testing of individual components. Since the software is being
developed using object-oriented techniques to increase reuse and extensibility, it is natural to
consider using object-oriented techniques to construct the test software.
• An architecture that supports the component testing process has been designed. The
developer's testing efforts must be facilitated by providing general functionality required
for component testing. Testers need to design a mechanism by which common conditions
for conducting tests are established, so that management of the tests will be simpler,
both for developers and testing team members.
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Perfonn the component
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Understand and
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Figure 4: Roles and interactions of project personnel
Solution: Testers design and implement the general conditions required for all of the testing
efforts by providing a set of abstract classes termed a generic test harness. The harness
provides :
• interface for external test tools - is provided through the generic test harness.
• various levels of coverage - which are implemented by the test suites that each component
test class has.
• reuse of common methods - such as invariants.
• common log files and exceptions
• initializes conditions - required to conduct tests in.
• template - for the component test harness classes.

The generic test harness, as shown in figure 6 may have several layers of classes for the entire
project. These classes and layers correspond to the different types of support required by the
various test cases. For example, one portion of the harness may be appropriate for graphical
user interface classes while another portion might focus on the domain classes.
Resulting Context: Common conditions and the support actions to be provided are identified.
These actions are logically organized for implementation.
Patterns Referenced: Pattern Identify environment for testing, Pattern Create an error log,
Pattern Enable exception handling

5.4

Pattern Identify environment for the testing

Problem: There is a need to identify the set of environments needed to conduct the complete
range of component tests.
Context:

• Different types of components will need different supporting environments during
testing. For example, testing graphical user interface components will require a window
and a graphics context.
8

PARALLEL
ARCHITECTURE
FOR COMPONENT

Figure 5: Structure of PACT

Resulting Context: The supporting actions for the environment are set up. Other common
conditions identified in the pattern creating a generic test harness should be provided.
Patterns Referenced:

5.5

Pattern Create a generic test harness, Pattern Enable exception handling

Pattern Create an error log

Problem:

There is a need for a uniform method for recording faults identified during testing.

Context: A large number of tests are conducted. The results of those tests must be accessed
by a number of people for a variety of purposes. Often the project plan specifies that this
database be available to track defects over the
Solution: Design a database that can be accessed automatically to collect all of the faults identified
during the testing process. Access can be provided by methods in classes in the generic test
harness. In figure 6, details are shown for the generic test harness.
Resulting Context:
Patterns Referenced:

Provision for a common log of faults are implemented.
Pattern Create a generic test harness, Pattern Enable exception handling
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Figure 6: Details of the generic test harness

5.6

Pattern Enable exception handling

Problem: There is a need to capture and validate exceptions that are thrown by the production
classes.
Context: Object-oriented languages use the exception mechanism to handle errors and other
exceptional events. A thorough testing program will create conditions under which all possible
exceptions are thrown. These exceptions must be caught and examined to validate that the
appropriate exception has been thrown.
Solution: Provide a common error handling mechanism for exceptions. This is provided in the
generic test harness. In a language that requires that all exceptions inherit from a common
root class, that class can be used in the catch statement to capture the full range of exceptions.
This can be used to trap any exceptions that are not caught in individual test cases.
Resulting Context:
Patterns Referenced:

6
6.1

A consistent strategy for testing exception handling has been established.
Patterns Create a generic test harness

Developers Generative Pattern Language
Pattern Utilize the parallel component test harnesses

Problem: There is a need to organize all of the testing information for any single component in
a systematic manner.
Context: The development process for this project utilizes an iterative, incremental life cycle.
This implies that classes will be built and refined iteratively and so must be tested iteratively.
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Component Testing Architecture
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Figure 7: Structure of PACT
In order to test effectively, the testing software must be organized to facilitate its repeated
application and iterative modification.

Solution: Utilize the classes provided by the generic test harness to derive a test component for
each production component.
• derive component test ha.mess - For every testable component in the production harness
there is an associated component in the testing harness.
• test scripts, test ca.ses and methods - In each test harness there are test scripts made of
test cases. Each test case has many methods. Methods are those that create the object,
perform modifications on its attributes or access its attributes, and delete the object.
Exceptions that occur during the test are handled by the test harness methods.
• same relationships - The components in the testing architecture are related via the same
relationships in the production architecture. Refer to figure 7, in which Class B in the
production architecture has a parallel component Class B Test Harness in the testing
architecture.

Resulting Context: Each component has an associated test harness class. The inheritance relationships of the production software have beenduplicated so that the test classes are related
just as the production classes are.
Patterns Referenced:

Pattern Record Message Outcome
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Figure 8: Reuse of code in parallel testing hierarchy

6.2

Pattern Create a Parallel hierarchy

Problem: There is a need to capture the relationships between production classes in the production hierarchy, in the testing classes in the test hierarchy.
Context: The project is using object-oriented development techniques Relationships that exist between classes in the production code, such as inheritance, aggregation, are identified.
These relationships can be used to enable the testing efforts to benefit from object-oriented
techniques.
Solution: Identify the relationships between the classes in the production code and maintain the
same amongst the testing classes.
Figure 8 illustrates the result of applying htis pattern.
Resulting Context: A testing infrastructure is set up. The details of writing test cases and their
execution needs to be addressed.
Patterns Referenced:

6.3

Pattern Utilize the parallel components test harness

Pattern Encapsulate method in a class

Problem:

There is a need to test each of the methods which affect the state of the object.

Context: Each method of the class needs to be tested. Testing of the method in isolation requires
much code in the form of stubs, that needs to be written.
Solution: Test the class that encapsulates the method rather than the method in isolation. The
class that encapsulates the method is instantiated as an object. The test class manages the
object and applies tests to it.
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Resulting Context: Tests are structured utilizing the encapsulated methods in a class as the
subjects of the tests.
Patterns Referenced:

6.4

Pattern Utilize a parallel component test harness

Pattern Overcome opacity

Problem: There is a need to overcome the information hiding provided by object-oriented design,
and have access and visibility to the hidden features.
Context : Encapsulation leads to a separation of specification details from the implementation
details. Information hiding further leads to reduced visibility on the implementation details.
This can make testing more difficult.
Solution: To overcome opacity, language specific mechanisms can be employed. For example,
this can be achieved by declaring testing class
•
•
•
•

as a friend class in C++
as a child unit in Ada 95
by mechanisms provided in SmallTalk
as part of the same package as production classes in Java

The test class is created such that there is access to all of the implementation details of the
production class. Class Band Class C, in figure 7, each have a corresponding test class that
can access the private members of the production class.

Resulting Context: Access to all attributes of the class is provided. Test cases can utilize this
access to validate the internal state of each object.
Patterns Referenced:

6.5

Pattern Utilize the parallel component test harnesses

Pattern Create base line test suite

Problem: There is a need to limit the amount of access that the test class must have to the
implementation of the production class.
Context: Through overcoming opacity, a facility has been created to access even the hidden
attributes. It is desired to limit the access to these attributes to minimize the number of test
cases that must be modified when the production class is modified.
Solution: Create a base line test suite that tests all of the accessor methods in the class. Test
cases for these methods must access the raw implementation of the class to validate that
answers are correct. They access these variables by the mechanism introduced in overcoming
opacity. Results of both methods to access the attributes are compared by an oracle. An
accessor method that passes its tests can then be used in further test cases instead of the
direct access mechanism. Generally, the base line test suite is executed in the initial testing
phase so that accessing of raw code is limited to these test cases. Other test cases use the
accessors and are protected from basic changes in the class's implementation.

Resulting Context:

Accessor methods are verified and can be utilized in further testing.

Patterns Referenced:

6.6

Pattern Overcoming Opacity

Pattern Sequence test cases by using test scripts

Problem: There is a need to administer the execution of the multiple test cases in order to
investigate the object behavior more thoroughly.
Context: An individual test case presents a single stimulus to the Object Under Test (OUT).
A particular test case may operate properly but leave the OUT in a state in which further
stimuli will not be handled properly. More thorough investigation of the test cases' execution
is required.
·
Solution: Group multiple test cases into a single test script. The public interface of each test class
contains only test scripts that the tester may invoke. The test case methods are protected
from direct access. Each test script creates an OUT and so any test cases executed within
the test script are stimuli to that single OUT.
Resulting Context: Organization of test case results in ease of automation of executing tests.
Patterns Referenced:

6. 7

Pattern Encapsula.te method in a class

Pattern Group test cases

Problem:

There is a need to achieve a particular level of coverage, while executing the test cases.

Context: Often while testing, a certain level of coverage is required. Test cases must be executed
to provide the adequate level of coverage.
Solution: Group test cases to provide a desired level of coverage, on execution. Generally test
suites are the result of grouping of test scripts.
Resulting Context:

A single test suite can be executed to meet the coverage requirements.

Patterns Referenced: Pattern Sequence test cases by using test scripts

6.8

Pattern Observe State

Problem: There is a need to determine the object state after administering the test case on the
object, in order to validate the test.
Context: Object-oriented software are characterized by the state of the individual objects. Since
most of that state is private and local to the objects it must be inspected to determine whether
the test has been successful.
Solution: The test class directly observes the state of the object to determine whether the test
has taken place successfully. The state of the object is determined by the result of the methods
which were invoked by external stimuli and observed by the test class.
14

Resulting Context: Provision is made to observe the resulting state of the OUT and validate its
values.
Patterns Referenced:

6.9

Patterns Encapsulate method in a class, Verify results

Pattern Record message outcome

Problem: There is a need to observe and record the responses from the tests conducted on the
object.
Context: Responses obtained from the stimulus provided by the test class methods, indicate
the outcome of the test performed. This information is helpful in debugging and needed in
further testing process. Ways to store this information is considered.
Solution: Responses are stored in a separate file or a data base and are no longer stored in the
object 's variables.
Resulting Context: A general store is created where all messages resulting from executing tests
are recorded. It can be used to validate test results or to assist in locating the source of failures.
Patterns Referenced:

6.10

Patterns Verify results , Handle exceptions

Pattern Handle exceptions

Problem:

There is a need to handle any exceptions raised because of specific inputs to methods.

Context: Test cases should evoke the complete range of responses from the CUT. Sometimes
inputs invoke responses that are not expected or that seldom occur. Such responses, often
implemented as exceptions, must be induced by selecting the appropriate input data.
Solution: The generic classes defined in PACT have methods that facilitate the general handling
of exceptions. Implementation details are provided in the individual est classes for handling
the different kinds of exceptions.
Resulting Context: The complete specification of the CUT can be tested including those extreme values that occur rarely and well-known error conditions that the object should be able
to handle.
Patterns Referenced:

6.11

Pattern Record message outcome

Pattern Verify results

Problem: There is a need to determine whether the responses logged by record message outcome
indicate a correct result and then to signal whether the test passed or failed.
Context:

All of the responses from the test cases, recorded in the log file, have to be inspected.

Solution: Results from test executions are verified for a pass or fail as a part of the test class's
responsibility.

15

Resulting Context: Test results obtained from the component testing strategy are logged and
may be utilized by metrics analysis to improve the testing efforts and the process.
Patterns Referenced:

7

PatternRecord message outcome

Conclusion

Research is being conducted to use the PACT architecture and instantiate a framework for conducting component testing in other languages and rapid application tools, such as Delphi and
PowerBuilder. Future work is envisioned in adapting PACT to other forms of relationships prevalent in object-oriented software.
All projects may not need nor be able to utilize PACT. However, it is useful for projects that are
maintained over multiple versions, have external testing tools embedded, require variable levels of
coverage and approach testing of the software from the project level view and component view.
PACT provides a solution to structuring the component testing that is highly adaptable and has
been used successfully.
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Testing Object-Oriented Software
• Information hiding and low coupling are
good for design but not as good for testmg
• A technique is needed that provides
maximum visibility with minimum risk
to the design
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Generative Design Patterns

• A pattern is a "solution to a problem in a
context"
• A generative pattern describes a transformation from one state to another.
• A generative pattern language describes
a process.
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Form of a Generative Pattern

• Problem
• Context
• Forces
• Solution
• Participants
• Structure
• Risks
• Resulting Context
• Patterns Referenced
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Align Component Test Strategy with
Overall Test Strategy
• Problem - What level of testing to do at
the individual component level.
• Context - The processes for producing
reusable products is different from usual
production code.
• Solution - Design a component test plan
that defines coverages and strategies to
achieve the appropriate level.

,..er

Design a Software Architecture for
Component Testing
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• Problem - The mass of software written
for testing must be organized.
• Context - We are using object-oriented
techniques because they work so they
should be used for the testing software.
• Solution - Design an architecture that
uses inheritance for extensibility and
information hiding for reusability.
----------------10
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Create a Generic Test Harness
• Problem - There is a need to reduce the
amount of effort spent on component
testing.
• Solution - The testing team creates and
supplies to developers a set of classes
that provide generic services.
• Resulting Context - Developers can
focus their "testing" time on selecting
good test cases.
12
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Create a Parallel Hierarchy
• Problem - The test code associated with
each class should be easy to locate.
• Context - Iterative development results in
many changes to the code. These
changes must be reflected in the tests.
• Solution - Create a parallel hierarchy of
classes so that the relationships among
classes in the aesign am reflected in the
test software.
"

Inheritance of Test Cases - (HIT)_
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Conclusion

• PACT has been successfully implemented in many languages.
• It supports the style of development used
by many projects.
• It reduces the time and effort needed to
construct and maintain test suites.
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Abstract
The insertion of tools into software development
processes is an important strategy in making software organizations more productive and competitive. However, it is difficult to select the right tool
for a given project because tools can have vastly
different impact on projects of different size or on
those using different development processes. In this
paper, we present data from a study in which we
analyzed how different processes and project sizes
affect the impact of tools on software productivity.•
Keywords: assessment of software tools;
impact of tools on software productivity; quantitative analysis; CASE adoption; case study.
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Introduction

Adopting new tools is an important strategy in
making software development organizations more
productive and competitive. Tools can help
increase productivity by supporting software development activities that have customarily been
carried out with little or no tool support. In addition,
they can help improve development processes by
facilitating activities that were not practiced before
the adoption. For example, a testing tool can help
introduce new testing activities, such as branch-coverage analysis. However, in certain situations,
the introduction of a tool can also decrease productivity. This can happen when new activities are
introduced into the process or when specific activities require increased effort following the insertion
• This paper is an abbreviated version of an
article to be published in IEEE Software, Special Issue on Assessment of Software Tools, September 1996.

ofa tool. For instance, it may be necessary to generate and maintain data required by the tool, which
may not have been produced prior to the insertion
of the tool.
While it is clear that tools can support software
development, it is generally not lmown how to
analyze the potential impact of a new tool on a
specific project [Gar93], [Sca95). Thus, the state of
the practice is to insert tools based on, more or less,
an intuitive understanding of its expected impact. In
many cases, the actual effect of such practice is
disappointing [CMC92). This problem is aggravated by the fact that the insertion of a tool may
incur substantial costs to the adopting organization.
In addition to the cost of acquisition there are
numerous other costs related to the adoption of
tools which Huff estimates to be five to ten times
the cost of the tool itself [Huf92).
In this paper, we describe a case study on the
impact of tool insertion in a software organization.
Specifically, we investigated the impact of inserting
a requirements management tool on the productivity of requirements planners in several projects. The
projects were of different sizes and they used different processes. So as to be able to determine which
projects would benefit from the insertion of the
tool, we analyzed how productivity would be
affected in each project.

The results of the study show that, depending on
the characteristics of the adopting project, the same
tool can have vastly different impact on productivity. In one case, due only to differences in project
size, the impact of the tool ranged from a reduction
of productivity by more than 80% to an increase by
almost 75%. In another case, due only to differ-

By considering all possible combinations of
processes, project sizes and tools, we obtained 60
distinct productivity models. Each of these productivity models describes a distinct way of planning
requirements, using a specific process and technology in a project of a specific size. Subsequently, the
productivity models were analyzed for the productivity yielded (see [Bru96] and [Bru95]). In this
analysis, the process specifies the detailed activities
that must be carried out for requirements planning,
the project-size governs how often these activities
are carried out, and the technology determines how
much effort is required to accomplish these activities using a certain tool.

ences in the development process, the impact
ranged from a reduction of productivity by more
than 80% to an increase by almost 600%.
There were also some surprising results. For
example, a tool's performance can peak when used
in projects of a certain size, while being less
productive in larger as well as in smaller projects.
Also, depending on the complexity of the development process, using a tool may require more effort
than working with a less sophisticated tool (or technology) such as operating system commands, or
simply paper and pen. Further, we found that tools
tend to be more appropriate for small projects than
for larger ones when used to support a rather simple
development process. This paper describes such
results quantitatively.

Table 1 shows the derived productivity figures.
The different columns represent the five project
sizes (5, 10, 20, 40, 80) in Number ofFeatures. The
three different processes used (Regular, Advanced,
and Complete) make up the three major sections of
the Table. In each of these sections, there are four
rows indicating the technology used (OS, Prototype, Tool, Tool+). The body cells show how many
features can on the average be processed during one
workweek.

From the standpoint of productivity, it appears
that selecting a tool may be inappropriate without
considering the size of the project and the development process used. Ignoring these factors can lead
to losses in terms of software costs and time--tomarket.

2

Case Study
Productivity Analysis

For the effort and productivity analysis we
modeled three requirements planning processes,
five project sizes, and four tools. The different
processes were (1) Regular - a straight-forward
process with little documentation and quality analysis steps; (2) Advanced - an intermediate requirements planning process with documentation and
quality assurance steps at all critical points in the
process; and (3) Complete - a very comprehensive
process with documentation of all relevant requirements information and quality assurance steps for
all requirements documents. The four different
tools we considered in the study were ( 1) OS operating system commands; (2) Prototype - a
collection of command line-based shell scripts to
support requirements planning; (3) Tool - a requirements management tool with graphical user interface, relational database and process tracking
capabilities; and (4) Tool+ - an advanced version
of Tool that is improved with regard to performance, thus requiring less user time. Finally,
project sizes were measured in terms of how many
features were to be committed to the next release of
a software product during one requirements planning cycle. The project sizes considered were: (1) 5
Features; (2) 10 Features; (3) 20 Features; (4) 40
Features; and (5) 80Features.

..

Project Size in Features

:!
Q

Technology

5

JO

20

40

80

OS

23.01

28.04

27.33

24.05

19.28

...

Prototype

21.60

17.10

10.82

6.13

3.33

~
"'=:

Tool

31.82

20.71

11.87

6.43

3.41

Tool+

40.05

23.24

12.71

6.76

3.56

OS

7.59

7.79

6.77

5.08

3.40

Prototype

9.92

8.84

6.31

3.89

2.22

Tool

15.84

12.18

7.91

4.63

2.57

Tool+

20.88

14.47

8.91

5.08

2.78

OS

0.35

0.51

0.54

0.41

0.26

~
~

Prototype

1.13

1.67

1.83

1.44

0.93

a

Tool

1.96

2.77

2.85

2.14

1.34

Tool+

2.58

3.67

3.81

2.88

1.81

=-

~

~
<.;

"'

~
-.:
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Table 1: Productivity analysis results in Features per Week
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The effort and productivity data is the raw result
of our case study. The analyst can further examine
this data from different view-points and thus can
gain a deep understanding of the impact of tool
insertion in different situations. For example, you
can analyze how different processes and technologies affect specific projects; how the productivity of
a specific process is affected by different technologies and project sizes; or how different processes
and project sizes affect the productivity of a
specific technology. In addition, you can choose to
analyze the impact on effort or on productivity,
depending on the purpose of your analysis.

whereas, Tool+ yields the highest productivity for
all project sizes when the Complete Process is used.
Overall, Prototype, Tool, and Tool+ are more
appropriate for the Complete Process; whereas, OS
seems more appropriate for the Regular Process.
The Advanced Process is the intermediate case
where OS is preferable for large projects and the
more sophisticated technologies are preferable for
small projects.

4

One interesting insight we gained through this
analysis is that the simple OS technology seems
generally appropriate when used to support the
simple Regular process. Having made this observation, we examined whether it would be possible to
improve this process while maintaining the productivity level of the Regular process. We examined
two types of process improvement: (I) moving
from the Regular Process with OS to the Advanced
Process; and (2) moving from the Advanced
Process with OS to the Complete Process. We
conducted the comparison in terms of the cost of
additional labor required for the improvement. In
both cases, we compared "the cost of improving the
process without adopting a tool" to "the cost of
improvement when it is accompanied by the insertion of Tool+". (The same sort of comparison can
be made for the insertion of Prototype or Tool.)

Below, we first describe the overall impact of
tool insertion based on the gathered data. Following
this, we discuss how moving from a light-weight
process (Regular Process) to a more rigorous
process (Advanced Process and Complete Process)
affects effort requirements. In addition, we compare
the cost of such process improvement without tool
insertion to that with tool insertion.

3

Process Improvement Cost

The Impact of Tools, Project
Size, and Process on
Productivity

Figure I shows all 60 datapoints, measured in
Features per Week. (For readability, only every
second process-technology combination
is
labeled.) The five different rows represent the five
project sized of the study (from top to bottom: 5,
10, 20, 40, and 80 Features). The first four columns
pertain to the Regular Process, combined with the
four different technologies. (From left to right:
Tool+, Tool, Prototype, OS.) The following
columns pertain to Advanced Process (columns 5 to
8) and Complete Process (columns 9 to 12).

Table 2 presents data on the cost of process
improvement. The data was derived by converting
productivity data into effort data and then multiplying the effort data with a cost index of$75 per staff
hour•. The different columns pertain to the five
project sizes we have examined. The upper portion
of the table concerns the improvement from the
Regular Process to the Advanced Process, while
the lower portion concerns the improvement from
the Advanced Process to the Complete Process.

This chart shows one expected trend: productivity decreases with the complexity of the process.
Note that the Complete Process is more complex
than the Advanced Process, which in turn is more
complex than the Regular Process. However, an
interesting observation we can make is that the OS
technology seems grossly inadequate for the
Complete Process (see the four right-most
columns). When the Complete process is used with
the Prototype, Tool, or Tool+ technology (in
projects of the same size) productivity is considerably higher than with OS.

In the first row of the upper portion of the table
is the cost of the Regular Process with OS, which is
the "base cost''. In the following two rows are the
additional costs of using the Advanced Process with
OS and with Tool+. The last two rows then indicate
how much of the additional cost of process
improvement without tool insertion can be saved
through the insertion of Tool+. The last but one row
contains absolute dollar figures; whereas, the last
row contains the savings as a percentage of cost of

OS is the technology that provides for the high-

w~t prQQJJ11tivity wllwn tllw Rcgwl"r f'rocc;ss i5 \15,d

•This figure is an approximation that is us!d by many

(with the exception of project size 5 Features);

software organizations in Canada at this time.
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Productivitv
in Features per Week
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Figure 1: Productivity analysis:
an overview of all 60 data points

Improvement: Regular Process to Advanced Process
Project Size in Features

5

JO

20

40

80

$630

$1,080

$2,190

$4,980

$12,420

$1,320

$2,760

$6,660

$18,600

$58,080

Additional Cost of Advanced/Tool+

$60

$990

$4,530

$18,600

$73,770

Savings through insertion of Tool+

$1,260

$1 ,770

$2,130

$0

-$15,690

95%

64%

32%

0%

-27%

Cost of Regular/OS
Additional Cost of Advanced/OS

Savings through insertion of Tool+ in %

Improvement: Advanced Process to Complete Process
Project Size in Features

5

JO

20

40

80

Cost of Advanced I OS

$1 ,950

$3,840

$8,850

$23,580

$70,500

Additional Cost of Complete I OS

$40,260

$54,210

$100,830

$264,570

$846,600

Additional Cost of Complete I Tool+

$3,840

$4,290

$6,870

$18,000

$61 ,590

Savings through insertion of Tool+

$36,420

$49,920

$93,960

$246,570

$785,010

90%

92%

93%

93%

93%

Savings through insertion of Tool+ in %

Table 2: Cost of process improvement with and without tool insertion
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improvement without tool insertion. Similarly, the
lower portion of the table mirrors such cost analysis
for further process improvements.

made substantially less expensive, in terms of
required effort, by the adoption of appropriate
tools (see Table 2).

With respect to the goal of process improvement while avoiding increased effort altogether,
through tool insertion, this data is quite enlightening. It shows that is always necessary to increase
the level of effort to move to the Advanced Process,
even when Tool+ is inserted. However, in smaller
projects, the adoption of a tool can avoid much of
the additional effort that would be required when
the process is improved without the insertion of a
tool. For the three smaller project sizes, the savings
through tool insertion are quite substantial, while
there are no savings at the project size of 40
Features and, worse yet, at 80 Features, process
improvement is more expensive with tool insertion
than without tool insertion. Thus, for larger
projects, tool insertion does not escape productivity
loss. Therefore, this analysis shows that, depending
on project characteristics, the insertion of tools can
make process improvement inexpensive but it can
also make it unnecessarily costly.

While these may appear as important findings,
it is prudent to note that these results pertain to a
specific case study. More such studies are needed
before such experiences can be generalized into
principles.

6

In this paper, we have described a case study on
how the adoption of software tools can affect software productivity and how project-specific factors
play an important role in such adoptions. Both
development process and project-size play a critical role in selecting the right technology to support
a specific project. We found that while the insertion
of a given tool may greatly improve productivity in
one project, it may severely diminish productivity
in a similar project of a different size or of a project
of the same size that uses a different development
process.

We have seen that you cannot avoid spending
more effort when you want to improve from the
Regular Process to the Advanced Process. This is
also true for moving from the Advanced Process to
the Complete Process. However, across all project
sizes, this process improvement is substantially less
expensive when Tool+ is inserted. As shown in the
lower portion of Table 2, by inserting Tool+, you
can save between 90 and 93 percent of the additional labor cost of process improvement.

5

Conclusion

We show how quantitative analysis of tool
impact can help make tool insertion decisions.
Without such an analysis, you have to rely on qualitative tool evaluations which could lead to unrealistic productivity expectations. Quantitative process
modeling and analysis can therefore be valuable
decision making tools for tool assessment and
adoption.
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Case Study Context
Process
Activity Type
Regular

Advanced

Complete

Documentation

5

12

15

Access

1

4

18

Sharing and QA

1

5

49

Sub-Total

7

21

82

Other Activities

27

33

65

Total Activities

34

54

147

Requirements Planning Process
• 3 Processes

• 5 Project Sizes

• 4 Tools
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Effort in Weeks
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Improvement: Regular Process to Advanced Process

Improvement: Advanced Process to Complete Process
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Introduction
The benefits of careful specification in advance of design
are well known, the most significant being the ability to
catch errors early on. The cost of fixing a specification
error rises rapidly as development progresses. In the
worst case, a fundamental error that eludes detection
until integration may require major restructuring of the
code. Correcting an error in the specification itself, on
the other hand, is much less costly. Effort invested in
ensuring that the specification is free of errors is therefore almost always rewarded.
Careful review of a specification can uncover errors.
But, in contrast to code reviews, specification reviews are
notoriously difficult. Specifications, unlike code, are not
usually written in a formal language. The informality of
a specification makes it harder to recognize idioms and
to identify subtle flaws. Readers and writers of specifications suffer from what Bertrand Meyer has called the
"sin of wishful thinking", in which they too readily
accept a vague specification because of the apparent (but
illusive) plausibility that making it precise would require
only the addition of some minor and obvious details.
Writing a specification in a formal language makes
wishf1;1l thinking much harder, and misunderstandings
are thus less likely. More significantly, a specification in a
formal language is amenable to automatic analysis: the
more formal, the more analyzable. A specification written in a formal syntax but without a formal semantics

can be analyzed for consistent use of names, for example, but not for much more. This explains why CASE
tools have yet to fulfill their promise: with notations
such as dataflow diagrams that are formal only in the
syntax of bubbles and arrows, and not in the description
of the associated behaviours, little can be done in the
way of automatic analysis. At best, a tool can indicate
that a data dictionary entry is missing for a bubble, or
that names of flows do not match as required.
On the other hand, the kinds of formal specification
that have been proposed by many researchers are too
burdensome for everyday use. While a safety-critical
development might require a mathematical specification
of every detail of the system's behaviour, for most projects the cost of full formal specification is simply too
high. Less critical aspects can be described informally,
their details being postponed until implementation. For
almost all projects, though, there are aspects of specification that can be identified as risky early on, because they
are central to the concept of the entire system, because
they are likely to have major implementation repercussions, or simply because little is known about them.
We are developing a new approach to computer-aided
specification that is designed to be cost-effective for
everyday software development. It has three elements: a
modelling method, a specification language and an automatic checker.

Abstract Object Modelling
Authors' postal address: School of Computer Science, Carnegie
Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
Email: dnj@cs.cmu.edu; http://www.cs.cmu.edu!-dnj. This
research was sponsored in part by a Research Initiation Award
from the National Science Foundation (NSF), under grant
CCR-9308726, by a grant from the TRW Corporation, and by
the Wright Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Center, Air Force
Materiel Command, USAF, and the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA), under want F33615-93-1-1330. Cot7riiht
1996, Daniel Jackson.

Our modelling method is a very abstract version of
object-oriented modelling. We do not claim that the
resulting specification will alone suffice as a specification
document, and it will usually be necessary to supplement
it with more concrete models. Rather, the purpose of
abstract modelling is to capture an aspect of the specification and make it amenable to fully automatic analysis.
Like any en0ineerin0 technique1 abstract modellin 0 must

be applied discriminatingly; the specifier must identify
the areas of risk and focus on them, investing effort only
where a significant payoff is likely.
The first step in abstract modelling is to identify classes of individuals. These will generally be found in the
problem domain, and should be easily recognizable, persistent and atomic. In an air-traffic control system, for
example, PLANE (the class of airplanes) and STRIP (the
class of landing strips) might be chosen as classes of individual, but not FL/Gill' (because it is not easily recognizable - how many flights in a journey with 3 legs?) and
not NEARMISS (because it is ephemeral and not persistent) and not STACKOFPLANES (because it is composite
and not atomic). Important notions that cannot be treated as individuals may be treated instead as properties;
CROSSWIND, for example, fails on all criteria to be an
individual, but may be a property of the individual
STRIP.
The second step is to identify properties of individuals. These may either qualify single individuals or relate
individuals. They may be dynamic or time-invariant. A
PLANE individual, for example, might have time-invariant properties commercial (true if the airplane belongs to
a commercial airline and false otherwise) and cargo (true
if carrying cargo alone, and false if carrying passengers)
and dynamic properties granted (true of an airplane if it
has been granted landing permission) and descending.
The classes PLANE and STRIP may be related by the
property assigned (true of a plane p and strip s when p
has been assigned to land on s).
The third step is to specify more details about the
properties. In common with entity-relationship modelling, the properties may be categorized according to
whether they are many-one, one-one or many-many. The
property assigned, for example, would be defined to be
many-one if each plane is assigned to at most one landing
strip. Additionally, we can specify conditions that are
about more than one property. For example, we might
say that planes that have been granted landing permission must be assigned to a strip.
The fourth step is to identify events and specify transitions: how each event affects the properties of individuals. The event Grant(p) might grant permission to airplane p to land.
From the second step onwards, abstract modelling
involves not only the addition of details to the specification, but also its embellishment with claims. A claim is a
redundant assertion that the specification as written has
certain consequences. Its purpose is not to qualify the
assertions of the specification, but to make the specification more robust. Our tool automatically checks claims,
and, if a claim does not hold, presents the specifier with
a scenario demonstrating the inconsistency. For example,
we might claim that the definition of the Grant event

ensures that no two planes will ever be granted permission at the same time to land on the same strip.

The NP Specification Language
We have developed a specification language that allows a
model to be recorded precisely. The language is terse but
expressive; this makes the writing and reading of specifications more productive for the expert specifier, but it
does mean that its use calls for some experience. Like
many powerful notations used by specifiers, NP is
intended primarily for the specifier's own use and not for
communication with the client.
Properties are not expressed as predicates in NP, but
rather as sets and relations. The property granted, for
example, is declared to be a set of planes - those for
which permission to land has been granted. This set
should not be viewed as an object in its own right; it is
simply a property of planes. Similarly, assigned is
expressed not as a two-place predicate, but rather as a
relation between planes and strips. Expressing properties
in this way turns out to be much more convenient than a
more conventional logical formulation, because the standard array of set and relation operators can be used to
combine properties. For example, the property that a
plane has been granted permission to land but has not
been assigned to a landing strip is written
granted\ dom assigned

that is, the set granted minus the domain of the relation
assigned. If instead we expressed the properties as predicates, we would have to write something like
Granted (p) and not (exists s.Assigned (p,s))

A toy example of a specification written in NP is given
in Figure 1. First, two classes of individuals, corresponding to planes and landing strips are declared. Three
dynamic properties are then given. The property
assigned associates landing strips with planes; granted is a
property of planes alone, and open is a property of strips
(whether a strip is available for landing). The arrow in
the declaration of assigned indicates that the property is
a function: there is at most one strip assigned to a given
plane.
Following the vertical bar, an assertion is given relating two of the properties: it says that the set of granted
planes is a subset of the assigned planes (that is, no plane
can be granted landing permission without being
assigned to some strip). Because these 3 properties determine the state of the system, they have been collected
together into a "schema" with the name State.
The second schema, Grant, describes the transitions
associated with the granting of permission to a plane p.

[PLANE, STRIP]
State=[
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP
granted: set PLANE
open: set STRIP
granted <= dom assigned J
Grant (p: PLANE) =[
State
assigned-.{assigned.p} & granted={}
assigned'= assigned
granted'= granted U {p} J
Safe=[
State
inj (granted <: assigned)
ran assigned <= open J
GrantOK (p: PLANE) :: [
State
Safe and Grant (p) => Safe' J

Figure 1: An example of a specification in NP

Three assertions following the vertical bar describe the
effects of the event on the properties. The first says that
there are no planes that have been assigned to the same
strip as p and have been granted permission to land. The
second says that the assignment of planes to strips is
unchanged; assigned' denotes the value of the property
after the transition and assigned denotes its value before.
The third assertion says that p is added to the set of
planes granted permission to land, or equivalently, that
the property granted of p becomes true, and the property granted for all other planes is unchanged.
The third schema, Safe, packages two assertions used
in a claim. The first says that the assigned function is
injective when its domain is restricted to granted: that is,
no two planes are granted permissin to land on the same
strip. The second says that the range of assigned is a subset of open, that is, every strip to which a plane has been
assigned is open for landing.
Finally, the fourth schema, GrantOK, is a claim: it says
that if the assertions in Safe hold before a Grant transition, then they hold after. In other words, the claim says
that the Grant transition does not violate the obvious
safety requirement.

The Nitpick Checker
Althou0h writin 0 a specification in NP can itself expose

errors, the real benefit of formalization is the analysis
that becomes possible. Our Nitpick checker can simulate
the execution of NP specifications and check claims completely automatically.
Since an NP specification places no bounds on the
number of individuals in each class, there are in general
an infinite number of executions of a schema. The user is
therefore asked to select a scope that assigns a bound to
each class. We might start, for example, by setting the
scope to 3 planes and 3 strips. It is our experience that
most errors in NP specifications can be detected with
surprisingly small scopes.
Loading the above specification into Nitpick, we can
ask it to generate instances of any of the schemas. For
example, if we ask for 3 instances satisfying State, it displays:
Schema "State" is executed by case:
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP is empty
granted: Set PLANE is empty
Schema "State" is executed by case:
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP is
{p0->s0}
granted: Set PLANE is empty
Schema "State" is executed by case:
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP is
{p0->s0,
p7 ->s0}
granted: Set PLANE is empty

corresponding to the case of no planes assigned, one
plane (pO) assigned to one strip (sO) , and two planes (pO
and p1) assigned to the same strip (sO). If we request an
execution of Grant, it displays
Schema "Grant" is executed by case:
p: PLANE is p0
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP is
{ p0-> s0}
granted: Set PLANE is empty
open: Set STRIP is empty
assigned': PLANE-> STRIP is
{ p0-> s0)
granted': Set PLANE is { p0 J
open': Set STRIP is empty

showing that the definition of Grant does not, in itself,
prevent the granting of permission to land on a closed
landing strip (because the plane p0 is in granted' but not
in open').
More interestingly, we can ask Nitpick to evaluate the
claim GrantOK. With the scope set to 3 planes and 3

strips, it will examine all scenarios involving that many
planes and strips and display the first that violates the
claim. Such a case is found, and Nitpick displays:

Nitpick may be found in UD95, J]D96, DJ96].

Related Approaches
Claim "GrantOK" is contradicted in case:
p: PLANE is p0
assigned: PLANE-> STRIP is
{p0-> s0}
granted: Set PLANE is empty
open: Set STRIP is { so J
assigned': PLANE-> STRIP is
{p0->s0J
granted': Set PLANE is { p0 J
open': Set STRIP is empty

In this case, the plane (pO) has been assigned to a landing strip (s0) that satisfies the right conditions (it is open
and no other plane has been granted permission to land
on it), and it is granted permission appropriately (being
included in granted', the set of planes after execution of
the operation that have permission to land). But in the
course of execution, the strip in question (s0) has been
dropped from the set open. The problem is that we
failed to specify that open be unchanged over an execution of Grant. If, while granting permission to a plane to
land on some strip that strip suddenly becomes unavailable for landing, we will have violated the safety
requirement.
Like many errors in specifications, this appears at first
to be a simple slip, but is a symptom of something deeper. Even if we ensure that at the exact moment following
Grant the strip is still open, there is no way to ensure
that it remains open, and in the event of sudden closure
we might have to revoke landing permissions.
Even with small scopes, the number of scenarios to
be checked can be enormous. For 3 planes and strips,
for example, there are 98,304 possible executions of
Grant. The error was found, however, on the 18th case.
In fact, Nitpick only examined 4 of these, because, using
a variety of mechanisms to reduce the search, it can rule
out ~any cases in advance without examining them. For
this claim, it turns out that, if no counterexamples were
found, Nitpick would only examine 705 cases in total,
which is less than 1 in 150 of the 98,304 potential cases.
The number of scenarios rises exponentially with the
scope. For 4 planes and 4 strips, there are over 10 million executions of Grant. Nitpick's reductions also
improve exponentially (but not, unfortunately as fast
the number of scenarios!), so that for this scope only 1
in 1900 cases are examined.
The checking is itself highly optimized; on a
Macintosh 7100, Nitpick checks 10,000 cases in about
2 seconds. The checks of this example are thus instantaneous. Details of the reduction mechanisms used by

The NP language is based on Z [Spi92], a specification
language developed at Oxford University. Z, however,
includes features that make it immune to the kind of
checking Nitpick performs. Automatic Z tools provide
only syntax and type-checking; deep semantic checks of
the kind Nitpick can perform require theorem proving,
which cannot in general be automated.
Nitpick's checking is, in spirit at least, similar to the
analysis performed by model checkers such as SPIN
[Hol91] and SMV [BC+92]. Model checkers are
designed to handle the complexity that arises when state
machines with simply-structured state spaces (whose
components are variables of boolean and enumerated
type) are combined in parallel. They work well for protocols and for hardware designs, but not for the kinds of
specification that arise more commonly in software,
where the state space is more elaborate, and consists of
sets and relations.
There are tools that execute software specifications
[Val91, DK94, ELL94], but they all require that the
specification be written constructively (as if it were a
program), whereas Nitpick allows implicit specifications
in which the results of a transition can be specified without indicating exactly how they are obtained.
Furthermore, these tools are designed for executing
small numbers of scenarios, unlike Nitpick, which can
exhaust all the scenarios of a given scope, even if there
are a billion or more.

Experience
We have applied this approach in a series of small case
studies. We have built in NP, and analyzed with Nitpick:
models of the Macintosh finder; a mobile IP protocol;
plain old telephone service; and the inheritance of paragraph styles in Microsoft Word UD96a]. We have successfully taught NP to students taking the masters of
software engineering degree at CMU, who have then
used the notation and the Nitpick checker in a class project.
Nitpick is implemented in C (in about 50kloc). The
executable is available free, currently only for the
Macintosh. A language manual for NP is available too
UD96bJ.
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Abstract

Usability has been recognized as an important factor in soft.ware quality. In this paper , we give a framework for collecting and analysis data for software usability evaluation . We use the Goal/Question/Metric
method, build a model for the human-computer interaction process, derive operational scenarios from the
model , and define the questions and metrics for usability evaluation for each of these scenarios. We discuss
the different mechanisms needed for collecting different usability data, and give suggestions about data analysis as well as organizational strategies for data interpretation . The framework is intended to be used to
form the basic structure of an organization 's usability engineering activities.

1

Introduction

Usability is now widely recognized as an important software quality alongside other aspects such
as functionality and reliability. The usability issue of computer systems has become important
because of the growth of the following two factors:

Application domain At first , computers have been used for tasks that depend on mathematical
calculations , in which they prove to be very powerful and successful. But now computer
application covers a wide range of things that people do that cannot be taken over completely
by a numerical machine, including talk , understand speech and language, write, read, organize,
administer, looking for information , entertain, etc.[10]. Computer systems have been designed
and built to act as assistants, aids, and "power tools" . In these recent applications, computers
are often not doing enough. They are often too hard to operate, i.e. , not quite usable.
User population With the rapid growth of computer use, the population of computer users also
increases very fast. Furthermore, computers are being used DIRECTLY by more and more
people with different computer literacy, including those who have never used a computer
before. Sometimes a computer system must be usable for handicapped people, or people with
different languages . In other words , current systems have to be usable to a larger group of
people with more diversity.
The usability of a softwa re can be defined as the extent to which it supports the effective,
efficient, and satisfying use by the users for their tasks . Usability is generally associated with
l

the following five attributes[14)[17]: learnability, efficiency, memorability, error handling, and user
satisfaction.
There are different approaches to usability assessment or evaluation. These approaches can
be classified as expert-, theory-, and user-based(18]. User-based evaluation is also called user testing
or usability testing, which involves one or more users completing one or more tasks in an appropriate
environment. Theory-based evaluation involves evaluators analyzing, based on a theory, the user's
interaction activities( cognition, perception, and motor) needed to complete the tasks with the
system and looking for problems. Expert-based evaluation involves evaluators assessing a system's
conformity to usability principles, guidelines, or standards. It may involve usability experts only,
as in "heuristic evaluation"[12]; or it may involve people representing different knowledge areas, as
in the "pluralistic walkthroughs" approaches[4]. Given the state-of-the-art of the other two types
of evaluation, the user-based approach, i.e. user testing, provides the most dependable information
for evaluating usability. At the same time, user testing is generally the most expensive one among
all approaches.

In this paper, we first review the current approaches for usability evaluation, as well as
some of the empirical studies that compared the different methods in terms of effectiveness, costeffectiveness, consistency of result, etc .. We ended the review by a qualitative summarization of the
approaches and the empirical studies. Then a framework is given for collecting and analyzing data
for usability evaluation, in which we show that besides user testing, expert analysis before and after
user testing are also very important, and that some data can be collected just by expert analysis and
it's not necessary to depend everything on the expensive user testing. The aim of this framework
is to perform usability evaluation in a structured and cost-effective way, with the guidance of the
qualitative analysis of what kind of data need to be collected. We use the Goal/Question/Metric
approach to decompose the usability evaluation goal into questions and metrics, based on a model
of human-computer interaction and its submodels, identify the components that the less expensive
tool analysis or expert analysis will suffice, so that user testing can be focused on the parts that
other methods are not effective. We suggest practitioners to analyze the user testing records deeply
to reveal the information beyond the result data themselves. We also suggest organizations to keep
a database of the usability data of all its products and of its competitor's products, and to use this
database to support decision making.

2

State of the practice

Many organizations in the computer industrj' have realized the importance of usability and have
devoted efforts to usability engineering. In this section, the three types of usability evaluation
methods will be described. The characteristics of each of them will be discussed. Results from
some of the empirical studies will be presented in comparing these different approaches. Finally, a
qualitative analysis summarizes the state-of-the-practice.
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2.1

Current approaches

So far, the most common usability activity among organizations is the user-based approach. It
involves building a usability lab, where a group of people can test the usability of a product by
letting representative real users to work on real tasks with the system. The major activities of the
people working at the usability lab are to design and conduct usability testing with users, and to
analyze the data collected from the usability testing[6]. A usability lab generally consists of one
or more user rooms and one observation room. The observation room is separated from the user
room(s) by on-way mirror, so that the observers can see the activities of the users but the users
won't see the observers. Also there are cameras and human or automatic logger to record the
user's activities during user testing in very detail. The users are encouraged to "think aloud" so
that the observer(s) may better understand the interaction process. Relevant developers are often
asked to observe the users' interaction with the system, so that they can see the users' problems
more directly. Problems are found through observation (including watching videotape) of users'
activities, analysis of users ' performance da.ta, and interview or questionnaire with users after the
test. Based on these detected problems , recommendations are made to change the product, and
possibly the process by which it was developed.
Expert-based usability evaluation or inspection methods are also practiced in some organizations. These methods are based on expert analysis of the design or product, with regard to
standards, guidelines, and heuristics, considering the characteristics of the users, tasks, and working
environment.
One such method is "heuristic evaluation" [12], which involves having a set of evaluators
examine the system and judge its compliance with recognized usability principles (the "heuristics" ).
Each individual evaluator inspects the system alone. Communication between evaluators are not
allowed until all evaluations have been completed and results are aggregated. This method is fast
(usually one to two hours for an individual evaluator session) , easy to carry out , and flexible. There
is not restriction on how the evaluators should perform the evaluation. They are not even given
task scenarios. The result depends heavily on the expertise of the evaluators and the number of
evaluators involved.
Another expert-based method, called "pluralistic usability walkthroughs"[4], involves the
meeting of a group of people with different knowledge areas , including usability experts, software
developers, and possibly users. They will work together going through a set of task scenarios. The
walkthrough process includes asking each participants to write down the action(s) he/she would
take for a given task. After all participants have written the action( s) they would take, a discussion
begins , with the users speaking first. Only after the first round of comments from the users are
exhausted do the usability experts and developers offer their opinions.
Theory-based methods are occasionally used in practice. These methods are built on models
and theories . Comparing to the other two types of methods, these methods have more formal
procedures and analyze the human-computer interaction process in more detail.
One theory-based method is the GOMS method. The GOMS(Goals , Operators , Methods,
and Selection rules) model[5] was originally developed to characterize user behavior in text editing.
It says that users want to achieve their goals (may be divided into subgoals); they are knowledge-
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able of some methods for achieving a goal; they can perform certain elementary perceptual, motor,
or cognitive acts (operators); and they need to follow certain selection rules for choosing the
right method when there are more than one methods available. GOMS usability evaluation is to
decompose user's tasks into goals, operators, methods , and selection rules, and use the model human processor (MHP) to predict the time for the user to complete the task. It is originally only for
analyzing error-free interaction of expert users, but later expanded to accommodate learning and
error recovery in NGOMSL[9].
Another theory-based method, cognitive walkthrough[19], is based on a theory of learning
by exploration and on modern research in problem solving. It uses as inputs a description of the
system, a task scenario, assumptions about the knowledge a user will bring to the task, and the
specific actions a user must perform to accomplish the task with the interface. The evaluator(s)
then examines each step in the correct action sequence asking the following question: (1) Will the
user try to achieve the right effect? (2) Will the user notice that the correct action is available?
( 3) Will the user associate the correct action with the effect that the user is trying to achieve? ( 4)
If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is being made toward solution of
the task? This approach is focused very explicitly on one aspect of usability, ease of learning. The
analysis is also low-level.

2.2

Empirical comparison of current approaches

Different methods are being tested and their pros and cons are being presented and debated.
Jeffries et al.[7] compare four methods : heuristic evaluation (by 4 usability experts), software
guidelines(a team of 3 software engineers), cognitive walkthrough(the same 3 software engineers),
and user testing(with 6 subjects). The result shows that heuristic evaluation finds about 1/2 of
the reported problems, while ea.ch of the other three methods finds about 1/6 of the problems.
Heuristic evaluation and user testing are more effective at finding severe problems than the other
two methods. Among the problems found by the guidelines group, only about 1/3 were found
via the technique, with others found as side effect or through prior experience, conforming the
ineffectiveness of guidelines method for either design or evaluation. The general conclusion is that
heuristic evaluation is much more cost-effective than all the other methods ( cost is measured by
the time spent on evaluation in person-hours):
Heuristic evaluation(12)~Cognitive walkthrough(3)>Guidelines(2) > User testing(l)
Karat et al.[8] try to compare user testing with individual and team walkthrough methods.
Their walkthrough method involves an individual user or a team of users using provided usability
heuristics to go through task scenarios and report problems. The result shows that user testing(with
6 subjects) reports many more problems(both in total number of problems and in the number of
severe problems) than the walkthroughs; team walkthrough(with 6 pairs of users) achieves better
results than individual walkthrough(with 6 individual users) in some areas. About 1/3 of the
severe problems were found by all three methods. Cost-effectiveness data show that empirical
testing required the same or less time to identify each problem than walkthroughs.
Nielsen and Landauer[13] analyze the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of user testing and
heuristic evaluation, based on data from 11 studies. They model the detection of usability problems
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as a function of the number of test users or heuristic evaluators as a Poisson process. The number
of usability problems that have been found at least once by i test users or evaluators is

Found( i)

= N(l -

(1 - >.)i)

where N is the total number of problems in the interface, and the parameter ,\ is the probability
of finding the average usability problem when running a single, average test user, or using a single,
average heuristic evaluator. The data show that for user testing 16-51 % of the problems can be
found by one person, while for heuristic evaluation, the range is 19-60%, with 60% corresponding
to evaluators with "double" (both usability and domain) expertise. This model can be used to
predict the number of evaluations needed to achieve the desired levels of coverage or benefits . For
a "medium" system, they estimate that 16 evaluations would be worth their cost , with benefit/cost
ratio at 4.
Nielsen and Phillips[ll] use GOMS , user testing, and three forms of heuristic evaluation to
estimate user performance with two alternative designs for database query tasks . All methods give
good estimation of the relative advantage of one design over the other. For absolute user performance, GOMS is only better than the cheapest form of heuristic evaluation, where 12 evaluators
were given only a written specification of the two designs. But GOMS has much less variance among
its 19 evaluators than any form of the heuristic evaluation methods. As to cost-effectiveness, for
achieving a relative estimation with a standard error of 10%, the cheapest form of heuristic evaluation costs $319 , with GOMS costing $560 , and user testing costing $1553. These numbers are the
result of adding the costs to set up the evaluation, and the costs for each test user, evaluator, with
variable hourly cost of different types of staff.

2.3

Qualitative comparison of current approaches

Relating to the results from the above studies , a qualitative analysis is also necessary. User testing
is expensive but is the best method for obtaining user performance data, especially those related to
the user 's cognitive activities like learning and understanding. User testing must be observed and
analyzed by usability specialists. For instance , the nature of user 's problems in using the system
often needs to be analyzed through observation or interview. Heuristic evaluation is the easiest
and most flexible method. But it 's loosely structured both in the heuristics themselves and the
way the evaluation is carried out. So its results vary largely among different evaluators, depending
heavily on the evaluators ' expertise both in usability and in the application domain. Empirical
studies show that heuristic evaluation is more suitable for finding problems than for predicting
user performance. The formal methods , GOMS and cognitive walkthrough, yield results with less
variation than heuristic evaluation. But they are also more tedious to carry out. Also, since their
focus is on low-level analysis , global issues are often not addressed. Another limitation of cognitive
walkthrough is that it is restricted to analyzing user's learning.

In summary, theory-based approaches tend to be too tedious and hard to scale up to accommodate practically large systems. Expert analysis such as heuristic evaluation is good at finding
usability problems based on usability criteria and guidelines ( although some of the problems may
not necessarily be experienced by users) , and has the potential of being more effective when it is
better structured, but is not accurate in predicting user performance and is not quite capable of
5

predicting user's cognitive activities. User testing often is the most dependable and most expensive
way for usability evaluation, but need to be carefully planned beforehand and need to be carefully
analyzed afterwards.

3

Goal/Question/Metric framework for usability evaluation

Goal2

Goal 1

Figure 1: The GQM model
The Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) method[2][3] is a mechanism for supporting the setting of operational goals for software projects, with regard to the appropriate perspective and relevant environment . Based on models, questions are generated that define those goals as completely as possible.
Measurements needed to answer those questions are specified , collected, verified and analyzed, to
answer the questions and to achieve the goals.
In this work, the GQM method is used to decompose the goal of usability evaluation into
questions, based on a model of human-computer interaction. We propose to decompose the main
model into three sub-models along to its "use" dimension. Each sub-model describes the knowledge
and activities involved in one type of use. Based on each of these three sub-models , questions and
metrics are defined for usability evaluation for the corresponding use scenario.
The aim of the decomposition of the model into submodels is to divide the whole problem
space into several operationally separable parts, so that each part is more manageable and is also
operationally self-content. The result of the decomposition is operational scenarios. This idea of
scenario-based inspection/evaluation techniques has been studied at the University of Maryland,
NASA Software Engineering Lab and AT&T Bell Lab , with positive empirical results[1](16].
The resulting questions and metrics for usability evaluation( under the three operational
scenarios) are given in Section 5. Data for these metrics are going to be collected. For some
metrics, the data can be obtained from expert analysis of the system and the use characteristics.
For other metrics, the data can only be obtained through user testing. Knowing what data need to
be collected through user testing can make user testing more focused and more cost-effective. After
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Figure 2: The framework for data collection and analysis
data for all the metrics have been collected , the general usability of the system can be assessed,
according to the weights assigned to the different use scenarios for the system. The framework is
illustrated in Figure 2.

4

A model for human-computer interaction

The model captures the human-computer interaction process by the following three dimensions:
Use This can be divided into three aspects: novice using , error-free expert using, and error
handling. For a user using a computer system , each time he/she is in one of these three kind of
uses. As to the five aspects of usability introduced at the beginning of this paper , novice using
mostly relates to "learnabili t y" and "memorability"; error-free expert using mostly relates to
"efficiency" ; error handling relates to "errors" ; and a.11 of them affects "user satisfaction".
Knowledge and skill User's nowledge is divided into semantic and syntactic knowledge[l 7].
Users have semantic knowledge about the task domain and the computer domain beforehand.
They need to learn the syntactic knowledge of the system and establish a mapping between
the objects and actions in the semantic knowledge with the objects and actions presented in
7

the user interface (i.e. in the syntactic knowledge). User's skill include typing skills, etc ..
Activity This is divided into execution and evaluation. Norman[15] characterize users' activities during interacting with a computer into the following seven stages: (1) Forming the goal
(2) Forming the intention (3) Specifying an action (4) Executing the action (5) Perceiving
the system state (6) Interpreting the system state (7) Evaluating the outcome. The first four
stages corresponds to execution. The rest three stages corresponding to evaluation.
According to this model, a user experiences execution and evaluation in each of the three uses,
driven by semantic and syntactic knowledge, in order to achieve the goal.
To further explain this model, consider a user using a text editor to compose a document.
First look at the "use" dimension of the model,
• When the user is not sure how to carry out an action on the system for the current task, or
when the user is not sure what would happen after executing a certain action, or what the
system response means or implies, he/she is in the state of "novice using".
• When the user knows exactly what command( s) need to be executed for the current task and
what the system's response and state will be after the execution, and tp.at the user carries out
the commandes without any mistake ( either on the user's side or on the system's side), he/she
is experiencing "error-free expert using".

• If something goes wrong when the user is using the system, he/she enters the state of "errorhandling".
As to the "knowledge and skill" dimension, for a text editing application , the user generally
has semantic knowledge about the steps needed to compose a document (i.e. the tak domain),
including typing/writing the text, delete some text, insert some text, go to a particular location of
the document, check spelling errors , etc .. The user may or may not have the semantic knowledge
of the computer domain, including the concept of a computer file and the associated "open" and
"save" operations, the concept of memory and disk, the knowledge that keyboard and mouse are to
be used for entering and/or selecting a command and file , typing the text, selecting and executing
a command, etc .. The user may or may not know the syntactic knowledge of the system, e.g., the
command for deleting a character , for going to the end of the document , for moving a block of text
to another location, for spell checking, etc., as well as the way that the system gives feedbacks to
the user.
Generally, in any kind of use, the user needs first to formulate the goal to achive , e.g., to
eliminate all the spelling errors in the document if there is any. Then the user need to decide what
he/she needs to do to a.chive that goal, i.e., to run the spell checker of the system. Then the user
needs to map this action to the system's command by using the syntactic knowledge. Then the user
executes that command. Then the user perceive the feedback from the computer, e.g., the system
asking the user to confirm a correction or to select from several possible corrections. Then, with
the syntactice knowledge of the system, the user undertands that the spell checker is proceeding as
expected. And with the semantic knowledge, the user understands that he/she is moving toward
the goal.
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5

Questions, metrics, and data collection

Our goal is to collect data for software usability evaluation. The object being studies is a software
in the form of product, or prototype, or design. Since our focus is on usability, we will take the
user's point of view and study the use of the system by the users , for their tasks, and in their
environment of use. The result of the evaluation can be used to improve a design, or to compare
competitive products, or to assess the usability improvement of a product a.cross versions, or for
the purpose of quality control.
In order to come up with the set of questions and metrics for usability evaluation, the
process of human-computer interaction needs to be analyzed in detail so that the relevant issues
will be covered as complete as possible. To make this GQM framework operational, when defining
metrics, we must consider the availability of the mechanism for data collection. So in the following ,
we will indicate how each piece of data can be collected, either through user testing, or expert
analysis, or tool analysis , etc ..
Based on the model defined in Section 4, the human-computer interaction process can be
illustrated in Figure 3. This diagram indicates that generally there are four steps in the human-

Knowledge and skill

syntactic

s~ll ,' b,
' \
'

-----C
\

1

•a

I

I
I

semantic

Activity
execution

evaluation

Figure 3: The human-computer interaction process
computer interaction process.
l. User uses semantic knowledge to formulate the action to be executed;

2. User uses syntactic knowledge and computer skill to execute the action;
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3. User uses syntactic knowledge to perceive the action result and the system state;
4. User uses semantic knowledge to evaluate the outcome of the action.
Usually, when using a computer system to perform some task, a user will experience an iteration
of the above four steps. But the steps may vary among the different kind of uses as defined in
the model of Section 4. For "error-free expert using" , there can be the shortcut a (as indicated
in Figure 3) where the user knows exactly what the system response and action result will be so
he/she ca:ri skip the "evaluation" part . Also for "error-free expert use" , it is possible that after
starting with step 1, the user experiences an iteration of steps 2 and 3 for a while, as indicated
as shortcut c in the figure. This means that the user thinks about his task totally in the domain
of the system being used. Shortcut b can be seen to represent the cases that conditions for both
shortcuts a and c are true.
In the following three sections, the human-computer interaction process in each of the three
use scenarios will be analyzed. The three groups of questions and metrics for usability evaluation
will be generated one by one, based on the models and the analysis.

5.1

Novice using

First, a submode! for "novice using" can be derived from the main model. It can be described by
the following:
• User has certain semantic knowledge in both the task domain and computer domain, both
about execution and about evaluation.
• User needs to learn syntactic knowledge( of this particular system), both about execution and
about evaluation, including
To understand objects presented by the system,
- To understand how to perceive system responses and action results,
- To know how to execute actions on the system.
This can be facilitate by the easy mapping from the semantic knowledge to the syntactic
knowledge, or by the use a metaphors, or by the consistency in the syntactic knowledge, as
well as by the syntactic flexibility supported by the system, etc ..
Based on the above submode! the questions and metrics are defined as follows (Q=Question,
M=Metric).
Ql.1: How easy is it for the user to understand the system in general, including objects, actions, as
well as the outcomes of actions?
The best way to answer this question is through user testing, in which each user is told to
get familiar with the system, with any on-line or off-line help facilities provided, until he/she feels
that he/she understands the following issues regarding the system and the tasks:
• The mapping between objects in task domain and in the system;
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• The mapping between actions in task domain and in the system;
• The relationship between objects in the system;
• The way(s) to carry out an operation which involves an action with one or more objects;
• The way(s) that system responses to an operation that the user initiates;
• The way( s) to find out if the result of the operation is as expected.
When the user says he/she understands these, a test is given that covers the above issues. The two
metrics relating to this user testing are:
Ml.I: The time taken for a user to reach the state that he/she feels understand these aspects in
general. The value is in seconds.
Ml.2: The score a user gets on a test of the above understanding. The value is a percentage.

The time as in Ml.1 will be adjusted by the test score as in Ml.2 as follows:
Adjusted time = M 1. 1 / M 1.2
Then the mean and standard deviation of the adjusted time will be computed.

Ql.2: To what extent can a user correctly carry out an action without having to remember the
command name, object name, command or data format, etc.?
Ml.3: Percentage of actions, objects, command formats and data formats that users can immediately
recall or are directly visible on display when needed.
Ml.4: Percentage of actions, objects, command formats and data formats that are not in Ml.3 but
are retrievable on display (through pull-clown menu, pop-up menu, directory browsing, or
on-line help).
Ml.5: Percentage of actions, objects, command formats and data formats that are neither in Ml.3
nor in Ml.4.
Ml.6: The difficulty measure of items in Ml.4, corresponding the difficulty with which a user may
have in finding the item.

Data for Ml.3, Ml.4, and Ml.5 can be collected by experts, possibly with the help of tools. For
Ml.6, values can be assigned by experts for ea.ch of the different ways of finding the information.
All these data can also be collecting by conducting a user testing, after the users have gone
through the activities corresponding to question Ql.1. Here the users are required to locate a set
of objects, find out a set of commands, command formats and data formats. The users can recall
them from memory, locate them on the screen, or use on-line help. Then the data for Ml.3, Ml.4,
Ml.5, and Ml.6 are obtained based on the performance of the users when they work on the set of
tasks for the first time. This measure of the usability can be computed as follows:
Easiness to remember and recall= Ml.3 x 1 + Ml.4 x (mean(Ml.6))
ideal value is 1.

+ Ml.5 x

0.1. The

Ql.3: To what extent can a user correctly map a task into operations of the system, carry out the
operations, and understand the outcome'?
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Ml.7: The possibility that a user finds the set of system operations for the task. The value is
1

the number of tries until success·

Ml.8: The possibility that a user successfully execute a step. The value is the number of t;ies until success.
Ml.9: The possibility that a user correctly understands the result of the operations. The value is
number of test users that understood correctlv
total number of test users

These data need to be collected through user testing, based on the performance of the users when
they work on the given set of tasks.
The overall value of this part of the usability is
Lall tasks(Ml.7 X Ml.9 X flail steps for the task Ml.8)

the number of tasks
The ideal value is 1.
Ql.4: How flexible is the system on the order of command parameters or input data that are semantically orderless?
Ml.IO: All the cases that semantically it is orderless.
Ml.11: The cases of M.10 that flexibility is supported by the system.
These data can be collected by experts by going through the objects and actions of the system. It
can also being collected with cooperation with the people in charge of testing the systems.
Ql.5: How consistent is the system in terms of objects, actions, system responses, etc.?
Ml.12: To what extent are objects consistently represented, including their icon, color, position, size,
etc.?
Ml.13: To what extent can actions be carried out in a consistent way, e.g., through command line,
menu selection, or direct manipulation?
Ml.14: To what extent are the system responses given consistently, including position, format, etc.?
These data can be collected by experts by going through the objects and actions of the system. It
can also being collected with cooperation with the people in charge of testing the systems.

5.2

Error-free expert using

The usability of a system in this scenario means the extent to which the system facilitate the
efficient and satisfying use of the system through the user interface design 1 .
In this use scenario,
1

Efficiency and user satisfaction a.re also affected to a. large extent by the design of the algorithm and the capacity
of the underlying computer hardware. In usability evaluation we only analyze the way that efficiency and user
satisfaction a.re affected by the design of the user interface. For example, if a transaction takes a. long time (say,
longer than 2 seconds), it would be more satisfying to the user if the system constantly informs the user a.bout the
proceeding of the transaction as well as the portion that has been finished.
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• User have good syntactic knowledge of the system for the current task( s );
• User may demand more efficient and satisfying operation of the system, which can be achieved
by
Facilities like shortcut, macro, default values , etc. that can let the user achieve the same
goal with less work,
Less stress on the user side,
More appropriate feedbacks,
More customizable user interface.
The questions and metrics for usability evaluation under this scenario is as follows.
Q2.l: How efficient is the system for the defined tasks?
M2.l: The time taken for completing each task in the set with the developer-specified most efficient
method. This should include the times for mental planning, execution of operations, waiting
for system response, and understanding the outcome.
M2.2: The least number of operations for each task in the set. Ideal value is l.
M2.3: The cases that a default value can be provided.
M2.4: The cases in M2.3 that default values are provided by the system.
Data for M2.l, M2.2, M2.3, M2.4 can all be collected by expert analysis and trial. M2.1 can also
be collected by conducting user testing.
For metrics M2.3 and M2.4, the ideal situation is M2.4
= M2.3, meaning that default values are provided whenever possible.
Q2.2: How easy is it to use the system for the tasks?
M2.5: The difficulty index of each action. The value is at least l. Actions (either execution or
evaluation) with difficulty index greater than 1 include:
Double click a mouse button: 1.2
Hold a mouse button for longer than 1 second: the time in seconds
Combination keys that can be carried out with one hand: 1.4
Combination keys or combined use of mouse and keyboard that must be carried out with
two hands: 2
Read blinking text, text in small fonts, or text in hard-to-read colors: 1.2 - 2
These difficulty index values in M2.2 can be decided by the evaluators, but should be used consistently for the purpose of comparison. There can be other actions that cause extra stress on the
user. The important thing is to record all the types of "difficult actions" and the difficulty index
value used for reference.
The overall value for Q2.2 is
Lall actions M2.5
the number of actions

The ideal value is 1.
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Q2.3: How appropriate are the system feedbacks presented?

M2.6: The number of non-error short system messages for simple confirmation that should not require
further user input.
M2. 7: The number of system messages in M2.6 that require user reaction on the messages themselves.
The ideal value is 0.
M2.8: The number of cases that a long-time (longer than 2 seconds) operation is going on.
M2.9: The number of cases in M2.8 that a constant message shows the percentage of work having
been done for that operation. The ideal value is 0.
Data for M2.6, M2.7, M2.8, and M2.9 can be collected in cooperation with people in charge of
testing the software. For each case in M2.7 and M2 .9, a recommendation for improvement should
be added to the evaluation report .
Q2.4: How customizable is the user interface of the system?

M2.10: Number of parameters that users want to customize.
M2.11: The parameters in 2.10 that are made customizable in the user-desired way in the system.
Ideally M2.10 = M2.ll.
The list of parameters can be collected by the usability experts in cooperation with the designers/ developers. Then data for M2.10 and M2.11 can be collected through a users survey (among
users having at least tried the system) .

5.3

Error handling

When an error occurs, it means that the following has happened:
1. User wanted to do something;
2. User executed some command(s);
3. One of the following happened:
(a) The command( s) executed successfully, but the result was not as the user had expected;
(b) The last command failed to execute, possibly generating some error message;
( c) The system crashed.

In terms of error handling, a usable system should be:
• Error preventive. The best way for error handling is to prevent them.
• Error informative. When an error occurs , inform the user what error has occurred, as specific
and context-sensitive as possible, and in the user-understandable language.
• Error corrective. Provide facilities for the users to recover from errors, and tell them how to
do that when errors occur.
Questions for usability evaluation under this scenario a.re as follows:
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Q3.l: What's the error ra.te of using the system.
M3.l: The number of errors a. user made when working on the set of tasks.
M3.2: The time a user takes to recover from errors when working on the set of tasks.
Data for M3.l and M3.2 are collected based on the users working on the set of tasks during all
kinds user testings, either for novice using, or for expert using.
The ideal values for M3.l and M3.2 are 0.
Q3.2: To what extent is the system error-preventive?
M3.3: The percentage of invalid operations/commands disabled.
The data for M3.3 can be collected in cooperation with the people in charge of testing the system.
Q3.3: To what extent is the system error-informative?
M3.4: The extent to which the user understands what the error is.
M3.5: The extent to which the user understands what to do to recover from the error.
The data for M3.4 and M3 .5 should be collected based on user 's experience in dealing with errors
during all the user testings.
Q3.4: To what extent is the system error-corrective?
M3.6: The interval that the user's work is saved periodically in ca.se the system crashes?
M3.7: When the system restarts after crashing, whether the system inform the user how to retrieve
the most recent backup when it exists?
The data for M3.6 and M3.7 can be obtained by analyze the system or consulting the designers/developers of the system.

5.4

Summary of data collection

As shown above, usability data. need to be collected through the analysis of usability specialists,
through the use of analysis tools, through user testing, and through the cooperation with people
who test the system in general. But before all these, it is important to analyze the characteristics
of the system, the users , the tasks , and the environment , to make it clear what usability data need
to be collected for the current project, and how to collect them.
The parts that user testing is needed the most are those relating to the cognitive process
of human users , such as in the "novice using" scenario and in checking the understandability of
error message, etc.. So far , user testing is still the most dependable method for assessing the
usability for these aspects. The cognitive walkthrough approach introduced in Section 2.1 has not
been shown successful in dealing with general human-computer interactions other than the simple
"walk-up-and-use" systems . In case user testing cannot be conducted, the heuristic evaluation
method (as one "discount usability engineering" method) can be used where usability experts use
15

certain usability heuristics and see if user will have usability problem when using the system. But
this kind of heuristic analysis is hard to be accurate, is less objective, and depends heavily on the
experts understanding of the user and task characteristics.

It is also important to collect qualitative information of user testing. For user testing,
current usability labs often provides the facility for observing the user's interaction process unobtrusively, and for recording the whole process on videotape, sometimes with multiple views. This
provides the great opportunity for deep analysis of user testing data. Since the quantitative data
alone, like task completion time, may not be informative enough for a detailed analysis of how
much time is spent on which part of the interaction process.
Another reason for analysis beyond quantitative data. is the importance of one often neglected aspect of data., their context. Context information can be obtained through observing or
watching the videotape of user testing. Context information that may affect the interpretation of
test results should all be reported. Otherwise the data can be misleading. More importantly, the
detailed information about users' interaction process, especially what kind of problems users had
with the system during the process, is more valuable for the development team to make changes to
the system for usability improvement, although quantitative evaluation is often carried out from
the organization's point of view for comparison and decision-making.

6

Organizational strategy for data interpretation

Two kinds of output can be generated from the data. collection process: quantitative usability measures and qualitative information about usability problems in the system. Quantitative evaluation
in form of an assigned value of the usability is quite informative for understanding the general
usability of the whole system. The qualitative outputs, especially the ones pointing out specifically where users experience usability problems, are more significant for later work on usability
improvement.
To draw conclusions from the collected data, people need to compare them with the ideal
values of the corresponding metrics provided, with data from competitive systems, or with data
from older systems. Some metrics have ideal values associated with them. For the metrics that do
not have ideal values, other baseline values are needed to make the evaluation meaningful. For this
reason we suggest that each organization collect and organize usability data of all its products, as
well as usability data of competitive products from other organizations. These data can be used
for different kinds of decision making like quality control and business strategy decisions.
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State of the practice
Usability has become important because
• Application domain
- Computers are no longer just for computing
- More complex data and transaction require more complex interface
• User population
- Computers are no longer just for specialists
- More diversed users require simpler and more flexible
interface
University of Maryland

Computer Science Department
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State of the practice
Usability evaluation is a key activity in achieving usable
products.
Problem : Given a software (esp. the user interface, in form

of design, prototype, or product), how to assess its usability with regard to the tasks, users and environments.
Solutions :
User testing : observe real users working on real tasks,

collect user performance data.
Heuristic evaluation : experts evaluate separately by

using 10 heuristics, no meeting, no use cases.
Compu ter Science Department

University of Maryland
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Pluralistic walkthrough : meeting of people from mul-

tiple parts, going through use cases.
Theory based approaches : GOMS (goal, operation,

method, and selection rules) for error-free expert use;
cognitive walk.through for learning and understanding
in novice use.
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Comparison of Current Approaches
User testing: costly, late in the lifecycle(limited use m

early stage), considered most reliable.
Heuristic evaluation : unreliable (mean 34%, 9 for 80%).
Pluralistic walkthrough : proceeds very slowly, discrete

operation, selected path may not be available.
Theory based approaches : often based on incomplete

t heory. GOMS only for error-free use of expert user; Cognitive walk.through only for learning.
Different results from different empirical studies.
Computer Science Department

University of Maryland
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Our Framework - Motivation
• Two questions about user testing
- Is it needed for everything in usability evaluation?
- Do we need activities other than user testing in usability evaluation?
• Better structured expert evaluation than heuristic evaluation
• Framework about what data to collect and how to collect
• Scenario-based inspection
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Our Framework - The GQM Model

Conceptual level: goal for certain object , quality model,

point of view
Operational level: questions about object, quality model,

point of view

Quantitativ@ level: data agsociated with every quegtion
Computer Science Department
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Our Framework - Model for HCI
Three dimensions:
• Use: learning, error-free using, and error-handling
• Knowledge and skill: semantic and syntactic
• Activity: execution and evaluation
A user experiences execution and evaluation in each of the
three uses, driven by semantic and syntactic knowledge, m

order to r1chieve the 6or1l.
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Our Framework - Three scenarios
Decompose human-computer interaction into three scenarios: novice-using, error-free expert using, and error handling
• Each scenario is more manageable and easier to analyze
• These scenarios are operationally separable
• Positive empirical evidence for scenario-based inspection
- Scenario-based inspection experiment (UMD and AT&T)
- Perspective-based reading experiment (NASA SEL)

Computer Science Department

University of Maryland
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Our Framework - Novice Using
• Main issue is learning: understand, recall, map tasks to
system actions
• Affected by: conformance between the user's semantic
knowledge and the syntactic knowledge; consistency of
the syntax; flexibility of the syntax; availabilility of objects and actions on the screen when needed; etc.
• Questions: learning time, recall, mapping tasks to actions, consistency, and flexibility
• Data collection: mostly user testing, some can be done

by BxpBrt arrnlygig or tool n,mtlygig
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Our Framework - Error-free Expert Using
• Suppose user has all the needed syntactic knowledge
• Main issues are efficiency and user satisfaction
• Affected by: availability of facilities like shortcuts, macros,
default values; stress associated with user actions; constant feedback of long-time operations; customizability
of the user interface; etc.
• Questions: performance, ease of use, feedback appropriateness, and customizability.
• Data collection: almost can all be done without user testmg
Computer Science Department
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Our Framework - Error Handling
• Either only the result was not what the user expected, or
the execution failed, or the system crashed.
• Issues: error-preventive, error-informative, error-corrective
• Affected by: error-prevention in design; undo and reversible actions; good error messages; reduce user's loss
in case of error; etc.
• Question: error rates and the above three issues
• Data collection: error rates need user testing, the others
can be done by expert analysis as well as integration to
the software testing part
Computer Science Department

University of Maryland

Quality Week 1996
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Suggestions to Organizations
• Recognize the importance of usability
• Besides conducting user testing, also emphasize analysis, so that it is decided early what data need to be collected, which data need user testing, which can be collected through expert analysis , and which can be integrated into software testing
• Build usability database. Keep usability data of competitive products and different versions of the same product.
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Future Directions
1. Refine this framework

• Completeness of the usability issues covered
• Existing and potential supporting tools
• Mechanism for tailoring the framework
• Details of the data collection procedures
2. Apply the framework in practice
• Look for an organization to work with
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Abstract
At present, software test methods, techniques, metrics, and tools are usually selected manually, based on the
expertise of individuals. This paper presents a systematic tool supported approach, that bases its suggestions on the
technical situation, the existing goals, and constraints of a specific organization or a particular project. A prototype of
a decision support system, that supports the elaboration of test strategies, is available. The approach uses information
about the technical situation that is provided by answering pre-defined questions with fuzzy data. The objective is to
determine suitability with respect to combinations of test methods, techniques, metrics, tools, and quantified test
situations. The priorities of goals and constraints are assessed by applying a technique that is based on comparing
goals in pairs. This permits to check certain consistency criteria by static analysis. A hierarchy of the importance of
goals and constraints is calculated, which provides the basis for the determination of the suitability of test methods,
techniques, metrics, and tools with respect to goals and constraints.

Introduction
Many companies have installed corporate programs that are focused on quality or productivity improvement or
reduction of the development time [3, 12, 21]. Improvement of software development means identification, evaluation
and large scale introduction of appropriate practices and software engineering techniques. The task of selecting specific
improvements in software development is usually performed manually, based on the expertise of individuals. This is
neither a systematic approach nor is it likely that many experts that know enough about the various software
engineering domains are available. This paper presents an approach for the systematic identification of suitable
software engineering methods. techniques, metrics, and tools. It is based on a combination of automatic and interactive
steps. The automatic steps are performed by a decision support system that uses fuzzy logic. The suggestions are based
on the technical situation, the goals, and the constraints of a specific organization or a particular project. A prototype c:i
the system that supports improving testing is available.
Software testing is characterized by the existence of many methods. techniques. metrics, and tools, that must fit the
test situation (figure 1). A method is the basic paradigm. that is used to handle a certain task and that is usually refined
into specific techniques. Techniques are characterized by a level of precision that allows to apply them to a particular
problem and which can be supported by a tool. Software testing methods are. e.g .. functional testing, control flow
testing, data flow testing or diversified testing that are refined into techniques as state-based testing. equivalence
partitioning. cause effect graphing, branch testing, all-uses testing, back-to-back testing. mutation testing etc. [1].
Metrics that are used to control the development process on a quantitative basis or to measure product properties are
usually desired in
addition to methods
and techniques. In
software
testing.
typical metrics are
functional
or
structural coverage
rates or the mean
time
to
failure
(MITF). In many
Tl
cases. methods and
Figure I: Methods, techniques, metrics, and tools must fit the test situation
techniques
imply

certain metrics. An appropriate combination of methods and techniques with respect to a certain development situation
guarantees effectiveness, i.e.. it guarantees that methods and techniques fit the task. Suitable metrics provide
quantitative data as a mechanism fa process control and project management. Tools usually support techniques and
metrics. They guarantee efficiency concerning the application of methods. techniques. and metrics.

Systematic decision support for test improvement
The software quality assurance effort increases
faster than the total development effort. Figure 2
5
(which is based on data published in [13, pp. 142143]) shows, that analytical software quality
assurance consumes the majority of the resources in
68
large software projects. This excludes the effort
50
invested into fault prevention. Furthermore, many
companies obseive very high maintenance costs and a
significant rate of residual errors. Empirical data
%
published in [18, p. 118] show, that the average
software product contains about 1,5 faults per 1000
lines of source code after system testing. This means
00: 1.4 -q ~--: £ ~ ~ 01.{) 0- ~~co 0
that large software products with a size of a few
O ~~~CO-~ w, ~ ~ g 0- ~
~
million
lines of code may contain thousands of errors
Development effort (MM)
~ "" co g co
when they are introduced into the market.
Figure 2: Distribution of the development effort
Software testing is one of the important quality
assurance activities in practice, and it is characterized
by numerous test methods, test techniques. metrics, and tools. Figure 3 shows a class structure of dynamic test
techniques for unit testing. The diagram contains some test classes. which are refmed into subclasses and many single
techniques. These are characterized by specific properties, that determine their usefulness in a particular test situation.
The problem is, that this relation is neither simple nor well-known. Furthermore. in practice a combination of methods.
techniques. metrics, and tools is necessary. Experience shows that software testing is a time-consuming task during
software development. Furthermore, testing is located at the end of the development process, and is usually
characterized by tight schedules. Almost every organization that develops software uses testing. On the one hand.
companies spent much effort for testing. On the other hand, many of them obseive insufficient software quality. which
causes. e.g .• high maintenance costs. Testing is an area that usually turns out to have a high potential for improvement,
but it is difficult to identify those test methods, techniques, metrics, and tools that fulfill technical requirements as well
as goals and constraints. Previous work [15, 16, 17] describes a metric driven approach for the selection of unit test
techniques that is primarily guided by technical properties of the program under test. To be applicable to real world
testing, the concept must be extended with respect to integration testing and system testing. It is necessary to base the
decision about test improvements also on the goals of the organization. Furthermore. it is essential to take into account
the existing constrains. In practice, a real test environment contains methods (e.g .• functional testing, structural testing,
... ). techniques (e.g., equivalence partitioning, branch coverage testing, ... ). metrics (e.g., coverage metrics, MITF •...).
and tools (e.g.• regression test tools, test coverage tools, ...).
The objective is to elaborate an approach that can be applied to all test phases. that covers methods, techniques.
metrics, and tools for testing, and takes into account technical properties as well as goals and constrains.
The knowledge about the suitability of test methods, techniques, and about the appropriateness of test metrics and
test tools is sparse. There exist of course some empirical [4. 7. 8. 11. 22, 23] and also some formal evaluations [2. 5, 6,
9, 19, 20, 24] of test adequacy criteria. but these do not always fit the test situation in practice.
Proficient decision processes are not flat. Usually they should be structured and hierarchical. For this reason, the
decision process identifies test methods first and test techniques. test metrics. and test tools afterwards.
The majority of the relevant properties are not precise. If numerical data are available, their values are usually not
very exact. Furthermore. some data are qualitative rather than available as metric values. The decision support method
provides mechanisms to state the relevant properties of the specific test situation more precisely and to quantify them.
This is performed separately for technical properties. goals, and restrictions. Furthermore, it is required, that relevant
properties of the test methods, techniques. metrics, and tools are represented systematically. This is the basis for the
development of a function that calculates the suitability of combinations of test methods. techniques. metrics. tools and
formalized test situations.
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Figure 3: Class structure of unit test techniques

special situatums, e.g.
additional. techniljues

Decisions based on the current technical situation
Technical aspects, e.g., the completeness and quality of specif"JCations, the structure and availability of the code.
influence the suitability of the test procedure. Information about technical aspects is provided by the user as the input to
the decision process. Since the data are usually fuzzy, they are processed by fuzzy logic rules to determine the
appropriateness of the various possible test improvements. Using fuzzy logic has three major advantages:
• First. fuzzy logic can handle imprecise information, which is the case for the majority of the data used within the
decision process.
• Second, the available knowledge about testing is more or less a set of rules, which are fuzzy by nature (e.g.,
measuring the structural test coverage is a good approach in early test phases).
• Third. the application of fuzzy logic rules produce a hierarchy of solutions. The result is not one optimal test
strategy. but a hierarchy of strategies on an ordinal scale. This is beneficial, because a model-based approach as the
one described here will never be able to take into account all necessary criteria. For this reason, it may happen, that
practitioners refuse to use the best approach identified by the decisions support system. In this case. it is helpful if a
hierarchy of solutions provides alternatives.

One fundamental question of the test engineer is: How adequate are the test methods, test techniques, metrics, and
tools with respect to the current technical situation?
The first step of the decision process is to provide information about some specific pre-defined technical properties
of the test situation. This is done by answering a number of questions on a scale from O and I. Z.ero represents the
Boolean value false; 1 represents the Boolean value true. Any value greater than O and less than 1 represents fuzzy
information.
Example: The question "Is it possible to identify the relation between specification units and code units?" may be. e.g .•
assigned the value 0.9, because for 90% of the code units there exists a one-to-one relation to the corresponding
specification units. The relation is unclear for the remaining code units. The value 0.9 can be interpreted as the degree
to which the specification units and code units in this test situation are characterized by the property that it is possible
to identify the relation between them. This information is usually called the value of the membership function [14].
Most properties of the test situation are fuzzy by nature. The necessary information about the test situation is provided
manually by selecting values between O and 1 as answers to the set of pre-defined questions. There are separate sets ci
questions for selecting methods, techniques, metrics. and tools. The objective of this step is to map technical properties
of the test situation to numerical values. As a means for test decision support based on technical properties a function is
required which assigns a "suitability value" to test methods, techniques. metrics. and tools with respect to technical
properties of the test situation. Since the interval [O ; 1] is used to represent information about the test situation. using
the same numerical representation for suitability is reasonable. Z.ero means "completely not suitable"; 1 means "ideally
suitable". Since the properties of test methods, techniques, metrics, and tools are constant and the only alterable aspects
are properties of the test situation, we can expect; that all parameters of the technical suitability function are test
situation properties.
Since the knowledge about testing exists basically as a set of rules. this function is implemented by a set of fuzzy
logic rules. On the one hand. there are standard fuzzy logic operations that replace the Boolean operations "AND" and
"OR" [14]. The membership function ci the conclusion of a conjunctive if-then-rule is defined as the minimum of the
premises' membership functions ("AND"). The conclusion's membership function of a disjunctive if-then-rule is
defined as the maximum of the premises' membership functions ("OR").

Example: ff the values of the membership functions of premises A and B are 0.3 and 0.8 the corresponding
membership function of conclusion C is assigned the following values:
ff A AND B then C; C is assigned the value 0.3
IF A ORB then C; C is assigned the value 0.8

On the other hand. it is usually required that fuzzy logic operators are appropriate models of the corresponding "human
operators". This includes the ability to assign a weight to premises as well as the capability to compensate for a low
value of one premise by a high value of another premise. ff we assume. that the two premises of a conjunctive rule are
not equally important and that the more important premise has a higher membership function value than the less
important premise, assigning the conclusion the minimum value seems to be unreasonable. Various fuzzy logic

operators that take these aspects into account have been published. In this approach it has been decided to use the
following function as the "AND"-operator:
fy((wi, a1). (w2. a2)) = yMIN (ai, a2)
+ (1-y) (w1 a1 + W2 a2) / (w1

+ w2)

w1 represents the weight of the premise with membership function value a 1. w2 represents the weight of the premise
with membership function value a2. y is a parameter that determines the type of the operator. If y is assigned the value 1
then fy becooies the standard fuzzy "AND"-operator and the premises' weights are ignored. If y is assigned the value 0
then fy becomes a combination of the standard fuzzy "AND" and the fuzzy "OR"-operation.
Since rules that determine the suitability of the same technique describe alternative situations. the standard fuzzy
"OR"-operator is used to calculate the suitability of the technique. This means. that the final value of a technique's
membership function is the maximum of the values determined by the applicable rules. The decision support system
contains. e.g.• the following rule:
IF (the test phase is early (w = 1))
AND (the specification is available (w = 2))
AND (the software structure is modular (w = 1))
AND (there is a relation between specs and code (w = 1))
AND (the code is available (w = 2))
TIIEN
(A combination of functional testing and structural testing is suitable)
We assume that the following membership function values have been assigned:
Test phase is early: 1.0
The specification is available: 0.9
The software structure is modular: 0.9
There is a relation between specs and code: 1.0
The code is available: 1.0
Since for this rule the value of y is 0.75. the suitability of combining functional and structural testing is assigned the
value 0.91.

Decisions based on goals
It is necessary to take into account the goals. They may represent future requirements for the test process. as well as
existing test goals in the current situation. Goals with respect to the test process are. e.g.• low error rate, transparency ci
the test process, reproducibility. and comprehensive coverage of functionality and code. In this approach the priority ci
eleven potential test goals must be determined by the user. It is likely, that practitioners have clifficulties to assess the
priorities of these goals with systematic support. For this reason, the approach used to determine the priority of the
goals is similar to QFD which is a technique used to evaluate the importance of software requirements or system
requirements (10. 25, 26, 27]. This task is similar to assessing the priorities of test goals. since the major problem in
both cases is vagueness. QFD's objective is to guarantee that in case of. e.g., resource problems the resources are
invested into the important requirements. QFD determines priority on a numerical scale. The approach is to compare
each pair of requirements and to determine their relation with respect to importance.
A modified version of this approach is used here to assess the importance of the test goals. The information which
goal of a pair of goals is more important or whether they are equally important has to be provided as an input by the
user. This is used to calculate a hierarchy of the importance of goals. which provides the basis for the determination ci
the suitability of test methods. techniques, metrics. and tools with respect to goals. This part of the decision process
answers the question: Which test methods, test techniques, metrics, and tools achieve the goals?
A matrix representation is used to store these data (table 1). If a goal that labels a line of the matrix is judged to be
more important as a goal in the column. the corresponding matrix element is assigned the value 2. If it is judged to be
less important than the goal in the column, the matrix element is assigned the value 0. If the goals are judged to be
equally important, the matrix element is assigned the value 1. The sum of the values of the matrix elements in one line

can be used as a metric fer the total
importance of the corresponding goal.
G Goal 1 Goal2 Goal3
These weights are normalized to make sure
Goaln (~gki)-1
Normal.
they add up to 1.
Goal!
g12=2 g1:,=2
gin:2 (l:gii)-1=18
g11=l
0,16
The data to which degree a test method.
test technique, test metric, or tool fulfills
Goal2
g21=0 g22=l
gi:,=0
gin:2 (.fgl;)-1 =8
0,07
each goal are represented as attributes ci
g31=0 g:32=2 g33=l
Goal3
g3n=2 (l:gl;)-1=6
0,05
the methods, techniques, metrics, and tools
in the corresponding decision support
system. This is done using a numerical
0,02
Goaln
g,,i=O g,,3--0
gm=l <~>-1=2
scale. By multiplying a normalized goal
priority and the corresponding attribute
value of a specific technique. the suitability
of this technique with respect to the importance of that goal can be calculated. The sum of all these products concerning
all goals represents the total suitability of that technique with respect to the goal priorities.
It is beneficial to recognize that the comparison of goals in pairs permits checking transitivity. If the user's input is.
e.g .• goal B is more important than goal A, goal C is more important than goal B and goal A is more important than
goal C. then this input violates transitivity. For this reason. the decision support system checks transitivity and accepts
the goal priority matrix only if it fulfills transitivity completely.

Table 1. The matrix for assessing the priorities of goals
n

I

II

I

Decisions based on constraints

In practice, the existing constraints cause a major influence on the test process. Their relative importance is determined
by comparison of the importance of constraints and goals in pairs. Typical constraints are, e.g.. cost, time. and
availability of tools. This part of the decision process answers the question: Which test methods, test techniques,
metrics, and tools fulfill the goals and the constraints?
The degree to which a specific test technique violates a certain constraint is represented by assigning a value
between O and 4 as an attribute. Z.ero represents no violation; 4 represents strong violation of a constraint. The
assignment of attribute values has been based on. e.g .• the relative strength relations between test techniques (i.e., a
technique A that includes another technique B is stronger but requires more effort). Adding the products of the
constraints' priorities and the corresponding attribute values of every test technique generates a metric fer the degree to
which each test technique violates the constraints.

Tool support and case study
Some key features of the decision support tool IDS (Techniques Decision Support) which supports selecting test
strategies are described in the following section. The situation is fictitious but nonetheless realistic. The first step is
providing the necessary information fer determining the suitability of test methods based on the technical situation.
Figure 4 displays a part of the tool's user interface which contains the input data on the left and the conclusions
concerning the suitability of the test methods drawn from these data on the right.
In this case, a combination of functional and structural testing is the best approach. The tool is capable to explain
which rules have been used to determine suitability values. For this reason. it is very easy to figure out. that the
suitability of functional testing combined with structural testing (0.91 or 91%) has been determined from the
information about the test phase, the availability of appropriate specifications. the modularity and availability of the
code, and the relation between code and specifications.
If the user accepts the combination of functional testing and structural testing, selecting test techniques is the next
step. Investigating the suitability of test techniques requires additional input data. Since techniques are usually
refinements of methods, their suitability is also influenced by the suitability of the corresponding method. Figure 5
displays a section of the tool's user interface which deals with determining the suitability of techniques. The upper left
part of figure 5 contains the suitability of the test methods determined in the previous step as one input of this decision
step. The lower left part of figure 5 contains additional input data provided by the user. The upper right part of the
figure displays the suitability of the test techniques as the result of this step. Based on this information. branch coverage
testing could be selected as an appropriate structural technique. F.quivalence partitioning could be used as the
functional technique.
Developing a complete technical solution that consists of methods. techniques. metrics. and tools requires to go
through the decision steps for metrics and tools.
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Figure 4. Selecting test methods based on technical data
Then goals and restrictions must be prioritized by comparison in pairs. Figure 6 contains a section of the matrix
used to assess the priorities of the goals. IDS calculates the suitability of methods. techniques. metrics. and tools with
respect to goals ooly if the matrix fulfills transitivity completely. Figure 6 contains a violation of transitivity. After the
matrix is completely filled in and transitivity is completely fu1filled. the suitability of test methods. techniques, metrics.
and tools can be determined with respect to the priorities of the goals extracted from the matrix.
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Figure 5. Selecting test techniques based on technical data

Figure 7 displays the suitability of test methods with
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bars) and the degree to which the methods fulfill the
goals, but also violate the restrictions (white bars).
Combining functional and structural testing is not
appropriate with respect to the goals and constraints that
exist in this fictitious test situation. In this example the
matrix that is used to assess the priorities of constraints
represents a situation that is characterized by rigid
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Figure 7. Suitability of test methods based on technical to testing. ff allocating additional resources is declined.
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Furthermore, the current technical situation influences
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Figure 8. Suitability of test methods based on technical why certain techniques are not suitable. and which
data, goals, and constraints
modifications have to be made to make them suitable. It
is clear. whether goals are unrealistic under given
constraints. The decision. whether goals or constraints have to be modified. can be based on these data. At present. the
tool IDS is evaluated in test improvement projects.
The method and the tool foe the selection foe test method, test techniques. metrics, and test tools are focused on
supporting the decision process. For this reason. it is not desired that the decision is completely automated. The goal is
to achieve a systematic decision process that strives to develop a good test strategy efficiently. Furthermore. the method
permits to explore various scenarios. Another advantage is that due to quantifying the importance of goals and
constraints unrealistic constellations of goals and constraints are revealed. Industrial applications of the tool
demonstrate that selecting appropriate test methods. test techniques. test metrics can be performed at short notice.
Going through the whole procedure is usually possible in a single day. This is a significant reduction of the required
time and effort compared to the manual decision process. that usually requires numerous days. This effect is. e.g .•
caused by avoiding redundant discussions. The tool divides the complex task of selecting methods. techniques. metrics.
and tools into a sequence of simple and small steps. This provides a guideline foe the decision process. Numeric results
are an additional key to enhancing transparency. as well as the tool's capability to explain its conclusions. and the
possibility to explore scenarios.
Generally. people have fewer difficulties to provide the information about the technical situation as input to the
decision support system. The information about the priorities of goals and constraints is usually appreciated. since it
was generally not available before. The experience of applying the approach in industrial practice demonstrates that
people are willing to accept the systematic approach.

=

The major advantages of the method are:
• efficiency (i.e., only minor amount of time and effort required).
• transparency (it is clear why certain suggestions have been generated).
• interaction to the tool,
• the ability to simulate various scenarios (hypothesis can be explored).
• the quantified importance of goals and constrains.

Remark: This paper is partially based on the paper Selecting engineering techniques using fuzzy logic based decision
support published under IEEE Copyright in the Proceedings of the ECBS '96.
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tools based on technical properties, goals, and constraints
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The problem: Engineering in the real world

D

Most engineering domains are characterized by numerous methods, techniques, metrics, and tools:
•

Fequirements Analysis:
Methods: e. g., functional decomposition, object oriented analysis, QFD, ...
Techniques: e. g. , Structured Analysis (SA), Real Time Analysis (RT) , Object
Modeling Technique (OMT) , Object Behavior Analysis (OBA), .. .
Metrics: function points, coupling, ...
Tools: various CASE-tools

•

Testing:
Methods: e.g., functional testing , control flow testing, data flow testing, ...
Techniques: e. g., state-based testing, equivalence partitioning , branch
testing, all-uses testing , back-to-back testing, mutation testing, ...
Metrics: e. g., MTTF, coverage rates, ...
Tools: e. g., coverage tools, stress test tools, ...

D Systematic decision support for selecting appropriate methods, techniques,
metrics, and tools, that fit practical technical situations, goals, and constraints is necessary
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SIEMENS

Decision support for software testing:
Methods, techniques, metrics, and tools

D

Identification and systematic representation of the relevant properties of the
test methods, techniques , metrics, and tools

D

Development of a function , that assigns "adequacy values" to combinations
of test methods, techniques , metrics, tools and formalized test situations

D

Quantification of properties of the specific test situation (performed separately for technical properties (ST), goals (SG) and restrictions (SR))
tr: ((µ, T, M, t) x ST)~ (O; 1]
fG : ((µ , T , M, t) x SG) ~ [O; 1]
fR : ((µ , T , M, t) x SR)~ [O; 1]

© Dr Peter liggesmeyer, Siemens AG
Corporate Research and Develo pment
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Decision support for software testing:
Technical properties

D

Based on fuzzy logic and rules:
•

Fuzzy logic can handle imprecise information, which is the case for the majority
of the data used within the decision process (In most cases (-80%) our
specifications are appropriate)
The available knowledge about testing is more or less a set of rules, which are
fuzzy by nature (e .g., measuring the structural test coverage is a good approach
in early test phases)
The application of fuzzy logic rules produce a hierarchy of solutions on an ordinal
scale

•

•

D

Fuzzy logic: tr: ((µ, T , M, t) x ST)~ [O ; 1]
•

Provide input by answering a number of questions on a scale from O (false) and
1 (true) .
Hierarchical decision process, that identifies test methods first and test techniques, test metrics, and test tools afterwards.
Fuzzy logic ANO-operator appropriately models the corresponding human operator.

•
•

fy ((w1 , a1 ). (w2, a2)) = y MIN (a 1, a2)
+ (1-y) (w1 a1 + w2 a2) / (w1 + w2)

r. , Dr ~'f!lr>t
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Decision support for software testing:
Technical properties
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Decision support for software testing:
Goals and Restrictions
D The importance of eleven potential test goals (e.g., low error rate, transparency of the test process.comprehensive coverage of functionality and
code) is determined by the user

D The

approach is to compare each pair of goals (and restrictions) and to
determine the goals' relation with respect to importance => permits to check
transitivity as a consistency criterion
.
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Decision support for software testing:
Goals and Restrictions
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Decision support for software testing:
Goals and Restrictions

D The degrees to which methods, techniques,

metrics, and tools fulfil each
goal ( and violate each restriction) are represented as numerical attributes
in the corresponding decision support system

D Systematic knowledge has been used to determine the attribute values
(e. g., subsumes-relation => test effort)

D The sum of all products of goal (or restriction) priorities and attribute values
w .r.t. a certain technique represents the total suitability of that technique
with respect to the goal (restriction) priorities

Test method A: (Goal 1) 0 ,16 * 0 + (Goal 2) 0,07 * 4 + ... = 1,5
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Decision support for software testing:
Goals and Restrictions
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Decision support for software testing:
Goals and Restrictions
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Conclusions

D The

procedure and the corresponding tool TDS are evaluated in 3 test
improvement projects

D

The major advantages of the method are:
•
•
•
•
•

efficiency (i.e. , only minor amount of time and effort required) ,
transparency (it is clear why certain suggestions have been generated},
interaction to the tool ,
the ability to simulate various scenarios (hypothesis can be explored) ,
unrealistic constellations of goals and constraints are revealed due to quantifying
their importance

D The tool divides the complex task of selecting methods, techniques, metrics ,
and tools into a sequence of simple and small steps and provides a guideline

D

Further investigations will focus on adapting the method to other engineering domains. At present, experience does not indicate any specific problems concerning other applications of the method.

(!) Or Peter Lrggesmeyer, Siemens AG
Corporate Research and Development
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Introduction

The paper is aimed at illustrating one Alenia Spazio experience in the field of
S/W testing. The presentation will focus on a specific project called ARTEMIS, which is
the largest communication satellite funded by the European Space Agency with our
company as Prime contractor of a broad international consortium of industries.
The S/W system we are going to use as case study is called Integrated Control
and Data-Handling System (ICDS) which is in charge for the satellite attitude and orbit
control functions, the handling of the data exchange between the ground stations and the
spacecraft and system failure detection isolation and recovery.
Embedded S/W in space application requires a high level of reliability which is
closely dependent on quality and completeness of the testing phase.
During the S/W development particular emphasis has been given to the issues
related to requirements traceability in consideration of the fact that the S/W application
was actually decomposed into four different Computer Software Configuration Items.
Furthermore since the development is performed by two different companies some
problems relating to interfaces had to be faced.
Since the beginning it was clear that testing activities were going to be very
lengthy and rather complex. The entire test campaign ranges from pure S/W testing at
unit, integration and system level, to the complete system testing (H/W and S/W). The
latter is performed using a specifically developed test bed which includes also a dynamic
bench used to simulate the actual operating conditions of the system once in orbit.
For the purpose of this presentation only the aspects related to the S/W testing
will be dealt with, by describing how the test environment has been organized and also
the level of verification activity performed by the S/W Quality Assurance department
within the project team.
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S/W Criticality Categories

In order to allow for a tailoring of the level of documentation, verification and
validation, quality assurance, testing and the related costs, in our projects the S/W is
categorized according to the table below. In order to define the criticality level of a
specific piece of S/W (normally at CSCI level) the effects of its failure are considered
and the consequences at system level are assessed. On the rightmost column of the table
examples of possible S/W applications that could cause malfunctions at system level are
given.

Criticality
1

2

..,

.)

4

Description
Example
S/W orH/W
• Malfunction in the
malfunction or failure AOC bringing satellite
may lead to loss of
out of control
mission or to safety
hazard
SWorH/W
• Malfunction
malfunction may lead causing loss of an
to severe degradation important P/L
or loss of mission that function.
could be recovered in • Temporary loss of
limited time.
mission caused by
failure of ground
station S/W.
• EGSE S/W that
could damage satellite.
• Test S/W that
validates flight H/W or
S/W that, in turn,
could degrade or lead
to loss of mission
S/W orH/W
• Loss of satellite
malfunction or failure accessory functions
may lead to minor or due to simulator or
marginal degradation EGSE software being
of mission, or severe
wrong.
degradation that
• EGSE S/W that
could be recovered in may affect test results
limited time.
(e.g., schedule
impacts)
S/WorH/W
• S/W used to test
malfunction that does hardware at the H/W
not affect the mission unit level and below.
itself, but may affect
the schedule, budget
or higher level test.
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System Description

Since the functions performed by this S/W application are vital for the entire
satellite, its development has been categorized as mission critical hence belonging to
criticality level 1. The highest level of quality and reliability is then required.
A short description of the main features of the S/W system follows .
The on-board S/W runs on a single processor (MIL-STD-1750A) using 100
Kwords of RAM memory, it is re-programmable via telecommand from ground and is
coded in ADA language using a TLD ADA Development environment.
It gets input from various sensors about the attitude of the spacecraft to which
reacts by sending output to the actuators necessary to maintain the orbit control. It also
collects and sends to ground telemetry's about the status of other equipment's on the
satellite and on the satellite itself. The following sketch gives a very high level
functional description of the ICDS system.

The basic S/W with its components: System Start-up, Kernel and Operating
System are considered as one block.
The application S/W is split into its major functions , which are:
• Attitude and Orbit Control (AOC)
• Data Handling and Control (DHC)
• System Failure Detection Isolation and Recovery (SFDIR)
Figure 3-1 gives an overall view of the ICDS functional breakdown. Each of the
ellipses has been defined as a Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) each one
having its own life cycle. Due to contractual reasons (the S/W is developed by two
different companies), the AOC CSCI has been split in two CSCis: AOC and Normal
Mode (NM).
The overall architecture has been made feasible by the availability on the space
market of powerful processor based on Radiation Hardened technology and also very
highly integrated RAM memory having low Single Event Upset (SEU) sensitivity
corrected by Error Detection And Correction (EDAC) devices.
The ICDS provides the different equipment' s on board the satellite with data
collection and command distribution by using the On Board Data Handling (OBDH)
bus.
The System Failure Detection Isolation and Recovery (SFDIR) function
implements a hierarchical reconfiguration strategy in order to reduce outages and keep
the satellite integrity even in case of ground station unavailability thus providing the
spacecraft with the necessary capability for autonomous operation.
For the purpose of this paper we will describe the approach chosen for the
verification and validation of Normal Mode (component of the Attitude and C>rbh
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Control (AOC)) CSCI which is developed by Alenia Spazio Equipment and Technology
Division in Rome.

Telemetry
Telecommand

AOCS related
Equipments:
• Pyros
• Gyros
• Wheel
• Optical Sensors

l

j

HostH/W
Resources

Basic
Software

SFDIR
Software

Figure 3-1 - ICDS Functional Breakdown
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Data Handling related
Equipments:
• Payload eqpmts
• Platform eqpmts
• Data Handling Bus

DHC
Software
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Software Verification Approach

This activity was given a high priority in consideration of the complexity and
criticality of the system.
In order to allow a complete traceability of the requirements throughout the S/W
life cycle the first step was the extraction of the requirement relevant to the S/W starting
from the overall subsystem specification. This activity required quite a big effort; in fact
the set ofrequirements applicable only to the S/W were actually spread over a number of
different documents. The activity was performed stepwise:
1. Identify the set of documents, and related paragraphs, that contain
requirements for the S/W development.
2. Extract from each document the requirements applicable to the S/W.
3. Give to each of the extracted requirement a unique identifier and list them all
in a matrix, supported by a relational DBMS.
As a result, the set of S/W User's Requirements for all the CSCis was identified.
It was a project requirement to provide "forward" and "backward" traceability, from
User's Requirement Phase, all the way down the development process, to the
Acceptance Test Phase. Forward traceability allows to ensure that all the user's
requirements are taken into account during development and testing. Backward
traceability is aimed at identifying those requirements which are generated during one of
the design phases and do not have a parent requirement from the previous phase.
The traceability activity has to deal with complex relationships among
requirements and test cases (e.g. one to many or many to one) so the use of an automatic
tool is absolutely necessary for this activity.
The S/W Quality Assurance group was in charge for the development of a
dedicated tool and for the execution and certification of the traceability activity, which
was of course performed in close cooperation with the Subsystem and S/W Engineering
Groups.
The verification activity carried out by the S/W Quality Assurance group made
extensive use of inspection techniques. All intermediate products during the S/W life
cycle were inspected by the SQA engineer in order to certify the compliance with the
project requirements. The inspections were carried out either on full scale basis or,
whenever this was not feasible, on a sample basis. The sample was always chosen so that
it could be considered as representative of the complete set.
For example code inspection was done on a sample, and the selection criteria
were:
1. To inspect at least one product for each programmer.
2. To inspect the most critical units from a functional point of view.
3. To inspect the most complex units.
4. 1

Evaluation of Quality Factors

In order to have an in depth view of the software components it has been
introduced the use of Logiscope which is a tool that performs static and dynamic
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analysis on the source code and compares the results with a predefined quality model.
The quality model can be edited by the user to reflect specific project needs.
The quality model definition is obtained by establishing relationships among
quality criteria. The quality criteria are defined on the basis of a set of quality metrics.
The quality metrics are evaluated for each compilation unit.
The following two tables gives the list of the metrics with the relevant range of
values used when performing the analysis. These values have been examined and agreed
in advance with the responsible of the development team, considering also previous
experience on similar S/W projects. The following table gives the list of metrics already
defined by the tool.

METRIC

CODE

MIN

MAX

No. of statements

N_STMTS

1

100

No. of comments

N_COM

1

100

Program Length

PR_LGTH

3

1000

No. of pending nodes

P_NODES

0

0

Cyclomatic number

VG

1

15

Control density

C_DENS

0.00

0.33

No. of Levels

MAX_LVLS

1

6

No. of Non-cyclic Paths

N_PATHS

1

80

Number of entry nodes

N_IN

1

1

Number of exit nodes

N_OUT

1

1

Structures

N_STRUC

0

14

Sequences

N_SEQ

1

36

No. of Jumps

N_JUMPS

0

0

Max number of nodes

MAX_NODE

0

50

Max number of statements

MAX_STMT

0

50

Number of unconditional jumps

UNCOND_J

0

0

The above metrics have been chosen among many others that can be measured
by Logiscope because their meaning is quite well defined in the literature and there is
very little doubt about their interpretation.
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The following is the list of metrics defined by the user; they are computed basing
on the predefined Logiscope metrics.
METRIC

CODE

MIN

MAX

0.20

2.00

N_COM I N_STMTS

of AVG_S

3.00

7.00

PR_LGTH I N_STMTS

Vocabulary
frequency

VOC_F

1.00

4.00

PR_LGTH I VOC_SZ

N. I/0 instruction

N_IO

2

2

Comment frequency
(%)
Average size
statements

COM_R

COMPUTATION

N_IN+N_OUT

The quality criteria used in the quality are defined in the following table:
CRITERIA NAME

CRITERIA DEFINITION

TESTABILITY

40*VG + 40*MAX_LVLS + 20*N_IO

SIMPLICITY

40*VG + 40*N_STMTS + 20* A VG_S

LEGIBILITY

25*VG + 25*PR_LGTH + 25*MAX_LVLS + 25*AVG_S

SELF_DESCRIP

100 * COM_R

The above quality criteria are weighted to evaluate a global result that is printed
in each criteria graph.
After the execution of code static analysis two units had to be re-written in order
to comply with the stated rules of the applied Quality Model; results of each inspection
activity were collected and presented in dedicated Quality Inspection Reports, submitted
to the Customer for evaluation. The following pages show examples of the various
outputs obtained by Logiscope for one executable unit (ADA procedure).
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Software Validation Approach

The S/W validation approach takes into account the fact that the system is a
complex item whose breakdown is the result of a decomposition process performed
during the design phase.
As a matter of fact two test phases can be identified:
1. Development tests, which are conducted during and after the coding of the
various S/W elements to demonstrate the correct operation of a single S/W
module and of the hierarchy it belongs to.
2. Acceptance tests, which consist in the formal demonstration that the
requirements have been met.

The S/W verification in the development and acceptance tests consists of:
• Analysis, is the verification of the S/W conformance after study and
evaluation activities of the S/W product to analytically confirm the correctness
of a chosen solution.
• Inspection, is a static analysis technique that relies on visual examination of
the developed products to detect errors and violation of coding rules and other
applicable standards. It includes inspection on the architecturaVdetailed design
and coding.
• Test, is the activity in which a system or component is executed under
specified conditions and the results are observed and recorded.
For the various test steps different environment configurations have been
adopted:
• SUN Spark station for the unit test phase.
• SUN Spark station with a S/W simulation environment for the test of the
algorithms developed for the attitude orbit control.
• A platform including 2 RTE VAX 400 plus, 3 Motorola 68040, two
V AXStation 3000 series and an hardware reference model (breadboard) of the
final target flight system used for the S/W+S/W and S/W+H/W integration
test phases and the final acceptance tests.
Due to the limitation imposed by a paper of this kind, it will not be possible to go
into much detail for the various test phases of such a complex S/W system. We will then
focus on the Unit Test phase.
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Unit Test Phase

In Fig. 5.1-1 it is shown the organization of the CSCI (Static Decomposition) on
which the activity of Unit Testing is performed.

CSCI Level 0

CSCI

·- ---•
I

I
CSCI Components
Level 1

·· ---~

PCK- 1

PCK- 2

l

· ·· -· ··-

PCK_(n-1)

I
File Components
········ ········~
Level 2

PCK 1
SPEC

PCK 1
BODY

I
Units Classes
Level 3 ···· ······ ······~

Logical
Definitions
(Types)

NotExecutable
Units
(Data)

Executable
Units
(Proc/Func)

Fig. 5.1-1 - CSCI Static Decomposition
The CSCI (Level OJ is considered decomposed in a set of CSCI Components
(Level 1) which are the smallest Configuration Items maintained under configuration
control.
Each Ada-Package is then implemented by a couple of File Components (Level
2) which allows separate compilation of, respectively, the Ada-Package Specification
and the Ada-Package Body .
In the Ada-Package Specification part only the external interfaces are defined,
allowing correct access to the CSCI Component from other CSCI Components.
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In the Ada-Package Body part all definitions of the implementation elements are
included: they have been split in three main classes (Level 3): Logical Definitions
(Types), Not-Executable Units (Data), Executable Units (Procedures and Functions)
The Unit Test aims at verifying functional and logical aspects of each Executable
Unit belonging to the CSCI. In the remaining of the paper we will use the term Unit
meaning Executable Units.
From the dynamic point of view the Units can be considered as hierarchically
organized in one or more Calling Trees (or Structure Chart(s)) representing the
relationship Calling-Called among higher level Units which call other lower levels Units
see fig. 5.1-2.
:· · -·····-··-··········-···-············· ······ · ···················· · ·· ·· ··· ··· ····· ·· ··· ·· · ·:

,------~
PCK X.

'
'

: PCK X
'

:··-·-········-··· · · · ·····················:

'
'

:

PCK Y

'

.
''

''
'

'
'

'''

--=::--:----:::-~

'

'
'

''

'

'

PCK X.
PROC X2

PCK X.
PROC X3

PCK Z
-... .. -......... - ................. .. .. . .. . ...... .... -... -.... -...·

'..........

PCK Y.
PROC Yl

PCK W

~

...................... --...... .. ... .. .. .. - . -.... -.......... .

Fig. 5.1-2 - CSCI Structure Chart
The Unit Test starts from testing the Leaf Units, i.e. those which do not call any
other Unit, then it continues in "bottom-up" way, testing not terminal units (i.e. those
units which call other units) until the "Main" Unit of the CSCI is tested.
Using the "bottom-up" testing approach also the integration among the Units is
tested (Unit Integration Test) as during the execution of all branches within a unit also
all (subordinated) units calling are exercised.
For each Unit composing the CSCI a set of Unit Test Cases is identified
establishing the path to be stimulated, the Input data to be provided and the expected
Output data.
Then for each Unit Test Case an associated Unit Test Procedure is designed and
implemented writing a Unit Test Driver as a sequence of TLD Debugger directives as
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better described in the following pages. The complete Unit Testing process is therefore
divided in the following phases:
a. Unit Test Design;
b. Unit Test Implementation and Execution;
Testing tools are used to support the phase a. (Logiscope) and the phase b. (TLD
Debugger and Multi Processor Simulator the latter is used in single processor
configuration).

5.2

Unit Test Design Approach

Unit Testing has the purpose of demonstrating that the Unit functionality 's and
its interfaces comply with the related specifications, as given in the DDD and in the
ADD.
The chosen methodology for the design of the test cases makes use of a
combination of the "black-box" and "white-box" approaches.
At first the "black-box " method is used to derive, by examining the functional
aspects, the initial set of test cases which provides the evidence that the unit performs
according to its specifications. These test cases are then executed and the reached degree
of branch/call coverage is verified; in parallel, the results obtained by these tests are
validated w.r.t. the unit specification given in the DDD. It is at this point that, in order to
achieve the required full branch/call coverage (100%), the "white box" method is
applied to derive the additional test cases needed to exercise the branch/call statements
which where not executed during the run of the initial set of test cases.
The process used to reach both these goals in the design of the Unit Tests is
described in the next page see fig. 5.2-1 .
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Fig. 5.2-1 - Unit Testing Process
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a.

All Units included in Ada Source Files (.ada) are provided as Input to the
Static Analyser of the tool Logiscope which produces the Static Analysis
Results (.res);

b.

The Static Analysis Results are post-processed by the Static Editor of the tool
Logiscope to produce a set of Printouts:
1.

2.

For the whole CSCI :
•
Call Graph(s)
•
Quality Report
For each Unit composing the CSCI:
Unit Control Graph
•
Decision-to-Decision Path List
•
Quality Kiviat Graph
•

(SJ)

(S4)

(S2)
(S3)
(S5)

The Quality Printouts (S4 and S5) together with the Unit Control Graph (S2)
provide a set of metrics which are inspected by the SW QA to authorize prosecution of
the Unit Testing or to impose a revision of the coding of the Units which do not mach
the predefined Quality Metrics.
c.

The Printouts S 1, S2 and S3 are used to identify and to design the Unit Test
Cases: this activity is not automatically done by a tool but it is performed by the
Test Engineer using the inputs shown in Fig. 5.2-2.
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Fig. 5.2-2 - Unit Test Cases Design Process
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The Call Graphs (S 1), showing the hierarchical structure of the CSCI, are used to
identify the Unit Test Schedule i.e. the sequence of Units to be tested.
The Unit Test Schedule is determined applying the following rules:
• the lowest level (leaf) Units will be tested first,
• then, when all lowest level Units are validated the higher levels Units will be tested,
this step is repeated until all Units are tested (bottom-up).
It has to be noted that during test of the higher level Units the already validated
Units will be called, i.e. they will not be substituted by stubs. This allows to perform
also S/W+S/W integration testing.

In parallel, starting from the functional and interface specification of Detailed
Design Document (DDD) and from Ada Source Files a set of values for Input and
Environmental Data are specified.
This Input and Environmental Data Specification together with the Control
Graphs (S2), (showing the internal structure of each Unit as well as the "cyclomatic
number") and the associated Decision-to-Decision Path (DDP) Lists (S3) (showing the
list of all conditions associated to each decision point inside the Unit), are used to
identify (for each Unit) all the Unit Test Cases.
The Unit Test Cases are derived according to the following rules:
• the cyclomatic number V(G) (which is defined as equal to the maximum number of
linearly independent paths) shown in S2 is used to quantify the maximum number of
test cases needed. In fact V(G) represents also the number of Unit Test Cases
necessary to cover all branches inside a Unit.
• Starting from the values for the input data and environmental data previously
identified, the corresponding "executed paths" in the Control Graph are determined:
for this purpose the Control Graphs (S2) and the DDP Lists (S3) are used.
• In case some branch/call cannot be executed (e.g. loop index out of range, not
admissible values of enumeration types etc.) justifications are to be provided.

5.3

Unit Test Implementation Approach

After the Unit Test Cases Design activity for each Unit composing the CSCI a set
of associated Unit Test Procedures is implemented as described in Fig. 5.3-1.
A Unit Test Procedure is mainly composed by one or more Unit Test Driver
File(s), depending on the complexity of the Unit. A Unit Test Driver is implemented as a
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sequence of TLD Debugger directives (set break, deposit, go/wait, call) as well as other
global TLD debugger directives necessary to configure the environment.

I

I

Unit Test
Cases

-

Input and
Environmental
Data Spec's ,...

I

I
Unit Test Procedure
Implementation

I

Ada Source
Tests Drivers
(.ada)

-

Fig. 5.3-1 - Unit Test Procedures Implementation Process

This Unit Test Driver is in charge of producing an associated Log File where for
each Unit Test Case identified the following information is shown:
I. the preconditions (Input and Environmental data) before calling the Unit;
2. the tracing of branches encountered;
3. the postconditions (Output and Environmental data) after calling the Unit.
The Unit Test Driver is loaded on the TLDdbg (Debugger) and TLDmps
(MultiProcessorSimulator) which allow running of the Unit Test so built.
As described in Fig. 5.2-1 upon execution of the Unit Test a set of Unit Test Log
Files (.log) is generated.
The Unit Test Log Files are inspected by S/W Quality Assurance to validate the

pN~~~~ing of th~ t~~t~d Unit, i.~. th~ Oi.1tput ~nd Environm~ntal DcltcJ, aft~r ~:x:~cution as
well as the branches execution are analysed. When the result of this inspection is
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satisfactory then the Log File itself is tagged as Reference Log File which could be used
for further Unit Testing sessions (e.g. for non-regression testing).
All Log Files are stored in a separated Unit Test Report Folder to document the
Unit Test process.

7.

Conclusions
The lesson we learned from this experience can be summarized as follows:
1. Testing a complex S/W system requires a very accurate planning and
execution. The whole activity must be defined in detail before starting in order
to be able to get the testing designed and developed so that it will be ready by
the time the test campaign is to be started.
2. S/W Quality Assurance activities must be very closely related to the
engineering ones.
The SQA engineer has to be a full member of the project team. In projects in
which this was not the case, the quality assurance topics were perceived by the
rest of the team as an extra burden with no added value. Such a situation
actually jeopardise any effort the SQA engineer can make to provide the
project with his/her valuable contribution, since comments and suggestions
can never be given on time for implementation.
3. S/W testing heavily relies on automatic tools.
Although automatic test tools can prove to be very useful for supporting the
activity, the effort required to make them work within the S/W development
environment is not negligible. Management support is essential to allow the
necessary resources to be allocated to this specific task.
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•Embedded S/W for space application requires a
high level ofreliability which is closely dependent
upon quality and completeness of the testing
phase.
• The presentation will illustrate our experience in
the field of S/W testing in terms of environment
design, actual test execution and results collection.
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programmable via telecommand from
ground.
+ It collects inputs from various sensors about
the attitude of the spacecraft.
+ It sends outputs to actuators in order to
maintain the orbit control.
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+ The S/W system we are going to use as a
case study is called Integrated Control and
Data-Handling System (ICDS).
+ The on-board S/W runs on a single
processor (MIL-STD- l 750A).
• I 00 Kwords of RAM Memory .
• Coded in ADA using a TLD ADA
Development Environment.
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+ The S/W is nearly completely re-
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+ The H/W (CPU and RAM) is radiation
hardened and protected by an Error
Detection And Correction (EDAC) device.
+ The S/W is dynamically reconfigurable
depending upon the status of the satellite
and capable of some autonomous operation
in case of ground station unavailability.
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System Breakdown

Project Quality Requirements
• Full traceability ofrequirements (forward
and backward) throughout the life cycle.
• Full branch/call coverage for Unit Testing.
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S/W Verification Approach

Traceability of Requirements

• Traceability ofrequirements performed by a
dedicated tool developed by the SQA team
using a DBMS.
• Execution of a formalized inspection
process.

A big effort was de voted to this acti vity si nce the set of
requirements applicable to the S/ W were actually spread over a
number of different documents. Thus the activity had to be
performed stepwise:
0 Identify the set of documents. and the related paragraphs,
that con tain requirements for the S/W development

• Collection ofS/W metrics and evaluation of
quality criteria.
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Extract from each document the req uirements applicable to
the S/W

€)

Give to each extracted requi rement a unique identifier and
list them all in a matrix
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Inspection Process

Inspection Process
The verification activity carried out by the S/W
Quality Assurance group made extensive use of
inspection techniques.
All intermediate products during the S/W life cycle
were inspected by the SQA engineer in order to
certify the compliance with the project requirements.
The inspections were carried out either on full scale
basis or, whenever this was not feasible, on a sample
basis. The sample was always chosen so that it could
be considered as representative of the complete set.
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For example code inspection was done on a
sample basis, and the selection criteria were:
1. To inspect at least one product for each
programmer.
2. To inspect the most critical units from a
functional point of view.
3. To inspect the most complex units.
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Inspection Process

In order to have an in depth view of the
software components it has been introduced
the use ofLogiscope which is a tool that
performs static and dynamic analysis on the
source code and compares the results with a
predefined quality model. The quality model
can be edited by the user to reflect specific
project needs.

Each inspection activity resulted in a report
issued by the S/W QA, archived in .a
dedicated folder and available on site for
review by the Customer.
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Collection of S/W metrics
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Collection of S/W metrics

Collection of S/W metrics

The quality model definition is obtained by
establishing relationships among quality
criteria.
The quality criteria are defined on the basis of
a set of quality metrics.
The quality metrics are evaluated for each
compilation unit.
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After the first run of code static analysis two
units had to be re-written in order to comply
with the stated rules of the applied Quality
Model.
Results of each inspection activity were
collected and presented in a dedicated Quality
Inspection Report, submitted to the Customer
for review.
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Software Validation
The S/W validation approach takes into
account the fact that the system is a complex
item whose breakdown is the result of a
decomposition process performed during the
design phase.

Software Validation
Two test phases can be identified:
I. "Development" tests, which are conducted during
and after the coding of the various S/W elements
to demonstrate the correct operation of a single
S/W module and of the hierarchy it belongs to.
2. Acceptance tests, which consist in the formal
demonstration that the requirements have been
met.
We will now focus on the Unit Test phase.
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Unit Test Phase

Unit Test Design Approach
• Unit Testing has the purpose of demonstrating
that the Unit functionality ' s and its interfaces
comply with the related specifications, as given
in the DDD and in the ADD.
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Unit Test Design Approach
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• The Unit Test Schedule is determined applying the
following rules :
-the lowest level (leaf) Units will be tested first,
-then, when all lowest level Units are validated the
higher levels Units will be tested, this step is repeated
until all Units are tested (bottom-up).
It has to be noted that during test of the higher level Units
the already validated Units will be called. i.e. they will
not be substituted by stubs. This allows to perform also
S/W+S/W integration testing.
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Test Cases Design
Starting from the values for the input data and
environmental data previously identified, the
corresponding "executed paths" in the Control Graph are
determined: for this purpose the Control Graphs (S2) and
the DDP Lists (S3) are used.
e In case some branch/call cannot be executed (e.g. loop
index out of range, not admissible values of enumeration
types etc.) justifications are to be provided.

fl
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• The chosen methodology for the design of the
test cases makes use of a combination of the
"black-box" and '·white-box" approaches.
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Test Cases Design
• The Unit Test Cases are derived according to the
following rules:
O the cyclomatic number Y(G) (which is defined as equal
to the maximum number of linearly independent paths)
shown in S2 is used to quantify the maximum number
of test cases needed. In fact V(G) represents also the
number of Unit Test Cases necessary to cover all
branches inside a Unit.
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Unit Test Execution
+ After the Unit Test Cases Design activity
for each Unit composing the CSCI a set of
associated Unit Test Procedures is
implemented.

• A Unit Test Procedure is mainly composed
by one or more Unit Test Driver File(s),
depending on the complexity of the Unit.
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Unit Test Execution
Unit Test
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Cases

Data Specificat.
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Unit Test Execution
• The Unit Test Driver is in charge of producing an
associated Log File where for each Unit Test Case
identified the following information is shown:
0 the preconditions (Input and Environmental
data) before calling the Unit;
6 the tracing of branches encountered;
~
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the postconditions (Output and Environmental
data) after calling the Unit.
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Unit Test Execution

Conclusions

• The Unit Test Log Files are inspected by S/W Quality
Assurance to validate the processing of the tested Unit, i.e.
the Output and Environmental Data after execution as well
as the branches execution are analyzed. When the result of
this inspection is satisfactory then the Log File itself is
tagged as Reference Log File which could be used for
further Unit Testing sessions (e.g. for non-regression
testing).
• All Log Files are stored in a separated Unit Test Report
Folder to document the Unit Test process.

1. Testing a complex S/W system requires a
very accurate planning and execution.
The whole activity must be defined in detail
before starting in order to be able to get the testing
designed and developed so that it will be ready by
the time the test campaign is to be started.
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Conclusions

Conclusions

2 . S/W Quality Assurance activities must be
very closely related to the engineering ones.
The SQA engineer has to be a full member of the project
team. In projects in which this was not the case, the quality
assurance topics were perceived by the rest of the team as
an extra burden with no added value. Such a situation
actually jeopardize any effort the SQA engineer can make
to provide the project with his/her valuable contribution,
since comments and suggestions can never be given on
time for implementation.
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3. S/ W testing heavily relies on automatic
tools.
Although automatic test tools can prove to be very
useful for supporting the activity, the effort
required to make them work within the S/W
development environment is not negligible.
Management support is essential to allow the
necessary resources to be allocated to this specific
task.
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• The presentation will illustrate our experience in
the field of S/W testing in terms of environment
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• The S/W is nearly completely reprogrammable via telecommand from
ground.
• It collects inputs from various sensors about
the attitude of the spacecraft.
+ It sends outputs to actuators in order to
maintain the orbit control.
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• The S/W system we are going to use as a
case study is called Integrated Control and
Data-Handling System (ICDS).
• The on-board S/W runs on a single
processor (MIL-STD- l 750A).
• 100 Kwords of RAM Memory.
+ Coded in ADA using a TLD ADA
Development Environment.
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System Overview

+Embedded S/W for space application requires a
high level of reliability which is closely dependent
upon quality and completeness of the testing
phase.
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• The H/W (CPU and RAM) is radiation
hardened and protected by an Error
Detection And Correction (EDAC) device.
• The S/W is dynamically reconfigurable
depending upon the status of the satellite
and capable of some autonomous operation
in case of ground station unavailability.
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2. Acceptance tests, which consist in the formal
demonstration that the requirements have been

System Breakdown

Project Quality Requirements
+ Full traceability of requirements (forward
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System Overview
Introduction
+Embedded S/W for space application requires a
high level of reliability which is closely dependent
upon quality and completeness of the testing
phase.
• The presentation will illustrate our experience in
the field of S/W testing in terms of environment
design, actual test execution and results collection.

• The S/W system we are going to use as a
case study is called Integrated Control and
Data-Handling System (!CDS).
• The on-board S/W runs on a single
processor (MIL-STD-1750A).
• 100 Kwords of RAM Memory .
+ Coded in ADA using a TLD ADA
Development Environment.
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Main Features
Main Features
• The S/W is nearly completely reprogrammable via telecommand from
ground.
• It collects inputs from various sensors about
the attitude of the spacecraft.
• It sends outputs to actuators in order to
maintain the orbit control.

• The H/W (CPU and RAM) is radiation
hardened and protected by an Error
Detection And Correction (EDAC) device.
• The S/W is dynamically reconfigurable
depending upon the status of the satellite
and capable of some autonomous operation
in case of ground station unavailability .

System Breakdown

Project Quality Requirements
• Full traceability ofrequirements (forward
and backward) throughout the life cycle.

+ Full branch/call coverage for Unit Testing.

ICDS Functiomil On:akdown
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S/W Verification Approach
+ Traceability of requirements performed by a
dedicated tool developed by the SQA team
using a DBMS.
+ Execution of a formalized inspection
process.
• Collection of S/W metrics and evaluation of
quality criteria.

•

A big effon was devoted to this activity since the set of
requirements applicable to the S/W were actually spread over a
number of di fferent documents. Thus the activity had to be
perfonned stepwise:

0 identi fy the set of documents, and the related paragraphs,
that contain requirements for the S/ W development
6 Extract from each document the requirements applicable to
the S/W
€)
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Traceability of Requirements

Give to each extracted requirement a unique identifier and
list them all in a matrix
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Inspection Process

II

The verification activity carried out by the S/W
Quality Assurance group made extensive use of
inspection techniques.
All intermediate products during the S/ W life cycle
were inspected by the SQA engineer in order to
certify the compliance with the project requirements.
The inspections were carried out either on full scale
basis or, whenever this was not feasible, on a sample
basis. The sample was always chosen so that it could
be considered as representative of the complete set.
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Inspection Process

p

For example code inspection was done on a
sample basis, and the selection criteria were:
I. To inspect at least one product for each
programmer.
2. To inspect the most critical units from a
functional point of view.
3. To inspect the most complex units.
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Inspection Process

Collection of S/W metrics
In order to have an in depth view of the
software components it has been introduced
the use of Logiscope which is a tool that
performs static and dynamic analysis on the
source code and compares the results with a
predefined quality model. The quality model
can be edited by the user to reflect specific
project needs.

Each inspection activity resulted in a report
issued by the S/W QA, archived in a
dedicated folder and available on site for
review by the Customer.
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Collection of S/W metrics

Collection ofS/W metrics
The quality model definition is obtained by
establishing relationships among quality
criteria.
The quality criteria are defined on the basis of
a set of quality metrics.
The quality metrics are evaluated for each
compilation unit.
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After the first run of code static analysis two
units had to be re-written in order to comply
with the stated rules of the applied Quality
Model.
Results of each inspection activity were
collected and presented in a dedicated Quality
Inspection Report, submitted to the Customer
for review.
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Software Validation
The S/W validation approach takes into
account the fact that the system is a complex
item whose breakdown is the result of a
decomposition process performed during the
design phase.
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Software Validation
Two test phases can be identified :
I . " Development" tests, which are conducted during
and after the coding of the various S/W elements
to demonstrate the correct operation of a single
S/W module and of the hierarchy it belongs to.
2. Acceptance tests, which consist in the formal
demonstration that the requirements have been
met.
We will now focus on the Unit Test phase.
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Unit Test Phase

Unit Test Design Approach
• Unit Testing has the purpose of demonstrating
that the Unit functionality 's and its interfaces
comply with the related specifications, as given
in the DOD and in the ADD.

CSCI Static Decomposlton
CSCI
PCK_N
PCK•..1

SPEC

I

Logical Oefitions

El<eeutable Units

!!)'!>es)

. (proc/funcl)
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Unit Testing:
:
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• The chosen methodology for the design of the
test cases makes use of a com bi nation of the
" black-box" and "white-box" approaches.
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Unit Test Design Approach

Test Cases Design

• The Unit Test Schedule is determined applying the
following rules:
-the lowest level (leaf) Units will be tested first,
-then, when all lowest level Units are validated the
higher levels Units will be tested, this step is repeated
until all Units are tested (bottom-up).
It has to be noted that during test of the higher level Units
the already validated Units will be called. i.e. they will
not be substituted by stubs. This allows to perform also
S/W+S/W integration testing.
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• The Unit Test Cases are derived according to the
following rules :
O the cyclomatic number V(G) (which is defined as equal

to the maximum number of linearly independent paths)
shown in S2 is used to quantify the maximum number
of test cases needed . In fact V(G) represents also the
number of Unit Test Cases necessary to cover all
branches inside a Unit.
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Test Cases Design

Unit Test Execution

Starting from the values for the input data and
environmental data previously identified, the
corresponding "executed paths" in the Control Graph are
determined: for this purpose the Control Graphs (S2) and
the DDP Lists (S3) are used.
o In case some branch/call cannot be executed (e.g. loop
index out ofrange, not admissible values of enumeration
types etc.) justifications are to be provided.
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• After the Unit Test Cases Design activity
for each Unit composing the CSCI a set of
associated Unit Test Procedures is
implemented.
• A Unit Test Procedure is mainly composed
by one or more Unit Test Driver File(s),
depending on the complexity of the Unit.
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Unit Test Execution
Unit Test
Cases

• The Unit Test Driver is in charge of producing an
associated Log File where for each Unit Test Case
identified the following information is shown:
0 the preconditions (Input and Environmental
data) before calling the Unit;
6 the tracing of branches encountered;
t) the postconditions (Output and Environmental
data) after calling the Unit.

Input & Environ.
Data Specificat.
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Unit Test Execution
• The Unit Test Log Files are inspected by S/W Quality
Assurance to validate the processing of the tested Unit, i.e.
the Output and Environmental Data after execution as well
as the branches execution are analyzed. When the result of
this inspection is satisfactory then the Log File itself is
tagged as Reference Log File which could be used for
further Unit Testing sessions (e.g. for non-regression
testing).
• All Log Files are stored in a separated Unit Test Report
Folder to document the Unit Test process.
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Unit Test Execution
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Conclusions
1. Testing a complex S/W system requires a
very accurate planning and execution.
The whole activity must be defined in detail
before starting in order to be able to get the testing
designed and developed so that it will be ready by
the time the test campaign is to be started.
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Conclusions

Conclusions
2. S/W Quality Assurance activities must be
very closely related to the engineering ones.
The SQA engineer has to be a full member of the project
team. In projects in which this was not the case, the qual ity
ass urance topics were perceived by the rest of the team as
an extra burden with no added value. Such a situation
actually jeopardize any effort the SQA engineer can make
to provide the project with his/her valuable contribution.
since comments and suggestions can never be given on
time for implementation .
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3. S/W testing heavily relies on automatic
tools .
Although automatic test tools can prove to be very
useful for supporting the activity, the effort
required to make them work within the S/W
development environment is not negligible.
Management support is essential to allow the
necessary resources to be allocated to this specific
task.
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Introduction

A successful software product must be of high quality (including both functionality and reliability). However, the the competitive pressures of today's markets also require that the software be
priced competitively and released quickly in order to be successful. Quality must somehow be
achieved in spite of the other two critical requirements.
Current industry practices rely extensively on testing to ensure software quality[9). Studies
report that the costs associated with testing range from 40% to 50% [1] of the overall product
development expense (in both capital and time) and, even then, are often considered insufficient.
The pressure to increase test efficiency is very high[2).
Despite this pressure, we lack industry-accepted metrics or test tools of adequate industrial
strength to effectively aid testers in determining how their limited time should be allocated in
the testing process to improve problem detection and ensure higher software reliability.
Most existing software reliability growth models are only applicable in the very late stage of
software development cycle[3), and the fact that none of their estimation results provide feedback
on how to improve the reliability measurements makes it even harder to justify the often high
cost of utilizing these models in a industrial setting[12]
Most software-testing and reliability-measurement tools lack adequate strength to handle the
complex environment and large-scale software often present in industry - they are only applicable to simple, sequential types of software and are incapable of handling real-time, multiprocessing
and/or parallel software; they have limited means for handling exceptions (such as interrupts),
and lack ease-of-use features that the industry requires.
We lack empirically validated strategies to effectively improve the testing and defect-removal
process for higher software reliability and meanwhile sustain cost in the industry. Many assumptions (implicit and explicit) about the development process and current practices involving testing
have not been validated; industrial studies on software reliability assurance while the software is
under development, especially in early testing phases, have not been very well reported.
1
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It is the objective of our study to systematically explore these issues in an industrial setting,
hoping this research will lead to a new generation of software reliability assurance models, measurements, tools, and processes. A key focus of our study is on how organizations can better
achieve quality software systems under the increasing time pressures facing development organizations. There are three key factors within a development group that affect quality: the quality
of the people, the technology (tools for testing, systems, etc.) and the processes used to support
the development and testing. The objective of our study was to explore the use of code coverage
measurement in assessing and improving software testing. This study is carried out by the IBM
Software Solutions (SWS) Toronto Centre for Advanced Studies (CAS) and a development group
in the Lab, as a part of an ongoing software-reliability project conducted by the CAS in conjunction with Bellcore, the State University of North Carolina, Purdue University, the University of
Texas, and the University of Western Ontario.
Our initial efforts have focused on using code-coverage metrics to understand tests and the
testing process that were performed during product testing. These efforts have relied on a
coverage-monitoring tool called ATAC (Automatic Test Analysis for C), developed by Bellcore.
We were particularly interested in identifying possible improvements in the testing if such tools
were available during the development phase and how much that would affect results.
In our previous reports[ll, 10] we have examined code coverage and defects detected in the
unit testing and in the functional testing during the development of one product functionality
(line-item) in a major new release of a large-scale commercial software. In this study, continuing
with the previous experiments, we look at defects detected during system testing, then compare
and contrast those results with results in the earlier phases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the development environment
in which this study is carried out. Section 3 describes our experiment: its scope, the tools we
used, and the implications of the data we collected. A summary of our conclusions is presented
in Section 4.
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Environment

The _Toronto Laboratory of IBM Software Solutions group bases its development process on the
the spiral model and the waterfall model of software development[7, 8]. The testers mainly
use a black-box functional testing approach. They base test plans on the product's external
function specifications and on information collected from beta customers and market analyses.
Although the processes are well-documented and well-practiced, there are few systematic or
scientific measurements of the quantity and quality of the tests performed, because of the lack of
feasible measuring tools. Testing-quality assurance is mostly based on the review of the test plans
and test cases and on the tester's "gut feeling'' that the tests performed have been sufficient.
As noted, our experiment took place during the development of a major new release of a
large-scale commercial software product. There was a common code base with a variety of
versions and platforms that had to be maintained for this product, this obviously complicated
the development and testing for the release. In our environment, product developers are divided
into small development teams (usually two to five people), each responsible for a certain line-item
(that is, an external software functionality). Each development team's tasks include designing,
2

coding, unit-testing, and conducting reviews and function-integration testing of the line-item.
During the product life-cycle, all line-items are integrated together for intensive system-level
acceptance testing conducted by a separate test group.
In this environment, all defects (except those detected and fixed during the coding-and-unittesting phase) and defect-fixes information are tracked in the product's defect database. All
developers share and modify source files, for line-item development or defect fixing, via a configuration management system. Developers working on related components or line-items are often
involved in joint discussions or are asked to review each other's work in order to avoid design or
implementation conflicts and to maintain the global coding consistency of the product.
The base software (that is, the old release) contained approximately 420 KLOC (thousands
of lines of code) and was subdivided into about 40 components, according to functionalities and
interrelationships. 150 KLOC was added or modified in this new release. The resulting software
contains about about 500 KLOC, 50 components, and 1400 modules (source files).
For our experiments, we chose to focus on a line-item that was developed by a five-person
team. About 5 KLOC were modified or added to approximately 50 modules in five components.
These 50 modules entail about 35 KLOC, and the five components contain about 500 modules
and are 150 KLOC in total. The team was not made aware of this study during the line-item's
development in order to avoid any bias in data collection, although they were asked to keep
records for all defects found in all development phases (in particular, the unit-testing phase,
because that is not part of the normal procedure).

3

Experiment

After the release of the product, an experiment of the utility of the ATAC tool had begun.
It involved revisiting the line-item, the test cases, the recorded defects, and their detection and
removal history. The objective of the experiment, which continues, is to understand the potential
role that such a test code coverage tool can play in the early detection of defects, and how it can
provide quantitative information on the testing process to developers and testers.
In this section, we describe a case study of a single line-item during its unit, function, and
system test phases. Subsection 3.1 describes the development cycle of this line-item. Subsection
3.2 outlines what type of data was collected and how they were collected and analyzed. Subsection
3.3 summarizes the source of defect-detection and removal cost data. Subsection 3.4 presents
data on code coverage growth that we collected on the test cases.

3.1

The development cycle of the line-item

The overall development cycle of the line-item lasted approximately 13 months (Figure 1). The
design took about 3 months and the implementation (referred to as the coding-and-unit-testing,
or UT, phase) took about 3.5 months. The integration tests (the function-verification-andintegration-test, or FVT, phase) took about 4 months, and the acceptance tests (the systemverification-and-acceptance-test, or SVT, phase) took about 2.5 months.
In th8 UT ph~@, coding, unit-teBtiil!1 and <;9de modifications are ongoing activities done on
the developers' "private" code-base. Team members who work directly on the line-item frequently
3
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Figure 1: Development Cycle
inspect each other's work through informal code reviews as the implementation progresses. When
they have completed the implementation, formal code-review meetings that involve developers .
from the team and others who have knowledge of related components are conducted.
Once the UT phase is completed, the line-item's modifications (including fixes to all defects
found by unit-tests and code reviews) and new code are integrated into the common code-base,
and the FVT phase of the line-item starts. The objective of the FVT phase is to integrate the
newly developed and modified code for this line-item with the modifications made by other teams.
The (black-box) FVT test plan and test cases are created according to the line-item's functional
specification. The test cases for all integrated line-items, as well as the regression test buckets,
are run daily on the common code-base that is updated constantly with new functionalities and
defect-fixing changes. When a line-item passes its FVT test cases, the line-item exits FVT, and
its test cases are added to the regression bucket.
The formal entry of the SVT phase is also the time for code freeze; after that point, only
defect fixes can be integrated into the code base. The SVT focuses on the overall functionality,
robustness, compatibility, and performance of the new release. The tests are carried out by
a separate group within the development organization that specializes in SVT. The black-box
testing technology is used in the system-testing phase In additional to utilizing the tests created
during the functional test phase (the regression bucket), many types of testing using randomly
generated test cases and ad hoc tests are performed. These additional tests include (1) stress
testing, which uses random applications to stress the limits of system parameters, for instance
the number of concurrent users, the number of parallel processors, the percentage of CPU and
memory usages, and/or the size of databases; (2) abnormal-condition testing, which focuses
on exception handling (for example, power failures, user interruptions, and/or disk failures)
and recovery capabilities of the product; (3) coexistence testing, which verifies the product's
capability of working and communicating with other softwares, specifications and protocols; and
(4) beta testing, which is based on operational profiles obtained from beta customers.
Note that within our environment, anything that may potentially cause a customer dissatisfaction is counted as a "defect;" for instance, usability issues and performance "problems" (i.e., test
situations which do not meet defined performance requirements) are treated as errors. In some
cases, changes to designs and recoding may be required to address these problem. Also note that
a "defect" in this paper is a logical concept (not interchangeable with a software ''fault"). That
is, a defect may involve a fix to one statement or to many blocks in many source modules, as
long as these changes are logically closely related to one problem. For example, a design error
that counted as one defect may involve changes in many parameters, functions, and files. Defect
fixes are the only type of code modifications permitted in the system-testing phase (There are
no new line-item integrations).
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3.2

How the data are collected and organized

We collected all the defects on the line-item that were detected (by both testing and codereviews) and fixed during each testing phase. These defects were then analyzed according to
their error-characteristic and detection information.
We consider "severity," "risk," and "error-type" all part of a defect's error characteristics
(Table 3).
• Seven error types were used to categorize the defects: (1) computation errors, (2) data errors, (3) design errors/problems, (4) initialization errors, (5) interface errors, (6) logic/control
errors, or (7) Code-omission errors. These error categorizations are mainly based on a study
done by Bassman et.al in NASA[l}.
• We have classified the defects by severity and by risk, based on our experience and insight
into the product. Risk is an assessment of how likely a user would be to encounter the
particular defect; it can be low, medium, or high. Severity is estimated on a scale from 1
(very severe, meaning the program dies or produce incorrect results) to 3 (low severity, for
instance an imperfect error message).
Defect detection information includes details on how was the defect detected and the on the
time it took to locate and fix the defect. This information comes from a combination of defect
records in our development database, reconstructed test situations, and estimates from the lineitem's developers. These data provide insight into the effectiveness of the various mechanisms
used to assure software quality.
• In this paper, defects were reported from (1) formally conducted code reviews; (2) informal
reviews while implementing the line-item or investigating and fixing other defects; (3)
specific tests - for instance, the FVT test cases specifically generated for this line-item
and/or the SVT abnormal-condition testing; (4) test cases generated for other line-items;
(5) regression test cases; and (6) generic tests - for instance, the generic pre-integrate
tests and/ or the stress tests. Table 1 shows the percentage of defects discovered by each
method.
• The time of finding a defect includes the time to set up the test environment, run the
test, collect debugging information, recreate the problem, and investigate until the cause
is identified.
• The time of fixing a defect includes time to design the fix, code and review it, unit-test it,
and verify it with the original failure situation(s).
If a defect was discovered by a test case, we rerun the test case with the ATAC tool to collect
the corresponding source code coverage data for this study. ATAC stands for "Automatic Test
Analysis for C" (5, 6}. It measures how thoroughly a program is tested by using data-flow coverage
techniques. That is, it identifies program constructs ( attributes) that can be exercised during
program execution and determines which of these constructs are in fact exercised by a set of
tests. These constructs may be blocks of consecutive statements, branch decisions, or various
combinations of assignments and uses of vadables (e.g., the all-u~M A.ttrihutg).
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The ATAC tool was originally developed at Bellcore, then modified by Purdue University to be
used in our environment - one involving multiple processes, parallel systems, concurrent users
and various applications.

3.3

Detection sources and costs of defects

Table 3 is the summary of all defects (including defects found by reviewing or fixing code) on this
line-item found during the UT, FVT and SVT phases according to their error characteristics.
Tables I and 2 and Figure 2, 3, and 4 display some of our analysis of the defect data.
II Defect count%
Source of Detection
IIUT FVT SVT
Formal review (RW)
42
Informal review (CF)
28.6
25
28
Specific tests (ST)
30
53.6
33
Tests of other line-items (OT)
30
Regression tests (RT)
7
7.1
Generic tests ( GT)
5
10.7
Overall

Avg. cost per defect
UT(hr) FVT(hr) SVT(hr)
3.9
14.0
3.9
3.1
25.3
5.9
23.0
20.0
13.0
17.0
64.0
9.5
16.0
25.4
4.4

Table 1: Comparison of Defect Counts and Cost by Source of Detection
Table I compares the defect count and defect-removal cost distribution in UT, FVT, and SVT
phases cataloged by source of defect-detection. Our analysis of the system test data reveals the
following:
• Testing using the function test buckets resulted in the detection of 7.1 % of the defects;
they were the result of code modifications (defect fixing) during the system test phase.
• Stress testing resulted in the detection of 10. 7% of the defects. The figure was relatively
low, compared to other line-items developed in the same release, due to the nature of the
particular line-item, which has a relatively small impact on the software's normal execution.
However, the cost of these defects was high because they involved timing problems (racing
conditions) that were hard to recreate. These defects were caused by code omissions,
program logic errors, and design problems.
• A majority of the defects (53.6%) were detected during abnormal condition tests, such as
randomly killing processes, turning off communication switches, powering off the machines,
and/or filling up disks during the execution of the software, then attempting to recover the
program and data. Most of these tests are manual, ad hoc testing, with random stress
workload. The cost of fixing these defects was also high, due to the uncertain and hard-torecreate nature of the problems.
Since the line-item was implemented as part of the release's new recovery functionality,
the high percentage defects revealed by such abnormal-condition-tests is not unexpected.
6

Compared to the volume revealed by generic testing, this result also suggests that specific
tests are more effective in defect-detection than random tests without a focus.
• There were no defects detected by beta testing or co-existence testing for this line-item.
• Code reviews (casual) revealed 28.6% of the defects (during the debugging of other defects).
Half of these defects were logic errors. The main reason for the high average cost of the
defects found during review (compared to the FVT phase) was a design change and a
reworking caused by the late integration of new codes. Excluding these two defects, the
average cost per defect detected during review was 8. 7 hours.
• Cost of the errors averaged 25.4 hours to find and fix in the SVT phase. This is about six
times the cost of unit errors and is consistent with figures reported in the literature.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Defect Counts by Error Type
Figure 2 presents the percentage of defects by defect types. The majority of defects are logical
and code-omission errors (more than 70%). These two classes of defects are not unique to the
system tests; that is, it should be possible to detect these defects during function testing. While
it might not be possible to actually remove the detection of all these errors from the system test
phase, we believe that a significant number could be detected if more abnormal-condition tests
were done during the FVT phase of the line-item.
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the percentage of the overall cost by defect type. As
expected, the majority of the cost associated with errors detected during system testing was with
code-omission, logic, and design errors. The percentages are consistent with the types of errors
detected during earlier testing phases.
Figure 4 illustrates the average cost per defect by type. The average associated with initialization errors during SVT is an An~m~ly - it was a singl@ @rror that required a, total of ~Q hours
to locate.
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UT(%)

Ill

Risk
High
Medium
Low

Severity
1
2 3
43
0 3
17 17 3
13
4 0

Total

Ill 73 I 21 I 6 I

T (%)

Total
46
37
17

Severity
1
2
3
7
3 0
16 19 3
16 10 26

Total
10
38
52

100

Ill 39 I 32 I 29 I

100

SV'.L ('Yo
Severity
2
3
1
3.5
0
0
7.2
7.1
0
17.9 28.6 35.7

Ill

28.6

I 35.7 I 35.7 I

Table 2: Comparison of Defect Distribution by Severity and Risk
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Total
3.5
14.3
82.2
100

Ill

Table 2 compares the severity and risk of defects removed in all three testing phases. We see
that, for the system-testing phase, certain significant facts emerge:
• In general, the overall trend in the percentage of high risk and high severity defects has
dropped. Relatively more of the defects detected during this phase were of low risk and
low severity.
• Very few defects of high risk and high severity were found - actually only one. This is
half the percentage of similar defects detected during functional testing.
• In contrast, the percentage of defects of low risk and high severity remained relatively the
same between the function and systems testing phases. Given the nature of this particular
line item and the abnormal-condition testing introduced during system testing, this lack
of improvement on percentage is not unexpected.

3.4

Testing and source code coverage growth

Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative defects detected (by test cases) versus the cumulative percentage of code coverage, on the 50 source files changed or added by the line-item, when test-cases
data from all three testing phases are combined .
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Figure 5: Overall Defect-versus-Coverage Curves for Combined UT, FVT, and SVT Results
From Figure 5 and its corresponding coverage details, the following observations were made:
• The same set of test cases provided a much smaller percentage of coverage, as well as
a smaller increment on the percentage of coverage, in the all-use attribute than in the
decisions or blocks aHribuies. This t'Mult ig 2, rgflgctions of the relative otrength of ~a<;:h
coverage measurement.
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Error Type

Count%

Computation
Data
Design
Initialization
Interface
Logic/ Control
Code-omission

Error Type

6.7
15.6
1.1
13.3
14.5
23.3
25.5

Count%

Computation
Data
Design
Initialization
Interface
Logic/Control
Code-omission

Error Type

Computation
Data
Design
Initialization
Interface
Logic/Control
Code-Omission

4.6
14.0
4.6
23.2
4.6
35.0
14.0

(b) Defects Detected in the FVT Phase
Avg. time Avg. time Detected
Severity Risk
to find(hr) to fix(hr) by
7.0
RT,CF
M
11.0
1, 3
5.0
OT, CF, ST
3, 1
L,M,H
10.5
15.0
ST
1, 2
M
7.0
3, 2, 1
L,M
6.3
5.0
ST,OT,CF
3
L
1.0
1.5
CF
3, 2, 1
L,M,H
7.8
4.4
CF,OT,RT,ST,GT
L,M
1, 2
21.0
14.0
OT,ST

Count%
0
17.9
7.1
3.5
0
42.9
28.6

(a) Defects Detected in the UT Phase
Avg. time Avg. time Detected
Severity Risk
to find(hr) to fix(hr) by
RW, ST,CF
1, 2
H,L,M
2.0
1.6
1.8
ST, RW, CF
H,M,L
2.8
1, 2, 3
24.0
RW
2
H
4.0
0.9
RW, ST, CF
M,H,L
1.5
2, 1, 3
CF, ST, RW
1.7
H,M,L
1.7
1, 2, 3
ST, RW, CF
H,M,L
1.3
2.8
1, 2, 3
RW, CF, ST
2.4
2.8
H,M,L
1, 2

( c) Defects Detected in the SVT Phase
Severity Risk Avg. time Avg. time Detected
to find(hr) to fix(hr) by
3, 2

2
1
3,1,2
2,1,3

M

4.6
13.0
40.0

25.0
16.0

L,H
L,M

10.5
14.8

10.2
20.2

L
L

5.4

ST,CF
GT,CF
ST
ST, CF, RT,GT
ST,GT,RT

1ew orm.o. co e-1nspeet1on meetings
Coding n.nd defect-investiga.t ion or fixing nct ivities
Sepcially forcused test cases:
in FVT: tect cas:es specinlly generate for this line-item;
in SVT: the a.bnormo.1-condition tests.

OT:

RT :
GT:

Test cues genera.ted for other (related) line-items
Regression tests
General (integra.tion or stress) tests

Table 3: Summary of Errors Detected during UT, FVT and SVT Phases
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In addition to strength differences, the different coverage attributes also represent different
granularities of measurement which result in different numbers of potential variations: there
were about 15,200 blocks, 9600 decisions, and 47,200 all-uses variations in the 50 modules
we studied.
These observations demonstrate the meaninglessness of describing the code coverage achieved
by a set of test cases without identifying the coverage attributes used. On the other hand,
except for the differences in the starting points and in the total amount of coverage increments, the defect-versus-coverage growth trends of all .three attributes are strikingly
similar. This similarity suggests that for the purpose of analyzing a defect-versus-coverage
growth trend , one can simplify the process by measuring any one of the attributes alone.
• When the first defect was detected, the test cases run up to that point had accumulated a
coverage of 50% by function (131 out of a total of 260), 26% by blocks (3899 out of 15,159),
20% by decisions (1940 out of 9622) and 11 % by the all-use attribute (5252 out of 47,155) .
This suggests that insufficient testing may lead to incorrect conclusions on software reliability, since there may be no, or only few, defects found until some threshold of code coverage
is reached, although we believe that the absolute value of this threshold may vary among
different line-items, releases, or products.
• During the whole testing process, especially in the SVT phase, a great number of test cases
was created and executed; however, the overall increments on cumulative code coverage
from the combined testing results were relatively small. This implies that there were
substantial overlaps among the test cases performed in each testing phase on this lineitem's code.
• Most of the defects corresponding to those sharply-upwards-shooting lines on the curves
were actually detected by unique test cases; each increased code coverage on at least one
attribute, even though the increment was not significant enough to make a percentage
difference that is noticeable on the curves. This reveals a fact that as the testing progresses,
it becomes harder and harder to increase the percentage of code coverage. We believe this
. is because the part of code not yet covered is left in deeper and deeper branches, and each
additional test case therefore is able to reach fewer and fewer additional branches of code.
This trend of increasing difficulties in achieving additional code coverage continues in the
SVT phase. Many complicated test cases only resulted in very few (for example, one or two
counts of) additional block, decision, or all-uses coverage. It often took many test cases
(with complicated set-ups and long executions) to increase the total code coverage by one
percent.
• The growth of defects detected is correlated with the growth of code coverage. Until close to
the end of the SVT phase, new defects were continuously being detected corresponding to
each percentage increment in code coverage, even though such increment required more and
more testing effort. This result suggests that increasing code-coverage is a very powerful
way ot of detecting defect~.

11

• A great amount of effort was put into testing during the development cycle. The tests
performed, especially during the SVT phase, were considered very intensive and stressful;
however, to our surprise, the total coverage achieved was not very high. For us, as for
others[4], black-box testing was not very successful in executing large proportions of the
code.
All these observations highlight the need for coverage measurement to validate "gut feelings"
about testing process. They strengthen our belief on that feedback from adequate coverage
measurement tools can greatly help developers and testers in improving the effectiveness of tests
performed.

4

Conclusions

This paper has reported on initial work done to evaluate the role of code coverage in providing
feedback to developers and testers during the development cycle. We believe that we have learned
a number of things from these experiments:
• The cost of defect-removal during system testing is approximately 50% higher than the cost
of defect-removal during function testing and approximately 500% more costly than the
removal of defects during unit testing; However the defects detected during the later testing
phase are, on average, much less critical than those detected during the earlier phases.
• Increasing code-coverage is a very powerful way of of detecting defects. Black-box testing,
although powerful in verifying software functionalities, is not efficient in achieving a high
level of code-coverage. Code-coverage measurements, when integrated into testing with
the support of adequate tools, has a great potential for improving the effectiveness of the
testing process by providing feedback to developers and tester to reduce duplications among
test cases and to achieve high code coverage more efficiently.
• Similar to our findings in the analysis of the function testing[lO], there seems to be a timing
problem in regards to when system testing is done. That is, there may be advantages to
doing some of the "typical" system tests much earlier in the development process; in a close
inspection of the type of defects found during system testing, we observed that at least
30% of them could be detected during earlier stages of testing if we managed to integrate
some stress testing and abnormal-condition testing into the function testing. We believe
such a practice can decrease the overall time required to remove the defects and/ or enable
us to spend additional time detecting those defects that are hard to detect during phases
other than SVT - defects such as problems with concurrency, racing conditions, or overall
performance.

It is our conclusion that there is a potentially significant gain by integrating code coverage
measurements into the testing process and by integrating more possible tests into earlier testing phases (that is, by merging some ''typical" system tests into FVT test cases, performing
applicable regress tests during the UT phase, etc.). However, such integration requires further
research and development of more sophisticated, industrially oriented testing environments 12

more complex tests, such as those used in system testing, often require the preparation of complex workloads and system set-ups. In order to provide developers and testers the means to use
these more complex tests and test scenarios earlier in the development cycle and to keep track
of code-coverage measurement on tests performed, more automated tools and support systems
for testing are required.
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Introduction
Maximum

Over the last three years, a major improvement has been
achieved in the effectiveness of software quality
assurance (SQA) within Boeing Information Systems.
This paper describes our effort to re-engineer our SQA
function to produce bottom-line improvements. While
we have produced significant accomplishments, the road
has been far from smooth. And we have by no means
finished. The purpose of this paper is to share our
solution for installing value-added SQA and to describe
how to leverage your SQA resources.

Larger, Riskier

Product
Assurance
Level

Smaller, Less Risky

After I share Boeing' s quality context and some
background, I'll describe how time "in the ditch" helped
us to understand the requirements for value-added SQA.
Next I'll describe how we got out of the ditch and what
benefits we realized. I'll conclude with a description of
the deployment barriers we encountered, and offer
advice to managers on how to deal with them.

Minimum

______________.,

...._

Minimum

Maximum

Process Assurance Level

Figure 2 - The Influence of Risk on SQA

However, a less rigorous blend of product and process
assurance is appropriate for internal information
systems. The requirements for such systems tend to be
much less crisp than those for fly-away systems. With
less basis for measurement, product assurance is more
difficult and less appropriate, as depicted in Figure 3.
Nonetheless, those who use these internal systems still
expect high quality. In fact, it is critical to their
success. That is where our challenge begins.

Quality Context: Failure is Not an Option
Like any large company, Boeing requires a diverse mix
of software to build and support its end products. The
sophistication and rigor of our SQA efforts have been
dictated by the level of risk and potential consequences
of failure.
For end-products with human safety implications
(jetliners, missiles, etc.), quality must be assured at any
cost. Consequently, a very rigorous and expensive
blend of SQA activities is used for "fly-away" systems
to avoid risking people's safety. Some of the typical
process and product assurance activities used to
implement SQA are shown in Figure 1 (adapted from
IEEE P1028).
PRODUCT ASSURANCE

Size and/or risk

Maximum

"Crisp"
Product
Assurance
Level

PROCESS ASSURANCE

"Fuzzy"
Minimum

L---------------•
Minimum

Maximum

Process Assurance Level

Figure 3-The Influence of Requirements on SQA

Background: The Beginning of our Journey
BOTH PRODUCT AND PROCESS ASSURANCE

1bree years ago, as a consequence of increased
competition and eroding market share, we at Boeing
recognized that greater effectiveness and efficiency was
needed to meet shareholder expectations. After all,

Figure I - Types of SQA Activities

For large or high risk systems, SQA must address both

process and product assurance, is cilled for in

busin~s is war, lllld qulll.ity is a battleground.

Figure 2.
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were perceived to be too expensive, with too little ROI
potential. In the eyes of the developers, SQA wasn't
value-added, so our solution became "shelfware."

: =====~:: ;

Within the Information Systems Computing
organization, we used the SEi* Capability Maturity
Model (CMM) as a framework to assess ourselves and
prioritize improvement efforts. We addressed our
improvement objectives by forming teams to define and
deploy the processes and tools needed for improvement

Realizing that we had missed the boat, we reevaluated
our situation. Although we certainly had more work to
do, we had not done everything wrong. For instance,
we had correctly:

Because of my 15 years of successful software
development and management, I was asked to manage
our division's SQA improvement team. I staffed it with
successful software developers and seasoned SQA
professionals. I wanted folks who had lived in the
trenches and who understood the day-to-day problems
faced by developers. After all, you can't hope to
convince others to follow your lead without first
establishing credibility.

•

Understood the need for SQA training, processes,
and implementation guidance.

•

Recognized the need to leverage our resources by
producing written guidance materials.

•

Developed a solution that would support the most
complex situation we could encounter.

However, we had created what appeared to be an ivorytower solution. And even worse, we had attempted to
deploy SQA before we had accounted for how it would
be used. Further, we certainly hadn't accounted for the
kind of support that was required to get it installed.

The objective of the team was to create a general SQA
solution that could be effective in any information
systems environment Since our intent was to make it
flexible and applicable everywhere, our strategy was to
focus on common needs rather than the unique needs of
individual software projects and developers.
The SQA team produced introductory training, a
standard for the SQA function, and a 300-page
guideline (documenting SQA processes and tools). We
felt pretty good in reporting that we had researched
industry, understood industry practices and strategies,
and established a comprehensive SQA solution.

We learned that SQA, to be most usable, must:
• be simple (easy to learn)
• require only a small initial investment
• make developer's lives better right away
• bring a favorable return on investment (ROI)
• scale upward once proven

Why We Found Ourselves in the Ditch

Getting Out of the Ditch
(a major strategy change)

At first I was surprised to discover that our initial effort
had taken us into the ditch. However, I now understand
that we had not accounted for a very significant SQA
installation barrier, namely "SQA Usability." Our
development efforts had not considered why anyone
would want to use our SQA practices, or whether they
were easy to use.

If you'll recall, our initial strategy did not address the
needs of individual software projects and developers.
Getting out of the ditch meant that we would have to
account for usability needs and make allowances for
other SQA installation barriers. Our response was to
expand our horizons and create a needs-driven strategy.

:*.~::
! :·:·:·~:

To deploy SQA successfully, we would have to go
beyond producing and promoting SQA methods. We
would also have to understand project needs and deliver
training that addressed SQA within the context of those
needs. Furthermore, projects would need to be
supported with coaching on how to install and
implement SQA.

Although our solution was technically sound, it had
limited value. In our zeal to be comprehensive, we built
a solution that was perceived to be overkill for most
development environments. The proposed methods

• Software Engineering Institute
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Jump-Start
(getting back on the road)
Planning

After getting the nod from our internal customers that
our new strategy was on target, we developed a needsdriven SQA installation process called Jump-Start.
Toe three-step process is summarized in Figure 4.
• • - ~ P~pomM

j

Reviews
and
Audits

• Fonn toam and set objectives
• Oeine pilot scope
• Plan pilot activities

•I

Knotli"ge
Transfer
~

Workshop

J

Findings
Tracking

Status
Reporting

Figure 5 -A Simplified SQA Process Model

•
•
•
•

Although the SQA plan appears to be the cornerstone of
the simplified SQA processes, the mere presence of a
plan means little. What matters most is the thought and
care that go into focusing the SQA activities on the
right things. Toe easy part is capturing that information
in a document

Produce SQA. plan
CondJct planned pilot
Document benefits
Identify gems

Figure 4 - Jump-Start Installs Value-Added SQA
Jump-Start Training Objectives

The preparation step selects high-priority improvement
goals based on the "hot buttons" that are causing the
project grief. Although SQA training occurs
throughout the Jump-Start process, the workshop step
provides concentrated knowledge transfer. Participants
gain a working knowledge of SQA processes and learn
how to design value-added reviews and audits. The
practice step installs SQA processes, then puts them
into practice by addressing selected goals in a pilot
environment* - with coaching along the way.

A requirements baseline document to reflect
Boeing's overall needs (instead of a standard)

•

A simplified SQA process model (see Figure 5)

•

Short (20 to 30-pages), easy-to-read tutorials
(one for each SQA process called out in Figure 5)

•

Focused, just-in-time SQA training, for the
objectives summarized in Figure 6

•

Installation coaching by seasoned professionals, to
enable and accelerate on-the-job learning

How to identify improvement opportunities

•

How to decide what the SQA task(s) should be

•

How to establish a value-added SQA plan

•

How to put the SQA plan into action

•

How to communicate value and obtain support

Figure 6 - Key Jump-Start Training Objectives

In keeping with our new strategy, we chose to revise our
internal SQA products and services to improve their
usability. Written materials had to be easy to read and
understand (i.e., short and to the point). This caused us
to refine and repackage our offerings as follows:
•

•

Initial Jump-Start Results

Jump-Start installs a value-added SQA function into
software development and maintenance environments.
The result is the adoption of effective and repeatable
SQA practices. Since these practices make a
developer's life better while bringing tangible
improvements, they become an integral part of the
developer's work.
Some of the typical benefits include cost reduction,
schedule compression, better customer communications,
and improved team effectiveness. Although some
installations have not produced outstanding results, a
few have outperformed our most optimistic aspirations.
For instance, Figure 7 depicts how Project A moved
toward its SQA process maturity goal with Jump-Start,
after previous attempts yielded little.

• "Pilot environment" refers to an effort whose scope is highly
constrained in order to ensure that success is achieved.
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Why Jump-Start Works
The Jump-Start process is successful within our
development environments for six reasons:

72%

1. Software developers have a prominent voice in
establishing the SQA scope and success criteria.
2. The project remains in control.
3. Project efforts are leveraged by focusing
improvement effort on real improvement
opportunities.

19%

4. The project acquires structured techniques for
converting opportunities into improvements.

~--+---1s_M_ont_h_s_ _ _ _1_2o_D~ay_s--t--Time
Traditional
SOAPlan

Jump-Start

SEI

Kickoff

Assessment

5. Project effort is minimized by reusing model SQA
documents and processes, and by taking advantage
of coaching by seasoned engineers.

Drafted

Figure 7 - Project A: Improved Process Maturity

6. Project investments in value-added SQA yield
tangible returns.

Later, without any further input from the SQA
deployment team, Project A continued to use the SQA
processes on their own and went on to achieve 100% of
their SEI process maturity goal.

Other Deployment Barriers to Watch For...
In addition to the usability issue, we discovered three
other deployment barriers that can prevent a successful
SQA installation:

Figure 8 depicts the benefits achieved by Project B for a
major blockpoint release. The installation of valueadded SQA brought bottom-line improvements to both
the customer and the developers. The customer
benefitted from defect elimination, accelerated delivery,
and lower cost. The project team benefitted from waste
reduction, rework prevention, and improvements in
process effectiveness. As for ROI, 1.5% of Project B's
blockpoint budget was invested in SQA, against a labor
savings of 13 % .

1. Lack of quality-focused management
2. Poor understanding of SQA benefits
3. Relying solely on after-the-fact product assurance
We discovered that these three barriers exist, to varying
degrees, in many of our projects. If quality
improvement investments are to bring satisfactory
returns, these barriers must be understood, anticipated,
and accounted for.

System
Start

Test

Planned

As you read about the following barriers, ask yourself if
you've seen them at work in your projects. If so, think
of what you've done to anticipate or respond to them.
Then, compare your answers with the advice that
appears near the end of this paper.

Actual

Deployment Ba"ier #1:
Lack of quality-focused management

There is an ongoing trade-off between quality, cost, and
schedule. When cost and schedule are overemphasized,
quality gets short-shrift. Naturally, this precludes
defining, tracking, and monitoring quality, because it
isn't perceived to be worthwhile.

No Defects
Found By
Customer
Testing

Optimizing quality, cost, and schedule requires
developers to see the big picture (what's best for the
0roup Ir and to define their personal c<;m~t,v-tj<;m t9 ~Y
betterment of the whole. In order for developers to see

Figure 8 - Project B: Defect Reduction
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the big picture, management must ensure that quality's
upper and lower bounds (i.e., what constitutes "good
enough" quality) are clearly defined. When developers
understand the big picture they can "think globally, and
act locally," without suboptimization.

improve its methods and products. Toe team is able to
think globally and act locally, thereby optimizing
quality, cost, and schedule!
Deployment Barrier #2:
Poor understanding of SQA benefits

In an environment where quality boundaries are
unknown, developers frequently respond in one of two
ways:
•

Ignoring quality - taking too many shortcuts.

•

Over-compensating for lack of quality leadership.

1996 The Boeing Company

I have discovered that many software developers,
managers, and users don't believe that SQA can help
them. Some even perceive SQA activities (particularly
reviews and audits) to be a risk to their well-being. As
long as this is the case, the return on SQA investments
will be needlessly constrained.

In addition to the obvious impact on quality, both of
these scenarios usually cause schedule delays and
excessive costs.

Symptoms of a lack of understanding ( and therefore a
lack of commitment) are easy to recognize in the
behavior of those participating in software development.
Figure 9 identifies the most obvious symptoms.

Ignoring Quality - Taking Too Many Shortcuts.
1bis problem begins with an overemphasis on cost and
schedule, and a lack of attention to the lower boundary
on acceptable quality. In these circumstances, it's all
too easy to take shortcuts that undercut quality and
cause rework. Lower morale is also a natural
consequence, especially when developers conclude that
"There's never enough time to do it right, but there's
always time to do it over."

Symptoms that Demonstrate
Poor Understanding of SQA
Managers

Over-Compensating for Lack of Quality Leadership.
When management fails to be proactive in defining,
tracking, and monitoring an upper bound on acceptable
quality, then devoted developers tend to overcompensate. They may define "good enough" as
"ideal" or "most elegant" This can result in increased
requirements or "feature-creep" - or perhaps in overengineering parts of the system - at the expense of
what the customer really wants or needs.

•

Lack of measurable quality goals (expectations)

•
•

Lack of quality improvement investments (e.g.,
expecting quality to just happen all by itself)
Conflict between quality improvement and "success"

•

Attempting to "outsource" quality improvement tasks

Developers
•

Don't see how quality disciplines can help

•

Don't accept quality ownership (the ''we're doing-thebest-we-can" attitude)
Perceive SQA activities as a threat

•

Customers / Users
•
Unwillingness to invest the time needed to clearly define
system needs, desires, and acceptance criteria (prior to
delivery)
•
Low priority placed on communications with
development team on needs, desires, and acceptance
verification methods

What to do. Both of these scenarios can be avoided by
establishing and maintaining a quality focus. Qualityfocused managers concern themselves with
understanding when quality is "good enough," and
establishing clear quality boundaries.
Quality-focused managers walk the talk. They ensure
that efforts to define and implement quality
improvements are encouraged and enabled, and they
establish an environment to reinforce this behavior.
They place high priority on the quality of products and
on the processes used to produce them. They reward
improvement efforts and get personally involved.

Figure 9 - The Most Obvious Symptoms
What to do. To correct this situation, skeptics must be
convinced that effort spent on SQA activities will
actually result in tangible personal benefit. Support and
enthusiasm for quality disciplines is created by seeing
first-hand how the analysis of key measurements can
make their lives better. Consequently, they exploit these
cllsdplines ancl theh- processes become more eHectlve.

These actions speak to the team! They say "quality is
something we're looking for - something so important
to me that Pm regularly involved in doing all I can to
make it happen. The result is a development team that
takes pride in its work and is motivated to seek ways to

Quality achievement does not occur by accident It
requires individual commitment to define quality (the
-5-
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acceptance criteria), to monitor progress, and to use
facts and data to define improvement needs. In order to
obtain this commitment, the leaders of an organization
must set an expectation for establishing and maintaining
visibility into the facts and data that reveal the driving
factors for cost, schedule, and product effectiveness.
And they must back that expectation with the resources
to carry it out

1996 The Boeing Company

What to do. Make assessments palatable by giving the
criteria to developers before they do the work. Also,
balance the SQA effort between product assurance and
process assurance, as depicted earlier in Figures 1, 2,
and 3. Adjust for risk, size, and fuzzy requirements.
Advice to Managers
As a contributor to the installation of value-added SQA,
I've concluded that there are four primary success
criteria for continuously improving the quality of
products and processes (see Figure 10).

Until the requirement for these facts and data is
addressed, skeptics will continue to believe that SQA
steals precious time, reduces effectiveness, and
threatens performance ratings. Perpetuation of this
mind-set is like sending out a part of your team to
install land mines in the very path you plan to take when
you go out on patrol. Winning the war is hard enough,
without having to fight against your own forces! .

SQA Success Criteria
On-going improvement occurs when:

Deployment Barrier #3:
Relying solely on after-the-fact assessment

After-the-fact product assessment (formal and informal)
has its place and can save your bacon by stopping
defects from reaching the customer. However, relying
on it as the only means to assure quality can in fact
create a barrier to sustained quality improvement.

•

An environment has been established where SQA
defir,ition and implementation are encouraged and
rewarded.

•

Individuals are motivated to pursue quality
improvement (zealots are nice to have, too).

•

Easy-to-use processes and tools are available to define
and facilitate implementation of the quality function.

•

Quality coaching is available to help get maximum
leverage from quality investments and SQA assets.

Figure IO - SQA Success Criteria

To fulfill the criteria in Figure 10, management must
actively participate. I offer the following advice to
managers on how to leverage their contributions.

Besides not addressing the obvious issue of building
quality in, it also has a negative impact on the
development team. When you limit SQA efforts to
after-the-fact product assessments, developers may
interpret your action to mean:

ff You're Responsible for Deploying SQA ...

SQA deployment has four key facets. The first is for
developers and their managers to own up to their quality
roles and responsibilities. The second is teaching
effective SQA processes and methods. The third is to
providing effective, usable tools. And the fourth is
SQA coaching - to help teams become self-sufficient.

"You don't have time or budget to build the quality
in, but you can find time and budget to make~
look bad and fix errors later."

Developers typically respond to such messages by
washing their hands of the quality concern ("good, now
quality is someone else's job"). They may resist any
effort that they suspect will reveal a problem with their
work. They may even devote themselves to making sure
that the quality efforts won't cast negative shadows
over their personal performance.

We leverage our SQA deployment resources by training
software developers how to recognize and pursue the
opportunities that can bring real bottom-line
improvements.
Once developers assume quality ownership and use
proven SQA practices to begin the continuous
improvement of their process, they can apply SQA (or
scale it up) to subjects with greater potential - with
high probability of excellent ROI. As they achieve
success they gain additional empowerment and selfsufficiency.

It's hard to make after-the-fact assessments more
palatable, because developers know it's too late to
efficiently deal with problems that are found.
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Here are six SQA deployment tips:

6. Make your leadership's participation visible.

1. Deploy first to projects seeking improvement.

Recognize that the most significant management
contribution to quality is the creation of a quality-focused
environment. To create and maintain such an environment
requires the cooperation of software developers and their
managers. Help software developers and managers
understand their roles in achieving a quality-focused
environment.

We found that it works best to initially focus on projects
that are looking for improvement (and are ready for help).
These folks are likely to be the "early adopters" of SQA.
As a project's SQA successes become known, other
projects will seek SQA assistance.

2.

Coach the development managers.

The leader of the organization must establish quality goals,
explain their significance, and demonstrate commitment to
them by setting expectations, personally monitoring
progress, and removing obstacles.

Provide guidance and coaching to development managers
to help them define the actions required to win the war.
Help them to address SQA strategy, roles and
responsibilities, how to confirm value, and how to get a
good ROI. For more details, see the next section,

If

"If You're Running a Project ..."

You're Running a Project...

Regular quality improvement will only be possible from
your team when your behavior demonstrates the value
you place on it.

3. Provide usable, needs-driven SQA products.
Produce or acquire usable, needs-driven SQA processes
and tools. By "usable" we mean simple (easy to learn),
affordable, and scaleable. By "needs-driven" we mean
they should fit the needs of the projects you support. In
our environment, we needed written process tutorials,
meaningful examples, and model/sample documents and
plans.

1. Prepare for your quality pursuit.
Establish an environment where quality pursuit can thrive.
Remember that business is war, and quality is a
battleground. Consider the strategies, provisioning,
preparation, communications, and leadership that are
required to win. Don't let your tactics for winning the
current battle get in the way of winning the war!

4. Provide training and coaching to the developers.

Communicate your expectations to your team Develop
plans to wage your war and demonstrate progress toward
meeting your quality expectations and goals. Establish
rewards for quality pursuit and achievement.

Provide hands-on SQA training to get developers started,
and quality coaching to guide them as they learn the SQA
processes.
To be most effective, quality coaches must be skilled both
in software development practices* in general, and in SQA
practices in particular. They must be able to understand a
project's software development problems and guide its
SQA team to an understanding of how SQA can be applied
to resolve them

2. Bring value from the very beginning.
That's Juran's advice. Recognize that your success
depends on an ability to bring a favorable ROI to the
development team as soon as possible. Choose the SQA
goals carefully and don't be overly ambitious.

5. Adopt a "just-in-time" philosophy.

First, get the value of SQA recognized. Use a pilot
environment to focus on solving one of the critical
problems faced by the developers. Let the developers
identify and choose from their highest leverage problems
(the ones with the biggest payoff for the least investment).
Later on, scale up and get even more leverage by focusing
their new abilities on other high-priority problems.

In our experience, it is best to deliver SQA products and
training on a 'just-in-time" basis. This helps to ensure
that a project that is just starting out with SQA doesn't get
overwhelmed. There is little point in teaching a technique
that cannot be applied right away, because it will soon be
forgotten (the ''use it or lose it" concept).

3. Maximize your SQA ROI.
Make sure that your SQA improvement initiatives are
well-targeted, well-bounded, and well-understood. Invest
in training that results in a working knowledge of the SQA
processes as they apply to the project needs. Don't invest

in mv,v "bv"Q lwowlvO~v."
• Basic software development practices include both management
and engineering (from requirements through testing). The SEI
CMM is structured around the key practice areas. Skill
shortfalls can be addressed by teaming one or more coaches.

Engage the developers. If the software developers don't
see the value of SQA, they're likely to block. They will
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either be your most valuable asset, or the reason you end
up in the ditch.

1996 The Boeing Company

Conclusion
It's our job as managers and leaders to enable and
facilitate the achievement of high quality and efficiency.
We maximize our contribution by setting challenging
quality goals and by working to remove barriers that
inhibit their achievement Value-added SQA activities
produce the facts and data you need to identify and
eliminate these barriers.

Help the project team see the big picture, so they can
"think globally and act locally." This encourages problem
prevention and allows the full potential of their ideas to be
realized.

4. Eliminate barriers that inhibit progress.
Monitor progress and be prepared to assist when SUtprises
pop up (make sure you understand development baniers).
Demonstrate the importance of quality by getting
personally involved (like air support for a battle). Maintain
good communications with the developers and ensure that
they have your support in overcoming the obstacles they
face. Make sure you stay in touch, to avoid becoming an
obstacle yourself.

5. Foster quality ownership by software developers.
Help the developers to own up to their quality roles and
responsibilities. Help them to prevent and/or catch defects
at the earliest opportunity. Here's what you can do.

The Secret to Installing Value-Added SQA

By establishing an SQA function that produces
excellent ROI, you can make your team look good while making your life better. The secret to installing
value-added SQA is :

Provide a "big picture" by making sure that quality needs
and boundaries are established (i.e., when is quality "good
enough?"). Ensure that the developers understand the
significance of meeting the quality needs and staying
within the quality boundaries. Then, establish an
understanding of how the fulfillment of these needs will be
measured and rewarded.

1. Focusing quality efforts on real, bottom-line
improvement opportunities.
2. Just-in-time training.

When using independent product assessments, ensure that
the software developers know the assessment criteria up
front, so they can do better work. Make sure that the
responsibility for building in quality clearly rests on the
shoulders of the developers. It' s their job, not yours!
6.

3.

Seasoned coaching to accelerate implementation
and minimize cost

Maximizing the Leverage from Value-Added SQA

Whether you're a software developer or a development
manager, you can maximize your contribution to the
bottom line when you:

Become part of the coaching corps.

Help developers understand how to use testers, reviewers,
and auditors as valuable resources. Help testers,
reviewers, and auditors understand how to cooperate and
collaborate with developers.

1. Understand and stay within the quality boundaries
(what is "good enough" quality?).
2.

Understand and apply the appropriate SQA tools.

3. Remove obstacles, or provide facts and data so
others can.
4. Are personally committed to quality achievement.
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Overview
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Background and Definitions
Meta-Modeling
Definition and Modeling
Analysis
Simulation
Visualization
Prototyping, Walkthrough, and Trainine
Administration: Staffine and Scheduline
Integration: Data and Systems
Target Support Environment Generation
Instantiation and Enactment
Monitoring and Measurement
Enactment History Capture and Replay
Articulation
Evolution
In-Proe;ress Efforts
Conclusions
A paper providing an overall description of this process engineering life cycle can be found at
http:/lewis.usc.edu/dept/A TRIDM/Papers/Business Process Modeling.ps.

Software development into the 21st. Century
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Accomodates distributed everything
Assumes legacy systems, architectures, and frameworks (needing reengineering?)
Employs "commercial-of-the-shelf'' components
Incorporates software agents, applets, mediaware, and plug-ins
Utilizes "glue-code" or middleware
Accomodates dynamic (re)confi.guration of systems or components
Supports old and new data sets, formats, models, and repositories
Incorporates models and simulations of subsystems
Operates as a "virtual enterprise" utilizing an electronic communication

infnntructure
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o Behaves as an open system with dynamically breaking components.
Return to Overview

Background and Definitions
o Our focus is targeted at the engineering of complex business processes or capabilities
across their life cycle.
o A capability represents the processes, organization staffing, and information

infrastructure, as well as their interrelationships, for a recurring business activity that
produces products or services.
o The web of relationships among the objects and attributes of a product, process,
organization, infrastructure, or total capability defines its architecture.
A paper providing an overall description of a software development capability architecture can be found at
http://cwis.usc.edu/dept/ATRIUM/Papers/Process Meta Model.ps.

The overall architectural strategy for a software production infrastructure that supports the process life cycle was
previously presented in the paper W. Scacchi, "The Software Infrastructure for a Distributed System Factory,"
IEE Software Engineering Journal,, VoL 6(5), 355-369, (1991).
Another paper which surveys architectural features of more than 60 software environments can be found at
http://cwis.usc.edu/dept/A TRIUM/Papers/MetaCASE.ps.
Return to Overview

Sources of Experiences Encountered
o Andersen Consulting
o AT&T Bell Laboratories
o CoGenTex

o CTA
o EDS
o Hewlett-Packard
u HoloSoFx (formerly Active Management Inc.)
o McKesson Water Products Co.
u Naval Air Warfare Center (China Lake, CA)
u Northrop(-Grumann) B-2 Division
u Office of Naval Research
u Perceptronics
u SUN Microsystems Computer Corp.
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o USAF Rome Laboratories
Return to Overview

The process/capability life cycle follows.
Meta-Modeling
u Constructing and refining a process concept vocabulary and logic (a resource-based
ontology) for representing families of capabilities, processes, and their instances in
terms of object classes, attributes, relations, constraints, control flow (sequential,
conditional, iteration, concurrency), rules, and computational methods. This enables
us to define "resouces" with interfaces and state (status).
o Designed to accomodate distributed multi-agent (w/multi-task agendas)
problem-solving in the "domain" of process.
o Experience: key to achieving process-level interoperability, as shown with ERA
Product-centered DB (PBI-Softman), Attributed Petri Nets (CACE-PM/DMS*),
Rule-Based Databases (AP5, Matisse), Process Programming Language
(SynerVision*), Hybrid Composite (SMART), Others {PIF}.
* denotes commercial product.
Image files that show user interface displays of (a) a meta-model class hierarchy we use, and (b) a meta-model
schema for the "task-force" class can be viewed when selected.
A paper providing a more detailed description of meta-modeling can be found at
http:/lewis.usc.edu/dept/ATRIUM/Papers/Process Meta Model. ps.
Return to Overview

Definition and Modeling
n Eliciting and capturing of informal process descriptions, and their conversion into

formal process models or process model instances.
o Experience: Most "as-is" processes are ill-defined and not well understood.
o Experience: Most process redesign efforts want to primarily focus on "to-be"
alternatives, without baselining as-is processes.
Image files that show user interface displays of (a) a process task model class hierarchy definition conforming to
MIL-STD-2167A, and (b) a process model definition for a programming task in a table format can be viewed
when selected.
A description of the definition format and mechanism can be found in the paper P.K. Garg, P. Mi, T. Pham, W.
Scacchi, and G. Thnnquest, "The SMART Approach to Software Process Engineering," Proc. 16th. Intern.
Conj. Software Engineering,, IEEE Computer Society, Sorrento, Italy, 341-350, (1994).
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Return to Overview

Analysis
o Logical: Evaluating static and dynamic properties of a process/capability model,
including its consistency, completeness, internal correctness, traceability, as well as
other semantic checks.
u Reasoning: Query-based pattern-matching and inference to reason about space, time,
organization (i.e., who, what, where, when, why, how, what-if, plus relational
operators and filters), classification (taxonomic, genericity), configuration
(composition, scheduling, replanning, generalization, specialization), and diagnosis
(articulation).
o Feasibility: Determining whether a proposed process or capability architecture can
satisfy existing requirements, given available resources.
1 1 Optimization: Determining how to transform process flow to reduce resource
utilization (e.g., reduce cycle time and cost).
o Experience: Best source of high-value, short-term results and payoffs.
o Experience: Easy to produce management reports or presentation materials.
Image files that shuw user interface displays of (a) a sample o(process model analysis checks, (b) process model
analysis statistics. and (c) process model analysis view, can be viewed when selected.
Return to Overview

Simulation:
Knowledge-Based Simulation
u Symbolically enacting process models in order to determine the path and flow of

intermediate state transitions in ways that can be made persistent, replayed, queried,
dynamically analyzed, and reconfigured into multiple alternative scenarios.
u Experience: High-value technology is infrequently used.
u Experience: Can produce narrative summaries of simulation runs.
Image files that shuw user interface displays of (a) a process model simulation interaction, and a subsequent (b)
a process model simulation na"ative trace can be viewed when selected.
A paper describing the initial design and implementation ofthis simulation mechanism can be found in, P. Mi

and W. Scacchi, "A Knowledge-Based Environment for Modeling and Simulating Software Engineering
Processes," IEEE Trans. Knowledge and Data Engineering, Vol 2(3), 283-294, (1990). Reprinted inNikkei
Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 20(1), 176-191, (1991, in Japanese).

Discrete-Event Simulation
o Computationally enacting a sample of process models as network flows with hueristic
or statistical arrival rates and service times so as to determine the overall process
performance envelope, throughput, systematic behavior, and resource bottlenecks.
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o Experience: Although less flexible, easy to use to discover process optimizations.
o Experience: Visual interactions and presentations always impress.
Image files that show user interface displays of (a) a discrete-event process model work[low simulation
interaction, and a subsequent (b) simulation results display highlighting distribution of costs and activity-based
~can be viewed when sel.ected.
Return to Oveniiew

Visualization
Prov.iding users with gr.aphic views of process models and instances that can be
viewed, navigationally tr.av.ersed, interactively edited, .and .animat.ed to convey process
statics and dynamics.
o Experience: Process visualizations enable intuitive analysis and discovery.
c Experience: Visualization appears key to acceptability.
u

Image files that show user interface displays of (a) visual process model editor. (b) spreadsheet-like process
browser, (c) graphical process model browser, and (d) graphical process object browser can be -viewed when
selected.
Return to Oveniiew

Prototyping, Walk.through, and Performance -Support (Training
On Demand)
c Incrementally enacting partially specified process model instances in order to evaluate
process presentation scenarios to end users, prior to performing tool and data
integration.
o Experience: Process prototyping and walkthrough is effective enabler for eliciting user
feedback.
o Experience: Can provide a basis for user empowerment in controlling design and
improvement of local processes.
o Experience~ Gener.anon of performance support materials in response to process
improv.ements or chang.es is well-r.eceiv.ed.

Imagefiles that show user interface displays of (a) a process prototype or walkthrough display. and (b) a view of
aut-omatically generated process performance support documenta.ion produced in HTML can be seen when
selected.

Return to Oven>iew

Administration: Staffing and Scheduling
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o Assigning and scheduling specified users, tools, and development data objects to
modeled user roles, product milestones, and development schedule.
o Experience: Incremental and hueristic rescheduling functions always impress
managers.
o Experience: This demonstrates scheduling flexibility that may not be available in other
tools.
Image files that show user inter/ace displays of (a) a process action precedence order to be scheduled, (b) !!!
initial staff schedule assignment, and (c) an optimized schedule assignment after process analysis and
improvement transformations, which can be viewed when selected.
Return to Overview

Integration: Data, Tool, User Interface
o Provides a client-side workspace as a computational context (a cached web binding
user, org-role, task, tool(s), input and output resources (with "status")) at the
granularity of enactable actions (i.e., process atoms - semantic units of work).
o Entails encapsulating or wrapping selected information systems, repositories, and data
objects that are to be invoked or manipulated when enacting a process instance.
o Experience: Can entail a lot of difficult technical work, but its relatively easy to finesse
when constructing "concept demo's."
o Experience: Growing interest in providing support for integration of wide-area
heterogeneous information repositories using the Internet.
Image files that show user interface displays (using SMAR]) of (a) multiple tools bound to process actions that
are integrated with underlying object manager (not shown) via software broadcast message server (not shown).
A paper describing the strategy and mechanisms supporting process integration can be found in the paper, P. Mi
and W. Scacchi, "Process Integration for CASE Environments, " IEEE Software, Vol 9(2), 45-53 (1992).
Reprinted in Computer-Aided Software Engineering, 2nd. Edition, E. Chikofsky (ed.), IEEE Computer Society,
(1993).
A paper describing the mechanisms support data repository integration can be found at
http://cwis.usc.edu/de_pt/ATRIUM/Papers/Integrating Software Repositories.ps.

A paper describing the mechanisms support data repository integration with adaptive process enactment within a
virtual software devewpment enterprise can be found at
http:/lewis.usc.edu/de_pt/ATRIUM/Papers/DHf-95 .ps.
Return to Overview

Target Support Environment Generation
u
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Automatically transforming a process model or instance into a process-based
computing environment that selectively presents prototyped or integrated information
systems to end-users for process enactment.
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o Experience: Considered a unique capability, not available in other process
environments.
o Experience: Simplifies or eliminates low-level process programming via "application
generator" techniques.
Image files that show user interface displays of (a) process-encapsulated tool environment that was generated via
automated transformation ofthe modeled and integrated process.
A description of this mechanism can be found in the paper P.K. Garg, P. Mi, T. Pham, W. Scacchi, and G.
Thunquest, "The SMART Approach to Software Process Engineering," Proc. 16th. Intern. Conj. Software
Engineering,, IEEE Computer Society, Sorrento, Italy, 341-350, (1994).
Return to Overview

Instantiation and Enactment
u Performing the modeled process using the environment by a process engine that

guides or enforces specified users or user roles to enact the process as planned.
o An example display of a modeled process during execution.
o Process tasks or actions have "status", which get propagated within context, and
across contexts when a context is closed (check-in). (NB: DHT provides a different
strategy, which binds status values to resources, rather than to only process tasks).
o We provide a "process enforcement policy variable" that allows progressive
relaxation of process enactment constraints (e.g., relax process step or product
pre-conditions). This supports process maturation, but also increases likelihood of
process breakdowns.
o Where automation of modeled process action occurs, the user does not see it, except
for process task/action status propagation display.
Return to Overview

Monitoring and Measurement
o Collecting and measuring process enactment data needed to improve subsequent
process enactment iterations, as well as documenting what process actions actually
occurred in what order.
o Experience: Another feature found very attractive by managers.
o Experience: Key source of data for process improvement, optimi7.ation, or evolution.
A paper describing different types ofprocess measurements of interest can be found at
http://cwis.usc.edu/dept/ATRIUM/Papers/Process Measurement.ps.

Return to Overview

Enactment History Capture and Replay
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u Graphically simulating the re-enactment of a process, in order to more readily observe

process state transitions or to intuitively detect possible process enactment anomalies.
u Experience: Visualizing and replaying process enactment histories is well-received by
managers and executives.
u Experience: Supports "organaational drill-down" when process anomalies are
observed.
An imagefile that shows a user interface display of (a) process enactment event history and timing
measurements can be viewed when selected.
Return to Overview

Articulation
o Diagnosing, replanning, and rescheduling actual or simulated process (instance)
enactments that have unexpectedly broken down due to some unmet process resource
requirement, contention, availability, or other resource failure (currently diagnozes 70
classes of failure, and navigates 300 repair hueristics).
o Experience: A research result that is ahead of its time.
Image files that show user interface displays of (a) a class hierarchy of articulation diagnosis and repair
mechanisms, which can be viewed when selected.
A paper describing the design and implementation of the process articulation support system can be found in the
paper P. Mi and W. Scacchi, "Modeling Articulation Work in Software Engineering Processes," Proc. 1st.
Intern. Conj. Software Process, IEEE Computer Society, Redondo Beach, CA (1991).
Return to Overview

Evolution: Continuous Improvement and Model Management
o Incrementally and iteratively enhancing, restructuring, tuning, migrating, or
reengineering process models and process life cycle activities to more effectively meet
emerging user requirements, and to capitalize on opportunitistic benefits associated
with new tools and techniques.
o Experience: One of the few process model repositories, which also accomodates
process formalization and knowledge-based operations.
o Experience: Another research result ahead of its time.
Imagefiles that show user interface displays of (a) a process class hierarchy for organizing related process
models, which can be viewed when selected.

A paper describing the design and implementation of a knowledge-based process repository supporting these
capabilites can be found in P. Mi, M.J. Lee, and W. Scaccbi, "A Knowledge-based Software Process Library
for Process-Driven Software Development," Proc. 7th. Annual Knowledge-Based Software Engineering
Conference, IEEE Computer Society, Washington, DC, pp. 122-131, (September 1992)
Return to Overview
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Conclusions
o Software process engineering is a dynamic team-based endeavor that can only lead to
mature processes through rapid process prototyping, incremental development,
iterative refinement, and the reengineering of ad hoc process task instances and
models.
u Process/capability engineering may be most likely to succeed when focused on high
frequency or short cycle-time processes.
u New techniques for rapid process design, trade-off analysis, and customization are
needed.
u There are "pathological" software development processes that are resistant to
systematic (re)engineering, and thus should be avoided.

In-Progress Efforts
o Modeling and Simulation for Virtual Software Acquisition
o Process Technology for Virtual Enterprises using World-Wide Semantic Web

o
o
o
o
o

(Concept Demo, June 1995; New implementation January 1996)
Process-based Interactive Teleradiology Consultation Support via ATM/HII
(Proposal submitted June 1995)
(Re)Engineering Feature Film Production (1995, DHT-based implementation demo'd
January 1996)
Process-based Grants Management and Electronic Funds Transfer (Start March
1996)
Distributed Development of Scalable 00 Software Systems (Start April 1996)
Software Process Reen!!ineerine (In Negotiation).

Return to Top

This interactive presentation page is maintained by Walt Scacchi who can be reached at the
e-mail address noted above. This page was last updated on 29 March 1996.
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1. Introduction
There is a number of different software testing techniques helping testers to carry out the different
activities involved in a systematic test. We are convinced that the most important activity for a thorough software test is the design of relevant test cases, since they determine the kind and scope of the
test. Our favorite method is called classification-tree method (Grochtmann et al., 1995; Grochtmann
and Grimm, 1993), a black-box testing approach which uses a tree-like notation to divide the input
domain of a test object into a number of classes. Classes are then combined to generate test cases.
Figure 1 explains the use of the classification-tree method by a simple example. The test object is a
computer vision system which is meant to determine the size of different objects. The possible inputs
are various building blocks. Using the method appropriate aspects are introduced to look at the input
domain, for example the size, the color and the shape of a block. These aspects are used to build up the
classification tree. The classification based on the aspect "color" leads, for example, to a partition of
the input domain into red, green and blue blocks, the classification based on the shape produces a
partition into circular, triangular and square blocks. An additional aspect is introduced for the triangle
class: the shape of the triangle. In Figure 1, some possible test cases are marked as examples in the
combination table associated with the tree. Test case three, for instance, describes the test with a small
blue isosceles triangle.
The classification-tree editor CTE supports the two main phases of the classification-tree methoddesign of a classification tree and definition of test cases in the table. For each phase a suitable working area is provided (Figure 2).
We have used the method (and tool) successfully for a number of software tests. However, recently
we proved that the method is even applicable to something which is not software but a real machine
consisting of mechanical parts. And we had fun, too.

2. The Culler - a Huge Machine
The AEG Electrocom, a division of our company which works in the area of automatic mail sorting,
asked us to help them test a component of an automatic mail-sorting machine. This so-called Culler is
the first component in a mail-sorting machine named Integrated Mail Processor and its task is to cull
oversize mail pieces which are not machinable in the subsequent mail processing steps.
When we first saw the Culler, we were impressed: It is a huge machine, about the size of a living
room, consisting of conveyor belts, a large drum, switches, etc. - but nearly no software at all.
Figure 3 shows the Integrated Mail Processor (IMP) the first part of which is the Culler. Mail is input
into the large drum ( 1) which sorts out mail pieces which are too thick to be further processable. Remaining mail pieces are then fed into the rest of the Culler (2) which culls pieces which are too high or
too long. Mail is then further processed in the rest of the machine, e.g. stamp values are read and
stamps are cancelled, and addresses are read automatically (3). Finally, mail pieces are directed into
the corresponding outlets for delivery (4).
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Figure 1: Classification-Tree Method

Figure 4 is a more detailed view of the Culler itself. The drum segregator (1) separates mail pieces
thicker than 6 mm. Other mail pieces are output over the so-called "waterfall" (2) to the edging channel (3) which tries to align mail pieces on their longer sides. The mail pieces then run through the
180-degree turnaround (4) and arrive at the flat extractor (5). The flat extractor separates mail pieces
that are too high (> 200 mm). As this task is rather difficult, three extractors are used in line - if the
first one grabs a piece that is actually not too high, e.g. a piece standing on its smaller side, then there
are another two extractors waiting to correct the problem. In the next steps the remaining pieces are
singulated and subsequently sensors measure the pieces, e.g. their height, length and whether they are
skewed (6). According to these measurements the diverter/returner (7) sends mail pieces which are
still irregular (too high, several pieces sticking together, ... ) back to the edging channel- there is always a second chance. The luckier pieces are sent to the buffer feeder (8) or, if they are longer than
250 mm, to the auxiliary stacker (9). From there on the mail is input into the rest of the IMP.
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Figure 2: Classification-Tree Editor

3. Is the Culler Really That Different to Software?
At first glance it appears that the Culler has no resemblance to software at all. However, when we
look closer at the functionality of the Culler, we find a number of similarities:
The Culler has an input domain. It processes different mail pieces, i.e. its input domain is the set
of all possible mail pieces (letters, postcards, etc.) and other things which can be found in mail
boxes (keys, coins, etc.).
It has a functional specification describing its expected behavior when processing a specific
mail piece. For example, the specification tells us that a mail piece which is longer than 250 mm
should be stacked in the auxiliary stacker, below that length it should appear in the buffer
feeder.
It produces outputs, that is it sorts out mail pieces at different locations.
It has a control flow, i.e. the mail pieces run along the conveyor belts. We even find branches
(though not many), nested IFs and a loop.
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Figure 3: Integrated Mail Processor
Of course, there are some differences to software, not only such obvious ones as the fact that the Culler cannot be stored on a floppy disk. The non-deterministic physical behavior of the Culler is, for
example, an important difference to regular software: Occasional deviations from the "correct" behavior are acceptable, as long as the error rate is low. But, even though this influences test execution,
there are no fundamental differences to software from a tester's point of view.

4. Applying Our Testing Terminology
Therefore, it is possible to apply our testing terminology:
A test case is an abstract description of a specific item to be processed by the Culler, for example " a thick letter longer than 250 mm".
A test datum is a concrete object fulfilling this description, for example a real letter.
An expected result is primarily the location where the mail piece has to leave the Culler, e.g. "it
should appear in the auxiliary stacker".
Test execution means to throw a test datum into the Culler, to let it run through the machine, and
to see where it leaves the Culler.
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Figure 4: The Culler
Test evaluation means to compare actual and expected results, e.g. "this letter should have appeared in the auxiliary stacker - however, it actually jammed the machine and was damaged."

5. Defining Test Cases
So we were able to use our classification-tree method to generate test cases for the Culler. We
introduced aspects like letter format, height, length, weight, kind of mail piece, wetness, etc. and finally defined 75 test cases describing a wide variety of mail pieces and other inputs for the Culler.
Figure 5 shows the top level diagram of the resulting classification tree. The first classification simply distinguishes the kind of object - is it a mail piece or something else? If it is a mail piece four
refinements distinguish it further: dimensions, kind, properties and special features. Each refinement
stands for subtrees including aspects like length, height and thickness; kind of mail, seal and contents; flexibility and weight; bends and wetness. Figure 6 shows, for example, the contents of the
refinement kind.
You might ask what it means if an object is not a mail piece. Well, the experts told us that it is not
unusual that stranse thin~s appear in mail boxes: credit cards, coins, pens, keys, rubber bands etc. A
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number of such objects is, therefore, listed in the refinement "other object". By the way, our favorite
explanation for the appearance of pens in the input is this tourist writing a picture postcard using his
nice new ball pen, then putting the postcard carefully back in his pocket - and posting the pen.
Two typical examples of the 75 defined test cases are given in textual form below:

Test case 6
- kind of object: coin

?

Test case 29
kind of object: mail piece
- dimensions
- thickness: 0.5 to 2
- height: 160
- length: 482.5
- format: other
- kind
- kind of mail: postcard
- kind of card: picture
- curvature: none
- properties
- pressability (thickness): low
- flexibility: normal
- weight: >4g to 80g
- special features
- wetness: dry
- fissures: none
- bends: none

Test case 6 simply describes a coin as input. Test case 29 defines a test with an overlong picture postcard (unfortunately, during test execution such cards looped forever in the Culler).

6. Running the Test
A test deck was prepared to run the test. For each test case five real test items were produced to consider the non-deterministic behavior of the Culler mentioned above. The "test data box" contained a
wide variety of real letters, postcards, coins, pencils, credit cards, etc.
Then all of these items were input one by one into the Culler. It was fun to see our test data run through
the machine (it takes a few seconds until they reach the specific exit), and to observe the behavior of
the machine during that time. Of course, as "diabolic" testers we were especially happy to see errors
occur, e.g. a letter leaving the machine at a wrong place, a wet letter jamming the machine or a letter of
boundary-value length to be cut in half at a switch. However, most test cases were processed as intended, i.e. the quality of the Culler was already high, even though we tested an early prototype of the
machine.

7. Conclusions
The complete test gave a thorough view of the state of development of the Culler at that time and
some improvements could be pointed out. The developers of the Culler judged the test cases to be
systematic and well documented, and to be a major improvement compared to the former rather unsystematically generated tests.
Consequently, it is planned to use the classification-tree method to test other components of the Intewated Mail Processor as well. It is also possible to extend the test of the Culler to the test of complete
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mail streams, i.e. a test case would be a number of mail pieces with a specific mixture. In this way
dependencies between mail pieces can be tested. A first classification-tree for that included aspects
like the percentage of mail pieces that are too high and the rate of mail pieces per hour.
We could show that software testing techniques are perhaps more widely applicable than we normally think. In the future, we intend to look at other areas apart from software where these techniques
can be used with success (and fun), too.
The lesson learnt? You can often hear that software people should learn more from other disciplines
like civil engineering or architecture. Certainly, this is true. However, our experiment might indicate
that this is also true the other way round.
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Test case 29
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- height: 160
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Running the Test
To run the tests, a test deck was prepared:

For each test case 5 real test items were produced
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Lessons Learnt

u Classification trees work for machines ... and it is fun!
We could show that software testing techniques are perhaps more
widely applicable than we normally think. In the future, we intend to
look at other areas apart from software where they can be used with
success (and fun), too.

u Software people, be self-confident!
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You can often hear that software people should learn more from other
disciplines like civil engineering or architecture. Certainly, this is
true. However, our experiment might indicate that this is also true the
other way round.
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The Only Way to Save Time in Testing is to Spend Money
Bob Birss
Product Engineering and Publications Director
Advanced Technology Group
AT&T Business Communication Services
BobBirss@GeoPlex.Com
Quality Week ' 96
May 23, 1996
Time in testing can't be saved in the short run, and only lots of planning and lots of the right kind of work
can save time in the long run. That is, "you have to spend money to save money"--on planning, tools, and
process.
The best way to save time is to do things to build quality in rather than test it in:
•

Design for testability

•

Reviews--of designs, of code, of test plans, of everything

•

Memory leak/memory access checking-ideally as a regular part of the development and test
processes

•

Assertions and tracing/tracking functions built into the code and the development and test processes.

The next best way to save time is to do testing right:
•

Create test plans and plan for testing-including making explicit what will and won't be tested

•

Use test coverage analysis as a guide in white box testing

•

Use "hurdle" tests

•

Use a bug-tracking database-to improve both development and testing.

The third best way is to use right technique/tool at the right time, e.g.,
•

Don't attempt to use a GUI test tool while the GUI is still in flux.

The last best way is to continually refine your process; a good way to do that is
•

Post mortems-learn both from the good and the bad by assessing what went right and what went
wrong.

For Commercial Software, Automated Assertion-Based Testing is Best
Robert Hodges, Sybase, Inc.
Commercial software is characterized by programs that run through many versions, often on many
platforms. There is strong competitive pressure to deliver reliable new features rapidly without introducing
bugs that existing customer applications to break. In this environment, automated tests based on assertions
are key to success.
Automation implies that tests run under a harness with no outside intervention. Good harnesses and good
test design can make the costs of running tests very low. In system software companies, automation is
a given for any testing effort due to the rapid payback of being able to rerun tests at will.
Assertion-based testing is key to reducing other costs besides test execution. By assertion-based testing,
we mean that each test case is based on a test assertion, which is a proposition about the expected behavior
of the program under test. Here is a simple example:

•

If you divide any integer value by 0, a divide_by_zero exception is thrown and no further statements
are executed.

Test cases check their assertion and as little else as possible. Developing tests in this way leads to major
cost improvements in the following areas:
•

Analysis time. Deciding whether the software is OK or not following a test is the most expensive part
of running tests (especially if you miss a bug). Typically, only a few cases fail when there is a
problem, thereby reducing the number of things you must analyze.

•

Debugging time. Debugging is always shorter if you have a simple example, which is precisely what
assertion-based cases provide.

•

Test maintenance. Just as only a few cases break when there is a bug, feature changes test to affect a
smaller number of cases.

•

Test management. Assertions are granular and it is easy to gauge productivity--about 3 a day for
beginners, up to 8 for pros. Estimates of effort are much more reliable. By developing the assertions
first and then implementing cases, you can track progress on test development easily.

Assertion-based testing requires more up-front investment than just running a few customer apps or diffing
against program output from former runs. The test harness needs to understand assertions and have
proper result codes, such as "NOT IMPLEMENTED" for an assertion that is developed but has no case.
Also, test cases are programmed, which takes time and effort during development.
Our group at Sybase first used assertion-based tests in 1994 and found productivity benefits in all the areas
mentioned above. Since that time, Sybase as a whole has made a major investment in assertion-based
tests and test infrastructure. We are convinced that automated assertion-based tests are the most costeffective way to test our software.

Negotiating Testing Resources: A Collaborative Approach
Position Paper in the Session: How to Save Time & Money in Testing
This session is about saving time and money. As in all aspects of product development, a time-honored way to waste time
and money is to work without clear requirements, in a chaotic rush to meet unrealistic and unachievable deadlines. We
testers often see the mess this creates. But some ofus seem unaware that, even if the overall project is a mess, we can go a
long way toward establishing clear requirements and expectations in the testing sub-project itself. This paper applies what I
think is largely common sense and common knowledge about project management and consensus-driven engineering. It
describes an approach that I've used a few times - not always successfully - since 1983. The details will vary according to
your company's circumstances and schedule, but the ideas, I think, have general application and merit.
I start from an acceptance (even an insistence) that no group below senior management is the "Quality Assurance"
group. (We should have grown out of Taylor Theory in software a long time ago.) Several groups in the company have
vital interests in quality. But our definitions of quality differ. Should we look at the "Customer Satisfiers" that support
favorable reviews, initial purchase decisions, and the customer' s sense of good value and successful use? Or should we
focus on the "Dissatisfiers" that lead customers to hate the product? What about the programmer's sense of internal quality:
maintainability, elegance, performance, extensibility? Or Trainability? Supportability? Localizability?
All are different aspects of the program' s overall quality. Rather than pretend that one group owns them, I suggest
that we embrace the idea that the product's ultimate quality emerges from collaboration of different groups, and then we
design systems that facilitate that collaboration. A Quality Assistance group can champion this apprroach in many ways.
This paper applies it to Testing.
It is impossible to fully test a program. Therefore we will incompletely test it. We can try to achieve a sort of a
uniform level of incompleteness across the program, or we can focus our resources, testing more thoroughly in high risk
areas and less thoroughly in the others. I think that Testing Groups have been doing this for years, but they often do it the
wrong way. They proclaim their independence and then go do their risk analysis in a closet, safe from the interference of
those wrong-thinking people who do programming and marketing.
Instead, I recommend that we invite the other stakeholders into the test planning process and give them genuine
influence. Just as decisions to defer a bug are generally made (or at least reviewed, but with real input) by a multidepartment team, making them decisions of the business rather than decisions of any one or two people, I think that
decisions to test lightly in an area should also be made (or reviewed, with real input) by the same team. We defer the bug
after finding it in one case. In the other case, we are deferring a whole class of bugs, by agreeing not to look for them.
Sounds like the same level of decision-making to me.
We can abandon the notion of independence, but we can't escape (don't want to either) the reality that testers
know a lot more about testing than the other groups. We know why things are done, how long they take, how hard they are
to do, and we have good intuition about how likely the different tasks are to find bugs. Clearly, then, we should do the
initial analysis. We should make the time estimates (with factual input from anyone else who has information to
contribute). We should define and explain the degrees to which we can vary the level of depth of testing of an area of the
program, and the time savings / reliability risks associated with these variations. We should recommend the relative
allocation of resources to different areas of the program. But, just as the recommendations by the lead programmer or the
project manager that certain bugs be deferred are subject to an active review, so should our recommendations on relative
depths of testing.
This paper outlines a method for breaking the task list down and generating a bottom-up list of testing areas, tasks
within areas, and times for each task. It outlines a strategy for collecting input from other stakeholders and for involving
them in test planning and budgeting. Its goal is to help you facilitate corporate agreement on the testing requirements.

Save Time & Money:
Collaborative Planning

Save Time & Money:
Collaborative Planning

1. Organize yourself

3. Many Stakeholders

• Negotiate technology needs early
• Position yourself to order critical
equipment and software early

2. Develop a bottom-up task list
Brainstorm
•
•
•
•

Discover your sources of info
list top-level areas to test
break areas into tasks
estimate times required.
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• What do different staff members
mean when they say "quality?"
Bugs are just 1 issue; testing is
just 1 improvement technique.
• Late in the project, who is in the
bug-deferral review meetings?
Shouldn't the same people be
involved in decisions to test an
area lightly?

• Seek input (tasks and times) on
the bottom-up task list. Use a
museum tour.
Copyright (c) Cem Kauer, 1996 All rights reserved
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Save Time & Money:
Collaborative Planning
4. We Test at Different Levels
Make differences explicit and public:
• mainstream (basic verification)
• guerrilla (skilled ad hoc)
• systematic (test thoroughly once)
• planned regression (e.g. automated)

5. Prepare the Task List
• Initial estimate for heavy test
• Trim by recommending levels
appropriate to areas' risks
• Show initial & recommended times
on the list
CopyrigJ,t (c) Cem Ka11er, 1996 All rights reserved
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Save Time & Money:
Collaborative Planning

6. Facilitate Business Decisions
• Invite the project team to help you
trim the task list to meet budget
• Circulate the task list and times -summary page, then details
• Facilitate discussions between
stakeholders (e.g. ask customer
service rep. to explain call cost
consequences of light testing in
some areas)
• Insist on realism in scheduling,
but be flexible on task depth
• Make specific agreements on
dependencies, and contingencies
Copyright (c) Cem Ka11er, 1996 All rights reserved
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NEGOTIATING TESTING RESOURCES:
A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
Presented at Quality Week, 1996
In the session,

How to Save Time & Money in Testing

This session is about saving time and money. As in all aspects of product development, a
time-honored way to waste time and money is to work without clear requirements, in a
chaotic rush to meet unrealistic and unachievable deadlines. As testers, we often see the mess
that this creates. But some of us seem unaware that, even if the overall project is a mess, we
can go a long way toward establishing clear requirements and expectations in the testing
sub-project itself. This paper applies what I think is largely common sense and common
knowledge about project management and consensus-driven engineering. It describes an
approach that I've used a few times - not always successfully - since 1983. The details will
vary according to your company's circumstances and schedule, but the ideas, I think, have
general application and merit.

I do most of my work with companies that develop consumer-oriented software for retail
sale, or whose development processes look like consumer software companies. Some of the
challenges in these organizations:
• Their schedules are often unrealistically optimistic.
• Their requirements aren't fully worked out -- perhaps because they're still building
something that no one has ever built before, and they're still learning what they want
to release. Or because they're not sufficiently skilled at requirements analysis. Note
that there is no contracting customer, so there is no one external to the company
who can sign off on a requirements document.
• Their specifications make the requirements documents look complete and up-todate.
Some of these projects result in great products. Many yield mediocre products, despite
heroic (if insufficiently organized) efforts by the staff. And too many yield worthless
garbage, that might or might not be foisted off on unsuspecting customers.
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There are many ways to improve the overall development processes, but global process
decisions lie in the hands of the project managers and their management, rather than in
the hands of testing groups. Therefore I won't speak to those global approaches today.
Even though we don't have sufficient authority to reorganize the overall development
processes, there are things that we can do, as testers, to substantially improve our own
processes. As a byproduct, they help the other product development mangers (the
managers of the programmers, the writers, the designers, etc.) bring the rest of the project
under control as the product comes into the testing group.
As always in my writing, I am focused on black box testing, which I think of as testing
that is driven from the outside, from the customer's perspective, and is probably carried
out without knowledge of the details of the underlying code.
OBJECTIVE
My goal is to facilitate a corporate consensus on testing tasks, priorities, and times. That is,
I want to end up with:
• a bottom-up task list of every test-related task or area to be tested that requires a day
or more of testing;
• corporate agreement on the priority of each task. I want to know the desired depth
of testing;
• a realistic assessment of the amount of time required for each task, or area of testing
(at the agreed level of depth);
• sufficient resources (time, money, people) to meet the testing requirements;
• a method for tracking performance against the assessment, and a means of updating
the assessment when estimates turn out to be imperfect.
BACKGROUND THINKING
I start from the position that there are other stakeholders in the company who have as
much of an interest and stake in the quality of the product as the testers. This includes the
marketing, programming, customer service, and project management staff. They should
have a big say in prioritizing the testing of areas of the program.
Many testers don't accept this position. Their experience is with marketing managers
and project managers who seem to be focused on shipping products quickly, whether
those products are any good or not. In these organizations, the tester fights like crazy to
keep the company from shipping an unacceptable product. After a long series of battles,
the product is eventually released. These testers "know" that in their companies, if they
didn't fight for quality no one would.
This division of attitude and responsibility - and the naming of appraisal groups (such
as testing) as Quality Control or Quality Assurance - traces back to the Taylor theory of
management, developed in the early part of the century. 1 With the advent of massproduction, Taylor and his followers centralized the inspection process and made it an
independent function in the factory. This approach might have been fine for the 1920's,
but it is antiquated today. 2

1 See the discussion in J.M. Juran (1992) , Juran on Quality by Design, Free Press, p. 363 ff.
2 See Juran (note 1).
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One of the most troublesome problems of this model is that it lets everyone else feel
free to rely on the testers for quality-related advocacy. It leaves things up to "Quality
Assurance" (the testing group), standing alone, to argue for adequate testing, for sufficient
time and money for testing, and for facing the discoveries of errors that make the product
unacceptable to release. I think this is pathological.
Rather than buying into the notion that we testers have to constantly fling ourselves in
front of ship-date-driven trains, I try to recruit the other people who have a stake in the
product's quality, and give them a say in the level of testing that each area of the product
will see. In doing so, I gain understanding, support, and valuable advice. But I lose
independence.
In any testing project, no matter how much time we have, or how many people and
machines we have, we will never be able to test everything. We will always wish we had
another month and another tester. But we won't have these, so we will face difficult
prioritization issues. Some things will be tested less thoroughly than others.
Given that we will test some areas less than others, I think it's wise to consciously
decide which areas will be shorted, rather than discovering at the end of the project that
some things weren't tested as thoroughly as they would have been if we had done our
planning.
So suppose that we will prioritize consciously. Who should do it? Not Just the testing
group!
In every project, some reported bugs are "deferred" (to be fixed next time) or otherwise
marked as not to be fixed. This decision might initially be made by a programmer or
project manager, but it is often very actively examined and reconsidered by representatives
of the marketing, testing, customer service, documentation, and other groups in the
company. The ultimate decision is a business decision, made jointly by several
stakeholders in the company.
When we prioritize an area as low - to be lightly tested - we are making a decision that
will result in bugs being missed in this area. The same people who participate in the
decision to defer a bug after it has been found should be involved in the decision to not
search for the bug in the first place.

STARTING THE NEGOTIATIONS
On the timeline of the typical project that I'm involved with, negotiations would start in
earnest four or six weeks before the "alpha" milestone. 3 Your projects might work on
different timelines. I'm looking for a time that has the following characteristics:
• Enough implementation is done that we know where most of the toughest
unexpected implementation challenges are.
Also, see K. Ishikawa (1985) What is Total Quality Control? The Japanese Way, Prentice Hall, who describes the
inadequacy of inspection-driven quality control in Japan (p. 15) and says (p. 25) that the Taylor "method was probably a
viable method some fifty years ago, but it is certainly not applicable to today's Japan."
W.E. Deming (1982) Out of the Crisis, MIT Press, p. 28, "Inspection does not improve quality nor guarantee quality.
Inspection is too late. The quality, good or bad, is already in the product."
3 Long before this, you must have reached several other agreements (or it's probably too late now). For example, you
should have already reached agreement on error-handling conventions. If you are using an automated testing tool that can
be made less efficient if the programmers use the wrong development toolkits, you have compatibility-tested their and your
tools and dealt with the results. You have prepared a preliminary list of hardware and software environment configurations

th:11t will b@ r@quir@d for comp~tibility t~sting and have started to arrange for loanma. mntala, or pumhaafla. You have wor~e~
with the programming staff to build in support for debug monitors, memory and other resource meters, and other testing
support code that can be easily designed in early, but only added later with difficulty.
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• Enough implementation is done that we know the relationship between the product
and its specification (or we know the look of the work-in-progress if the spec is too
sparse to be useful).
• We are early enough that there is still uncertainty in the schedule. There might be a
published schedule and you might be subject to published staff-and-time constraints
but it's early enough that no one will be surprised (even if some executives will feign
surprise) if these predictions turn out to be incorrect.
• A few identified (on-staff) testers have been assigned to the project. This includes the
project's lead tester, who will be actively involved in this process. Others might be
added later, but you have a core group of at least two people.
• It's getting to be time for the testing group to publish a firm and credible estimate of
the testing effort, against which the staff can be held accountable.

DEVELOPING THE BOTTOM-UP TASK LIST
This is a multi-day task, started by the core group of testers on the project and then
expanded. We start by taking over a reasonably large conference room. One member4 of the
group takes on the role of facilitator, running brainstorming sessions. This person probably
also records the information on flipcharts.
As in all brainstorming sessions, the goal is to facilitate the free flow of ideas. The
facilitator will speak to bring the group back onto topic but will record all comments and
suggestions without criticism or other editorial comment. 5

Day 1 - Gather Information
On the first day, I spend up to four hours building a list of every significant source of
available information about the project. Well-organized projects require less of this work.
In a project that lacks a formal specification, you can still find a great deal of information.
For example:
• e-mail between the project manager and the programmers, defining features and
resolving ambiguities in the implementation and design. Many project managers will
share this material;
• customer support call records and letters from previous versions of this product or
similar products;
• books, magazine articles, BugNet reports, data from third-party support providers
(buy service contracts for competitors' products and call for support), and other
sources of information about the kind of bugs that have been found:
- in competitive products (so that you can test for similar problems in yours);
- in other products that have used the same development toolkits that your

project is using (so you can look for comparable tool-derived failures);

4 In the ideal case, you'd like the facilitator to be another tester who has been assigned to a different project, and is on loan
to your team only to facilitate/record this meeting. In any case, the lead tester need not act as the facilitator.
5 For more on effective facilitation and recording, see Kaner, S., Lind , L., Toldi, C., Fisk, S., & Berger, D. (1996) Facilitator's
Guide to Participatory Decision-Making, New Society Publishers; Doyle, M. & Straus, D. (1976) How to Make Meetings
Work, Jove Books; Freedman, D.P. & Weinberg, G.M. (1982) HandbookofWalkthroughs, Inspections, and Technical
Reviews, Third Edition, Little, Brown & Co. ; Michalke, M. (1991) Thinkertoys: A Handbook of Business Creativity for the 90s,
Ten Speed Press.
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• externally defined specifications and test suites (such as specs and suites for the C
compiler, user interface guidelines or localization guidelines);
• the first draft of the user manual or help (probably not yet available, but it will be
soon).
Having listed the sources of available information, we break for the rest of the day and
collect as much of this material as we can. We'll refer to this material as needed over the
next few days, to generate task list items and to get an idea of the complexity of specific
tasks.
Day 2 - Generate an Overall Project Task List
We start with another brainstorming session. The goal is to list every significant area of
testing. This includes every functional area of the program. It probably also includes issues
that are not exactly functional areas, such as configuration/compatibility, load, race
conditions, compliance with externally defined regulations or standards - anything that
will take a significant amount of testing time. Anything that could take a few tester-days of
work is "significant." "Administration" and "Vacations/holidays" are valid areas. The
resulting list contains overlapping areas. We deal with the overlap as we expand the detail,
but not here.
This list might have as few as 20 or as many as 60 areas of work.
It's easy to run into diminishing returns while generating this list. Stop the session as
you start running out of steam, but leave the list open so that anyone can add new topics
over the next few days, as they come up with new ideas that they think are worthwhile.
Day 2 I 3 - Transcribe the Overall List Onto Separate Charts; Add Sub-Tasks
Make one chart page for each significant testing area. The test lead6 should eliminate or
combine obviously redundant or overlapping areas. From here, add detail, breaking each
area down into tasks and sub-tasks. list anything that will require at least a half-day of
work. 7
If there are many charts, it won't be possible for everyone to work on every chart.
Break into sub-groups to save time, but try to have at least two people generating ideas for
each chart. If a member of your staff has volunteered to take one of the areas, she should
be one of the people who details the chart for that area.
Try to assign an estimated amount of time to each task. You're guessing here. Your
guess includes:
• the amount of time to plan and create the specific tests within this task;
• the amount of time to run these tests the first time;
• the amount of time to report bugs within this task area, and to regression test the
fixes or follow-up on the deferrals;
• the amount of time to regression test or analyze bugs in this area that were reported
by other people;

6 I'll assume in this paper that you are acting as the test lead, and will often say that "you" should do certain tasks that a test
lead should do. When I want to specifically stress that a task belongs with a test lead (rather than, for example, the lead's
mana9er or the testinS team), I'll still say "test lead."
7 My goal is to capture everything that will take a day or longer, but testers are such notoriously optimistic underestimators
that the only way to do this is to set the bar at half a day.
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• any additional unstructured testing in this area;
• ongoing regression testing within this area. 8 The amount of ongoing regression
testing increases with every additional cycle of testing. Implicitly, then, you are also
guessing the number of testing cycles.
Analytically, this estimation process might seem ridiculous because we are guessing
with such a degree of uncertainty. It isn't ridiculous, though, because we are working
backwards as well as forward. As long as we operate from the same base (such as, all
estimates assume 8 full start-to-finish cycles of testing), we obtain relative estimates of the
different areas that are quite useful.
Different testers will supply different estimates for these tasks. When you see a large
discrepancy, don't browbeat the tester who gave the large estimate. Probe the estimate
instead. Try to break the task into sub-tasks - are these redundant with other areas or is
this tester seeing more genuine complication and work than the other estimators?

Day 3 I 4 I etc. - Use a Museum Tour to Check the Estimates
Leave the charts up. If they don't all fit within the conference room, take over some other
wall space or outside-of-cubicle space near the conference room and put the overflowing
charts there. 9
Send a memo to everyone on the project team. Invite them to drop by at their
convenience over the next few days, to look at the task lists, to add tasks, and to supply
time estimates or notes on priorities or risks. Have a curator handy. Most testers who have
participated to this point can do this -- the curator provides a tour of the charts and answer
questions about the process.
Give everyone who comes by a different colored pen, and keep track of who used
which color. Have them write their notes directly on the charts.
Follow up on time estimates that are noticeably higher or lower than your group's
estimates. For example:
• You might think that a feature is trivial and easy to test. The marketing manager
might say that this is the most advertisable feature in the product and he wants to
make absolutely sure that it works perfectly. This might lead you to you increase the
time you spend testing this feature.
• The marketing manager might also point to a complex feature and ask why you're
spending so much time on something that will matter so little to customers. Maybe
you will spend less testing time on this as a result, perhaps by convincing the project
manager to simplify the feature's design, thereby reducing the need for testing.
• The project manager, or a programmer, or a customer service representative might
explain to you that you have underestimated the difficulties you are likely to
encounter with a feature, providing details that help you add more sub-tasks and reestimate the work.
You might leave these charts up for a week. Your staff will mainly be doing other work,
not fleshing out the charts, during this week.
8 Unfortunately, "regression testing" has two meanings. Sometimes you test against a specific bug report, to see whether
that particular bug was fixed . Other times, you test everything else, to see whether the latest waves of fixes has had any
side effects. By "ongoing regression testing," I intend the second meaning.
9 If your charts cover over light-colored walls or peoples' posters, make sure to put a blank backing sheet behind every
chart. Otherwise, somebody's marker will leak through the first sheet and deface the wall or the poster. You don't need this
problem.
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At the end of this process, you have an extensive list of areas to test, and tasks and
subtasks within each estimate, along with notes on testing times.
ASSESSING THE TIMES INVOLVED

As the project's lead tester, you will collect the charts and enter the areas, tasks, and
subtasks into a project or task management program. Eliminate or merge redundant or
overlapping tasks. 10 Resolve discrepant time estimates for each task by using your best
judgment.
The total time requirement will be impossibly large. On a project that currently allows
you three tester-years of work, you might see fifty or sixty tester-years of work on this list.
The test lead has to cut this down, by prioritizing the tasks and deciding which areas to
under-test.
I find it useful to talk in terms of levels of testing depth. In the black box world, I often
use four levels, which I call mainstream, guerrilla, structured, and systematic regression.
These particular levels and definitions are much less important than the notion of using a
small number of well-defined levels:
• Mainstream-level testing: These are relatively gentle tests of the program's
performance under "normal" use. I include line-by-line verification of the manual and
help against the program within this category (though I normally break out and
budget the documentation verification as a separate category).
• Guerrilla-level testing: Along with doing the mainstream-level tests, during one or
two cycles of testing, add 2-10 hours of unstructured testing. This consists of the
nastiest test cases that the tester can think of, executed "on the fly." There is no
archival test plan. The tests probably include boundaries, error handling,
challenging-looking interactions with other features, etc. Anything that the tester
thinks is likely to expose a bug is fair game.
• Structured, planned testing: Tests are based on a more rigorous analysis. For
example, boundary charts are created for the variables in this area. Error handling is
approached systematically. Requirements are approached systematically, etc.
Typically, an area that is subjected to this intense level of testing has also had
mainstream and guerrilla-level testing. Those levels quickly expose obvious
instabilities and design failures. The cycle or two of intense, structured testing of an
area is done after the obvious problems have been resolved.
• Systematic regression testing: Along with developing a structured test set, the tester
develops a strategy for sampling from the set, or for adding new test cases, to
monitor the stability of this area over time.
In the previous case, the structured test series was executed once or twice during
development of the product. Regression testing at other times is neither thorough
nor systematic. In this case, we develop a strategy for checking, on an ongoing basis,
that an area that achieved stability has not been destabilized by later code changes.
If you develop automated regression tests for an area of the program, you are
operating at this level for that area.
Other definitions of levels might look at the extent and type of coverage achieved, or
at the extent of automation or other tool-based support, or at some other salient,
1OMany redundancies don't beGome evident until the taoKo arn liotf:id in deti:!il, Al~o, mi:lny ov~rl"'pping ~r~~~ were left on
the charts because this allowed the staff to explore the extent of the overlap and the degree to which they are separate
areas. Now it's time to clean this up.
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important charactertstic of the testing effort. The important thing is that these definitions
be dear, understandable to a non-programmer, and demark dearly different levels of effort
and investment.
Suppose, for the moment, that you adopt these four definitions. Then for every area /
task in the program, decide what level of testing you would recommend. If you've reduced
the level for an area from structured, planned testing, then you can probably reduce your
time estimate for that area. If you stretch to systematic regression, you'll probably increase
your testing time estimate.
Make a total of the initial time estimates. Make a total of the revised estimates.
With your revisions, you have probably come from 60 tester-years of work down to 5
years. This is an excellent reduction, even though it still isn't quite good enough.
RUNNING THE NEGOTIATING MEETINGS
After you have your reduced estimate, send out a memo to the other key members /
managers of the project team (project manager, marketing manager, customer service,
documentation, etc.).

To:

Project Team

From: Test Lead
Many thanks for helping me put together the testing tasks list.
Not surprtsingly, when we add up all the time for all the tasks,
it works out to 60 tester years. Obviously, we can't afford to do
all that work.
I've prtorttized the tasks and worked out ways to save time.
This involves some shortcuts that you may want to think about.
I got the workload down to 5 tester years - a big improvement,
but still not enough. The budget calls for 3 tester years, not 5.
I'd really appreciate it if you could help me trtm the tasks
further. We'll have to take some shortcuts, and this will
probably mean that we'll miss a few bugs. I'd like your feedback
on the best places to take a few Iisks.
<insert meeting-scheduling-stuff and closing-thank-yoU>
Rather than the usual plea for more time and resources, you're inviting everyone to
help you brtng the testing costs down. Who can refuse such an invitation?
Once you've scheduled the meeting, circulate the task list.
• The front page is a cover memo. This is probably where you define your levels of
testing and explain that your are trtmming testing time by testing some areas less
than others.
• The second page has four columns - Area of Testing (show only the top-level areas),
Initial Time Estimate (show them, and total them to 60 years), Second Test Group
Estimate (show them, and their 5 year total), and Project Team Estimate (add these in
this meeting).
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• Subsequent pages break down each area, as on the flipcharts. Show the initial
estimates for each task, along with your suggestions and the project team's final
estimates.
Explain the ground rule for trimming time: to reduce the total amount of time to be
spent on one area, the team must reduce the amount of time on specific, identified tasks
within that area.
Settle on a Baseline
The first agreement to reach is that there should be a baseline. The baseline is the
minimum level of testing that all areas of the program are subjected to. This general
agreement shouldn't be difficult to reach. The interesting discussion comes next, when you
try to define the baseline.
One candidate for the baseline is mainstream-level testing. If you achieve this much, at
least you know that all the menus take you to reasonable places, that the dialogs accept
data, that the program prints when it's supposed to, and that everything in the manual has
been checked. 11
Explain how limited this level of testing is, with examples of bugs that wouldn't have
been found with testing at this level.
Some companies will embrace mainstream testing as their baseline, recognizing that
they will adopt more thorough approaches for more risk-intensive tasks (such as disk I/O
and disk-related error handling). Others will demand more thorough testing of everything.
Rather than being the ardent proponent of a higher level, be a teacher in this meeting. Let
the battle for a more intense testing baseline be led by the team member from customer
service, or marketing, or documentation.
If the group agrees on a higher minimum, you'll have to revise your estimates for any
task that you had planned to do at a mainstream level.

Review Your Proposals for Limiting Testing
Highlight your riskier cuts and ask whether the other members of the team think that more
testing than you propose is needed in these areas. Make sure that your proposals are
subject to review by the team.
Don't spend most of the meeting explaining and reviewing your own proposals instead
of bringing out new ones from other people. Do summarize the tradeoffs and risks clearly
enough so that no one can say later that they were surprised by how little testing you were
doing in an area or what risks you were recommending that the company accept.
Generate Additional Proposals
This meeting is a problem-solving session, to generate ways for you to do less testing.
Of course, if the group can't find anything to cut, or runs out of things to cut, and you
still don't have enough people to time to do what's left, you have a very strong argument
(and probably some allies) for getting more staff and/or more time.

11 I ~m sid@st@pping the issue of the level of glas:5 box teBting (GOdt:i-drivrm tmlting ouGh ao unit t(ii!itinQ ~r teitinQ geiiQneg
to reach a line coverage criterion) . If the testing group does this work, incorporate it into this meeting and include it in the
task analysis. If the testing group doesn't do this work, I would not normally include it in this meeting.
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Many suggestions will be unpleasant for you to accept. The other members of the team
have clifferent senses of what risks should be managed, and to what degree. When
someone proposes that a task be cut or reduced in level, do explain what risks are involved
and (if you disagree with the suggestion) why you think it's a bad idea. But treat the
proposal with respect. And accept that some of these proposals will be acceptable to the
rest of the team, in just the same way that many bug deferrals seem more acceptable to
everyone else than to you.
Don't dominate these discussions. Let the other stakeholders defend the product and
the level of testing involved. For example, if you think that skimping on configuration
testing will result in a large increase in customer service call volume, ask the customer
service representative to comment on it.
Sometimes these sessions will yield new tasks or upgraded priorities for tasks. This is
an excellent way to discover these requirements, because your additional efforts are being
demanded by the rest of the team. You're in a strong position to get the resources you'll
neet to satisfy them.
Draw Realistic Lines
On a tight schedule, you'll probably be faced with several pressures. I can't coach you, in
this paper, on how to negotiate these issues, 12 but here are some notes on the issues
themselves:
• You'll feel pressure to do a higher level of work in less time. If your estimates are
reasonable, 13 then you can't do this.
• Don't build expectations of (unpaid) overtime into your scheduling. Testers work
overtime voluntarily, to make up for lost time, recover from mistakes, or add
creativity or depth to their work in a way that goes beyond the scheduled
requirements, in order to meet their own professional standards. This is important
flexibility, for them and for the project. Don't give it up.
• Allow time for vacations, sickness, and holidays on a reasonably long project. Don't
agree to magically make these go away or to miraculously make up for them.
• Allow time for administration, staff development, and other non-testing tasks. You
probably listed many of these on the flipcharts. Don't agree to pretend that people
don't attend meetings, spend time on reviews, help people on other projects, etc.
Stick with realistic estimates of this overhead.
• If your efficiency in a task depends on someone else meeting a milestone and
delivering something to you (code, documentation, requirements, equipment, etc.) by
a certain date, make that dependency known and make the lost-time consequence of
failure to meet the milestone understood.
You can agree to save time by doing less testing, or (within limits) to save calendar
time by adding more staff, or to work creatively to achieve some efficiencies. But don't
agree to a schedule that you can't meet or to a schedule that you can only meet by hiding
the fact that you are doing less testing.

12 Freund, J.C . (1992) Smart Negotiating: How to Make Good Deals in the Real World, Simon & Schuster is an excellent
source of negotiating advice. Also quite helpful: Fisher, R., Ury, W ., & Patton , 8 . (1991 , 2nd Ed.) Getting to Yes: Negotiating
Agreement Without Giving In, Penguin; and Fisher, R. & Ertel, D. (1995) Getting Ready to Negotiate: The Getting to Yes
Workbook, Penguin .
·
13 I assume that you don't have some ready means of improving your efficiency. If you do, then of course, do it.
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Follow-up Meetings
You might not reach agreement on all points in the first meeting. You might run out of
time. You might get so many suggestions that you need time to re-estimate the project. The
other project team members might want time to gather data. It makes good sense to break
this discussion across two meetings. More than two meetings might be too many.

RISKS
I mentioned that this approach doesn't always work well. Here are some key problems:
• The test lead may be too timid in negotiating meetings.
• The test lead may be too overbearing in meetings with her staff or with the rest of
the project team. This can break up the brainstorming, lead to unrealistic task
estimates, or stifle discussion in the team meetings.
• Beware of endless listing of tasks. On a complex project, don't have every tester work
on every flipchart -- run things in parallel. And do the listing and estimation with a
sense of urgency -- set objectives each day, and if necessary, stay late to meet them.
• Unrealistic project management is sometimes deliberate, at the project manager's
level or well above it. If the rest of the project can't finish on time, you won't be able
to reach agreement on a realistic plan to finish testing the product on time.
In some companies, the only people who are concerned about quality are the testing
and customer service staff. The project manager, the marketing manager, and their
management, are glad to sign off on an absurdly shallow level of testing of the product.
This can go to extremes: in some companies, people deliberately ship software that they
know will erase or corrupt a non-trivial percentage of customers' disks or data.
You learn who you're working with during these negotiating meetings. Rather than
throwing yourself in front of their train, if you really are working for quality-less fools, get
your resume on the street and work on something worthwhile.

REWARDS
If the process is a complete success, you have an almost-complete 14 list of tasks, an agreed-

on set of time estimates, the resources you need, and a lot of understanding and support
from the rest of the team.
If the process is less successful, you probably still get an almost-complete list of the
testing tasks, and some useful estimates of the relative times needed to test different areas
of the program at different depths of testing. You have a strong basis for managing the
black box testing of the product, and you developed this material in a matter of days.

During this process, you probably will discover that most people care intensely about
the quality of the products that they build and they will accept accountability for quality.
They may have dramatically different ideas of what makes a product have high quality.
This process allows those differences to surface in useful ways.
If the product must be developed in a limited time, on a limited budget, testing will be
more limited than you would like no matter what process you use. This approach has the
advantage of making the issue explicit, and driving the company to make explicit
business decisions about the quality-related risks that it will take in developing and
releasing the product.
14 There will always be surprises. Budget for them.
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Saving Money in Developer Testing
Brian Marick, marick@testing.com
Testing Foundations
It's a truism that developers cannot test their own code, but that truism happens to be false. Well-trained
developers can do a perfectly adequate job of finding most faults. Those they find, they find more
efficiently than anyone else. So, to save money in testing, have developers do more of it. Still, there are
particular kinds of faults developers will tend to miss. Independent system testers should target those.
In the rest of this position paper, I'll describe how I test my own code.
I won't have as much time as I'd like, so I must make sure to spend it where it will do the most good: on
the riskiest routines. I evaluate risk in three ways:
1.

probability of fault How likely is this code to be buggy? I estimate probability based on difficulty of
design (measured subjectively and by keeping track of mistakes I made) and complexity metrics.

2.

visibility of failure. If this code fails, how many customers will see it? All of them, because this is
the "new document" code? Or only the occasional power user?

3.

severity of failure. If this code fails, how much damage will it do? Consider both damage to
customers and damage to the rest of the project team.

I classify my routines as high risk, medium risk, or low risk. I don't find finer categorization useful.
When creating any routine, I use a set of experience-based techniques to discover ideas for tests. I call
these test requirements. "Apply the selectAll option to an empty document" is one example. The
techniques are described in my book, The Craft of Software Testing (Prentice-Hall, 1995).
I think about the test requirements as I create a low risk routine. That helps me prevent faults. I do
nothing more with the test requirements, because I don't have time.
When creating higher risk routines, I not only think about test requirements, I also write them down. I
take care, when reasonable, to write them in terms of the product interface, not in terms of the code.
Many developer errors are caused by too much concentration on the code; explicitly "stepping back" and
looking at externals helps prevent them. After enough code is finished, I'll run some quick and dirty tests
based on some of my test requirements. (These tests are usually run from the product interface. I rarely
test routines or classes in isolation. It's too expensive.) I find mostly careless and obvious errors. After
the code is no longer fresh in my mind, I return to it and use the test requirements as a checklist in a
careful review. (Since I work by myself, I don't have the option of using formal group inspections.)
That combination of prevention and less-than-perfect detection is probably as much as I can do for a
medium risk routine. For higher risk code, I add one more testing step. I create plausible user scenarios
that exercise a series of high risk routines. I tweak each scenario to exercise some test requirements from
the routines it traverses. (Please see the last of the accompanying slides for a picture.) These tests take
more time to create than tests which exercise one or a few test requirements each, but there are
compensating benefits. While creating tests in this way, I often get new testing ideas. Even ifl don't, the
more complex tests exercise the code in ways I did not anticipate, in effect trying ideas I never thought of.
(In particular, ideas about interactions.) Finally, these tests will exercise lower risk routines as well,
perhaps discovering faults that were missed earlier.
This process seems to work well. It would not be difficult for any motivated developer to apply. (I'm
more motivated than most, of course, since I make my living as a testing consultant) It will miss some
buis, but I believe additionaj, tiw, WO\lld mmalJ.y 00 OCttcr ~{X:nt Oil incle~Ildent ~y~teffl !Mtllig.
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Model checking of software: basics, tools, technology & applications
Daniel Jackson
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University

Overview

Contents

This tutorial will explain model checking, a new technique for analyzing state transition systems, focusing in
particular on its application to software. There are no
prerequisites; the talk will be non-mathematical and selfcontained.
The basic idea of model checking is very simple.
Many systems can be described in terms of states and
transitions between states. If a system's design is cast in
this form, a tool can automatically find bugs by exploring all reachable states. Some bugs are violations of 'sanity checks' - for example that there no deadlocks - while
others are violations of properties that are defined by the
user.
Three different approaches will be covered: state
exploration, tree logic and process algebra. The main
differences between these approaches lie in how the user
expresses the state transitions and the properties to be
checked, and they thus tend to suit different applications. For each approach, there will be
,. a basic introduction to the principles underlying the
approach
,. a survey of the tools that are currently available
,. a brief explanation of some of the technologies
behind the tools
,. a report on some applications of the approach to
software problems.

Motivation
what is model checking?
why is it useful?

Authors' postal address: School of Computer Science, Carnegie
Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
Email: dnj@cs.cmu.edu; http://www.cs.cmu.edu/-dnj. This
research was sponsored in part by a Research Initiation Award
from the National Science Foundation (NSF), under grant CCR9308726, by a grant from the TRW Corporation, and by the
Wright Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Center, Air Force
Materiel Command, USAF, and the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA), under grant F33615-93-1-1330. Copyright

1996, Daniel Jackson.

State exploration
Basics: state machines & parallel composition
Tools: SPIN, Murphi, MEC
Technology: supertrace hashing
Applications:
AT&T: call processing
Schlumberger: electricity meter
Access.bus protocol
Tree logic
Basics: computation trees and logic
Tools: SMV
Technology: symbolic model checking
Applications
Futurebus cache protocol
Process algebra
Basics: events, traces & refinement
Tools: Concurrency Workbench, FDR
Technology: minimization
Applications
active structural control
security
New prospects
checking Parnas tables
checking software with complex state
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Software Reliability Engineered Testing
Overview
..

Dr. John D. Musa
AT&T Bell Labs

Dr. John D. Musa is Technical Manager of Software Reliability Engineering at AT&T Bell Laboratories. He has varied and extensive experience as a
software developer and software development manager. He has been involved in
the field of software reliability engineering since 1973, developing two models,
originating the concept and application of the operational profile, and the integration of SRE into all phases of the software development cycle. Dr. Musa is an
international leader in -softwai:e engineering and is a Fellow of the IEEE, cited
for "contributions to software engineering, particularly software reliability." He
was recognized in 1992 as the individual that year who had contributed the most
to testing technology.
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Software-Reliability-Engineered Testing
JohnD. Musa
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, NJ 07974

Abstract
Software-reliability-engineered testing (SRET) is testing
that is designed and guided by reliability objectives and
expected usage and criticality of different operations in
the field. Criticality is the safety or value added by
satisfactory execution or the risk to human life, added
cost, or reduced capability resulting from failure. SRET
generally includes feature, load, and regression testing.
SRET is unique in helping testers insure the necessary
reliability of a system in minimum delivery time and cost.
It increases tester efficiency and reduces the risk of angry
customers, as compared to nonengineered testing. It is a
standard, proven practice.
We can cost-effectively apply SRET to every softwarebased product and to the frequently used members of
component libraries. It involves activities that extend
over all releases of a system and all life-cycle phases, but
there is special focus on system test.
We define reliability for software [ I] as the probability
of execution without failure for some specified interval,
generally called the mission time. Thus we use a
definition that is compatible with that used for hardware
reliability, though the mechanisms of failure may be
different. This is because we want to be able to work
with software-based systems that are composed of both
software and hardware components - note that in
practice there are no pure software systems.
This paper presents the benefits of SRET as contrasted
with nonengineered testing and it describes the practice
of SRET in some detail, based on extensive experience,
particularly in AT& T

A Valuable Standard Practice
Software-reliability-engineered testing is currently being
practiced in a substantial number of projects in AT&T. It

is based on and included in the AT&T "Best Current
Practice" of Software Reliability Engineering (SRE) that
was approved in May 1991. Qualification as a best
current practice requires use on several projects (typically
8 to 10) with documented strong benefit/cost ratios and
probing review by two boards of high-level managers; 1
of 6 proposals was approved in 1991.
In one large AT&T software development organization
(Operations Technology Center of Network Services
Division) with over 1500 developers and some 70
projects, 30% used SRE as of April 1995 and it has
continued to increase since then. In this organization, it
is part of the standard software development process and
is currently undergoing ISO certification. It is interesting
to note that this organization, which has the highest
percentage use of SRE in AT&T, is the primary
development organization for the AT&T business unit
that won the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
in 1994. In addition, 4 of the first 5 software winners of
the AT&T Bell Laboratories President's Quality Award
applied SRE.
The International Definity® project represents one
application of SRE. They applied it along with some
related technologies. In comparison with a previous
release that did not use these technologies, they increased
customer satisfaction significantly (sales increased by a
factor of 10), with reliability increasing by a factor of 10.
There were reductions of a factor of 2 in system test
interval and system test costs, 30% in total project
development interval, and a factor of 10 in program
maintenance costs.
Although AT&T has perhaps been a leader in the use of
SRET, many other organizations have applied it or the
somewhat more inclusive software reliability engineering
practice. An AIAA standard was approved in 1993 and
IEEE standards are under development. McGraw-Hill
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and the IEEE Computer Society Press are publishing a
handbook [2].

FONE FOLLOWER
Let's consider an illustration that we will apply
throughout this paper to help make the process of
software-reliability-engineered testing more concrete.
We draw the illustration from an actual project, with the
details somewhat modified for the purposes of simplicity
and protecting any proprietary information.

What Should We Test?
We will, of course, want to test the actual product
software-based system we are developing. However, we
will also want to identify as systems to be tested those
major components of unknown reliability whose
operational profiles (to be defined) are known or easily
determined and whose execution time (the actual time
expended by the processor in executing the software in
question) or an approximation thereof is readily
measurable. If components (not necessarily major) have
the foregoing characteristics and we expect to reuse them
extensively, they can profitably be tested by themselves.
If the software-based product interacts strongly with other
software-based systems, we may want to test a
supersystem that represents these systems functioning
together.

FONE FOLLOWER is a system that enables you to
make your telephone calls "follow" you anywhere in the
world according to a program that you enter. You as user
dial into a voice response system and enter the telephone
numbers (they can be for cellular phones) at which you
plan to be as a function of time. Most of these phone
number entries are made between 7 and 9 AM each day.
Calls that would normally be routed to your telephone
are sent to FONE FOLLOWER. It forwards them in
accordance with the program you entered. If there is no
response, you are paged if you have pager service. If
there is still no response or if you don' t have pager
service, the calls are forwarded to your voice mail.

There are two types of software-reliability-engineered
testing, development testing and certification testing. The
main objective of development testing is to find and
remove faults . During development testing, you use
SRET to estimate and trackfailure intensity (failures per
unit execution time). Testers apply the failure intensity
information to determine any corrective actions that
might need to be taken and to guide release. The release
decisions include release from system test to beta test and
release from beta test to general availability. You
typically use development testing for software you
"developed" in your own organization.

System engineering has decided that FONE
FOLLOWER will use a vendor-supplied operating
system. The reliability of the operating system is not
known, but we can easily specify an operational profile
for it, because we know how FONE FOLLOWER will
use it. FONE FOLLOWER does not interact
substantially
with
other
systems
in
the
telecommunication network.
We can conclude from the foregoing information that
we will identify two systems for software-reliabilityengineered testing. We will development test the FONE
FOLLOWER product and certify the operating system.

Certification does not involve debugging. There is no
attempt to "resolve" failures you identify by determining
the faults that are causing them and removing the faults.
With certification testing you make a binary decision:
accept the software, or reject the software and return it to
its supplier for rework. You typically use certification for
software you acquire. Acquired software includes "off
the shelf' or packaged software, software that is reused,
and software that is developed by an organization other
than the product development organization. There
appears to be great potential in the application of software
reliability engineering to certify object libraries needed
for object-oriented development. In fact, the further
growth and use of object-oriented development may
depend on this marriage of technologies: object-oriented
concepts have made better modularization possible, but
the promise and benefits of reuse are not being fully
realized because developers (probably rightly!) have
enormous resistance to using objects whose reliability
they cannot vouch for.

SRET Process
The SRET process consists of five principal activities.
These are shown in Figure 1, along with the project
phases in which you customarily perform them. Note the
"execute tests" and "interpret failure data" occur
simultaneously and are closely linked, with the relative
emphasis on interpretation increasing with time.
Testers conduct the first two activities, "define necessary
reliability" and "develop operational profiles," in
partnership with system engineers. We originally thought
that these activities should be assigned solely to system
engineers and system architects. However, this did not
work well in practice. Testers depend on these activities
and are hence more strongly motivated than system
engineers and system architects to insure their successful
completion. We found that the problem was resolved
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week or time of day (prime hours vs off hours), traffic
levels, user type profile, user experience, system
maturity, reduced system capability, or rare critical
events. Division into operational modes is based on
engineering judgment: more operational modes can
increase the realism of test but they also increase the
effort and cost of selecting test cases and performing
system test.

Define "Necessary"
Reliability
Develop Operational Profiles
Prepare Test Cases

Requirements
and
Architecture

Design and
Implementation

We will select 4 operational modes for FONE
FOLLOWER, based on 2 traffic level variables, phone
number entries traffic and calls traffic. The 4 modes are
then:

System Test
and
Acceptance Test

Figure 1. SRET Process Diagram
when we made testers part of the system engineering and
system architecture team. This approach also had
unexpected side benefits. Testers had much more contact
with product users, which was very valuable in knowing
what system behavior would be unacceptable and how
unacceptable it would be, and in understanding how users
would employ the product. System engineers and system
architects obtained a greater appreciation of testing and of
where requirements and design needed to be made less
ambiguous and more precise, so that test planning and
test case and test procedure design could proceed.
System testers made valuable contributions to
architecture reviews, often pointing out important
capabilities that were missing.

CALLS
TRAFFIC LEVEL

1
2
3
4

Average
Average
Peak
Peak

Average
Peak
Average
Peak

A severity class is a set of failures which share the same
degree of impact on users. Common classification
criteria include human life impact, cost impact, and
service impact. In general, classes are widely separated
in impact because it isn' t possible to estimate impact with
high accuracy.

In order to define the necessary reliability for each
system we are analyzing for our product development, we
must:
determine the operational modes,

2. define "failure" with severity classes, and
3.

ENTRIES
TRAFFIC LEVEL

Let' s now consider how we define "failure" and the
different severity classes. A failure is a departure of
program behavior in execution from user requirements; it
is a user-oriented concept. A fault is the defect in the
program that causes the failure when executed, a
developer-oriented concept. We point this out to
emphasize the fact that defining failures implies
establishing negative requirements on program behavior,
as desired by users. The definition process consists of
outlining these requirements in a project-specific fashion
for each severity class.

Define Necessary Reliability

1.

MODE

For FONE FOLLOWER, we will use service impact as
the severity class classification criterion. Defining
"failure" specifically for this product in terms of different
severities, we have:

set failure intensity objectives (per operational
mode, per severity class).

Failure intensity, incidentally, is an alternative way of
expressing software reliability. It is defined as failures
per unit execution time. For example, failure intensity
might be 6 failures/1000 CPU hr.

SEVERITY
CLASS

An operational mode is a distinct pattern of system
usage and/or set of environmental conditions needing
separate testing because it is likely to stimulate different
failures or it occurs rarely and needs more testing than
natural occurrence would provide. Some of the factors
that may yield different operational modes are day of

1
2
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FAILURE DEFINITION
Failure that prevents calls from being
forwarded
Failure that prevents phone number entry

SEVERITY
CLASS
3

4

OPER/
CLOCK HR

PROBABILITY

Connect call

2000

0.40

Connect to·voice mail

1600

0.32

FAILURE DEFINITION

OPERATION

Failure that makes system administration
more difficult although possible through
alternate means: for example, can't add or
delete users from graphical user interface

•
•
•

Failure of function that is deferrable, such
as preventive maintenance

5000

In applying SRET, we set system failure intensity
objectives (FIOs) based on analysis of specific user
needs, the existing system reliability and the level of user
satisfaction with it, and the capabilities of competing
systems. The objectives may be different for different
operational modes and different severity classes. Also,
there may be different objectives for the end of system
test and the end of beta test.

To develop an operational profile, you:
1. Identify the initiators of operations,
2.

Enumerate the operations that are produced by each
initiator,

3. Determine the occurrence rates (per CPU hour) of
the operations, and

We determine the failure intensities in clock hours of
the hardware and the acquired software components in
the system (these will be certified at acceptance of
delivery). Then we subtract these from the system failure
intensity objectives in clock hours to find the failure
intensity objectives required for the developed software.
The results are converted into failure intensity objectives
per CPU hour.

4. Determine the occurrence probabilities by dividing
the occurrence rates by total operation occurrence
rates.
The initiators of operations are most commonly users of
the systems, but they can also include external systems
and the system's own controller. To identify the users,
you first determine the expected customer types for the
system, based on such information as the system business
case and marketing data for related systems. You then
analyze the customer types for the expected user types or
sets of users who will tend to use the system in the same
way. User types are often highly correlated with job
roles.

Developing the Operational Profile
An operation is a complete task performed by a system.
It is a logical rather than a physical concept, in that an
operation can be executed over several machines and it
can be executed in noncontiguous time segments. An
operation can be initiated by a user, another system, or
the system's own controller. Some examples of
operations are a command activated by a user, a
transaction sent for processing from another system, a
response to an event occurring in an external system, and
a routine housekeeping task activated by your own
system controller.

In order to list the operations for each initiator, you
should primarily consult the system requirements.
However, other useful sources include work process flow
diagrams for various job roles, draft user manuals,
prototypes, and previous versions of the system. Direct
discussions with "typical" expected users are usually
highly enlightening.

The operational profile is simply the set of operations
and their probabilities of occurrence.

Many first-time users of SRET expect that determining
occurrence rates for operations will be very difficult; our
experience generally indicates much less difficulty than
expected. Frequently, field data already exists for the
same or similar systems, perhaps previous versions. If
not, you can often collect it. If the operations are event
driven, you can often simulate the environment that
determines event frequency. Finally, even if there is no
direct data, there is usually some related information that
lets you make reasonable estimates.

For FONE FOLLOWER, in the operational mode
defined by average phone entries traffic level, average
calls forwarded traffic level, we have 5000
operations/clock hr. Note the following segment of the
operational profile, and how we can obtain it from the
occurrence rates of individual operations:
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Prepare Test Cases
A run is a specific instance of an operation; it is
characterized by the operation and its complete set of
values of input variables (variables that exist external to
the run and influence it). In the FONE FOLLOWER
example, a run for the connect call operation would be
specified by such input variables as call origination point,
call destination, and "environment."

Test
Case

Represents
all possible
runs for
program

Figure 2. Test Cases, Operational Modes, and Runs
cases required is computed as the total runs over all
operational modes. This number should prevent
duplication of runs. Such duplication wastes testing
resources without yielding any new information about the
system. By "duplicate" we mean "execute with exactly
the same values for all input variables." You can make
exceptions to this rule when you need to gather more data
from a run, verify that a failing run now operates
successfully, or conduct a regression test. If you run a
test case independent of any operational mode, you are in
effect doing feature testing. Thus specification of test
cases satisfies the needs of feature, regression, and load
testing.

Testing consists principally of feature testing, regression
testing, and load testing. In feature testing, test runs are
executed independently of each other, with the data base
reinitialized each time, such that they do not interact. In
regression testing, feature test runs are repeated after
changes have been made to the system to see if any
failures occur that are the result of faults spawned in the
process of change. In load testing, large members of test
runs are executed in the context of an operational mode,
driven by a test procedure. Load testing includes the
interactions that can occur among runs, both directly and
through the slowly corrupting data base.

Test case specification generally proceeds in two steps,
selection of the operation and selection of the run within
the operation. The operation is selected with selection
probability equal to its occurrence probability in the
operational profile. The run is selected with equal
probability of selection from among all the possible runs
of the operation.

The relationships among operational modes, operations,
runs and test cases are shown in Figure 2. The area
represents all possible runs for the program, each of
which is represented by a point. Both operational modes
include the same test case, one that is part of Operation
X. However, the runs are different because the
operational modes are different, resulting in different
environments.

It is not necessary that selection be random, although it
is desirable because it helps avoid unconscious bias.
Because of the large number of test cases expected, it is
recommended that the selection be automated wherever
possible.

The procedure for preparing test cases involves:
estimating the number of test cases needed,

2.

specifying the test cases, and

3.

preparing the test case and test procedure scripts.

~ Operation

Operational
· Mode2

Runs involve test cases executing in operational modes,
driven by test procedures. The test procedure is the
specification of the set of runs and environmental
conditions associated with an operational mode. The set
of runs is usually specified statistically through providing
values of operation occurrence rates. The test case
incorporates all the independent aspects of the run. For
FONE FOLLOWER, this would include call origination
point and call destination. The same test case can execute
in different operational modes and hence different
environments. Thus a test case can generate multiple
runs, each with different potential failure behavior.

1.

~

Operational
Mode 1

Once the test cases are selected, the test scripts for them
must be prepared. There are many software support tools
that can help with this task. In addition, you should
provide for recording operations executed, so that you
collect use data for comparing the operational profile
used in test with that expected in the field. In reality,
recording of operations should not be a feature of just the
test platform but an integral part of the system itself, so
that extensive field data can be collected, both to evaluate

Estimating the number of test cases first requires
allocating the amount of testing scheduled among the
different operational modes. The number of runs is
computed for each operational mode. The number of test
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the current system and to provide a base for engineering
future systems.

We compare failure intensities with their corresponding
failure intensity objectives (remember that these can be
multiple; for example, involving different severity
classes) to identify "at risk" schedules or reliabilities.

Execute Tests
Each operational mode is executed separately.
Execution of tests will be facilitated if you use a test
management system to help you set up, execute, and
clean up sets of tests, with capture of input and output.

10000

5000
_Fail~ 1000
mtens1ty

We identify failures, determine when they occurred, and
establish the severity of their impact. Initially, you look
for deviations from behavior, which can be intermediate
or user-affecting (only the latter represent actual failures).
There are many standard types of deviations that can be
detected with generic tools: interprocess communication
failures, illegal memory references, deviant return code
values, memory or other resource leaks, deadlocks,
resource threshold overruns, process crashes, etc. In
addition, assertions can be manually inserted in the code
to set flags that permit programmer-defined deviations to
be detected by generic tools. However, some degree of
manual inspection of test results will probably be
necessary to identify failures not amenable to automatic
detection and to sort out those deviations that are true
failures, unless you can demonstrate that the ratio of
failures to deviations is essentially constant. In the latter
case, you can use deviation data in place of failure data,
adjusting by the known ratio.

(failures/ 500
1000 hr)

100
50

LowerC.L.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FIO

10'------'------'-----......L--Sept

Aug

Nov

Oct

Figure 3. Example Failure Intensity Trend

Appropriate corrective actions are then taken. The
comparison is also used to guide release from component
test to system test, system test to beta test, or beta test to
general availability.
Certification testing uses a reliability demonstration
chart (3], illustrated in Figure 4. Failure times are
normalized by multiplying by the appropriate failure
intensity objective. Each failure is plotted on the chart.
Depending on the region in which it falls, you may accept
or reject the software being tested or continue testing.
Note that Figure 4 shows a test in which the first two
failures indicate you should continue testing, and the
third failure recommends that you accept the software.

Interpret Failure Data
You will interpret failure data differently
development testing and certification testing.

,-.I\\.. Upper C.L.
. \.. Most Likely

for

During system test of developed software, we make
periodic estimates of failure intensity based on failure
data.

Failure
number

16 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~

14

Failure intensity estimates are typically made from
failure times or failures per time period, using reliability
estimation programs such as CASRE [2] that are based
on software reliability models and statistical inference.

12

Reject

10

8

We look at the trend of failure intensity in time (see
Figure 3). The center plot represents the most likely
(maximum likelihood) estimate and the other two plots
the upper and lower 75% confidence bounds. Upward
discontinuities in failure intensity commonly indicate
either system evolution or a change in the operational
profile that represents the runs currently being made.
System evolution can be an indication of poor change
control. An operational profile change may indicate
nonstationary test selection or an inaccurate operational
profile. In either case, corrective actions are necessary if
you are to have a quality test effort that you can rely on.

Continue

6
4

Accept
0

2

0
0

0
0

2

4

6

8

Normalized failure time

Figure 4. Reliability Demonstration Chart
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Rehearse Customer Acceptance Test
In many cases, your customer will require an acceptance
test of the system you are delivering. In this case, you
may want to conduct a rehearsal, using the certification
techniques just described.

Conclusion
Practitioners have generally found software-reliabilityengineered testing unique in providing a standard proven
way to engineer and manage testing so you can be
confident in the reliability of the software-based system
you deliver as you deliver it in minimum time with
maximum efficiency.
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Software-Reliability-Engineered
Testing (SRET)
1. What is SAET?
• Testing lhat is designed and guided by reliability
objectives and expected relative usage and
criticality of different operationl in the field
Cnticallty: Safety or value added by satisfactory
execution; OI risk to h00\81\ life, added cost, CK
reduced capability resuting from failure

• Can include feature, integration, load, regression
testing

• Oifficutt to use for unit testing at current state of

practice

Software-Reliability-Engineered
Testing (SRET)
2. Wtry SRET?

• SRET is unique In helping system and
component testers ensure necessary reliability in
minimum delivery time and CX>8t
• SAET inaeases tester productivity and reduces
test time

• SRET improves customer satisfaction, reduces
risk of angry customers
• Standard, proven best practice

Software-Rellablllty-Englneered
Testing (SRET)
3. Where use SRET?
• Eve,y software-baled product
• Frequently ueed membera of component lbrariel

use SRET?
• Entire lfe cycle, al releu•. wilh focul on

4. When

system test {1ncludel load and verification testing)

5. How use SRET?
• This talk provides oveMeW

SRET - A Valuable Standard,
Proven Best Practice Based on
Software Reliability Engineering
SAE and hence SRET is:
1.

AT&T Best Current Practice mnce 5'91 (based on
wldelpread practioe, documented strong benefit/coat
ratio, probing 1'8Yiew)

2. Wldeeptead standard

A.

McGraw-HII handbook ID be ptt,llshed March
1996

B.

AJM standard since 1993

C.

IEEE standards under development

-

- -,v.s

What Testing Is Needed?
1.

Product plus:

A.

Components of unknown reliability or high

reuse
B.

2.

Supersystems with high inleractMty

One or both:
A.

Development testing: tries IO remove faults;
tracks failure intensity, taking oorrective action
and guiding release, typicaly used for software
developed by your organization

B. Certification testing: no debugging (failures

-.
~

resolved or faults removed); measures
reliability to accept or reject software; typically
used for acquired software

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Product Description
User corliledl IO voice response system (mody
between 7 and 9 AM each day) and entena plalw.S
phone numbers lot where he/she plans lo be VI lime.

1.

2. lla>nq call from netwofk to user are torwMild •
per pn,g,am. I no response, they go to pager (If
user has one) and then voice mal.

3. FONE

FOlJ.OWER

wil

use

vendor• applied

ope,ating l)'llem ol unknown reliability whole
operalional profile can be readily detennil led.

<4. FONE FOLLOWER does nae Interact extensively
with other sy&aeml.

-

- ,y.7

FONE FOLLOWER: Systems Tested,
Testing Types
1. FONE FOLLOWER Product: development testing

2. Operating system: certification testing

SRET Process

Rcciuiremenu

anc1 ArchileetW'e

I

I

Desip and
_ 1mp1cmeniation _

System Test and

Acceptance Test

Define Necessary Aellabll~ In
Partnership with System Engineers
1. Determine operational modes (clsUnc:t pattemt of system usage
and/« sets of environmenlal ~

2.

Define failure with seventy elassel
A. failure: ·depa.r1ure of progiam operation from user

8.

requlrementa
fault: defect In program 1hal c:a'9N a flllure when

executed

C. NYef1ly clase: Impact of a failul9 on human ... cost or
service

• 3. Set failure intensity oqediYes (FIOs) per operational mode, per
severity class

• Coveted in more detail later

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Severi!Y Classes
Based on Service Impact
SEVERITY CLASS

1

2
3

NATURE OF FAILURE

Calls not forwarded
Calls fofwarded, phone number
ent,y inoperable
System

administration more diffiwt
through alternate

~ posstie

4

means; for example. can, add « delete
users from graphical user intel'face
Function that II deferrable, such as
prevenliYe maintenance inoperable

-~,_...
--TY-ti

Set Developed Software Failure
Intensity Objectives (FIOs)
Per Severity Class
1.

failure intensity: failures per unit execution time

2. execution time: actual time used by processor
3.

Set system FIOs based on analysis of specific user
needs. existing system reliability and user
satisfaction,
competitor capabilities.
infonnation not available, use guidelines

4. Determine developed software FIOt

H

this

System FIO Guldellnes
TYPICAL

FAILURE IMPACT

08JECTIVE

(FAILURESICLOCK HR)

TIME
BETWEEN

Hundreds f dealhl, mote
than $10 ooet

10-•

114,000yea,s

One or two ~the,
around $10 coat
Alound $1000 coat
Around $100 ooet
Around $10 ooet
Around $1 ooet

10-•

114 yeara

FAILURES

10-s
10- 2

8weeks
100hr
10hr
1 hr

10- 1
1

SRET Process

Requirements
and Architecture

Sysr.emTesalDd
Aa:epcance Tesa

lllll'TY·••

What is an Operation?
Complete task performed by system

FONE FOLLOWER illustrations:

Phone number entry
Connect call
Audit phone number data base

_.,.._,,

What Is an Operational Profile?

FONE FOLLOWER ilustratlon (5000 operaliofWdoc:k ht):

OPERATION

Connec:tcal
Connect to voice mal

OPERMR
2000

1600

PR08.
0.40
0.32

-1

5000

...

_,..

How Is an Operational Profile
Developed?
1. Determine operation initiators

A. Customer types -+ user types

FONE FOLLOWER lnustratlon: subsat>er

B. External systems
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
network
C.

telephone

System ilself

How is an Operational Profile
Developed?
2. List operations for each initiator
FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
INITIATOR

OPERATIONS

subscriber

phone number entry

telephone netwofk

connect cal
audit phone number data base

FONE FOLLOWER

o.,-.ao-,.-

~··

How Is an Operational Profile
Developed?

4.

Delennine oc:currence p,oblbilities by ciYiding
oc:currence rates by total occurrence n1te1

SRET Process

Develop Open1iooa1 ProCilea

Sy11em Test and

Accepw:e Test

Prepare Test Cases

1. Estimate number of runs to execute for each
operational mode
2.

Determine nOOlber of different test cases needed

• 3. Specify test cases
4.

Write test case scripts

5.

Provide for recording operations executed

Definitions
1. test case:

epeciflc Instance d

an operation.

independent cf operational mode

FONE FOLLOWER llustrallon:
between Miss G and Ml. 8

Connect tu cal

2. run: teat case executing In an operational mode
FONE FOLLOWER llluslrllion: Conned fax cal
betWNn MiN G and Ml. 8 du'lng 1he average
entries. peak call9 operational mode

Specify Test Cases

1. Select operation with

occooence

probability d

operational profile

2. Select run uniformly within operation

SRET Process

Develop Opcratiooal Profiles

Prq,are Teat Casa

Requiremeo&s
and Arcbit.ec:turc

Sysaan Test and
A.c:ccpcanccTest

Execute Tests
1. Execute teaue tests and then test ead'I ope,a11one1

mode
A. Doni repeat runs
8. Use test management system

2. Identify fains, Uling as much aulom8ted dete Clion
.. feasllle

3. Record execution times and failure seventy daises

SRET Process

Prq,ere Test Cues

Interpret Failure Data

1. Development Testing

2.

Certification Testing

Interpret Failure Data Development Testing
For each ope,alk)nal mode:
1. Estimate total and per eewrtty dasl tun
intensitiel penodlcally by uecullng • reliability
estimation program IUCh as CASRE (4)
A. Input ..... times 0( . . . . . . In period lince
last failure
B. Read total and per ~ class present
failure intenlly outputs
C. Plot total p,eeent failure intensity vs calendar
time

2. Anatyze trend behavior of failure intensitieS

Read Present Failure Intensity
FAILURE INTENSITY OBJECTIVE (FAILURES/1000 CPU HR): 25
95%CONF.
LIMITLOWER

MOST
LIKELY

95'%.CONF.
LIMIT·
UPPER

1600

2000

2500

PRESENT FAIL INT.

95% confidence limits represent 1he two extremes of the
range in which 95% of 1he true values occur

Analyze Total Failure Intensity
Trend Behavior

1000
incensity 500
(failures/
1000 hr) 100
Failure

Most Likely

50 ···············································--Ao

,o...___ __.__ _
Aug

Sept

~

_ _...____

. Oct

Anal~ Total Failure Intensity
Trend Behavior
1. Analyze system and operational mode IOCal Win
intensity trend behaviors, delelmine causes d
Significant
dilcontinui1iN
and
recommend
appropriate action:
1. System evolution: may incicate poor change
control

2. Test operational profile ncnatationaty
2. Compare operational mode fabe lnlensiliel (per
severity class) with conesponding ot,;ectives lo:

_,__

A. Identify •at ~ achedulel or reliabilities
8. Guide release

Interpret Failure Data :..
Certification Testing

After each failure. generate reliability demonstration chart
for each operational mode, identifying each faiure by its
severity class on the chan

__ ,_lllllt

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Certification Testing
1.

The failure intensity objective for severity class 1
failures for all 4 operational modes for the operating
system is 10 failures/1000 CPU hr. No F10s are set
for other severity classes.

2.

Integrate the operating system with the application,
implementing a separate system clock for it.

3.

Execute the system for each operational mode

4.

For each operational mode, record seventy class 1
failure times for the operating system and plol on
reliabifrty demonStration chan.

5. Certify acceptance if and when ·accept· occurs to, aA
operational modes.
SAE1V-S3

FONE FOLLOWER Illustration:
Reliability Demonstration Chart Mode1
Failure 18
number14

FAIL

FAILURE NOAMAUZE
TIME
FAILURE

NO. (CPU HA)

12
10
8

e

TIME

1
2

75
125

0.75
125

3

500

5

Failure intensity oti;ectMt:
0.01faiknslCPUhr

4

2
0 ~--"'__._.....__..__.__.--'-~....J
o 2 "
e
a 10
Nonnaized failure time (CPU tv)

--°""'

-1'1,.Jt

Conclusions

1.

SAET is unique in providing you with a standard
proven way to engineer and manage your testing so
you can be confident in the reliability ol the
software-based system you deliver as you deliver it
in minimum time with maximum efficiency

2. SAET is a vital skill for being competitive

To Explore Further
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3. Musa. J. 0., ·Operational Profiles in Software

Reliability Engineering". IEEE Software, March,
1993.
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Abstract
Being absolutely certain that a program execution will not result in unpredictable behaviour is
very difficult. Although there is no way to avoid the underlying theoretical difficulties, we
believe that a human-centered approach in exploiting advanced static analysis techniques is a
viable solution. This paper presents some preliminary results of a feasibility study on this
subject, which is currently underway at the LE.I.

1 Introduction
There is a class of errors (the so-called erroneous executions) which are particularly undesirable.
In fact, when an erroneous execution occurs the program's behaviour becomes "unpredictable"
and this means that:
a) No internal program error recovery will ever be able to restore the correctness of the
execution;
b) The program execution might not simply be aborted as a consequence of the error, but
might continue to produce unpredictably wrong interactions with the external
environment.
Fortunately, reasonably written programs are unlikely to fail in this way. Erroneous executions in
Ada95 are not easy to generate; usually a tricky sequence of operations is needed to observe an
erroneous execution, and the required programming style is quite uncommon in real applications.
From this point of view Ada is in a better position than many other languages, because many
situations which are erroneous in other contexts are not so in Ada. For example, the use of the
wrong array index in Ada causes an exception, while in Cit may easily cause some
unrecoverable memory overwriting. There are other languages which have adopted an even safer
approach (see e.g. Java [l]), but this entails restricting language features and the way in which
they can be controlled by the user.
One disadvantage of this "partially safe" approach is that a programmer might be misled into
believing that erroneous executions never occur, whereas in fact they do occasionally occur and
sometimes with a much higher probability than expected. Programmers should be helped in
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getting a complete and clear picture of the problem, but the Ada Reference Manual [2] requires a
considerable amount of study to understand all the aspects involved.
Although erroneous executions are not common, being absolutely sure that they will definitely
not occur is very difficult, but sometimes necessary.
High integrity systems are one such example, though a somewhat a border case: they are usually
small in size, high costs are often acceptable for their production, and heavy restrictions in
language usability may also be acceptable. However, this is also true of software which aims to
be of good quality. We are all ready to accept (non-critical) software which is not perfect, but
when a program behaves in an erroneous way the sign of bad quality becomes evident.
When we need to be absolutely sure that no erroneous execution will occur, the current solution
is:
- To make use of a very drastic subset allowing, for example, a complete formal verification
of the system (see[3] [4] [5] for some Safe Ada subsets).
- To rely on code inspections (made by humans).
- To rely on informal design and coding guidelines tailored to the reduction of this danger.
Unfortunately, none of these solutions is fully satisfying because:
- Drastic subsets also reduce the language's usability (sometimes in a unacceptable manner).
- Human code inspections are expensive and prone to failures: they cannot give any certainty.
- When design and coding guidelines tend to state generic programming principles they may
not give sufficiently detailed advice about what and what not to do. Moreover, there is the
danger that they simply reflect the current trend in "expert opinions" without being backed
up by strong scientific arguments [6] [7]. But, most importantly, if they are not mechanically
enforced/verified, deviations from them can only be detected by human inspections with all
the consequent limits and costs.
The ideal solution would be to use a specific quality assurance tool to achieve the desired level of
confidence on the predictability of the program. Unfortunately no tool of this kind is currently
available. Quality checkers often deal with formatting issues, sometimes data flow analysis, and
occasionally some form of task synchronization analysis (e.g. deadlock detection): some checks
are performed, but without the necessary completeness to be able to state that no erroneous
executions will ever occur even when tasking is widely used and optimizations not turned off
(see for example [8] for a list of what is available).
Two events have occurred in the last two years that have prompted us to set up a small project
aimed at investigating the feasibility of the static detection of these erroneous executions.
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The first event was the completion of the 1995 revision of the Ada standard (ANSI/ISO/IEC8652: 1995). In the 1983 version of the language (ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A) erroneous executions
were very difficult to understand because of the many deep ambiguities in the reference manual
(see for example [9], [10] for a survey). With the new Ada95 standard, the situation from the
point of view of the language definition is much improved: almost all the uncertainties of the
previous version have been eliminated, though some loosely described aspects still remain.
The second event was the production of the first public domain Ada compiler (GNAT [11]),
developed at NYU, whose sources are distributed according to the GNU general public licence.
Any attempt to build an advanced static analysis tool requires access to the type of information
typically collected by the compiler front-end. Because of the language's complexity, rebuilding
from scratch such a front-end is a not an affordable task for most people. Moreover, ASIS
interfaces [12] (a standard Ada library for compiler interfacing) are not frequently supported by
commercial compilers and still require expensive Ada environments to be bought. Now,
however, we have the opportunity to directly reuse the sources of the gnat front-end, extending
them with all the checks that are appropriate for our analysis.

2 A human centered approach
The mechanical detection of all and only those programs which will lead to an erroneous
execution is, even theoretically, an impossible task. Figure 1 shows a class of programs whose
execution is erroneous if and only if a called subprogram terminates. If we were able to
mechanically detect the erroneousness of all programs in this class, we would also be able to
mechanically prove the termination of any program.

with Other Main;
procedure Main is
begin
Other Main;
<perform something erroneous>
end Main;

Figure 1- a scheme of potentially erroneous programs
In implementing our checking strategies, we have only two possibilities. We can try to recognize
just a subset of all the erroneous programs, or try to label as "suspect" a superset of all the
erroneous programs (i.e. a set that also includes some programs that are actually correct). We are
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interested in the second alternative, which basically consists in finding a set of mechanically
verifiable rules that guarantee the detection of (at least) all the erroneous programs.
A simple solution would be to remove from the Ada grammar all the constructs that might lead
to an erroneous execution. The result is the immediate removal of access types,. discriminated
types, exceptions, and tasks (just to mention some). In fact, this is the direction towards the
above mentioned "strict safe Ada subset", which we believe to be unsatisfactory.
A more complex solution would be to preserve all the existing Ada features, and try to verify that
they are used safely. This can be done by analysing the programmers' behaviour, looking at the
reasoning that convinces them of the correctness of their code, and exploiting this knowledge and
deduction power in our analyser. This implies a more "human centered" approach, which tries to
identify all the ways that certain critical language aspects are safely used in practice, while
disallowing the other types of uncommon and unsafe uses.
The above approach is by nature incremental, since the knowledge of the "safe patterns of use" is
likely to grow in time and with the experience gained.

3 Detecting erroneous executions
The Ada language definition allows the occurrence of erroneous executions in several ways:
1) The occurrence of certain types of errors make the program execution directly erroneous.
2) Certain well-defined situations may cause a variable to get an "abnormal value"; any
subsequent use of this variable (except when a new value is assigned to it) is then erroneous.
3) Under certain circumstances the execution of a construct has an "unspecified effect" (i.e. the
effect is implementation dependent and possibly erroneous).
Getting a detailed and complete picture of how and when an erroneous execution is generated
still requires a certain amount of effort in digesting the Reference Manual [2] and other related
documents such as the Rationale [13], the Annotated Manual [14] and some Language Studies
[1.5]). It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail the resulting full picture. Appendix A outlines
a few tables which summarise the most important preliminary results of a detailed study carried
out at IEI [16], and to which we refer.
As we can see from Table 2 in Appendix A, erroneous executions are often related to very
specialized aspects of programming, such as the development of hardware/software interfaces, or
the need to handle directly, using dangerous programming techniques, the program resources
such as memory allocation, and task descriptors.
In these cases the danger of using these critical features is very explicit, and often simply giving
the programmer the list of all the points where this happens is enough (without even trying to
identify safe patterns of use for these features).
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However, there are some cases of erroneous executions which are not related to any kind of
specialized programming need. They are simply some "dangerous spots" related to the type
system, or to tasking issues, or to the input-output system, or to the possibility of optimizations
(which may even be implicit).
In these cases it is really important that the Reference Manual describes these aspects clearly and
completely, and that mechanically verifiable "safe patterns" of use are found, so that appropriate
verification can be carried out.
Table 4 in Appendix A classifies the various cases of erroneous execution with respect to the
clarity in which they are presented in the language manual. On the other hand, Table 5 draws
some preliminary conclusions on the difficulty of finding a "safe pattern of use". Of the seven
cases of erroneous execution related to generic programming aspects (i.e. not related to
specialized programming needs), only two are described unsatisfactorily (cases 1 and 5), and
only one (case 5) still does not have a fully satisfying solution in terms of "safe patterns of use".
The following subsections illustrate several sample cases of erroneous executions taken from the
main study mentioned before. For these examples we will show the difficulty / usefulness of
identifying safe patterns of use, and the type of verification that we would need to perform.

3.1 Use of a subcomponent which depends on a discriminant
In this section we present a dangerous spot in the Ada type system. The danger is related to the
existence of unconstrained record variables, i.e. variables whose internal structure depends on the
run-time value of the record discriminant. In Ada the correctness of the accesses to the variable
components is automatically checked at run-time (unlike other languages, like C, in which this
kind of check is left to the programmer) every time the name of a record component is evaluated.
Unfortunately this kind of check does not totally guarantee the correctness of all the possible
uses to the record component. The possibility of an erroneous execution is stated explicitly (in a
precise but rather enigmatic form) in Section 3.7.2(4) of the Reference Manual.
"The execution of a construct is erroneous if the construct has a constituent that is a name
denoting a subcomponent that depends on discriminants, and the value of any of these
discriminants is changed by this execution between evaluating the name and the last use
(within this execution) of the subcomponent denoted by the name."
The problem appears when the name of a component of the record variable is successfully
evaluated but, before the denoted subcomponent is actually used, the whole structure of the
unconstrained variable is changed by a new complete assignment.
Figure 2 shows an example of how this might occur:
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(1) We have an unconstrained record variable ("Var"), initially with an Integer component
("Value").
(2) When an assignment to the record component "Var.Value" is executed, one possibility is that

the target of the assignment is evaluated before the expression on the right hand side. In this case
the name "Var.Value" is evaluated successfully since the Integer component "Value" is precisely
the one existing at this time. The evaluation of the name of the record component returns the
address of the subcomponent which will ~ be used for the update.
(3) During the evaluation of the expression on the right hand side of the assignment we call a

function ("Change_Var") whose side effect is to completely reset the value of the unconstrained
variable ("Var") by substituting the integer component ("Value") with a pointer component
("Ptr").
(4) When the value returned by the function is used for the update, the original "Value"
component no longer exists, and it is very likely that the integer value is written over the "Ptr"
component of the record variable. This makes the execution erroneous.
No erroneous execution would have occurred if the expression on the right hand side of the
assignment had been evaluated before the variable name on the left hand side (but following this
ordering is optional and not always possible).

type Int_Ptr is access Integer;
type Union(Tag:Boolean:= True) is record
case Tag is
when True => Value: Integer;
when False=> Ptr: Int_Ptr;
end case;
end record;

Var: Union := (True, 10);

-- (1)

function Change Var return Integer is
begin
Var:= (False,null);
-- (3)
return 777;
end Change_Var;

Var.Value:= Change_Var;

(2,4)

Figure 2- erroneous use of record subcomponent
According to the Reference Manual an erroneous execution occurs when:
• A construct makes use of a "name denoting a subcomponent that depends on discriminants"
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• The subcomponent is used some time after the name has been evaluated
• In the time between the evaluation of the name and the use of the subcomponent the
discriminant of the variable is changed.
A full understanding of the consequences of this clause is rather difficult because nowhere does
the Reference Manual summarise the possible cases of "constructs" which make this kind of
"deferred use" of a name. Other documentation sources have to be analysed in order to
understand the real impact of this case of erroneous execution, such as the commentaries on the
Ada83 standard [17] or the Annotated version of the Ada 95 Reference Manual [14].
Besides problems of interpretation (discussed in detail in [16]), we are also interested in seeing
whether it is possible to identify a "safe pattern" of use of record components which depend on a
discriminant, which does not unnecessarily restrict the usability of the construct, and which is
also mechanically verifiable.
In particular, we have no intention of forbidding the use of discriminants, or unconstrained types,
or to make the absence of side-effects and aliasing for subprograms mandatory. On the contrary,
we want to check as closely as possible that the situation described in Section 3.7.2.(4) of the
Reference manual does not occur.
Let us now consider again the final assignment statement of Figure 1. One of the possible
strategies to prevent the risk of an erroneous execution might consist in reporting as being
suspect any assignment whose left hand side denotes a subcomponent of an unconstrained
record, and whose expression in the right hand side contains a function call, regardless of
whether it performs a side-effect or not. This is like saying that the "safe pattern" of use consists
in using only variable names or literals as expressions that can be assigned to a subcomponent of
an unconstrained record which depends on some discriminant.
This simple strategy is sufficient to prevent erroneous executions, with very few overheads
imposed on the programmer. In order to pass this kind of checking the fragment of code shown
in Figure 2 should have been rewritten as shown in Fig 2b: all the side effects previously
performed during assignment (3), are now performed before the beginning of assignment (2), and
when the "Var.Value" name is evaluated an exception is raised because that component no
longer exists.
The overhead imposed on the programmer is acceptable, but probably only if the "coding
guideline" corresponding to the "safe pattern" was already known to the programmer before
writing the code.
If we plan to verify the predictability of a program developed without prior knowledge of this
coding guideline a lot of programs which are actually correct are very likely to be reported as
being "potentially erroneous". For example, any assi~nment of the form shown in Figure 3
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should be considered unsafe (because we are calling function"+" on the right hand side of the
assignment).

type Int_Ptr is access Integer;
type Union(Tag:Boolean:= True) is record
case Tag is
when True => Value: Integer;
when False=> Ptr: Int_Ptr;
end case;
end record;

Var: Union := (True,10);
Tmp: Integer;

--

(1)

function Change Var return Integer is
begin
Var:= (False,nu11);
-- (3)
.. return 777;
end Change_Var;

Tmp := Change Var (2);
Var.Value:= Tmp;

(4)

Figure 2b: A safe use of a record subcomponent

X:Integer;
Var.Value:= X+l;

Figure 3 A potentially unsafe assignment
A better solution, in this case, is to verify that the evaluation of the expression in the right hand
side of the assignment does not produce any side-effects on the target of the assignment. This
type of check might entail a program-wide analysis of the syntactic structure of all the functions
used in the right-side expression, and of all the subprograms and tasks directly or indirectly
called by these functions. Again, this kind of checking can be done with increasing levels of
complexity, but for this particular case of erroneous execution a reasonable compromise can
certainly be found (see [18] for the algorithm being used in our prototype).
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3.2 Exceptions and Optimizations
Another (often unfamiliar) critical aspect of Ada is related to the freedom given to
implementations in performing optimizations. A first class of optimizations are those aimed at
improving the way the cpu or memory resources are used, but such that the set of external
interactions produced by the execution of a program is still consistent with the requirements of
the language definition if no optimizations have been carried out (the so-called "canonical
semantics"). These are somewhat "transparent" optimizations and do not create any problems.
However, a second class of optimizations is allowed, which may have a greater effect on
program behaviour and which may easily cause a program execution to become erroneous. This
is the class of optimizations described in Section 11.6 of the Reference Manual. We are not going
to describe this aspect exhaustively, because it is not easy to understand the underlying
motivations and consequences (see [19], [20] for more detailed discussions).
Below we will show a few examples which highlight the main points, the difficulties, and the
possible solutions.
One of the optimizations that Ada95 allows is, for example, the parallelization of the cycle
shown in Figure 4. In this case, the canonical semantics of the language does not allow us to
take advantage of a parallel architecture because, should an exception be raised (caused by a
division by zero, for example) when computing the new value for element K, only the elements
from 1 to K-1 are required to be updated, leaving the others untouched. In other words, before
making an assignment to item K, we should be sure that the assignment to item K-1 did not raise
an exception. However, this requirement defeats any attempt to perform all the assignments in
parallel.
Section 11.6 of the Reference Manual relaxes the behaviour required by the canonical semantics
requiring that, should a predefined check fail during the execution of the cycle, then:
• The external interactions of the program need only reflect the fact that an exception has been
raised inside the block, but not necessarily at the same point required by the canonical
semantics (in our case the exception might appear to be raised at the end of the cycle instead of
in the middle of it).
• All the variables external to the block which have been updated during the execution of the
block before raising the exception are allowed to become abnormal.
These rules allow us to perform all the assignments in parallel, possibly raising an exception at
the end of the cycle, in which case the "Target" vector would be filled with abnormal values. If
no exceptions are raised, the computation is performed efficiently on parallel architectures,
whereas if an exception is raised, the entire results should be discarded.
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subtype Index is Integer range 1 .. Max;
Target, Base: array (Index) of Integer
declare
begin
for I in Index'Range loop
Target(I) := Target(I)/Base(I);
end loop;
exception
when Costraint Error=> null;
end;

Figure 4 A potentially parallel cycle
Another important type of optimization is aimed at exploiting pipelined hardware architectures
(like some RISC machines). In order to achieve maximum performance on these machines is it
sometimes necessary to bring forward the beginning of the execution of an instruction, when the
previous one has not yet been completed, or to slightly reorder the sequence of instructions
otherwise generated by the compiler.
For example, in the case shown in Figure 5, part of the execution of the assignment "Z:=1" may
be brought forward with respect to the completion of the assignment "X:= 1/X", so that, even if

an exception is raised by the first statement (division by zero), the other variable Z is still (maybe
partially) updated. The rules in Section 11.6 of the Reference Manual allow also this type of
optimization. However, should a predefined check fail during the execution of the sequence of
statements of the block, all the (non local) updated variables (i.e. X and Y) might become
abnormal.

X,Y: Integer;

declare
begin
X:= 1000/X;
Y:= 1;

exception
when Costraint Error=> null;
end;

Figure 5 A potentially reordable sequence of operations
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The consequences of Section 11.6, from the point of view of the erroneous execution are clearly
related to the possibility of generating abnormal values. Figures 6 and 7 show two examples of
potentially erroneous programs corresponding to the situations shown in Figures 4 and 5:

subtype Index is Integer range 1 .. Max;
Target, Base: array (Index) of Integer
declare
begin
for I in Index'Range loop
Target(I) := Target(I)/Base(I);
end loop;
exception
when Constraint Error=>
for Jin Index'Range loop
Put (Target (I));
end loop;
end;

Figure 6 A potentially erroneous program

X, Y:

Integer;

declare
begin
X:= 1000/X;
Y:= 1;
exception
when Costraint Error=> Put(Y);
end;

Figure 7 A potentially erroneous program
Note that the above two examples were constructed with great effort starting from the wording of
Section 11.6 in the Reference Manual, because of the extremely obscure presentation of the
problem which is made in the standard. Some official clarifications are needed for this section of
the manual, which already in the 1983 version was well-known for its ambiguity and vagueness.
It is also curious that the whole chapter related to Section 11.6 of the reference manual is
completely omitted from the Ada Rationale [13], leaving the (probably wrong) impression that
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also the language designers had difficulty in finding an exhaustive and clear picture of the
problem and its solution.
From the point of view of the identification of a "safe pattern" of use of optimizations, the idea of
completely disallowing them (which might still be an acceptable solution for certain critical
systems) is not satisfactory for us. The optimal solution of the problem is to statically verify that
no language-defined check ever fails during program execution.
By investing in complex data-flow analysis, and exploiting all the Ada "safe" features (e.g.
subtyping) we might hope to be able to verify that most fragments of code are actually safe from
this point of view (see [21] and [22]). However, we believe that the problem in its generality is
too complex to be completely solved in such a desirable way.
Another solution might be to verify that all the non-local variables updated by a sequence of
statements covered by an exception handler, are reset to clean values when a predefined
exception is raised. This kind of checking is easier to perform mechanically, although it does
require a program-wide analysis of all the subprograms and tasks directly or indirectly activated
by the execution of the sequence of statements.
The above type of checking might be further relaxed for those non-local variables that we can
prove are no longer used by the program (for example, because the exception if raised again to a
level at which the variable is no longer accessible), or are reset before use in other parts of the
program, or are checked for validity before being used.
Figure 8 shows an example of a "non erroneous" program written following these "safe patterns".
Note that the confidence of the non erroneousness of the program fragment is achieved with an
integrated verification that no optimizations are performed (0), that no exceptions are raised (1),
that potentially abnormal variables (2) are reset to clean values (5), and that potentially abnormal
variables (3) are no longer used (6).
Performing all these checks might be a non trivial task, and we have not yet had the opportunity
and time to test the implementation of this strategy. However, we do believe that a reasonable
solution can be achieved.
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Z: Positive;
X: Natural;
declare
W: Integer;
begin
declare
begin
Pragma Optimize(Off);

(0) no optimizations
inside this block

X:= 100000/X;
exception
when Costraint Error =>null;
end;
X:= 1000/Z;

-- (1) no exception is ever raised

declare
begin
W:= 1000/X;

(2) an exception might be raised

X:= 0;
(3) X might become abnormal
exception
when Costraint Error=>
if X'Valid then
Put(X);
(4) Xis not abnormal
else
X:=0;
(5) X needs to be reset
raise;
(6) no need to reset W
end if;
end;
end;
Figure 8 A mechanically verifiable "non-erroneous" program

3:3. Unsynchronized accesses to unprotected variables
Misuse of tasking is another potential source of erroneous executions in Ada. In this case the
danger is related to the use of unprotected non-local variables (i.e. variables directly used by
more than one task, but not protected against concurrent accesses).
In particular, in Section 9.10(11) the Reference Manual states:
"Given an action of assigning to an object, and an action of reading or updating a part of
the same object (or of a neighboring object if the two are not independently addressable),
then the execution of the actions is erroneous unless the actions are sequential."
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We must say that in Ada83 this aspect was presented in an extremely ambiguous way and that
the new language revision has done a wonderful job in stating precisely when this kind of error
might occur, and in reducing the need for such a dangerous feature with the introduction of
protected types (i.e. data types protected against concurrent accesses).
As usual, we do not wish to jump to the simple conclusion that unprotected non-local variables
should not be used. On the contrary, although the need for them has now been greatly reduced,
we are interested in observing how difficult it is to perform a mechanical verification of the fact
that they are used correctly.
Clearly, there are some safe patterns of use which should be allowed (e.g. when a non-local
variable is used only by one task). Checking for slightly more complex types of safe patterns can
be a little harder, but still feasible (e.g. a shared variable is used by one task before starting the
activation of a second task, by the execution of this second task, and by the first task again after
the termination of the second task). Unfortunately, as the patterns of use become less
constraining, for example involving entry-calls or task objects created by allocators, the
complexity of the checks which would be needed becomes very high and requires a sophisticated
analysis of the concurrent behaviour of the program.
The verification of the properties of concurrent (Ada) programs is a very active research field.
Many approaches have been investigated (typically for deadlock analysis) by using Petri-Nets,
process algebras, temporal logic, and many others (see e.g. [23], [24], [25],[26], [27], [28]).
We are not aware of any specific attempt to prove the correctness of the code from the point of
view of the uses of unprotected shared variables, but we have no reason to believe that the same
analysis techniques could not also be used for the type of verification we are interested in.

In conclusion, this is one of the points for which we still do not have a satisfying mechanically
verifiable solution. Further investigations are thus needed and promising results can probably be
expected.
3.4 Invalid values returned by imported procedures

The example discussed in this section is completely different from the previous ones. First of all,
it is not related to some generic programming aspect like the use of unconstrained types, the
possibility (for the compiler) of performing optimizations, or the use of tasking. On the contrary,
this example it is related to Section B of the Reference Manual: a section describing features for
writing mixed-language programs. Secondly, in this case we present an example with a
"negative" result, i.e. an example of a construct for which no "safe pattern" of use can probably
be found.
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What we want to highlight with this example is that even a negative result can sometimes be a
fully satisfying solution.
In this case we deal with variables (of a non scalar type) passed as "in out" or "out" parameters to
an imported procedure (i.e. a procedure written in another language linked together with the Ada
program).
In Figure 8 we show a possible Ada interface towards such an imported program.

package My Interface is
type Int Ptr is access Integer;
procedure Initialize (My_Ptr: out Int_Ptr);
private
pragma Irnport(C,Initialize);
end My_Interfaces;

Figure 8 A potentially erroneous program
The problem occurs if, after returning from the procedure, the representation of the parameter
does not represent a value of the type lnt_Ptr, in which case the object used as the actual
parameter becomes abnormal. Nothing can probably be done from the point of view of the static
verification of an Ada program, to ensure that no abnormal values of this kind are produced by
the Fortran routine. In this case, all a verification/ quality assurance tool can do is to report the
presence of this kind of potentially unsafe code, allowing a human reviewer to verify the
interface and take responsibility for the correctness of the program.
However, the simple mechanical identification of all the potentially unsafe points of this kind is
still a useful, though partial, result.

4 Conclusions
The IEI project JADA [27] is an internal project that began in 1995. So far we have conducted a
review of Ada (from the point of view of erroneous executions) and a preliminary analysis of the
possible "safe patterns of use". We have also started a prototypal implementation of a program
analyser by extending the front-end of the GNAT [11] Ada compiler . All these activities are still
in their early stages and need much more work.
One future activity will be to validate the approach by applying the tool to several "real" projects.
We will thus be able to verify how much the identified "safe patterns of use" are really "human
centered", and start a new cycle of our incremental approach to predictability analysis.
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The overall framework is a wider study on the set of minimal properties an Ada program should
satisfy it order to be reasonably analysable with formal techniques. If no assumptions are made,
in fact, the formal program semantics is likely to be so complex that building and working with it
easily becomes a task of untreatable complexity (see e.g. [28]). We want to be able to associate a
reasonably simple semantics to any reasonably well written program, to be able to understand by
ourselves this formal semantics, and to be able to effectively use it to prove partial correctness
and safety properties of the code (in particular, within our verification environment [29]).
There are four aspects which we believe it would be extremely important to be able to check
mechanically.
- Absence of erroneous executions
- Absence (or safely controlled use) of language defined exceptions
- Absence of unnecessary nondeterminism and
- Independence from implementation-dependent aspects.
Only the successful treatment of these four points would allow us to develop a simple and usable
semantics for Ada. However, even without considering formal analysis issues, these properties
are of very wide interest, and the static mechanical verification of them would be a major
positive result for all Ada developers.
The expected benefits of our research are much greater than the set of checks we will actually be
able to perform. In particular, an indirect result of our effort, is the definition of a programming
style aimed at improving program predictability and robustness : a programming style that
maximises the possibility of static checks while still maintaining language usability. A detailed
analysis of the difficulties encountered is expected to provide a sound basis for the definition and
evaluation of "safe subsets", "style guides", "programming paradigms", "checklist". What can be
learned from this project (also in terms of what could not be achieved) is probably as valuable as
the production of the tools itself.
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Appendix A: Summary of erroneous executions in Ada 95
TABLE 1

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Short description
Use of subcomponents which depend from a discriminant
Disrupting of an assignment because of an abort
Unsynchronized updates of unprotected variable
Suppression of checks
Exceptions and optimizations
Alignment and address clauses
Machine code insertions
Invalid values returned by imported precedures
Use of pragma Restrictions
Unchecked programming
Storage management
Read operations
1/0 for access types
Operations on deleted or closed default files
Interfaces to other languages
Interface to C.strings
Interface to C. pointers
Priority of inturrupts
Use of task ids

20) Overlapping (multiple) addres representation clauses
21) storage management
TABLE 2

RM References
3.7.2 (4)
9.8 (21)
9.10 (11-14)
11.5 (26)
11.6 (4-6)
13.3 (27)
13.8
13.9.1 (6)
H4(26,27)
13.9.1 (12,13), 13.11.2 (16)
13.11 (21),H.2 (1)
13.13 (35), A.13(17)
A.7 (6), H.2 (1)
A.10.3 (22-23)
B
B.3.1 (51-57)
B.3.2 (35-42)
C.3.1 (14)
C.7.1 (18), C.7.2 (14-15),
D.4(12), D.11 (9)
13.3
13.11 (20)

Affected language aspect

Generic programming aspects
Types:
1)
Concurrency:
2) 3)
Optimizations:
5)
Input-Output:
lJ) 13) 14)

Specialized programming aspects
Unchecked programming:
4) 9) 10) 11)
Real-Time Programming:
19)
Hardware interfaces:
6) 7) 18) 20) 21)
Software interfaces:
8) 15) 16) 17)

TABLE 3
Relation with erroneous execution
Causes erroneous execution:
1) 3) 4) 6) 7) 9) 10) 11) 14) 15) 16) 17) 18) 19)
Causes Abnormal Value:
2) 5) 8) 12) 20)
Has unspecified effect:
13) 21)
TABLE 4
How clearly and exhaustively the RM describes the aspect
Rather clearly and exhaustively:
2) 3) 4) 6) 8) 9) 11) 12) 13) 15) 16) 17) 18) 19)
Need some minor interpretation:
10) 14) 21)
Need some major interpretation:
1) 5)
Not explicitly mentioned:
7) 20)
TABLES

Has a "safe pattern of use" (mechanically verifiable) been found
which does not compromise the usability of the construct?

1)
Yes:
2) 3) 5) 14)
Yes, but the solution can be improved:
Not, but probably it is not worth the effort: 6) 7) 8) 12) 13) 15) 16) 17) 18) 19) 20)
4) 9) 10) 11) 21)
Not yet, more studies are needed:
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Sources of erroneous executions
in Ada 95
Use of subcomponents which depend from a discriminant
Disrupting of an assignment because of an abort
Unsynchronized updates of unprotected variable
Suppression of checks
Exceptions and optimizations
6) Alignment and address clauses
7) Machine code insertions
8) Invalid values returned by imported precedures
9) Use of pragma Restrictions
10) Unchecked programming
11) Storage management(" Allocate" misbehaviour)
12) Read operations
13) J/O for access types
14) Operations on deleted or closed default files
15) Interfaces to other languages
16) Interface to C.strings
17) Interface to C.pointer
18) Priority of inturrupts
19) Use of task ids
20) Overlapping (multiple) addres representation clauses
21) storage management ("Deallocate" for standard storage pools)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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example 2:

example 1:
use of subcomponenls of unconstrained variables

Conclusions
Has a "safe" pattern of use"
• Mechanically Verifiable
• Exhaustive
• Not restrictive

been found for Ada95 ?

Yes:
Yes, improvements are desirable
No, but it not a problem
Not yet, more sudies are needed
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(1) OK
(4) OK
(11) OK
(5) KO

not synchronized accesses to shared variables
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Looking for design/coding guidelines
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an impossible task
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• Exhaustive
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Sources of erroneous executions
in Ada95
Use of subcomponents which depend from a discriminant
Disrupting of an assignment because of an abort
Unsynchronized updates of unprotected variable
Suppression of checks
5) Exceptions and optimizations
6) Alignment and address clauses
7) Machine code insertions
8) Invalid values returned by imported precedures
9) Use of pragma Restrictions
10) Unchecked programming
11) Storage management ("Allocate" misbehaviour)
12) Read operations
13) J/O for access types
14) Operations on deleted or closed default files
15) Interfaces to other languages
16) Interface to C.strings
17) Interface to C.pointer
18) Priority of inturrupts
19) Use of task ids
20) Overlapping (multiple) addres representation clauses
1)
2)
3)
4)

21) storage management ("Deallocate" for stanclard storage pools)

-8-

example 1:

example 2:

use of subcomponents of unconstrained variables

not synchronized accesses to shared variables

-=-•

type Int_Ptr 1• ..,.,... Integer;

type Int_Ptr 1•

type Union (Tag: Boolean := True) 1• "*"'rd
caae Tag 1a
wben True=> P
Int_Ptr;
Integer;
wben False=> N
endcaae;
end record;

Shared: Int_Ptr;

Integer;

task body A 1•
begin

Shared:= new Integer' (10);
end;

Obj: aliaaed Union:= (True , n- Integer);
SubObj: Int_Ptr

~

taak body B 1•
begin

Obj.P;

Shared:= new Integer' (20);
end;

Obj:= (False, 1111);
memory overwrite

SubOb j.all := O;

.9.
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example 3:

example 4:
exceptions and optimizations

Unsafe Input Oulpul

type Int_Ptr i• aco.aa Inteqer;

type Int _Ptr ia acceaa Int.eger;

My_Var: Int_Ptr;

Ref : Int_Ptr := ...., Integer'(lO);;

pa.cltagw, My_IO 1• n- Ada.Sequential_IO(Int_Ptr);
a.e

My_IO;

It

N: Integer:=O;

My_File: File_Type;

1000/N;
Ref:= ...., Integer '( 20) ; -- reordered instruction

N :=

Open(My_File, In_File, "filename");
Read(My_File, My_Var );

ezception
-

My_Var. all := 777;

-- potentially erroneous

- 11·

others =>

Put(Ref. alll ;

end;

- 12-

example 5:

example 6:
unchecked programming

type Int Ptr i.a acceea Integer;

Ref: Int_Ptr;
N: Integer :=777;

software imerfaces

package My_Interface 1•
type Int_Ptr 1• acceea Integer;
procedu:. Initialize (My_Ptr: out Int_Ptr );
private
pra- Import (C, Initialize);
end My_Interface ;

Lunction Cast_To_Ptr i.a
new Ada.Unchecked_Convers i on(Integer,Int_Ptr) ;
Ref:= Cast_to_Ptr(N);

with My_Interface ;
p ~ Main i.a

Ref. a.11 := 0;

beg1ri

Ptr: My_Interface.Int_Ptr;
-

erroneous execution

My_Interface.Initialize(Ptr);

-- is Ptr =rrect?

end Main;

procectun, Free i.a
new Ada.Unchecked_Deallocation (Integer,Int_Ptr);

Refl: Int Ptr := n- Integer' (10);
Ref2 : Int Ptr := Refl;

Free (Refl);
Ref2 .all: = 777;

·B-

example of solution:

-14-

Overall approach

exceptions and optimizations

A) verifying that no language-defined checks will fail
B) checking that optimizations are locally disabled

Human centered

I.e.
Observe how confidence is gained on the
correctness of the code

C) verifying that non-local variables are re-assigned
D) verifying that non re-assigned non-local variables are
no longer used.

E) verifying that non re-assigned non-local variables are
safely used.

Exploit this knowledge (as much as possible)
in the verification tool
Disallow only uncommon and unsafe,
programming styles

(Incremental approach)

• LS-

- 16-

Conclusions
Has a "safe" pattern of use"
• Mechanically Verifiable
• Exhaustive
• Not resttictive

been found for Ada95 ?
Yes:
Yes, improvements are desirable
No, but it not a problem
Not yet, more sudies are needed

-17-

(1) OK
(4) OK
(11) OK
(5) KO
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Abstract

Testing of concurrent programs requires the use of techniques that
specifically address the additional problems caused by nondeterminism,
namely non-repeatability of executions. This paper extends the use of
mutation analysis to generate test data and assess the adequacy of the
generated test data to uncover faults. In our approach , repeatability
of executions is obtained by tracing executions and reproducing them
by forcing the occurrence of nondeterministic choices. We outline an
effective process to apply mutation analysis to concurrent programs.
The concurrent mutation approach described in this paper has been
used on a number of examples, one of which is illustrated in the paper .

1

Introduction

Verification and validation are fundamental activities of software development. There exist several techniques to reduce the number of errors through
the software life cycle, but none of them can guarantee the production of
fault free software. Thus, verification and validation techniques continue
to play a key role despite progress in techniques for requirement analysis,
design specification, and coding.
*This work has been partially supported by MURST and CNR. The work of Sergio
Silva has been partially supported by CONACyT-Mexico.

Several approaches exist for the verification and validation of software
systems. Among them, software testing is by far the one that is more commonly used in industrial applications. Testing is an experimental activity,
in which the tester runs a program on a set of inputs, trying to cause a failure. The set of inputs may be chosen according to several different criteria,
to generate inputs that are somehow important or significant for the verification of the program. Testing is relatively inexpensive and easy to carry
out, if compared to other verification techniques, that may require specific
mathematical skills.
However, testing cannot provide the proof that a program is correct.
This would happen only if the program was executed on all possible input
data. As a consequence, a program must be thoroughly tested , i.e. , on a
large set of input data and with reference to classes of malfunctioning that
may be critical. This entails higher costs and longer test schedules , so, a
t rade off between product quality and test quality must be sought. To this
end , testers need to assess the quality of both the program at hand and
the thoroughness with which it has been verified. Therefore, testers need to
know how well a given program has been verified by a set of input data, to
decide whether the program has been tested sufficiently or further test data
should be used.
We believe that more investigation should be devoted to the verification of concurrent programs. New techniques or extensions of existing ones ,
tailored to the specific characteristics of concurrent programs , must be studied. In particular , testing is one of the techniques commonly used to verify
concurrent programs. However, in concurrent systems , one of the main
preconditions of testing-repeatability of executions-no longer holds. This
entails a thorough re-thinking of the way testing should be carried out .
In this paper, we investigate the application of mutation analysis techniques to concurrent programs written in Ada. Mutation analysis has been
successfully used to generate test data and measure test data adequacy for
sequential programs. In mutation analysis , the tester produces a set of programs , called mutants , "similar" to the program under test . The program
and its mutants are then executed on a set of test data. The fundamental
idea is that the program is sufficiently tested by the set of test data if all the
mutants produce a result different from the result produced by the original
program for at least one input in the test data. If this is not the case, new
test data must be generated.
In our study, we have chosen Ada as a significant representative of the
class of concurrent languages. We assume that the readers are somewhat
familiar with Ada syntax and semantics. Otherwise, they are referred to [1 ,
12] for a complete Ada guide. At any rate, most of the approach to mutation
analysis we propose and results also apply to other concurrent languages.
This work focuses only on mutations applied to concurrency-related Ada
constructs , in particular the rendezvous. Mutations of sequential constructs
2

has already been adequately investigated in the pioneering works by [7, 6, 3).
Our study builds on top of those studies, by extending the fundamental ideas
behind mutation analysis to concurrent programs. Mutation analysis cannot
be used in the concurrent case without modifications: concurrent mutation
analysis must adequately address the test reproducibility issue, which has
been studied for other analysis activities (see [2 , 13]).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature on mutation analysis (Section 2.1) and repeatability of executions of concurrent programs (Section 2.2). Our proposal for
concurrent mutation analysis is in Section 3. In particular , we
• discuss the additional testing problems caused by of concurrency (Section 3.1),
• state the assumptions that define the scope of our work (Section 3.2),
• provide the fundamental terminology (Section 3.3),
• describe a process for effectively applying mutation analysis to concurrent programs (Section 3.4) , and
• introduce a technique to kill mutants by forcing new test executions
without introducing new test data, thus increasing the effectiveness of
the considered tests.
Section 4 illustrates the concurrent mutant operators we have defined .
An application example is in Section 5. Conclusions and directions for future
work are in Section 6.

2

Relate d Work

In this section, we review previous work on sequential mutation analysis
and concurrent program testing that is closely related to our approach to
concurrent mutation analysis.

2 .1

Sequential Mutation Analysis

Mutation analysis has been successfully used to generate test data and measure their adequacy [7, 6, 3]. Given a program P, a set of programs-called
mutants-is produced by means of a number of mutant operators , which
introduce syntactic modifications in the original program. A mutant is generated by applying one specific mutant operator to the original program P.
Usually, mutant operators are selected empirically, based on common errors .
The goal of the approach is to find out whether the test T , i.e. , a given set
of test data [10] , would be able to reveal faults of the kind of those that are
introduced by the mutant operators applied.
3

A test T is generated by selecting test data to distinguish all mutants
from the original program P. A mutant P' is said to be killed if it produces
a different result than that produced by P for at least one test datum in
T. The adequacy of a given test T for P with respect to a set of mutants
is measured by the number of mutants that are killed by at least one test
datum in T. 1
The smaller are the semantic changes introduced by the syntactic changes ,
more effectively may the generated mutant to produce test data that can
reveal a specific fault or validate the quality of the test data.
A mutant P' may not be distinguished from the original program P for
all the test data in the test T . P' is said to be alive with respect to test T.
The following two cases are possible:
1. there exists a test datum- not belonging to test T- for which P' pro-

duces an output different from that produced by P;
2. P' is functionally equivalent to P , i.e., P' produces the same outputs
as P for all possible test data.
In the first case, the test Tis not adequate, i.e. , more test data should be
generated. In other words , the test set would not able to reveal a fault in P of
the kind of the mutation used to generate P'. In the second case, producing
new input data is useless. Mutants that are functionally equivalent to the
original program-called equivalent or stubborn mutants-cannot be killed
by any test datum in T. The tester must decide whether a given mutant
P' is stubborn and therefore should not be tested any further , or new test
data should be prepared to kill P'. At any rate, the proportion of stubborn
mutants is quite low in practical applications.
On the other hand , it is interesting to note that no assumptions are made
about the correctness of program P. It would not be realistic to suppose
that program P is correct. If we know that program P is correct , then
there is no use in testing it. In addition, correctness is well-known to be an
undecidable property, so there would be no general way to check whether
the correctness assumption is satisfied.
The policy we have presented above for killing a mutant P' of a program
P-which states that P' is killed if and only if it produces an output that is
different from the one produced by program P for at least one test datum
in test T-is called strong mutation. Such is the policy most commonly used
in mutation analysis. A different policy, called weak mutation analysis, has
been proposed in the literature to kill a mutant P' , as follows [11]. According
to this policy, P' is killed if and only if its execution differs from the execution
1

Some mutations may produce programs, called still-born mutants , that cannot be
compiled . For instance , in an Ada program the else alternative is mandatory in a selective
call; thus, eliminating it generates a mutant that cannot b e compiled . These programs
are not used to analyze the adequacy of the test set.
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of P on the same test datum. For instance, P' is killed if its state (i.e., the
union of the value of the Program Counter and the values of all variables)
after the execution of the mutated statement is different from the state of
P after the mutated statement is executed.
Weak mutation analysis allows for a finer analysis than strong mutation
analysis. Also, strong mutation analysis is a particular case of weak mutation analysis , since P' may produce a different output than that produced
by P if and only if P' gets in a state that cannot be reached by P. In
addition, weak mutation analysis is able to distinguish mutants that cannot be distinguished by strong mutation. For instance , it may very well
happen that P', after the execution of the mutated statement , reaches a
state different from that reached by P in the corresponding execution, but
both P and P' produce the same output anyway. In this case, strong mutation analysis cannot distinguish P and P' , whereas weak mutation analysis
can. The basic disadvantage of weak mutation analysis is its relative cost ,
if compared to strong mutation analysis. Weak mutation analysis requires
that the entire executions of P and P' be monitored until the first difference
in the reached states. Instead, strong mutation analysis only requires that
outputs be recorded and compared.
So far , mutation analysis has been mainly applied to sequential programs
[11, 15, 17, 18] . To the best of our knowledge, the only attempt to use
mutation analysis for Ada programs is reported in [8]. This work describes
how to extend the set of mutants proposed for FORTRAN 77 and used by
the Mothra system [9] to Ada. The paper mainly focuses on problems caused
by Ada's strong typing, which causes the generation of still-born mutants.
Issues on the extension of mutation analysis to concurrent programs are only
outlined, and the work on concurrency aspects is not fully developed.
One of the advantages that makes mutation analysis appealing for practical applications is that mutation analysis can be automated to a large
extent.

l. Generation of mutants can be totally automated. Mutant operators
can be formally defined , so mutations can be automatically introduced
by suitable tools.

2. Given an input , the tester has to compare the output of the original
program P against the outputs of its mutants. This comparison can
be automated , by recording the outputs of P and its mutants on files
which are later compared.
As a consequence, mutation analysis may be applied to increase the
quality of testing activities without exceedingly raising their cost.
Several automated tools exist for mutation analysis . Among these , we
can cite Mothra[9] , PISCES [16] and Proteum [5].
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2.2

Repeatability of Executions of Concurrent Programs

We report here on previous work on concurrent program testing that is relevant to our study. More specifically, we focus on repeatability of execution,
which is one of the issues investigated in [2] (Section 2.2.1) and in [13, 4]
(Section 2.2.2). Such works represent two approaches to the implementation
of tools allowing concurrent program execution repeatability: implementation based and language based approaches.
2.2.1

Implementation Based Approach

In [2] , the authors propose a way for implementing an Ada tasking debugger. This debugger should provide the tester with an environment in which
executions are repeatable by offering control over the interleaving of events
and the choice between open selective wait alternatives. Such characteristics would be provided by a scheduler that allows the tester to control the
execution.
2.2.2

Language Based Approach

In [4] a language based approach to the deterministic debugging of concurrent languages is discussed. This approach takes into account the concurrent
constructs present in the language and defines two kinds of tools:
1. a tool for the collection of synchronization sequences; this tool trans-

forms the original program into an equivalent one that is able to record
the synchronization sequences of its executions
2. a tool for the replay of synchronization sequences; this tool transforms
the program into a program that can only reproduce a given synchronization sequence of the original program.
The authors provide examples of replay tools based on semaphores and
monitors. These tools transform the original program in a new one which
includes either a new semaphore or monitor, depending on the case, which
guides synchronization operations.
The paper claims that it is simple to implement tools that transform
programs according to the above approach, since these tools should only
transform statements that execute a P operation on a semaphore or a monitor call. However, the authors do not mention the rendezvous construct ,
which seems to be much harder. Application of the approach to rendezvous
is studied in [13].

3

Concurrent Mutation Analysis

In this section , we introduce our proposal for extending mutation analysis to
the test of concurrent programs. First , we focus on the additional problems
6

that the presence of concurrency introduces in testing. Then, we list the set
of assumptions that describe the application scope for our study. Later, we
introduce a few definitions that are required for the description of concurrent
mutation analysis. We describe a process for concurrent mutation analysis.
We conclude by showing how concurrent mutation analysis can be enhanced
by forcing specific executions.

3.1

How Concurrency Affects Testing

In the sequential case, the input to a program uniquely determines the execution of the program and therefore the output. Sequential programs are
implementations of functions. This is no longer true for concurrent programs, which are implementations of relations between the input data and
the output results. Given an input datum, a concurrent program P can
follow a set of different executions, and, as a consequence, P can compute
a set of different outputs. This circumstance yields the following two problems, which deeply affect the application of mutation analysis techniques to
concurrent programs:
1. Non deterministic results. Given an input datum In, suppose that
program P produces output Out and that P' , a mutant of P , produces
output Out', different from Out. Unlike in the sequential case, we
cannot kill P', based only on the difference in results. Output Out'
may have been produced by an execution that is legal for both P
and P', though different from the execution by which P has produced
output Out.

2. Nondeterministic execution . Given an input datum In , suppose that
program P is executed, and this results in execution Seq. Suppose
that one of the statements executed in Seq undergoes mutation, so
program P' is generated. When P' is executed, there is no guarantee
that an attempt to follow the same execution Seq will be made. Any
other execution may be followed, among those that may occur starting
from the input datum In. Therefore, the new execution Seq' may not
exercise the mutated statement.
The above two points show that mutation analysis must be modified to
be successfully applied to concurrent programs. Nondeterminism must be
removed to the necessary degree.
3.2

Assumptions

Our approach is based on the following set of hypotheses.
1. We consider concurrent Ada programs running on a single processor. Therefore, we do not deal with distributed Ada programs. This
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hypothesis allows us to deal with executions as sequences of events
(i.e. , occurrence of statement executions) , where all events are totally
ordered, according to the order in which they occur on the single processor used.
2. We focus on the rendezvous-related aspects of concurrency. Thus , we
do not deal with task activation, termination, abort, etc, which will
be included in our future studies.
3. We assume that test executions can be monitored, i.e. , it is possible
to observe and record the sequence of events that occur 9-uring an
execution. There are several ways to monitor sequences. For instance,
one may record all nondeterministic choices made during an execution,
since this is sufficient to reconstruct the complete sequence of events
that occurred (see [4]). Therefore, from a practical perspective, one
may record all nondeterministic choices by updating a log file as the
execution proceeds. This type of monitoring does not affect the set of
possible executions. In other words , if a sequence of nondeterministic
choices is feasible for a program P, the same sequence is also feasible
for P under monitoring.
4. We assume that executions can be reproduced. Reproducibility is an
essential precondition for any testing activity. In particular , we need to
be sure that a program takes an execution that exercises the mutated
statement. Therefore, we need to force a specific execution. This can
be accomplished in several ways (see [2 , 13]).
5. We assume that it is possible to determine inputs and outputs, though
in concurrent programming inputs and outputs may not be always
identified as easily as in the sequential case. Inputs and outputs may be
of a different nature than sequential inputs and outputs. For instance,
suppose that in a concurrent system with several producers , one buffer,
and several consumers, the produced items must be consumed in the
same order as they have been produced. In this case, the correctness of
the concurrent system cannot be stated in terms of inputs and outputs
to the whole system, but in terms of events that characterize the inner
functioning of the system.
Assumption 3 translates into the possibility of recording the triple (In ,
Seq , Out ) for each run of program P (or of recording the sequence of nondeterministic choices to reconstruct the complete sequence). Assumption 4
states that, based on the triple (In , Seq , Out) , the tester can always make
the program run in such a way that its execution follows the same sequence
Seq and produces the same outputs Out.
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3.3

Definitions

Here we provide four definitions that are used in the remainder of the paper.
These definitions are compatible with the literature on sequential testing.

Definition 1: Test Datum. A test datum is a set of inputs such that no
other input should be provided in order for the program to be able to
run.
Definition 2: Test Case. A test case is a pair (In, Out), where In is a
test datum, and Out is the set of outputs produced by an execution
of P with In input data.
Definition 3: Test Execution. A test execution is a triple (In , Seq, Out),
where (In , Out) is a test case and Seq is a sequence of statements that
may be executed when program P is run on In input data and produces output Out.
Definition 4: Test. A test is a set of Test Data.

3.4

A Process for Concurrent Mutation Analysis

Based on the discussion above, we now introduce a process for performing mutation analysis for concurrent Ada programs. This process makes
mutation analysis more effective and allows the tester to save effort, while
increasing the ability of the approach to assess the adequacy of a test and
generate new test data. The goal of concurrent mutation analysis is to
establish how well the testing activity has tested a given program P
l. Given a program P and a test T, execute P for each test datum In

belonging to T and monitor the execution, i.e. , record all nondeterministic choices made. The result will be a set of triples of the form
R = (In, Seq, Out).
2. Generate a set of mutants P*, based on a given set of mutant operators.
3. For each mutant P' belonging to P*, select all the triples (In , Seq,
Out) belonging to R such that Seq exercises the mutated statement
in P'; execute P' on the test datum In and force the execution to
proceed as in Seq. If
a) P' cannot follow the sequence Seq, or
b) P' follows the sequence Seq but produces a result different from
the result produced by P
then P' can be killed. If no sequence Seq of any triples (In, Seq , Out )
exercise the mutated statement, the mutant is not executed in this
step (see Step 4).
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After Step 3 has been carried out, the tester obtains:
• a preliminary evaluation of the way test covers the original program, i.e., how many "significant" executions have been exercised;
• a set of alive mutants that includes
mutants that have not been executed, since none of the executions includes their mutated statement
mutants that none of the sequences executed has been able
to distinguish from P
4. For each test datum In, select a set of feasible executions Seq of P.
Execute Pon each test datum I n by forcing each sequence Seq. This
will result in a set of output results Out. For each alive mutant P',
execute P' on In by forcing sequence Seq. If either case a) or b) of
Step 3 above is fulfilled, then kill P'.
At the end of Step 4, the tester obtains:
• a new evaluation of the extent to which the testing activity covers
all possible executions
• a new-smaller-set of alive mutants that includes
mutants that are equivalent to the original program
- mutants whose mutated statements have not been covered

3.5

On the Forcing of Executions

As we mentioned before, there are several ways in which specific executions
can be forced in a program (see (2, 13, 4]). In Ada, an easy and inexpensive
way to force specific executions is the use of task priorities.
Assigning priorities to tasks forces executions that may be somehow
considered "boundary" executions. The processor is preferably assigned to
the same task, which is not a circumstance that would occur in a "fair"
execution environment, where the processor is assigned to each task with no
specific preference. Thus , priorities allow the tester to verify these extreme
cases that may occur infrequently during testing and in practice but may
lead to serious malfunctioning.
The only cost connected to the use of priorities to control execution is a
new compilation.

4

Mutant Operators for Concurrent Ada Programs

Since this research focuses on concurrency and more specifically on Ada rendezvous, we introduced a set of mutant operators for those statements that
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Mutant
Operator
CHENEC
CHTREC

SUOREL
SUELOR
ENBA
ENBDE
MUEL

TEBA
TEBDE
EXDE

Description

Applicable to

substitutes an entry name with the
name of an entry to the same task
substitutes a task reference with a
reference to a task of the same family (e.g., of the same array of tasks)
changes or with else
substitutes else with or
adds an else null; alternative
deletes an else null; alternative
substitutes a statement within an
else alternative with statement
null;
adds a or terminate; alternative
or terminate;
deletes
an
alternative
deletes an exit statement

Entry call
Entry call

Selective
Selective
Selective
Selective
Selective
native is
accept
Selective
Selective

accept ( l)
accept
accept
call or selective accept
call ( where the else altermandatory) and selective
accept
accept

Loops containing entry calls or accept statements

1. The generated mutant is stillborn if operator is applied to a guarded accept, or if it is
applied to a terminate clause.

Table 1: Mutant operators that modify the concurrent structure of the
program.

may affect the occurrence of rendezvous or their sequencing. The introduced
operators modify the following statements: entry call, selective entry call,
selective wait, and conditional statements or loops that contain entry call
or accept statements.
Mutant operators are divided in two categories: operators that modify
the concurrency structure of the program and operators that modify conditional expressions that can determine execution sequence of rendezvous.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the operators of the two classes. Operators that
modify conditional expressions are applied- for the scope of this researchonly to conditional expressions in:
• when clauses of selective call and selective accept.
• when clauses of exit statements.

• loops containing entry calls or accepts.
• decisions that may lead to an exit statement.
We did not introduce mutant operators for Ada sequential statements,
even though modifications in purely sequential statements may affect the
occurrence of rendezvous and their sequencing. For instance , suppose that
11

Mutant
Operator
MUNOP
MULOG
MUROG
CONMU

Description
deletes or adds a not operator
substitutes and with or or viceversa.
substitutes a relational operator (>, <, =, >=, <=, /=) with another
relational operators.
substitutes a conditional expression with the constant TRUE or FALSE.

Table 2: Mutant operators that modify conditional expressions that determine execution sequence of rendezvous.

a select statement is preceded by an assignment statement and that some of
the guards of the branches of the select statement depend on the variable on
the left-hand side of the assignment statement. Then, by mutating the assignment statement, one may prevent some of the rendezvous in the branches
of the select statement from occurring. However, our work concentrates on
concurrency. Sequential mutant operators have been adequately studied in
previous work, for other languages and for Ada itself [8]. Moreover, the operators we have introduced are sufficient to modify the concurrent behavior
of an Ada program in all possible ways. Given a program P, suppose that
a mutation of a sequential statement generates mutant P', where sequence
Seq to be followed under the test datum In. Then, we can always use a
concurrent mutant operators to generate P", another mutant of program P,
that follows the same sequence Seq under the same test datum In. Therefore , there is no real need to introduce or use sequential mutant operators
when studying concurrent behavior.

5

Case Study

So far, we have applied concurrent mutation analysis to a small set of benchmark programs: a concurrent program that calculates the product of matrices, an airport simulator, and an implementation of the producer/consumer
problem. In this section, we present concurrent mutation analysis applied
to an implementation of the producer/ consumer problem.
The program contains tasks Buff er, Producer and Consumer. Task
Producer reads an integer from a file and sends it to task Buffer. Task
Consumer reads the integer from task Buffer and writes it to the standard
output .
Task Buffer has two entries, Append and Take, to insert and extract elements. Constant Buffer ....Size defines the capacity of the buffer. Variables
InYtr and OutYtr are pointers to the current input and output positions.
Variable Count keeps trace of the buffer occupation: guards verify its value
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to check for empty /full buffer.

1

package Buffer_Package is

2

3
4
5
6

task type Buffer is
entry Append(I: in Integer);
entry Take (I: out Integer);
end Buffer;

7

8

end Buffer_Package;

1
2

package body Buffer_Package is
Buffer_Size: constant Integer·= 5;

3

4
5

task body Buffer is
B: array(0 .. Buffer_Size-1) of Integer;

6

7
8

In_Ptr, Out_Ptr: Integer:= 0;
Count: Integer:= 0;

9

10
begin
11
loop
12
select
13
when Count< Buffer_Size
=>
14
accept Append(I: in Integer) do
15
B(In_Ptr) := I;
16
end Append;
17
Count:= Count+ 1;
18
In_Ptr := (In_Ptr + 1) mod Buffer_Size;
19
or
20
when Count> 0 =>
21
accept Take(!: out Integer) do
22
I := B(0ut_Ptr);
23
end Take;
24
Count:= Count - 1;
25
Out_Ptr := (0ut_Ptr + 1) mod Buffer_Size;
26
or
27
terminate;
28
end select;
29
end loop;
30
end Buffer;
31
32 end Buffer_Package;

Tasks Producer and Consumer are contained in the main module (PC).
Entry start of task Producer guarantee that the main program opens the
file before task Producer starts reading from it.
13

1
2
3

procedure PC is
package Integer_File is nev Sequential_IO(Element_Type=>Integer);
use Integer_File;

4

5

Source_File: Integer_File.File_Type;

6

7

B: Buffer;

8

9
task Producer is
10
entry start;
11
end Producer;
12
13
14
task Consumer is
15
end Consumer;
16
17
18
task body Producer is
19
N: Integer:= O;
20
begin
21
accept start;
22
23
vhile not End_Of_File(Source_File ) loop
24
Read(Source_File,N);
25
B.Append(N);
26
Put_Line ("Produced " & Integer' Image (N));
27
end loop;
28
B. Append(-1);
29
end Producer;
30
31
task body Consumer is
32
N: Integer;
33
begin
34
loop
35
B.Take(N);
36
exit vhen N=-1;
37
Put_Line("Consumed "&: Integer'Image(N));
38
end loop;
39
Close(Source_File);
40
end Consumer;
41
42 begin
43
Open(File => Source_File, Mode=> In_File, Name=> "data.txt");
44
producer.start;
45 end PC;

Here we concisely describe how we have applied the four steps of the concurrent mutation analysis process described in Section 3.4 to an application
example.
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Step 1: The program has been tested with a test T comprising five streams
of integers, selected on the basis of their length: TDl of length 0, TD2
of length Buffer _Size - 1, TD3 of length Buffer _Bize, TD4 of length
Buff er _Bize + 1, TD5 of length 2 *Buff er _Size. Execution sequences are
fully determined by the outputs. Thus, they have been monitored by simply
recording the output streams. The program correctly terminated for all test
data.
Step 2: We have generated a set of mutants P* by using the operators
described in 4. The mutants are listed in Tables 3 and 4. Mutants are
described by indicating the modified line, the applied mutant operator, and
the introduced change. Tables 3 and 4 also report the results of the executions during step 3 with the test data of step l. Not all mutants operators
produced valid mutants for the considered program .
Line
13
13
13
13
13
20
20
20
20
20
26, 27
13

Mutant
Operator

Introduced
Change

MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG

<=
=
>=
>

I=
>=
=
<=
<

I=

TEBDE
TRUE

20

CONMU
CONMU
CONMU

20

CONMU

FALSE
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FALSE
TRUE

TDl

TD2

Alive
K (1)
K (1)
K (1)
Alive
K (2)
K (2)
K (4)
K (6)
Alive
K (6)
Alive
K (6)
K (5)
K (6)

Alive
K (1)
K (1)
K (1)
Alive
K (3)
K (3)
K (5)
K (7)
Alive
K (8)
Alive
K (6)
K (5)
K (6)

Test Data
TD3 TD4
Alive
K (1)
K (1)
K (1)
Alive
K (3)
K (3)
K (5)
K (7)
Alive
K (8)
Alive
K (6)
K (5)
K (6)

Alive
K (1)
K (1)
K (1)
Alive
K (3)
K (3)
K (5)
K (7)
Alive
K (8)
Alive
K (6)
K (5)
K (6)

TD5
Alive
K (1)
K (1)
K (1)
Alive
K (3)
K (3)
K (5)
K (7)
Alive
K (8)
Alive
K (6)
K (5)
K (6)

Table 3: Mutations of task Buffer.

Step 3: Each mutant has been executed with all test data produced during
Step l. The problem of repeating the execution sequences recorded during
the test performed as part of Step 1 was solved by using the deterministic
implementation of the run time support of the Verdix Ada compiler for
Sun OS 4.1.4. Determinism of task execution is due to the absence of threads
at the kernel level of the SunOS 4.1.1 operating system 2 . The results of
executing each mutant with all test data are reported in Tables 3 and 4.
2
The interested reader may refer to [14] for a complete explanation on different approaches to thread packages implementation and their effect in process behavior.
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Line

23
25
35
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

Mutant
Operator
MUNOP
CHENEC
CHENEC
EXDE
CONMU
CONMU
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG
MUROG

Introduced
Change
B. Take(N);
B.Append(N);
TRUE
FALSE

>=
>
<
<=
/=

TDl
K (6)
Alive
K (3)
K (10)
Alive
K (10)
K (9)
K (10)
K (10)
Alive
K (10)

TD2
K (9)
K (6)
K (3)
K (10)
K (11)
K (10)
K (11)
K (11)
K (10)
Alive
K (11)

Test Data
TD3
K (9)
K (6)
K (3)
K (10)
K (11)
K (10)
K (11)
K (11)
K (10)
Alive
K (11 )

TD4
K (9)
K (6)
K (3)
K (10)
K (11)
K (10)
K (11)
K (11)
K (10)
Alive
K (11 )

TDS
K (9)
K (6)
K (3)
K (10)
K (11 )
K (10)
K (11 )
K (11)
K (10)
Alive
K (11 )

Table 4: Mutations of tasks Producer and Consumer.

Reference
K (1)
K (2)

K (3)
K
K
K
K
K
K

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

K (10)

I< (11)

Description
A deadlock occurs after few correct rendezvous
Task Consumer attempts to get a datum from an empty buffer (It
does not correctly get the -1 end-of-transmission marker) causing a
Deadlock.
Task Consumer gets wrong data from the buffer before the occurrence
of a deadlock due to incorrect value of pointer ouLptr
Task Consumer gets a wrong datum from the buffer before terminating
Task Consumer gets wrong data from the buffer before t erminating
An immediate deadlock occurs
A deadlock occurs when the buffer is full.
A deadlock occurs after a correct sequence of rendezvous
Task Producer does not produce the required data. The program terminates without any communication among tasks.
Tasks Producer and Consumer complete a correct execution, before a
deadlock caused by task Consumer not correctly exiting the consumption loop.
Task Consumer terminates before getting all data from t he buffer

Table 5: Causes for killing mutants

Mutants have been killed due to either deadlocks or incorrect outputs. The
reasons for killing mutants (entries K(i) in the tables) are listed in Table 5.
Most mutants are killed by all test data. Few of them are killed only by
selected test data. Five are still alive after the execution of this step. Such
mutants are dealt with in Step 4.
Step 4: Specific executions have been forced by giving highest priorities
to tasks Producer and Consumer, respectively, by using pragma Priority .
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Line
13

13

Mutant
Operator

MUROG
CONMU

Introduced
Change
<=

TRUE

TDl
K (10)
K (10)

TD2
K (11)
K (11)

Test Data
TD3
TD4
K (11) K (11)
K (11) K (11)

TD5
K (11)
K (11)

Table 6: Results of forced executions , that kill mutants that are still alive
after Step 3.

Executions with highest priority to task Consumer did not kill any of the
five still alive mutants. Executions with highest priority to task Producer
killed two still alive mutants, namely the mutant generated by applying
operator MU ROG (with <=) to task Buffer, and the mutant generated
by applying operator CON MU (with TRUE) to task Buffer (Details are
shown in Table 6). The remaining three still alive mutants are equivalent
to the original program and thus cannot be killed by any test execution.
In this case, forcing "boundary" executions kills all non-equivalent still
alive mutants. In fact , this step forces executions that could reveal errors
that could have not revealed with the random executions of Step 1.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The results illustrated in the paper indicate that mutation analysis can be
successfully extended to concurrent programs. The extension is not trivial,
and can only partially rely on the results obtained for sequential programs.
In particular, concurrency causes nondeterminism problems, which prevent
repeatability of executions. This paper proposes a solution to cope with
these issues. The paper concentrates on Ada, but most results seem to be
applicable to other languages based on different concurrent paradigms.
Our future work will focus on extending mutation analysis approach
to other concurrent constructs , and on the automation of the approach to
extend the experimental results obtained so far. Experimental work will
give a better insight into the nature of the problems and solutions to better
assess the usefulness of the approach.
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Outline
• Motivations

• Sequential Mutation Analysis
• How Concurrency Affects Mutation Analysis
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Motivations
• Testing is one of the main approaches used to assess
software quality
• Many testing techniques for sequential software have been
successfully defined and applied
• Mutation analysis has been successfully used for the
sequential case
• However, sequential testing techniques are not adequate
for testing concurrent software

• Sequential testing techniques need to be extended or
adapted to face the requirements of concurrent software
testing
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Our Proposal
+ We extend mutation analysis to make it applicable to
concurrent programs by:
- developing a set of mutant operators th.it concentrate on program
constructs that directly affect concurrency

- ensuring execution control to:
• adlicvc rcpc:atlbilily
,. force specific cxccution.'I
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Sequential Mutation Analysis
+ Goal: assess test data adequacy, test case generation
+ Given a program P, mutants of P are generated by
applying mutant operators
+ Mutant operators
- introduce syntactic changes that imply semantic changes
- derived empirically. based on common errors

+ Mutants are killed if they produce a result different from
the one produced by the original program with the same
test T
+ Adequacy of a test T is measured by the number of
mutants test T kills

--~r..i:---""-·~-.. .. ,.u,l_J_
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Concurrency
+ Nondeterminism implies non-repeatability of executions
- repe:.itability of executions is fumlamentaJ for testing activitiei;

+ Correct results are not determined by a functional inputoutput relation
+ In some cases. execution control may be desirable to avoid
nondetenninistic behavior

~ ... c----r.---J·-""·""--~-.... u--,w-.,-h-•ICALM.,.1-
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Concurrency - Reproducing Execution
• Implementation-based approach:
- debugger-like
- implies modifying the RTS
- scheduling controlled by the user
(Brindle , M'1rtin. Taylor)

• Language-based approach:
- tool for collecting synchronization sequences
- tool for replaying synchroni~on sequences
- tools implemented as progr:im units added to the program under
ana.Iysi."i
(C:irver. Obaid. Tai)
-A.o.-,-.f•l.'-A.&."'-'-·.S . ..............
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis - Assumptions
• Ada programs running on a single processor
• Only rendezvous related aspects
• Execution can be monitored
• Execution can be reproduced
• Inputs/outputs can be determined

- - - ... ' - - - ~ · ·· ....__ ... __ _ JI W.o.
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis - Definitions~
+ Test datum: Set of inputs necessary for the program P to

run
• Test: Set T of test data
• Test Case: Pair <In.Out>
- In: test datum
- Our. output produced by exccutini;: P with In

• Test Execution: Triple <ln,Seq,Out>
-

<hi.Out> : Test case

-

Sr q: P exec ution sequence with input In

-~-----
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis-Process (1/3)• Step I :
-

For each test datum in T

• execute P
• rnonilor and record execution.,; .t.1 a set of lrir,Jc.,; R=<l11. Seq. Our>

• Step 2:
- Gener.1te a set of mutants p• using a set of predefined mutant
operators
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis-Process (2/3)~
• Step 3:
- for each mutant P' in P•, select all test executions in R that
exercise the mutated statement in P'
- execute P' with In and force execution to follow Seq

- results:
• p[rcliminary evaluation of how T covers P. i.e. how many

signific-.1tivc CXC<.."\l.tion.111 arc cxcrci...cd
- set of ;i.livc mut.:utl'i that have not been executed or not distinguished
by ;tJly CXCC..' \lliOO
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis-Process (3/3~
• Step 4:
- for each test datum /11, select a set of feas ible executions Seq of P
- execute P on each

/ 11

forcing each

s~q and monitor execution

- execute every alive mutant P' on each /11 forc ing each Seq
- results :
• evaluation of lhc extent to which T coven. possible exet.-ution.,;
,. se t of alive mut:1.nL<1 equivo1lcnt lo the original progr.un ur whose
mutated sto1temcnt have nut hccn exen:iscd
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Concurrent Mutation Analysis - Forcing
Executions
• Use existing approaches
• Pragrna priority can be used to force boundary executions
Ex:implc: i.omc possible execution path,; or a produccr/con.,11mcr
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Concurrent Mutant Operators (1/2)
• We have defined mutant operators that modify the
structure of concurrency in an Ada program.
• Examples:
- s ubstitute an entry name with another antry name in an entry call
- s ubstitute a task reference with another task reference
substitute an or with else in a selective caJI
- add an else null altemm.ive in a selective call or accept

el se null altcmm.ive in a selective call or accept
or terminate alternative in a selective accept

- delete an

- add an

- ~ - C - . . - " - - -1i -.._M...._,J. ,.....
- ~ ..·-.J..o-tCAl,.M.,.1-

Concurrent Mutant Operators (2/2)
• We have defined mutant operators that modify conditional
expressions that influence the concurrent behavior of an
Ada program. i.e.,
-

when clauses of selective accept or call ~touemcnl,.

-

luop!-i containing entry calls or accepts

when clau~,; of exit st:itements

- deci,;ions that may lead to an exi c statement

• Examples:
- s ubstitute a relational opcr.itor with another relational operator
- s ubstitute a conditional expression with the constant TRUE or
FALSE

__ .......,_,_c-r-_,....__ .. _____,...._.. _
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Example
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Example
• Step I:
-

producer/consumer implementation
,. P-== implcmcnt.alion with 3 1a.-.k.": procJuc.:cr, ,.:onsumcr and boumJccJ
buffer
»

T= S le.'« dat.a

- output logged to file

• Step 2:
- 26 mutant'\ were gener.1ted for the set P*
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Example
• Step 3:
- all mutants in P* were executed for all the test cases <ln, Our>
- after execution, 5 mutants remained alive

• Step4:
- executions of selected sequences were forced on the original
program and still alive mutants using pragma priority
- two of the five still alive mutants were killed. mutants which were
not killed are equivalent to the original program

-....,.,-.,-c--.-..rt-·ti,-.,.M. h..t.S.U•o-.,,W..t..M._fCAJ.M..,.'"'

Example
• Experimental results
- Mutant containing the mutated guard:
when Count o, Buf!er_Sii:• • >

imitead of when

Col.Int < Buff er_She •>

was not killed in s tep 3.
It can be killed if the producer writes on the full buffer:
This is achieved by giving the producer a higher priority (step 4)

M.,_~JooC---.-..,.,_._•ti W..-..M. ,......J..W.,-..
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Conclusions and Future Work
• Mutation analysis can be successfully applied to concurrent
programs
• It is possible to obtain repeatability of executions
• Results applicable to other languages/paradigms
• Extend CMA to other concurrent constructs
• Automation of the approach
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A STATISTICS-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATED SOFfWARE TESTING
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ABSTRACT
To achieve software quality, testing is an essential component in all software development. It
.

-

involves the execution of a deterministic software system with test data and a comparison of the
results with the expected output, which must satisfy users' requirements. This accounts for over
25% of the cost of a software development. Consequently, automation has considerable potential.
Quality programming introduced by Cho can automatically generate data for testing, based on
-

a so-called 'SIAD tree' which is used to represent the hierarchical and network relation between
input elements, and also incorporates rules into the tree for using the inputs. However, it lacks
a very clear framework to show how to achieve automated testing. As an improvement, we present a statistics-based framework for automated software testing (SFAST), which is an extension
of the testing concept in quality programming to achieve automated testing. In SFAST, we propose a SOAD tree which is similar to the structure of SIAD tree to describe the syntax structure
of product unit and its defectiveness. Based on this tool, the inspection of test results can be automatically achieved by lexical and syntax analysis. An example for a grade report database system
incorporating the framework is also illustrated.

Keywords: Software Quality, Automated Software Testing, Statistical Approach

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer technology, the applications of information systems
have become more and more popular, and products can be found everywhere. These cause the
increasing dependence of most users on their information systems and the concomitant heavily
increasing costs of failure. To make high-quality information software systems, it is an important
issue in the 1990s to reduce the probability of their failure[9],[1 l].
Software quality is the degree to which a customer or user perceives the software as meeting
his or her composite expectations[4],[12]. To achieve software quality, software testing is an essential method. It is not only a development activity for discovering product defects but also an
independent assessment of software execution in operating environment. It involves the execution of a deterministic software system with test data and a comparison of the results with the
expected output which must satisfy users' requirements. It is a very time-consuming and tedious
activity and accounts for over 25% of the cost of a software development [ 10], [ 11]. If the testing

t,rocess could M a.utoma.ted, the ~Mt r,f develr>,ing ~ftwrtre should M reduted sign.Hitantly.
It is a software industry fact that software of any complexity cannot be exhaustively tested and
that a sample of the possible inputs must be relied on for the testing performed. The conventional

method of asking the tester to select these inputs may find lots of errors but may not provide lots
of improvement in pnxiuct quality. It is also accepted that errors can have significantly different
effects on the failure rate of software and that the greater payoff comes from discovering and removing the errors with high failure rates during testing. Statistically based testing with random
sampling driven from input probability distributions is uniquely effective at finding errors with
high failure rates. The major advantages of using the statistical method for software testing are
as follows[2],[3]: a) Testing can be performed based on the user's actual utilization of the software; b) It allows the use of statistical inference techniques to compute probabilistic aspects of
the testing process; c) In many applications, testing can be completely automated , from generation of test data to analysis of test results.
Current statistical testing techniques involve exercising a piece of software by supplying it with
test data that are randomly dfawn according to a single, unconditional probability distribution
on the software's input domain[3],[5],[13]. This distribution represents the best estimate of the
operational frequency of use for each input. This model is insufficient for many types of software,
because the probability of applying an input can change as the software is executed[ 14]. Cho[2]
specifies the input domain of a software by means of the "Symbolic Input Attribute Decomposition" (SIAD) tree, which is a syntax structure describing the characteristics of all possible input
data. The SIAD tree is a way to achieve clarity, conciseness, completeness, and measurability in
the specification of input requirements. It enforces the development of well-defined requirements, and imposes disciplines in both design and implementation. From fault forecasting view,
a comparative analysis[13] concluded that the best evaluation is provided by Cho's approach,
particularly when few failures are observed during a test experiment.
Quality programming introduced by Cho[2] can automatically generate data for testing, based
on SIAD tree, but it lacks a very clear framework to tell us how to achieve automated testing. This
paper proposes a Statistics-based Framework for Automated Software Testing (SFAST) , which
is an extension of the testing concept in quality programming to achieve automated testing.
In Section II of this paper, we survey the related work in software testing, and in statisticsbased software testing in particular. Section m introduces the SIAD/SOAD tree. In Section N,
we present an automated software testing framework using a statistical approach. The major advantages of the SFAST is described in Section V. Section VI summarizes my research and offers
suggestions for funher study.

II. THE STATISTICAL APPROACH FOR SOFTWARE TESTING
1. Software Testing Techniques

Software testing has been the accepted method for detecting and removing errors and has played
the dominant role in error detection. Software testing techniques are generally divided into the

two ~itegories of slr\l~tunu imd functional testing[l].[5], which correspond with two different
starting points for software testing: the internal structure of the software and the requirements

specification. In this paper, the focus is using a statistical approach to functional testing. The
model of functional testing is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The model of functional testing

In functional testing techniques the software is treated as a black box. The user should be concerned only with software requirements, and the implementation details should not matter. Functional testing takes the user's point of view, which satisfies all the goals defined to achieve software quality. There are many approaches used in functional testing[2],[10], such as equivalence
partitioning, boundary value analysis, category partition, cause-effect graphing, error-guessing
and statistical approaches.

2. Statistical Software Testing
With a non-statistical approach, the determination of how much testing, and in what order, is
a subjective decision based on tester experience and project schedules. However, it cannot provide a precise index for user in order to explain the quality of software. All one has to do is to
ask when to stop testing a piece of software and how good the software is after testing. Statistical
software testing involves exercising a piece of software by supplying it with test data that are randomly drawn according to a defined probability distribution on its input domain. It provides a
scientific basis for making inferences, from testing, about operational environment. Therefore,
if test data are randomly drawn from an input distribution representative of some particular user

profile, statistical testing becomes an experimental way to determine whether or not a product
meets its dependability requirements[13]. The main benefit of statistical testing[14] is that it allows the use of statistical inference to compute probabilistic aspects of the testing process, such
as reliability, mean time to failure (MTTF), and mean time between failures (MTBF). However,

these techniques are insufficient for many types of software, because the probability of applying
an input can change when the software is executed.

In order to meet this difficulty, Cho[2] presents the inverse concept Each execution of the software is considered ~uivalent to 'sampling' an output from the output population. The goal of
software testing is to find certain characteristics of the population such as the ratio of the number
of defective outputs in the population to the total number of outputs in the population. It uses the
number of executions of the software to assess the sof-tware reliability, which is different from
above mentioned measures which use the execution time. From this point of view, determining
the defective or nondefective outputs from software requires corresponding input data. The input
domain is the source from which input data are constructed for the software. If the -input domain
is not well defined, the input.data will not be properly constructed and will be of poor quality.
Following Cho, the approach adopted in this paper specifies the input domain of a software by
means of a SIAD tree which is a syntax structure representing the input domain of a piece of
software in a form that facilitates construction of random test data for producing random output
for quality inspection. The SIAD tree enforces the development of well-defined user requirements, and .imposes discipline in both design and implementation.
The approach also applies hypothesis testing to decide on the acceptance or rejection of a piece
of software. The decision involves failure records during statistical testing, and two different
types of risk are taken into account: acceptance of a false hypothesis (user's risk), and rejection
of a true hypothesis (producer's risk). This method is outlined below.

3. Quality Programming
In quality programming as introduced by Cho, a statistical approach to control the quality of
software is used. When a piece of software is viewed as a factory, processing of input units into
product units becomes conceptually equivalent to taking random product units from the software's population. If the product units in the population are all of good quality, then the units
taken will be of good quality. A simplified view of the process of quality programming is shown
in Figure 2. As shown, the process is divided into the following stages: model, requirements specification, design and implementation, and examination. This process ensures that quality is built
into software from the beginning of development.
a) Model: given a system to be developed, a model is developed to analyze and understand the
problem. Models including a description of the problem and product to be generated by the software are built to form the basis of product design and the concept of the software being developed.
b) Requirements specification: requirements are then generated as a result of the modeling activity. Included in the requirements are ·software and test requirements. Software requirements defined the functions the software is to perform and quality characteristics such as response time,
throughput, understandability, and portability. Test requirements define the product units and
product unit defectiveness for statistical sampling, sampling methods for estimating the defective
rate of the software population with which to judge software quality, statistical inference methods
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Figure 2: The process of Quality Programming
and confidence levels of software output population quality, the acceptable software defect rate,
and generation methods of test input units.
c) Design and implementation: with well-defined requirements, software development can be
divided into two channels which can proceed concurrently: software design and implementation,
and software test design and implementation. Top-Down programming, and critical-modulefirst implementation methods are used in the software channel. The formulation of sampling
plans are used in the test channel. During the design and implementation phases, interfaces between the channels are incorporated to ensure that quality is built into the software at every stage
of development.
d) Examination: software testing is performed again on a most-critical-module-first basis to
ensure that the software is integrated on a secure-quality-part basis. If the software passes the
test requirements, delivery to the user talces place. The user employs quality control tools to determine the acceptability of the software output population, arid this becomes the basis for accepting
or rejecting the software.

m. THE SIAD/SOAD TREE
1. The Basic Concept of the SIAD/SO AD Tree
One of the major problems in software development is ambiguity in requirements specification,
particularly specification of input domain and product unit. The SIAD tree is a syntax structure
representing the input domain of a piece of software in a form that facilitates construction of random test data for producing random output for quality inspection. It is used to represent the hierarchical relation between input elements and incorporate rules into the tree for using the inputs.

In our approach, the specification of product unit is addressed by the "Symbolic Output Attribute

Decomposition" (SOAD) tre~ whi~h i~ ~imilar to the structure of the SIAr> tree. 1hsed on the
SOAD tree, the test results of inspection can be automatically defined by lexical and syntax analysis. An example of the structure of a ruled SIAD tree is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: A Ruled SIAD Tree
The symbols A, B, .. , E are called the tree elements. The tree itself is shown in (a). A tree symbol
in (a) shows the relationship of an element to other elements. For example, the symbol Xl,2,1
indicates that element Dis subordinate to element C(whose symbol is Xl,2), which, in turn, is
subordinate to element A(whose symbol is Xl). In (b), rules for using the inputs are incorporated
into the tree. In order to use a rule in (b), a number of subrules must be applied. A subrule is listed
in (c) for rule 2 in (b).
2. Example: A database system for A Grade ~eport
Consider a Grade Report database system that have three relations is shown in Figure 4.
COURSE
STUDENT
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first name
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Huey-Der

Chu

.
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course name

CS2010
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Figure 4: A database system for grade report

Query: Give a student name and several course id to get the grade report of figure 5.
A Grade Report for Huey-Der Chu
-course id

Course name

Grade

CS2010

Data Base

85

CS2015

Algorithm

80

..

.

Figure 5: A Grade Report
According to this query, the input test data includes one student name and several course id.
The SIAD tree to specify these input domain is shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6: The SIAD tree of a grade report database system

The symbol Xl,2,2 is designed for constructing invalid or incomplete test data to test whether
this software can detect input data error or not.
A product unit of a grade report in Figure 5 can be specified by the following SOAD tree:
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Figure 7: The SOAD tree of a grade report database system

IV. THE FRAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING
In quality programming as introduced by Cho[2], the generation of test data can be automatically achieved, based on the SIAD tree, but it lacks a very clear framework to tell us how to
achieve automated testing. As an improvement, we propose a Statistics-based Framework for
Automated Software. Testing (SFAST), which is an extension of the testing concept in quality
programming to achieve automated testing. In SFAST, we present the SOAD tree to represent
the syntax structure of product unit and product unit defectiveness. Based on this tool, automated
inspection of product unit can be achieved. The SFAST is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: The statistics-based framework for automated software testing
1. Test Requirements Specification
Test requirements are specified as the criteria for software testing and acceptance upon completion. The test requirements can be divided into two classes: functional and quality. From functional requirements, we can define the input domain and the product units. To specify the quality
requirements, there are some activities that are followed to analyze the user's needs for quality,

to conven the quality needs to requirements and to document the results of the software quality
requirements analysis. These documents must clearly be validated by users since only they know
what they want. From quality requirements, we can define the product unit defectiveness and
specify the quality statement. Without the definitions of input domain , product unit and product
unit defectiveness, iris hardly possible to control the quality of the data produced by a piece of
software.

(1) Define Input Domain
The input domain of a piece of software is the representation of all possible input data and rules
governing the construction of input to be processed by the software. With a well-defined input
domain, random test data can be constructed to test the software. The test data used in production
is in fact a subset of all of the-possible inputs that can be generated from this domain. The input
domain of a piece of software can be represented by SIAD tree introduced in section III.
According to the different types of software applications, we can use a number of different types
of SIAD trees (a detailed description of these trees is given in Cho[2]). For example, in Liu[7],
we apply the weighted and ruled SIAD trees for the Command File Interpreter (CFI) software,
the regular SIAD tree for interface software in a relational database system and the regular SIAD
tree for a LEX generator.

(2) Define Product Unit
The purpose of a product unit is to specify the user's detailed output requirements (expected
result). It is the foundation for applying statistical quality control principles. A collection of product units becomes a population from which various statistics can be studied to ascertain the quality of the product.
Conceptually, a piece of software maps an input onto an output. An output consists of a number
of output data types. It may be expressed mathematically as
0 =F(l)

where F is a function implemented in the software that transforms an input / into an output O.
Or,

where i = 1,2, .... , represents an input and an output

= total number of output data types
m = total number of input data types
k

(Oi 1,0i2,·····,0i1J is the ith output consisting of k pieces of output data Oi1,0i2,·····,0ik, which is

transformed from the ith input (/il Ji2, .... Jim) consisting of m pieces of input data Ii 1Ji2, .... Jim·
Thus the output (Oi 1,0;2,..... ,Oik) is a product unit and the input (/il J;2, .... J;m) is an input unit.
Each product unit is produced from a unique input unit. Therefore, the definition of the product
unit can also be given in terms of the input unit.

In the approach described by Cho, the definition of product unit is described in the requirement
specification document, so the inspection cannot be done automatically. In our approach, the
specification of product unit is addressed by the SOAD tree which was demonstrated in section
ill. Based on the SOAD tree, the product unit of inspection can be automatically defined by lexi-

cal and syntax analysis.
(3) Define Product Unit Defectiveness

Once the product unit definition is given, to define product unit defectiveness is essential in
judging the goodness of a product unit produced by the software being developed. The product
unit of software is subject to inspection which determines whether or not the product unit satisfies
the user's requirement. The result of the inspection may be divided into two categories: defective
and nondefective. The classification depends on the unit's conformance to the requirements. For
example, a clock is a product unit. The defectiveness of the unit is defined in terms of inaccuracy
(seconds/day). The definition of product unit defectiveness can be described in SOAD tree as the
rules governing the inspection of product unit.

(4) Specify The Quality Statement
With the definitions of product unit and product unit defectiveness, the acceptance of a piece
of software is defined in terms of the output population that the software generates. In SFAST,
the quality statements define software quality that is equivalent top% of the output population
being nondefective (the confidence level). For example, if user requires 95% of the output population to be nondefective, the acceptability of the population can be determined by statistical
means which will now be described.

2. Statistical Analysis
Testing a piece of software is equivalent to finding the defect rate of the product unit population
generated by the software. The defect rate is defined as the ratio of the number of product units
that are defective to the total number of product units that the software has generated. The total
number of product units, denoted by N, of any nontrivial piece of software ranges from extremely
large to infinite, but still can be treated as an object of statistical interest. Although impossible
in practice, it can be conceptually assumed that allN units have been produced and analyzed. Each
of them can be classified as defective or nondefective. If there are D units that are defective, then
the product unit population defect rate, denoted by 0, is 0 = DIN. Since it is impossible to obtain
all N units, the best approach is to estimate by means of statistical sampling . If the population
is conceptually shuffled, it provides a basis for applying the principle of binomial distribution
sampling. The application of the distribution often arises when sampling from a finite population
consisting of a finite number of units with replacement, or from an infinite population consisting
of an infinite number of units with or without replacement. The probability of gettingx defectives
in a sample of n units taken from a population having a defect rate of 0 is given by the binomial
distribution:

b(x)=(:)

8'(1-8),.....

The mean and variance of the distribution are given by:

µ

= n8

a2 =

n8(1-8)

A sample of n units is taken randomly from the population. If it contains d defective units, then
the sample defect rate, denoted by 0°, is 0° =din.If n is large enough, then the rate 0° can be
used to estimate the product unit population defective rate 8. Addressing the two major testing
issues is discussed in the following sections.
(1) How Good The Software Is After Testing
The defect rate of the population can then be estimated from d. The estimate may be expressed
in an interval called J00c% confidence interval, where Os; c s; 1. An approximation of J00c%
confidence interval of the population defective rate may be computed by:

~

o

.J aoo - 8°)

0

.J 80(1-80)]

8 -tn-l,a/2 _ _ _ _ __ , 8 + tn-1,a/2 - - - - - n
n

(3.1)

where tn-1,a12 is called the value of the Student t-distribution at n - 1 degrees of freedom and

a = 1 - c is called a risk factor (In statistics, a binomial distribution can be approximated by a
normal distribution). Formula (3.1) can be used to estimate the mean of the product unit population, denoted by µ . Once the value of µ is estimated, the product unit population defect rate 8
can be computed by µ = n8. If the value of 8 is acceptable, then the product unit population is
acceptable. The piece of software is acceptable only when the product unit population is accept. able. Therefore, the estimated product unit population defect rate 0 can be viewed as the software
quality index.
(2) When To Stop Testing
The accuracy of the estimates depends on the sample size. In general, the larger the size is, the
more accurate the estimate is. The value of n may be computed by the formula:

(3.2)

n=

where a is the desired accuracy factor such that 10-0°

I= a0,

and z is the value of z a12, which

is the number of standard normal deviate in the normal distribution such that the area to its right
under the normal curve is aJ2. The value of z a12 is the same as tn-1 ,a12 if n is large, e.g., n ~ 30.
Since the population defect rate 0 is unknown, the determination of n requires dynamic adjustment during sampling. An adjustment procedure, which is iterative in nature, is given as follows:

Step 1: Take an initial sample of small size no units(e.g., 50) from a software product population
by executing no input units.
Step2: Let 0o0 be the defect rate of the sample of size no,
Step3: Compute the sample size 11i+J by formula(3.2) as follows:
z2(1-0;°)
11i+J =

a2~6

where ~o is the cumulative defect rate of the cumulative sample units n; already taken
after the ith iteration, for i = 0,1,2, ...,
Step4: If fli+J > n;, then take (n;+z - n;) additional units and repeat Step3 and Step4.
Step5: Else stop. The total number of sample units taken is sufficient.
The final sample defect rate is then used to estimateµ and cr2.
In any factory, it is hardly possible to produce a defect-free product lot: therefore, the conformance of product quality is usually measured by defect rate being less than an acceptable number,
e.g., 0 < 0.01. With a statistical sampling method, a confidence level such as 98% sure can be
imposed on the final value of the estimated defect rate.

3. Automated Test Data Generator
A SIAD tree can be used as a tool for describing the input domain of a piece of software and
as a basis for automated test data generation through random sampling.
The process of automated test data generation is as the following steps:
Step 1: Determine the sample size n by statistical analysis,
Step2: Generate the number of test data M for each sample by random number seed,
Step3: The construction of test data using a SIAD tree can be accomplished as follows:
3.1 Let K be the number of elements in the SIAD tree. Each element in the tree is indexed
by a number ranging from 1 to K. A random number selected from [ 1,K] is produced
by using a random number generator.
3.2 The element with its index equal to the random number is selected.
3.3 If the element has a parent in the SIAD tree, then go backtracking to select it.
Step4: A total of M elements will be randomly sampled from tree for designing test data.
For example, there are 6 elements in the SIAD tree of Figure 6. A test data includes one student

id and several course id. The student id is generated from the index 2of the SIAD tree. Two course
id are to be chosen for a sample using random number generation producing 5 and 6. The elements
in index 5 and 6 are drawn for constructing the test data with the student id. According to this
process, the test data can be generated as Table 1:

Table 1: A test data is drawn from SIAD tree
Index

Tree Symbol

Tree Element
student id

Remarks

2

Xl,1

Sampled element

4

Xl,2,1

cs

Descriptive element

5

Xl,2,1,1

0210

~ampled element

6

Xl,2,2

AM

Sampled element

In this sampling, it takes two course id- 'CS0210' and' AM'. The second course id is used to
conduct the invalid test (inco!llplete data).

4. Quality Analysis
If the software output is defined in terms of "product unit", then the output is a collection of
product units called the output population of the software. For any nontrivial software, the population contains a very large number of units. The goal of software testing is to find certain characteristics of the population such as the ratio of the number of defective units in the population to
the total number of units in the population. The ratio may be called the defect rate of the population and may be imposed on the software as the software quality index.

(1) Inspect The Test Results
The result of executing an input by the software can be classified into two categories: defective
and nondefective. Each product unit must be carefully analyzed for its conformance to the software requirements in order to reach the classification. The outcome of the analysis leads to classifying the output into either of the categories which, in turn, results in the acceptance or rejection
of the software. Any unfair bias can increase the producer's risk of having a good software rejected or can increase the user's risk of accepting a poor software.
Test results can be inspected by manual, semimanual, or automatic means, which depend on
software applications. A SOAD tree can be used as a tool for describing the expected result which
satisfies the user's requirement and as a basis for analyzing the product unit automatically, particularly in nonnumerical applications such as interpreter and updating a data base. It is a data structure containing a record for each output element, with fields for the attributes of the output element.
Basing on the SOAD tree, the process of automated test result analysis is as Figure 9:
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Figure 9: The process of test result analysis
The lexical analyzer is the first phase of inspection. Its main task is to read the characters of
test results and produce as output a sequence of tokens. In this process, the syntax analyzer obtains
a string of tokens from the lexical analyzer, as shown in Figure 9, and verifies that the string is
defective or nondefective by matching the token with the tree element and examining the rules
in the SOAD tree. According to the different types of software applications, the algorithm of inspection based on its SOAD tree can be separately designed.
For example, the test result of the grade report part in Figure 5 produced as "CS0210 Software
Engineering A5" is defective, because the type of score go against the rule 8 in (b) of Figure 7.

(2) Perform Statistical Inference
· The sampling processing procedure discussed in 3.2 above represents the drawing of product
unit at random from a binomial distribution. If the number of defective product units in the sample is less than the tolerable number of defectives determined by the selected sampling plan, then
the software can be delivered to users as acceptable. Otherwise, the developer should improve
the quality by correcting the errors found during the test. ·

V. DISCUSSION
1. The Advantages of the SFAST
The major advantages of the SFAST are: first, testing can be completely automated, from generation of test data based on the SIAD tree to inspection of test results based on the SOAD tree;
second, changing distributions don't really handled since SIAD tree is static; third, software quality can be assessed using statistical techniques (such as sampling, inference); fourth, test data do
not need to be stored for regression testing, because it only requires a small space to keep the random number seeds; fifth, after the specification of requirements is developed, the generation of

tMt data is independent from the software des1gn ancl lmplementatlon; final, testing can be performed based on the user's actual execution of the software.

2. Comparison

or SFAST And Other Testing Approaches

The comparison of software testing methods is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Software testing method comparison

Test data selection
Dependability
evaluation[l3]
# test data

Conventional

Cleanroom[5,6]

SFAST

deterministic

· Tandom

random

biased by the selective

unbiased by using the

unbiased by using

random sampling on
choice of the ~ inputs operational input profile
output population

low

high

high

Test data generation

manual

automatic

automatic

Output inspection

manual

manual

automatic

Sampling

no

input domain

output population
(SIAD tree)

Test data storage
Reliability

yes
execution number

yes
execution time

no (keep random
number seeds)
execution number

assessment

3. Proposal or Strategy
In any software factory, it is difficult to reach fault-free software. If users require high-quality
software, the cost of software development is correspondingly high. In comparing SFAST and
other testing methods, we find that there is more front-end test planning in SFAST in developing
the SIAD/SOAD tree, but this is effectively balanced by less test operation, since testing can be
automatically achieved. Current software testing strategies use either .conventional testing approaches, or statistical testing approaches, or both[ 13]. The best way to mix the testing techniques
is deduced from an analysis of their complementary features. The strategy of software testing
advocated here is to use SFAST on the most critical module and to use other conventional testing
techniques on the remaining modules, or to use the conventional testing techniques first for removing the more easily discovered faults and use SFAST for assessing the quality of the resulting
software.

VL CONCLUSION
1. Summary Of Research
High-quality and user-oriented software are the trends of software development in the 1990s.
SFAST, which is basecl on a statistical approach, has been proposed to help develop good quality
and cost effective software. It addresses the two major software testing issues: when to stop testing and how good the software is after testing. SFAST c_a n automatically generate test data with
an iterative sampling process which determines the sample size n; the software quality can be
estimated with the inspection of test results which can be automatically achieved and the product
unit of population defective rate 8 which can be estimated from the sample defective rate

e0. The

basis of this framework is the definitions of input domain, product unit and product unit defectiveness by SIAD/SOAD tree.

2. Suggestions For Further Study
(1) Different types of software applications require their own special testing tools, especially
in SIAD/SOAD tree types. So, it is needed to develop a general tool which can build different
SIAD/SOAD files for different applications.
(2) Because of indeterminacy, it is difficult to know the possible execution behaviors of a distributed software, to exactly identify the execution behavior to be tested, and to control the software execution for testing a specific execution behavior. The latest work of us is to extent the
SIAD/SOAD tree to define test case, which consists of an input message plus a sequence of intemidate message corresponding to messages in distributed software, to resolve any nondeterministic choices that are possible during software execution.
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Abstract Software certification brings modem scientific methods to the testing of

software. The goal of software certification is to estimate the quality of the software for any given input sequence from the population of possibilities. The traditional development of test cases is replaced by careful derivation of test plans and
testing artifacts that leads to thorough, repeatable, and quantifiable product testing. A software usage model is developed to characterize a population of uses of
the software in an intended environment, and the model is used to generate a statistically correct sample of uses of the software. This paper gives an overview of
the certification process and describes techniques for developing usage models,
representing testing constraints, and determining optimal values for transition
probabilities that satisfy all known testing constraints and test objectives.

1. Introduction
Software testing is expensive. The software industry spends billions of dollars each year testing
software and traditionally has spent over half the entire development budget on testing. One
would think that given such expenditures of time and money that testing would be highly effective
and informative. However, using current state-of-the-practice testing methods, software organizations routinely field buggy software a.Ild have little or no quantitative information about the extent
of usage behavior covered in testing or how reliable the software will be in the field.
Certification is a testing methodology designed to correct this situation. Certification attempts to
make testing more effective by supplying testers with engineering guidelines about how to build
models of test environments. The models are capable of generating specific test cases and support
analysis about the potential effectiveness of various alternative models before any tests are actually executed. Thus, testers enter the testing phase knowledgeable about their capabilities, limitations and expectations.
The goal of software certification is to estimate the quality of the software for any given input
sequence from the population of possibilities. Obviously, we cannot execute every test case from a
model or we would quickly exhaust any reasonable budget for testing. The best than can be
achieved is to generate a sample of test cases from the model and certify the entire population
based on the sample. Software certification is accomplished by using statistical inference.
Statistical inference is common practice in most other engineering disciplines. It requires the definition of il popul"tion of inwry~t and the assit5nment of a probability distribution to the population
elements, a sampling procedure to randomly draw sample data from the population and an inferSoftware Certification Based on a Usage Model

ence engine to compute properties of the sample that apply to the population. Table 1 defines each
of the necessary items for statistical inference and the corresponding certification artifact.
TABLE 1. Test Artifacts for Statistical Inference
Population

Usage Model

Population Distribution

Transition probabilities in the usage model

Sampling Procedure

Random walks through the usage model based on the transition probabilities

Sample

Test cases generated from the usage model

Sample Measures

Quality measures, stopping criteria

Inference Engines

Reliability models, reliability growth models

2. The Software Certification Process
When one is certifying a software system, a complete documentation trail, including metrics, is
created. Each step of the certification process has well defined entry and exit criteria and produces
artifacts that help testers execute later tasks and often can be reused in other testing phases or
projects. The traditional development of test cases is replaced by careful derivation of test plans
and testing artifacts that leads to thorough, repeatable and quantifiable product testing.
Certification technology has an established science base that includes Markov chain theory, sampling theory and reliability theory. Around this science base are the engineering practices that
bring the science into the real world. The engineering practices include model building techniques, interpretation of the analytical calculations and the application of the theory in specific
domains. The engineering practices are then optimized and automated through experience and
successive application.
The certification process tasks and the artifacts created during process execution are listed in
Table 2.
TABLE 2. Certification Process Tasks and Artifacts
Process Tasks
Test planning

Model development

Model analysis

Test generation
Test processing

Sources (Inputs)

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

system documentation

Artifacts (Outputs)

.

usage information
metrics from prior projects
system documentation

test plan (model definitions, abstraction levels,
test resources)

.

usage models

.

validated usage models

usage information
test plan
usage information
test plan
usage models
validated usage models
test scripts
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.
.
.

.
.
.
.

validation arguments
model analysis reports
updated test plan
test scripts
coverage reports
executable test cases
expected results
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TABLE 2. Certification Process Tasks and Artifacts
Process Tasks

Test execution

Test measurement

Sources (Inputs)

.
.
.•
.
.

system under test
executable test cases

Artifacts (Outputs)

.
.

failure log

.
.

product certification measures

testing models

expected results
failure information
failure log
testing models

.

process assessment metrics
test stopping criteria

The first step in the process is to create the test plan. Sources for this task include all available system documentation, i.e., specifications, prototypes, prior software versions, user and reference
guides, and usage information. Usage information is available in the form of customer interviews,
usage data captured from fielded systems and developer intuition. The test plan itself contains
information relating to the models that are to be constructed to test the system, the abstraction levels for these models, the system boundaries that the models will operate under and real world testing objectives and real world constraints on testing such as schedule, budget and available
personnel. Further, metrics collected from prior projects also play a role in test planning.
The models defined by the test plan are developed from the system documentation and usage
information. These models describe how the system can and will be used when it is fielded. Construction of these models is the subject of another section of this paper.
In general, a system is tested with a number of models representing different users or usages of

the system under test. The identification of which models are of interest in testing during the various development stages is called stratification. System stratification lends valuable insight into
testing. It allows testers to form a complete testing strategy by exposing all the areas that could be
tested (although all might not be tested); and, it eases the modeling burden by separating the testing of multiple software components. Thus, multiple models can be constructed, each representing a different aspect of usage of the system under test. For example, stratification could allow a
critical function to be isolated and thoroughly examined in a separate model. Using the stratification classes, a decision must be made as to which classes form valid strata for testing. This decision may be based on pre-defined test objectives or on available information about customer
requirements, expected sales volume, and the expected distribution of user classes in the field.
After each stratum is selected, a percentage of test resources is allocated to each. Assigning these
sampling percentages requires intimate knowledge of the specification for the system under test
and is also aided by knowledge about how the system will be used in its intended environment.
Multiple sample percentages can be assigned for cases in which different perspectives on quality
are desirable, e.g., a typical user perspective could be one goal and a adverse usage perspective
could be another.
The specific strata that are chosen for the test, i.e., given nonzero sampling percentages, are based
on the business goals and user/sponsor requirements for the software. Managers are faced with the
task of spreadmg the available budget over the p6Mihl~ ~tr9.t!l th9.t gg_tigfy the requiremenW Of the
system and address the applicable quality concerns to the highest degree.
Software Certification Based on a Usage Model
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The models are analyzed to determine their consistency with usage information and the testing
constraints defined in the test plan. Often it is necessary to adjust certain parameters of the models
to obtain this consistency. The updated models are called validated usage models. This step also
creates a report useful for helping test executors prepare for the upcoming statistical test. An
important point is that this analysis is only possible because the usage model is a specific type of
stochastic process called a Markov chain.
The validated models are used to automatically generate test scripts which serve as a list of commands and actions to use to test the software. These scripts can be processed into executable test
cases and amended with expected results to make them suitable for automated execution. These
test cases are then executed against the system and the results are logged in a failure log.
Finally, as the test cases are executed, measurements are made on the quality of the product (as
indicated by the statistical test) and on the effectiveness of the development and testing process.
These measures serve as the exit criteria for the test and as objective data to allow managers to
make informed decisions about the software's fitness for release to customers.

3. A Finite-State Model for Software Usage
Software usage is the process of applying sequences of stimuli to a software system. As software
processes inputs it moves from one state to the next depending on some or all prior stimuli
applied. It is appropriate, therefore, to define a finite-state model of software usage that simulates
the application of stimuli based on these operational states of a software system. There is an initial operational state corresponding to "no stimulus yet received", i.e., some non-invoked or startup state, and a final state representing software termination, power down, etc. The intermediate
operational states are defined by aspects of system behavior that change as stimulus history
builds. For example, it may be that certain histories cause stimuli to become illegal and instead of
the normal response, an error message is displayed. This can be the case in a text editor when
printing is attempted. If no document is specified or has been created, then printing is impossible,
invoking some appropriate error message; however, if somewhere in the recent stimulus history
(i.e., since the last invocation) a document was retrieved or specified then printing would continue
as expected. These "situations" that affect the application or behavior of stimuli are encapsulated
into the state set of a Markov model that simulates user interaction with a software system. The
creation of this model is the subject of this paper. The state set of the model, called the usage
states, is first established from an analysis of the system documentation. Next, directed arcs are
installed connecting the states. The arcs are labeled with the external stimuli which cause the state
transitions.
Although a system specification is helpful in constructing a Markov model, it is not always the
case that one is readily available. In such cases, the model can be constructed from any available
knowledge about system use, including, requirements documents, sample system executions, or
working knowledge of the software developers. Any documented or undocumented knowledge
that allows the software to be developed will allow a usage model to be constructed.

Software Certification Based on a Usage Model
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4. Creating Markov Chain Usage Models
The usage model discussed in this paper is the finite-state, discrete-parameter Markov chain.
Markov chains have three components: states, arcs, and transition probabilities. The states must
obey the Markov property, i.e., the information necessary to determine the next state in the process must be wholly contained in the current state. This is traditionally stated as: ''the future is
independent of the past given the present." Markov chains can be represented by either a matrix
with the states as indices and the transition probabilities as entries, a directed graph with the states
as nodes and the arcs (labeled with transition probabilities) as the edges, or a table of from-state/
to-state/probability entries.
There is no algorithm for creating a Markov model from a problem description. In general, for
large, complex software systems, usage models are constructed in small, abstract pieces and then
detail is added by expanding arcs into more detailed submodels. When Markov chains are used it
is important that each submode! is a valid Markov chain (i.e., obeys the Markov property) and that
the composition of the submodels into the overall model is also a valid Markov chain. The creation of the model is an engineering activity that can be taught, learned and perfected but rarely
automated. An example is presented to illustrate the technique.
Consider the simple selection menu pictured in Figure 1. The input domain consists of the up
arrow key and the down arrow key, which move the cursor to the desired menu item, and the enter
key which selects the item. The cursor moves from one item to the next and wraps from top to
bottom on an up arrow and from bottom to top on a down arrow. The first item, Select Project, is
used to define a project (the semantics of which are not described here for simplicity). The project
name then appears in the upper right comer of the screen. Once a project is defined the next three
items, Enter Data, Analyze Data, and Print Report, can be selected to perform their respective
functions. If no project is defined, selecting these items gives no response.
FIGURE 1. Selection Menu

Current Project: I~ - - ~

I

~~~;tBI~ect >I
Analyze Data
Print Report
Exit System

press Enter to select, arrow keys to move cursor

The first step in defining a usage model is to identify each event of the usage history which
impacts user-perceived software behavior (i.e., the usage states). In this example, the location of

the cursor, which is arrived at through successive application of the arrow keyB~ iB one Bu~h item
because of the effect that it has on cursor movement. For example, if the cursor is on any of the
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first four lines, a down arrow causes the cursor to move down one position while on the fifth line,
a down arrow causes the cursor to wrap to the top line. In other words, the defined behavior of the
arrow keys is a function of the current cursor location. The cursor location is arrived at through
prior application of the arrow key stimuli.
Another event which impacts usage is whether or not a project has been defined. If one has, then
the data, analyze, and print options are available, if not, only the select and exit options will function.
Thus, the usage state for this example is made up of two usage variables: (1) cursor location
(which is abbreviated CL and takes on values "Sel", "Enter'', ''Anl", "Print", or "Exit" for each
respective menu item) and (2) project defined (which is abbreviated PD and takes on the values
"Yes" or "No").
The usage states and stimuli are organized as a state transition diagram that defines legal stimuli
(and state) sequences for the example software system. The diagram appears in Figure 2 for the
example menu. The function of each menu item (i.e., the other screens) is represented by an
abstract state and stimuli transitions in order to maintain a concise example. In reality, each
shaded state of Figure 2 represents a subgraph of states which define the usage possibilities for
that particular function of the software. Thus it is possible to maintain a hierarchy of models by
constructing the usage model in a top-down fashion.
This model defines all possible input sequences for the software in a formal and concise model. A
path, or connected state/arc sequence, from the initial "Software Not Invoked" state to the final
"Software Terminated" state represents a single execution of the example software. Since loops
and cycles are present in the model, an infinite number of such sequences are possible. In order to
generate paths statistically, probability distributions are established over the exit arcs at each state
that simulate expected usage. Assigning these probabilities is the subject of the next section.
Sequences are automatically generated from the model by stepping through state transitions
(according to the transition probabilities), from "Software Not Invoked" to "Software Terminated", and recording the sequence of stimuli on the path traversed. A sample stimulus sequence
from the usage model of Figure 2 is: invoke, enter, select, up arrow, up arrow, enter, analyze,
down arrow, down arrow, enter. The stimuli sequences represent executions of the software and
can be used as test cases when supplemented with the expected outcomes as defined by the software's specification.
In this example, only information from the current input sequence is necessary to predict the
result of applying stimuli and the changes to the usage state. However, it is often the case with
software usage that events occurring in prior sequences also affect software behavior. In our
example, we note that no prior executions of the software needed to be consulted to accurately
simulate usage. However, by changing the problem statement slightly, we demonstrate how prior
"saved-state" is incorporated into a usage model. As before, the Enter Data option is only available when a project has been selected. The Analyze Data feature is operational when a project is
selected and data has been entered through the Enter Data option. The Print Report option must
have a selected project that has data already entered and analyzed before it will function. In other
words, a sequence of selection restriction is placed on the menu choices; imposing that a project is
Software Certification Based on a Usage Model
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F1GURE 2. Usage Model for the Example Selection Menu

d
Key:
u = up arrow key
d = down arrow key
e = enter key

selected before data is entered, that data is entered before an analysis is performed and, finally,
that an analysis is performed before a report is printed. In order to incorporate this new behavior,
we must model the status of the saved-state. We define the following equivalence classes for the
project defined state variable: "None"= no project selected, "New"= project selected but no data
entered, "Data"= project selected and data entered, "Anlz"= project selected, data entered, and
analysis performed. We then reorganize the usage model to account for this new information. The
new diagram appears in Figure 3.
F1GURE 3. Usage Model for the Saved-State Example
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An interesting aspect of this model is evident from the shaded state through which projects are
selected (i.e., the state reachable from the first menu item: CL=Sel). Note that the stimulus select
leaves this state on three separate arcs; modeling the fact that the user can select a new project, a
project in which data has previously been entered, or a previously analyzed project. In order to
know what specific action to take via the select stimulus, one must pay attention to the state
reached as a result of the select stimulus. For example, a .sequence "Software Not Invoked",
{CL=Sel,PD=None}, .J, Select Project, select, {CL=Sel,PD=Data}, ... ; indicates that a project
with data previously entered should be selected from the Select Project screen.
Another aspect of the saved-state model is that the "Enter Data Screen" appears as three separate
states. This is called state splitting and is performed in reaction to the fact that when the cancel
stimulus occurs from this screen, the next state will vary depending on the underlying data file.
Thus, the "Enter Data Screen" is split into three states, one for each possible return state when the
cancel key is pressed.
This finite-state model of software usage allows complex usage histories to be incorporated into a
concise model. As with any finite model of an essentially infinite process, certain assumptions
about equivalence classes of events must be made. In this example, it did not matter what data
was entered, only that there was indeed data present In all modeling problems, decisions must be
made to create additional equivalence classes for such cases or not depending on a comparison of
the costs of additional model complexity with the benefits of additional accuracy and detail that
such detail would provide.
It is not necessarily the case that the stimuli labels on the arcs of the model must correspond to
physical inputs as in the above example. A more abstract, higher-level model is sometimes more
useful and, for very large projects, often easier to build. In the above selection menu example, we
could have chosen the stimuli to be "choose the Select Project option", "choose the Enter Data
option" and so forth, as a higher level view of usage of this system. Of course, such a view
changes the usage state definition as well, for example, we longer need to keep track of the cursor
location because we are not modeling individual keystrokes. Choosing an appropriate level of
abstraction is an important design step for software engineers building usage models. The decision must reflect all certification goals including reliability, safety, budget, and problem size.
To illustrate the abstraction technique consider the original 16 state usage chain pictured in Figure
2. This chain has two usage variables that are represented in the states. Suppose however that the
usage variable CL={ Sel., Enter, Anl., Print, Exit} is determined to be unnecessary for some reason or another (maybe it is being handled by a previously tested common service and is known to
be of very high quality). This variable can be removed by shifting the information that it contains
from the states to the arcs of the usage model. This shift has the effect of reducing the number of
states because less detail is being represented by them. In fact, now only one usage variable
PD={Yes, No} exists.
In order to shift the information contained in the CL usage variable, new stimuli must be created
that encapsulate this activity. Specifically, the "high-level" stimuli:

• press Enter at the Select Project option,
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• press Enter at the Enter Data option,
• press Enter at the Analyze Data option,
• press Enter at the Print Report option and
• press Enter at the Exit Project option
are created to capture not only the application of the Enter key but also the necessary position of
the cursor. Thus, the information from the CL usage variable is embedded in these abstract stimuli. This allows the removal of the CL usage variable and permits the Markov model to be drawn
with only one usage variable: PD= {Yes, No}. This model is shown in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. Usage Model for the Example Selection Menu

,...-.-A-nal-s-y-z-e-<- Re~orm
na ys1s
Data
Screen

5. Assigning Transition Probabilities
A set of constant state transition probabilities represents either a particular environment of use or
the expected usage of the software by a particular class of users. There are many possible transition matrices with the structure described by Figure 4. For example, if the increment in which the
analysis functions were implemented included little or no changes to the data entry or reporting
functions, it may be desirable to concentrate more of the testing resources on the analysis functions. However, for the final increment, it will probably be more important to certify the software
based on testing from a model that better represents expected operational use the software.
Often used, simple approaches for selecting the values for the state transition probabilities are:
• assign uniform probabilities across the unknown exit arcs for each state in the model.
• assign transition probabilities based on informed assumptions about management objectives or
expected use of the software.
• assign transition

ptt>b~bilitiM hased on field d9.t9..
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• use some combination of the above three approaches.
However, to define and update the transition probabilities by assignment of specific values to individual transition probabilities can be time consuming and error-prone for a variety of reasons:
• Although the usage model is developed from the software specification, typically there is
insufficient information to completely specify all transition probabilities in a usage model.
Even models based on extensive field data or detailed test plans, with many known transition
probability constants, usually have many other transition probabilities that must be determined.
• There is often a large set of possible transition probability matrices that satisfy the testing constraints and test objectives. We must select the "best" transition probability matrix that satisfies
all the known constraints.
• The transition probabilities must be updated as new information concerning expected use of
the software becomes available or as testing objectives change.
• Managing changes can be difficult because of the need to identify and preserve implicit relationships among transition probability values.
• A change to the exit arc transition probabilities of a single state may impact the exit arc transition probabilities of any other state.
The available information for a particular transition probability, referred to as testing constraints,
may be in any of the following forms:
• A constant value (e.g., "the probability of a transition from state S2 to state S4 is 0.25").
• A range of values (e.g., "the probability of a transition from state S2 to state S4 is greater than
or equal to 0.1 and less than or equal to 0.3").
• A function of other transition probabilities (e.g., "the probability of a transition from state S2 to
state S4 is one-half the probability of a transition from state S2 to state S3.
Testing constraints arise from three sources:
• Structural constraints that define whether a transition is allowed between two states.
• Usage constraints that define values for particular transition probabilities or relationships
between sets of transition probabilities based on expected usage of the software.
• Management constraints that define testing objectives and that define the cost and value of testing particular sections of the usage model.
Testing constraints can be easily represented and maintained by one or more mathematical functions. Such a representation explicitly preserves the information concerning relationships between
transition probabilities in a format that is easy to maintain, easy to analyze, and that can be used to
automatically generate constant transition probabilities. Any necessary changes to transition probabilities (for example, due to new knowledge or due to change in management objectives and constraints) over the software life cycle can be easily made by changing the appropriate constraint
function.
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Since there can be many sets of transition probability matrices that satisfy a system of high-level
constraints, test constraints must be used to select among the choices. Testing objectives will typically vary across the software life cycle. Examples of test objectives are:
• Test only the sections of the usage model that represent new functionality for this increment.
• Test all the software, but emphasize the new functionality for this increment.
• Emphasize sections of the usage model that represent critical functions.
• Perform testing that mimics as closely the expected operational use of the software.
Test objectives can easily be represented as mathematical functions. Standard techniques from
operations research and commercially available optimization software can be readily used to automatically generate an optimal set of transition probabilities that satisfies all the applicable testing
constraints and test objectives for a particle time in the software life cycle.

In practice, for large, complex software systems, usage models are developed hierarchically. This
fact, combined with an incremental development process requires a process for building a flexible, reusable usage model. Test objectives for earlier increments may indicate a need for uniform
distribution of exit arc probabilities for a collection of states. For later increments, it may be more
appropriate to reduce (but not eliminate) testing of older, well-tested parts of the usage model.
The techniques of representing the constraints and test objectives as mathematical functions and
then automatically generating an optimal transition probability matrix according to the management objectives at each stage in the software development process support this way of working.

6. Application of Usage Models
Test scripts are generated from a usage model by starting in the initial state, generating a random
number, and choosing the next state based on assigned transition probabilities. This process is
continued until the final state is reached. The state and arc labels of the specific path traversed
becomes the test script. It follows that since the scripts are selected at random, some scripts could
be quite short while others can be longer.
The general method used in practice is that a large number of test scripts are generated (usually by
a tool) in advance of testing and then applied, in the order generated, to the system under test.
When automated tools are used to execute the scripts, an additional step to parse the scripts into
usable format is taken. Execution and evaluation (determining success or failure) methods are
inherently domain specific and very few general solutions apply, thus we will not discuss the
details of these practices in this paper.
When the software is first delivered to the certification team from development, it is label as "version l". Testing is initiated on version 1 and data about success and failure is logged. Data collection during statistical testing is important in order that the measures be as accurate as possible.
Data is input to measurement engines that allow testing decisions to be supported by objective
data. Testing continues until one of the fo11ow1ng cntena are met:
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• The measures indicate that the increment is ready to be released. In the case that it is an intermediate increment, testing is halted until the next increment is ready. If the increment is the last
one, the software is released. The increment itself is said to be "certified."
• The measures indicate that the increment is of unacceptable quality and the team determines
that additional testing will not suffice to increase the quality. Whenever this occurs, the code is
put back into development, or possibly into specification depending on the nature of the problems encountered, and testing is halted until the code is again ready to test.
• The measures indicate that the increment is of unacceptable quality but that the nature of the
changes to the code are such that once made, testing can continue. Once the changes are made
and the code is redelivered, it is labeled ''version 2" and testing continues on this new version.

7. Certifying Software Quality
The most common quality measure is software reliability, which is defined as the probability that
a software system performs according to its specification for any randomly chosen use of the software system under a specific usage profile.
This conditional probability can be computed with a number of mathematical models. These models generally fall into one of two categories:
• reliability models, in which reliability is measured from the current software version only, and
• reliability growth models, in which the measure is computed using data from multiple software
versions.
Reliability is a dual conditioned probability. It depends on both the definition of a use and also the
usage profile that governed the sampling process. Thus, a reliability number is reflecting the definition of a use that was established in the usage model (e.g., as defined by the start and terminate
states in the Markov chain) and the probabilities assigned to the productions or transitions. Thus,
the number is accurate for users whose usage pattern are reflected by the usage model.
The idea of using a relatively small sample of test cases to certify software has been a source of
criticism of random testing in the past However, software certification is much more than just
random testing. The fact is that it is impossible to test most modem software systems completely.
That is, exhaustive testing is infeasible for all but the most simple software systems. There are
three reasons that exhaustive testing is impractical:
• Software allows variable input.
Variable input, i.e., integers, real numbers, character strings and so forth, creates such a large
range of possible values that could be tested that it is impractical to supply all those values during testing. Since a failure could occur on any specific value, complete testing is impractical to
achieve.
• Software inputs can be sequenced.
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The order that inputs can be applied can, in general, be rearranged into an infinite number of
combinations. Thus, the number of input sequences that could occur are, for all practical purposes, infinite.
• Software can accept multiple and interacting streams of input
It is not uncommon for real-time software to handle simultaneous input from multiple sources.
Potentially, developers must consider the entire cross product of multiple input domains when
creating software. Testers are faced with the formidable task of choosing which subset of the
cross product to apply during testing.

Thus, software testing is really a problem of sampling from an infinite input population. In other
words, no matter what method or techniques they use, testers are sampling from the input domain
of the software under test. The real problem for testers is how to define the population and draw
the best possible sample to meet their goals and to be able to quantify the "goodness" of the sample to measure the adequacy of testing.
Since sampling is unavoidable, software producers cannot certify that their software contains no
faults or that it will not fail when it is released. The implication for software testers is that there
are two types of test cases, those that are executed in the test lab and those that are not. The former
type do not cause problems for software producers because the behavior of the software is known
when the user applies these sets of inputs. It is the latter case that are troublesome because the user
is applying input sequences to the software for the very first time and the behavior of the software
is essentially unknown.
The idea that users are exercising system functionality for the first time is disconcerting to many
software producers. However, the situation is unavoidable. Users have available to them the entire
infinite input space, or population, and testers are only able to test a small subset of that population before release. This is where sampling theory can be used to aid the cause of the software
producer. When the population is fully defined and samples drawn correctly and systematically,
statistics collected on the samples can provide quantitative insight into how the rest of the population will behave. Whether or not sufficient resources exist to test a representative sample of the
population, the risk of releasing the software can be measured. Measurement is the first step in
understanding, controlling, and mitigating risk.
Because usage models represent a great many more test cases than can actually executed, metrics
about test set completeness and coverage can be readily computed. Certification is performed as a
scientific, statistical investigation which yields product certification measures such as reliability,
mean time to failure and more.

8. Conclusions
Software is amenable to scientific, rigorous testing. For software that plays an important role in
systems, such testing and certification is crucial. Usage modeling and software certification have
been used successfully in software projects in numerous companies and government agencies.
Tbe environments range from real-lime emMdd~d ~l'>d~ Of\ R hlll'e fflRChine to gophigticRted goft-
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ware engineering environments. The software systems certified have been of respectable size and
complexity.
This paper describes the use of software certification based on a usage model to make testing
more effective by supplying testers with engineering guidelines about how to build models of test
environments. We present the certification process and techniques for developing usage models,
representing testing constraints, and determining optimal values for transition probabilities that
satisfy all known testing constraints and test objectives.
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Facts about Software Testing

Model
• Software testing is expensive
Gwendolyn H. Walton

• Software organizations routinely field buggy software and have little or no quantitative
information about the extent of usage behavior covered in testing or how reliable the
software will be in the field.

and
James A. Whittaker
Software Engineering Technology, Inc.
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Goal : "to estimate the quality of the software for any given input sequence from the
populi.tion of possibilities.

We accomplish this goal by using statistical inference:

Software Certification Process
Tasks and Artifacts (1 of 2)

Process Tasks
Test planning

Sources (Inputs)
• system documentation

• usage information
• metrics from prior projects
Model develop- • system documentation
ment
• usage information

Population

• test plan
Model analysis • usage information
Statistically
correct selection

Statistically valid
generalization

..,

Artifacts (Outputs)
• test plan (model definitions, abstraction levels, test resources)

• usage models

• validated usage models

• test plan

• validation arguments

• usage models

• model analysis reports
• updated test plan

Sample
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Software Certification Process
Tasks and Artifacts (2 of 2)

Finite-State Model for Software Usage
(based on the system specification)
Finite-state discrete-parameter Markov Chain:

Process Tasks Sources (Inputs)
Test generation • validated usage models

Artifacts (Outputs)
• test scripts

•
•

intuitive modeling of software
familiar design structure for software engineers

• coverage reports
• executable test cases

•

Test processing • test scripts
Test execution

• expected results
• failure log

significant analytical capability for:
- pre-test assessment of specification, test cases, and testing complexity
- more accurate product and process assessment

•

straightforward test sequence generation

• testing models

•

enhanced measurement capability

•

significant future growth potential

• system under test
• executable test cases
• expected results

Test
ment

• failure information
measure- • failure log
• testing models

• product certification measures
• process assessment metrics
• test stopping criteria
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/'Modeling to support various testing focuses . ,
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Figure 1: Example Selection Menu

Current Project:
•

input domain coverage

6s~1¢a etM~H : <><I

user-view product certification
•

critical use certification

•

stress testing

Enter Data
Analyze Data
Print Report
Exit System

press Enter to select, arrow keys to move cursor
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Usage Variables

Figure 2: Usage Model for Example
Selection Menu

(1) cur.sor locatio11 (CL): "Sel", "Enter", "Anl", "Print", "Exit"

(2) pruject defi11ed (PD): "Yes", "No"
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Figure 3: Usage Model for the Saved-State
Example
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Abstraction:

Create "high-level" stimuli to encapsulate the CL activity (i.e. the application of the Enter
key and the necessary position of the cursor):
• press Enter at the Select Project option,
• press Enter at the Enter Data option,
• press Enter at the Analyze Data option,
• press Enter at the Print Report option,
• press Enter at the Exit Project option

Allows the removal of the CL usage variable.
Leaves us with only one usage variable: PD= {Yes, No}
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Figure 4: A More Abstract Usage Model

Assigning Transition Probabilities

Simple Approaches:
• assign uniform probabilities across the unknown exit arcs for each state
•

assign transition probabilities based on informed assumptions about management
objectives or expected use of the software

• assign transition probabilities based on field data
• use some combination of the above three approaches
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Problems with Assigning Specific Values to
Individual Transition Probabilities
•

typically there is insufficient information to completely specify all transition
probabilities in the model

•

there is often a large set of possible transition probability matrices that satisfy the
testing constraints and test objectives

•

the transition probabilities must be updated as new information concerning expected
use of the software becomes available or as testing objectives change

•

managing changes can be difficult because of the need to identify and preserve implicit
relationships among transition probability values

•

a change to the exit arc transition probabilities of a single state may impact the exit arc
transition operabilities of any other state
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Testing Constraints

Forms:
• a constant value
• a range of values
• a function of other transition probabilities
Sources:
• structural constraints
• usage constraints
• management constraints
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Representation of Testing Constraints and
Test Objectives

r

Application of Usage Models
1. Automatically generate test scripts from the usage model

Use mathematical functions:

2•

For automated testing, parse the scripts into usable format

J.

Execute

•

explicitly preserves the information concerning relationships between transition
prollabilities

•

fonmat is easy to maintain and easy to analyze

4.

Evaluate

•

can be used to automatically generate constant transition probabilities, using standard
techniques from operations research and commercially available optimization
software.

5•

Collect data
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,Certify Software Quality Based on Test
Results

'wh.en to Stop Testing?
Input data to measurement engines.
Make <ibjective decisions.

Reliability: the probability that a software system performs according to its specification
for any randomly chosen use of the software system under a specific usage profile.

Testing continues until one of the following occurs:
•
•

the- measures indicate that the increment is ready to be released
the- measures indicate that the increment is of unacceptable quality and the team
det-ermines that additional testing will not suffice to increase the quality
• the, measures indicate that the increment is of unacceptable quality but the nature of the
chamges to the code are such that once made, testing can continue.

Reliability depends on:
• the definition of a use
• the usage profile that governed the sampling process

.,
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rWhy Certification?

Certification for Risk Management

Exhaustive testing is infeasible for all but the most simple software systems:
• software allows variable input
•

software inputs can be sequenced

•

software can accept multiple and interacting streams of input

Real problem: how to define the population and draw the best possible sample to meet the
testing goals and to be able to quantify the "goodness" of the sample to measure the
adequacy of testing.

Thus, ALL software testing is sampling from a potentially infinite input population.

Certification addresses this problem by using sampling theory.

Since sampling is unavoidable, we will never know with certainty:

Whether or not sufficient resources exist to test on a representative sample of the
population, the risk of releasing the software can be measured.

•

that the software contains no faults , or

• that the software will never fail
Measurement is the first step in understanding, controlling, and mitigating risk .

.,

\.
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'Certification has been Proven to be Effective"

Usage modeling and software certification have been used successfully in software
projects in numerous companies and government agencies.

The environment range from real-time embedded code on a bare machine to sophisticated
software engineering environments.

The software systems certified have been of respectable size and complexity.

The traditional development of test cases is replaced by careful derivation of test plans and
testing artifacts that leads to thorough, repeatable, and quantifiable product testing.
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Mr. Michael Deck
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process and quality problems through the application of advanced software
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1. Introduction
Cleanroom software engineering has sparked considerable interest at recent software quality conferences
and on the Internet. Unfortunately, many authors define Cleanroom as a collection of specific practices,
giving the impression that Cleanroom is very rigid and constrained. Worse, these authors cite Cleanroom
"success stories" that use a more relaxed definition. The result has been concern among project managers
and staff that Cleanroom is not practical for their projects .
In this paper, I will try to address those concerns. The paper will show how the ''theme" of fundamental,
defining principles guides "variations" by individual projects. In this way I hope to rebut those who would
criticize the entire Cleanroom approach by attacking individual practices that have been used in the past
but are not common today.
The Cleanroom practices described in this paper are not de.fining characteristics of Cleanroom as much as
they are typical of Cleanroom usage. So, while it is possible to think of a Cleanroom project that does not
use incremental development (e.g., a one-month project), most Cleanroom projects will comprise more than
one increment.
The paper organizes the Cleanroom practices into three general categories or "clusters" of Cleanroom
usage. It briefly summarizes and describes each of the practices and compares them with other industry
practices 1.
I will also offer guidelines to help you decide which Cleanroom practices to adopt first . These general
guidelines are not a substitute for a fully tailored phase-in plan, but they can help you get started ..
In any discipline, scholarly debate provides vital stimulation to growth and development. With this paper I
hope to shift that debate toward a discussion of the merits of specific, current Cleanroom practices.

1.1 Three Usage Clusters
This paper groups the Cleanroom practices into three clusters: basic, intermediate, and advanced. In its
broad outline, this organization follows the lead of work by Hausler, Linger, and Trammell [I] . However, it
differs from that work in several respects. First, the three usage clusters are variations on an overall theme,
rather than phases through which an organization passes on its way to "true" Cleanroom. Each project will
combine practices from different clusters, depending on its particular needs.
The Cleanroom variations have a loose relationship to capability maturity (as measured, e.g., by the SEI
Capability Maturity Model, or CMM [2]). A less-mature organization will achieve little benefit from the
more advanced practices, because those gains are likely to be overshadowed by unpredictability in other
areas. However, a more mature organization will often use basic practices when circwnstances dictate.
These practices are tools for solving certain problems, rather than as a package to be accepted or rejected
in toto. The goal of software process improvement is to use the right practices, not necessarily the most
advanced practices available.

1. 1. 1 Basic Practices Overview
Projects that use the practices of the "basic" cluster are typically looking for short-term improvements in
business competitiveness. Such an organization may not be using formal software engineering techniques.
The basic Cleanroom practices provide cost-effective ways to improve quality. Smaller companies,
companies that develop software primarily for in-house application, and CMM Level 1 organizations are
likely users of these practices.

1

It'~ diffiGult to ~ay whilt "indUfill)'" mwWJ.B, Cwrtilinly mww~,,hiwYiW dvYvl9pvr~ ftl}Q application
developers will use very different practices . This spectrum of usage is also apparent in Cleanroom.
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The practices of the basic cluster are incremental development, black box specifications, structured
programming, team review, and behavioral testing. A more-mature organization may continue to use the
basic practices for projects, or project parts, that do not merit a more rigorous approach.
Is the basic cluster "true" Cleanroom? I believe that the basic cluster represents an acceptable level of
Cleanroom practice for many teams, provided the Cleanroom principles are followed.

1. 1.2 Intermediate Practices Overview
An "intermediate" cluster of Cleanroom practice is intended for "software-based" organizations. These are
organizations that sell software or systems that contain software, or that depend on the software they
develop to manage their businesses. Such an organization has probably established software process
guidelines, and is already achieving moderately high quality goals. Intermediate Cleanroom practices
address both quality improvement and development cost reduction through early defect prevention.
The intermediate cluster adds several practices to the basic cluster, including program verification and the
specification and design practices that support it. Testing practices based on statistical reliability models
are also introduced in the intermediate cluster.

1.1.3 Advanced Practices Overview
The "advanced" cluster adds specialized techniques that are needed to achieve high reliability in complex
systems environments. These include, but are not limited to, formal methods of specification and
verification, formal modeling of real-time and concurrency issues, and advanced usage models.

1. 1.4 Other Key Practices
There are many other components of a good software engineering process. These include process
documentation, project management, metrics, and configuration management among many others. I make
no attempt to present Cleanroom as a "complete" methodology, or as a replacement for everything you are
already doing. Every Cleanroom project will have to embed the Cleanroom practices into their evolving
software engineering processes. Just because this paper makes scant mention of configuration management,
for example, does not mean there is no place for CM in a Cleanroom project.
Because of their important role in software engineering, this paper will briefly discuss the relationship
between Cleanroom and CASE tools, object-orientation, client-server development, and the re-U:se of
existing and newly developed code.
1.2 A Practices Matrix

Table 1 shows the Cleanroom practices at a glance, along with the page in this paper on which it is
described. The columns describe the three clusters. Management practices address overall process and
management issues. Development practices are used to document requirements and specifications and to
construct manageable hierarchies of design and code. Review practices are used throughout the project to
maintain quality control. Testing practices measure the quality of developed software, and help predict its
quality trajectory.
As you move from right to left in the matrix, capabilities are inclusive. A Cleanroom team at the
intermediate level will be applying practices from both the "intermediate" and "basic" columns. In many
cases, the same practices carry forward from cluster to cluster, though they may be tailored or adapted.
There are few dependencies among the practices. The synergies through which a collection of practices
becomes more effective when applied concurrently are more numerous.
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Basic
Management
Development

Black Box Specification (6)

Review

Clear Box Desimis (6)
Team Review (6)

Testing

Behavioral Testing (7)

Advanced
Intermediate
Incremental Development (5)
Team Ownership (5)
Conditional-Rule Process
Formal Specifications (13)
Specifications (9)
Abstract Data Models (10)
Stimulus History Models (13)
Formal Models Of Real-Time
And Concurrency ( 14)
State Box Desimis (10)
Clear Box Verification (10)
Correctness Proof ( 14)
State Box Verification (11)
Usage Modeling ( 11)
Advanced Usage Models (14)
Statistical Testing (12)
ProductWarranties(l5)

Table 1. Cleanroom Practices Overview

2. Theme: The Software Cleanroom
. The Cleanroom approach was first used in the early 1980s at IBM' s Federal Systems Division-the
division responsible for space and defense systems [3,4]. There, the cost of a software failure was
measured in millions of dollars and potentially in human lives. Dr. Harlan Mills observed the quality gap
between hardware and software components of a system, and proposed that software developers adopt the
successful practices of precision manufacturing. The approach was called " Cleanroom." Cleanroom
software engineering combines successful techniques of precision manufacturing with the best practices of
software engineering.
Precision manufacturing achieves high quality through several practices:
Defect prevention. Development environments are ultra-clean, because it is less expensive to prevent
defects than it is to remove them after production. Technical reviews result in designs that are nearly errorfree before any testing begins.
Careful documentation. Engineering processes emphasize careful documentation of specifications and
designs. Documents that become outdated are revised. Components and parts are documented as carefully
as systems.
Statistical quality control. Quality assurance professionals use quantitative techniques based on statistical
theory to pi:edict quality metrics that are meaningful to customers, such as mean time to failure. Objective
quality measurement also gives managers the tools they need to estimate service and maintenance costs
Teamwork. Teamwork eliminates the adversarial relationships between developers, testers, and managers.
All the contributors center on the user, to enhance overall quality.

2.1 Original Goals Of Cleanroom
Cleanroom was proposed to solve the problem of translating well-understood requirements into reliable
systems. While no one doubted the difficult or importance of requirements understanding, or the many other
factors that contribute to overall software quality, the inventors of Cleanroom felt that techniques already
existed to solve that particular problem. Once that was solved, other problems could receive full attention.
To condemn Cleanroom because it doesn't solve all of the software problem is like refusing to use a
hammer because it doesn't tell you where to put the nail. Cleanroom is not a replacement for everything
you already know. It is not a solution to every software process problem. However, it includes practices
that address certain software process problems that are still prevalent in industry.
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2.2 Cleanroom Principles
Although some of the specific practices have changed over time, the :fundamental principles of Cleanroom
have remained very much the same [5, 6]:

•

Design Principle. Programming teams can and should strive to produce systems that are nearly errorfree upon entry to testing.

•

Testing Principle. The primary purpose of testing is to measure the quality of the developed software
product, and not to "test quality in."

These :fundamental principles lead to the specific practices that this document describes. Project-specific
tailoring within the bounds of these principles is the rule, rather than the exception.

2.3 Separation Of Development And Testing Functions
The separation of development from testing is a defining characteristic of Cleanroom. The early Cleanroom
projects [7, 8, 9, IO] implemented this separation with strict rules. No testing was done by developers, and
there were even projects where programmers were denied access to the compiler. Although Beizer [ 11]
correctly observes that there were few barriers to "cheating" in these projects, I was privileged to
participate in one such project, and I was aware of no cheating. Indeed, the rewards of first-time-correct
execution far outweighed the desire to cheat.

As a result of this strict separation, the "sound bite" definition of Cleanroom became "no unit testing." This
is a memorable phrase, but it can be misinterpreted. Generally speaking, team reviews replace testing by
developers for the purpose offinding defects. Although it is not as bad as ad-hoc testing and debugging,
even formal unit testing by developers is considered off-limits by most Cleanroom authors.
There are three primary reasons for prohibiting developer testing.
•

It forces more thorough and complete team reviews.

•

Team reviews are a cost-effective means of improving quality

•

Team reviews have numerous other benefits, including knowledge dissemination.

This is not to say there is never any execution of code. There will often be executions for the purpose of
understanding undocumented interfaces or learning new language features .
Switching to Cleanroom. is not as simple as cutting off developer testing. Other development and testing
practices must be ready to replace that testing in the Cleanroom process.
The development and testing functions do not necessarily have to be separate organizations. On a small
project, a single department could divide the development and testing responsibilities. On a very small
project, developers will often be called upon to wear a "testing hat." As long as the separation of
development and testing is achieved :functionally, it need not be achieved organizationally.
The separation of development and testing :functions is "what's new" about Cleanroom. The other practices
- including incremental development, verification, and statistical testing - arose independently of
Cleanroom and are widely used by non-Cleanroom projects.

2.4 Cleanroom Evolution
The evolution of Cleanroom has meant its extension and adaptation. Cleanroom has been applied in a
variety of project environments and project types, ranging from application development to real-time
systems. At the same time, software engineering tools, languages, and methods have evolved rapidly. As
would be expected of a practical approach, the definition of Cleanroom has broadened to incorporate those
developments that fit its general principles. Unfortunately, the pace of Cleanroom publication has not kept
adequate pace with that evolution.
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3. Variation: Basic Usage
The goal of the basic Cleanroom practices is cost-effective short-term quality improvement. This goal is
achieved by:
•

reducing the number of errors that must be found and corrected during testing,

•

improving manageability, and

•

lowering the cost of testing.

3.1 Incremental Development
Incremental development is.the life-cycle model most often associated with Cleanroom. An increment is a
functional subset of the eventual software product. It can be tested in an environment similar (if not
identical) to that of the final software, so inferences about field quality can be drawn from test results. Each
increment makes maximum reasonable re-use of prior increments. By having many increments within a
project, the results of one increment can be used to tailor the process for subsequent increments.
Incremental development is similar to evolutionary delivery[l2] in many respects. The minor differences
have to do with how complete the specification should be before design of the first increment begins, and
whether every increment must be seen by potential end-users. I am inclined toward a more generous
definition of incremental development that includes evolutionary delivery as a special case. However, there
are those in the "Cleanroom community" who feel that a true incremental development plan begins from a
complete specification and delivers increments of design/implementation to either end-users or internal
testers.
Incremental development can also be seen as a spiral model [13], especially when risk assessment is used to
plan increment content.

3.2 Team Ownership
Cleanroom is a team-based approach. Every work product is owned by a team that reviews it during its
development, approves it for completion, and concurs with subsequent modifications. The goal of team
review is consensus, though other techniques such as voting are occasionally used.
Each team must balance team ownership with individual responsibility. Usually, each team member is
responsible for leading the creation of one work product, and for shepherding it through team reviews.
Although the team reviews the work product against all applicable criteria, it grants great latitude to the
individual author on matters of style. This technique avoids the productivity drain of "design-bycommittee" while achieving the benefits of team ownership.
In Cleanroom, teams are usually small, ranging from 3 to 7 people. A "small" Cleanroom project would
2
have a single Project Team • This team would review all work products that pertain to the project as a
whole, such as the requirements, highest-level specifications, and test plans. A sub-team of perhaps 4
members would comprise the Development Team. Their responsibility is to produce increments of software
ready for testing. A different subset of the Project Team would form a Test Team of2-3 members. In a
very small project, certain members may have to serve on both the Development Team and the Test Team.
A larger project would have several teams on both the development side and the testing side. Each subteam
would send representative(s) to the Development Team. Then, the Development Team and Test Team again
come together as the Project Team. This "team-of-teams" organization can evolve as the project grows - it
need not be in place when work begins.

2

These tenm liku "ProjuGt T@m" am not dwfining ~hira~twri~i~~ 9f CIYi\filwm) or even common in the
Cleanroom community. Rather, they represent my attempt to describe the team structure.
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3.3 Black Box Specification
Black box behavior specification is the cornerstone of the Cleanroom development practices. Such
specifications emphasize an abstract view of the behavior of a software entity, hiding details ofits design
or implementation. The Cleanroom specification practices can be applied to software entities of any size,
from small fragments of code to large software systems.
Most specifications will evolve from precise natural language toward more rigorous notations, but they will
typically not do so uniformly. Even an advanced Cleanroom project will use natural language to support
and explain its formal specifications. It will also use natural language in those parts where absolute
precision is not necessary.
The Cleanroom specification ''style" is to describe a program's behavior as a mapping from input values
into output values, instantly, without intermediate steps. By thinking of software entities as mappings, all of
the mathematical methods that operate on mappings can be applied in software.
Behavior specifications are different from the sort of "narrative" style of specification that still typifies
much software development. Rather than describing a module or component as, "first it does this, then it
does this," the black box specification describes the net effect of that unit in terms of its effect on its
environment. The goal in black box specifications is to have a complete definition of the externally-visible
behavior of the system, object, or part under all possible circumstances of use3 •

3.4 Clear Box Designs
Clear boxes are the framework for expressing algorithms. A clear box combines a control structure (such
as if-then-else or sequence) with a set of sub-specifications for the software entities being controlled. These
sub-specifications are subsequently expressed as a clear boxes. The result is a hierarchy of specifications
that guides review and verification. The leaves of this hierarchy are primitives like lines of code and re-used
modules. Its high-level nodes are the architectural entities of the system. This simple structure gives the
developers a way to maintain intellectual control over software development.
You may be thinking, "that's just structured programming with a fancy new name!" In a way this is trueit is what structured programming originally meant. However, over time structured programming has been
watered down to where it is a synonym for "no GOTOs." Just as Cleanroom is ill-served by its "soundbite" definition, so too is structured programming considerably more than the absence of GOTOs. Rather
than try to recapture the term "structured programming" from the popular vernacular, we have introduced
the term "clear box."

As design progresses into code, another element of "Cleanroom style" is to include a copy of each object's
specification (or a pointer to it) near the place where that object is used. This "flattening" [14] simplifies
and speeds team reviews.

3.5 Team Review
Cleanroom team reviews have three characteristics that distinguish them from walk-throughs and
inspections:
•

they are iterative,

•

each review is conducted with the same team members, and

•

they focus on all quality aspects.

Suppose, for example, a team is developing a component. The following are typical steps in the review
process:

3

This will be our operational definition of "specification."
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•

•

specification
"prototype" reviews of initial specification sketches
"development" reviews of evolving specification
"completion" review(s) of final specification
design
"prototype" reviews of initial design sketches
"development" reviews of evolving
"completion" review(s) of final design or implementation

The prototype reviews use informal discussion to examine the direction for that work product, discussing
and discarding less-desirable alternatives. Development reviews are more formal, giving closer scrutiny to
completeness and validity issues (in the case of specification) and design quality issues (in the case of
designs.) Each development review typically focuses on a particular part of the specification or design, but
always includes an analysis of that part's combination with the whole. By the time the team reaches
completion reviews, they will have seen the specification or design several times, and will be able to
detennine its suitability for approval without undue labor.
This process is iterative, and can be sent back to earlier steps any time the team feels that is necessary. For
example, the development review of a design fragment could unearth specification problems that must be
rectified before proceeding.
Team reviews are not limited to exposing bugs, but strive for a shared conviction that the software is valid
with respect to requirements, correct with respect to specifications, and has the appropriate design
qualities4.
The reviews take place throughout the development process, so that team members can contribute and
critique before it is too late to change the design. And, although we have used the example of a component
design here, team reviews will be conducted for all development work products, with specialized techniques
for each.
In an effort to formalize the review process, some teams [15] have adopted elements of the formal
inspection protocol recommended by Fagan [16] , These elements include a separation between reader and
designer, the use of a trained facilitator or moderator, and the appointment of an individual to record
decisions. Intermediate-level Cleanroom teams that adopt this approach will replace Fagan's checklistbased inspection approach (where teams look for bugs) with verification-based inspection (where teams
apply clear box and state box verification).
More often, however, teams have adopted the practice of having each team member record design
decisions, and using the review-preparation period to compare the actual changes with the record. Again,
the decision on specific review techniques must be made by the individual project.
Groupware tools, including electronic mail and shared electronic documents, can reduce the amount of
face-to-face review time that is needed, and can be very helpful when meeting space is tight or when
individual work schedules are not conducive to frequent team reviews [ 17, 18]. Care should be taken when
using these tools to ensure that the primary goals of review are not compromised.

3.6 Behavioral Testing
The primary purpose of Cleanroom testing is to measure quality. Most of Cleanroom testing is behavioral
testing5 because that kind of testing emphasizes user-visible quality attributes such as the likelihood of
failures. The historical emphasis on behavioral testing over structural testing has several reasons:

4

We will use the phrase "design qm1liticf' to inGludc important iijpCGti ~uGh ilj mnintilirnlbility, rnu5ilbility

and performance characteristics.
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•

. Behavioral testing does not require any knowledge of the software's internals. So, it can be applied to
software that contains elements obtained as object-code only.

•

Behavioral testing is not biased by knowledge of internals. This, combined with the separation of
testing and development functions, makes it less likely that the developer and the tester will commit the
same errors.

•

It does not require construction of environments for the testing of internal interfaces.

This is not to set aside or downplay the importance of internal qualities such as reusability or
maintainability, but just to say that these qualities are assessed during review, and not through testing.
Although other Cleanroom advocates may blanch at the suggestion, I believe that there are times when it is
prudent for a team to supplement behavioral testing with formal structural testing that is guided by a
coverage analyzer [ 19]. This is especially important at the basic level of Cleanroom practice, because team
reviews at that level will not use formal verification methods, and such testing may be necessary to ensure
reasonable code quality6 •
However, I still recommend that the separation of development and testing functions be observed, to reap
the benefits previously described. In particular, developer testing for the purpose of finding bugs should
still be replaced entirely by team review. ·

3. 7 Examples and Applications
It is difficult to find Cleanroom projects at a "pure" basic level that have reported results . I would classify
most of the reported case results as being somewhere between basic and intermediate levels, though as
stated before it is not necessary to be at the same level in all practice areas. Let us look at two projects that
give a good idea of the basic practices.
Head [20] describes an implementation of Cleanroom at Hewlett-Packard, which is at the basic level in
almost every aspect. This small project, only 3.5 thousand non-commentary source statements (KNCSS)
was developed using C and C++ as part of a larger Windows application. It used that form of incremental
development that is closest to evolutionary delivery, in which the specification was refined throughout the
development process. They organized themselves as a single small team. They combined design techniques
from all clusters. Their team reviews used informal verifications together with their existing inspection
methods as taught by Gilb [12]. Details of their testing process were not reported, except that they did not
use statistical testing. It is unclear whether behavioral testing was used. Testing found 1.4 defects per
KNCSS in the first week. No defects were found during the subsequent 10 months of testing as part of the
larger application. There were no defects found in this code from when the system was released to when the
paper was published.
On a much larger project, Tann [21] describes the Cleanroom development of a telecommunications switch
operating system at Ellemtel. This project, called OS32, involved 73 people over 33 months. The final
system size was approximately 330,000 lines of code. The project used a voluntary team-of-teams
organization. Designers were given the option to work in teams or individually, and many opted for
individual work. Tann notes that they will probably mandate team organization in subsequent projects due
to the benefits they have observed from team work. There were 10-15 increments planned from the start.
SDL (a specification and design language popular in telecommunications) was used instead of behavior
specifications. Structured programming (i.e., clear boxes) was already in use at that company. Extensive
team reviews were conducted but verification was not used. Although unit testing by developers was not
5

We will use the term "behavioral" testing for what is often called "black box" testing.
This point of view may actually be gaining support in the "Cleanroom community" though few have
actually published it. I showed this passage to a senior consultant at another organization that provides
Cleanroom training and consulting, and his reaction was that they've been saying this for some time.
6
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done, it is not clear from the report whether simulator-based debugging was structural or behavioral. This
project did do usage modeling and limited statistical testing, both of which are practices found in the
intermediate cluster.
The OS32 project was quite pleased with improvements in several key areas. These included: schedule
compliance, delivery of full promised functionality, reduced integration and testing time, failure rate 50%
lower than expected, and an overall 70% productivity increase.

4. Variation: Intermediate Usage
The intermediate cluster Cleanroom practices will be easily recognizable to those who have read earlier
papers on Cleanroom. This cluster introduces some of the notations and models for specification and
design, it adds functional verification to the review practices, and it emphasizes statistical testing based on
expected usage.
The goals of intermediate Cleanroom practice are long-term quality improvement and cost reduction. These
goals are complementary: if there are fewer defects to find and fix, there will be fewer costs associated with
defects. Those resources can then be devoted either to new functions or to reduced cycle time. We are not
just referring to field defects, either. If a large percentage of your current development time-line is spent in
debugging, the greater efficiency of team reviews can improve productivity even within one development
cycle.

4.1 Conditional-Rule Process Specifications

In advancing to the intermediate level of Cleanroom specification, we introduce a notation for expressing
the black box specification of a process7. The conditional rule notation of Linger etal. [22] is the most
prevalent, though there are many variations. This notation uses a simple, programming-like notation to
eliminate ambiguity from natural-language specifications. Typically, the notation becomes more formal at
lower levels in the design hierarchy, with proportionally more natural language at higher levels.
The example in Figure 1 combines the conditional-rule notation with natural language as an initial step
toward formal specification of a simple procedure. The statements to the left of each arrow are predicates
on the values of the inputs to this procedure. The statements to the right of each arrow are mappings from
inputs to outputs. By convention, we read down the predicates, applying the mapping defined by the first
one that is satisfied. Because this resembles an if-then-else structure, and because the mappings are written
using a programming-like notation, software developers take naturally to this notation and learn it quickly.
However, this is not an implementation: it still hides the order in which the eventual implementation would
carry out operations. That order could be very different if desired for efficiency or performance.
When writing specifications for more complex objects, each of the "right-hand" mappings could be defined
in an entire document chapter, and an introductory chapter could be used to guide the reader toward the
various cases. Although the appearance would be different from Figure 1, the concept is the same.
array address-list is sorted in order by last-name, and an item whose lastname field equals lookup is in the array
-+ set address to the addressdata field that corresponds to any instance of
last-name lookup in array, and set found to TRUE
array address-list is sorted in order by last-name
-+ set address to anything and set found to FALSE
TRUE-+ undefined

Figure 1. Conditional Rule Example

1

A proov55 5Pv6ifi~iition g;~wibw~ " pr9~¥Q\Jrv c;,r prc;,0ram-part that does not retain encapsulated da~
such as a batch program, single procedure, or class method. Data encapsulation will be covered later.
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Underlying the conditional rule notation is a functional model of software. Other models such as axiomatic
(pre- and post-conditions) can certainly be used. Indeed, Basili [23] has shown that, on a mathematical
level, the two are interchangeable. Personal experience suggests that the functional model is easier to teach
than other models. It is more obvious to programmers, and easier to scale up.
A central tenet of functional specification is that the complete behavior be defined: no "special cases" may
be omitted, there may be no hidden side effects, and no use of unspecified "global" variables. It must be
possible for the reader of the specification to know all of the external effects of the underlying
implementation, so (for example) he or she could place that code in a re-use library and invoke it from (or
copy it to) another part of the system. In Figure 1, for example, we indicate that the user of this routine
should never call it unless array address-list is sorted, otherwise the results are unpredictable and possibly
dangerous. This completeness characteristic is called referential transparency.

4.2 Abstract Data Models
Abstract data models help us further distinguish the user' s view of a system's behavior from the
developer's view. Abstract models are used in the black box specification of an object that encapsulates
and retains data from one use to the next. (Here "object" includes big objects like systems and databases as
well as the objects and classes of object-oriented development.) For example, if our task is to specify a new
product that will simulate a disk drive through software (or even through software/hardware combination),
it makes sense to specify it in terms of virtual sectors, clusters, and tracks. These form a conceptual data
model-an abstraction of what's "inside" the system-that is meaningful to the user of the product. By
specifying in those terms we ease requirements validation. However, we may want to design the product in
terms of entirely different data-storage structures such as hash tables, or arrays. The design data (concrete
model) is chosen for its design qualities, and can be very different from the abstract model.
It is worth noting that, as the result of a single paper [24] on the subject (and several subsequent
references) there is a widespread misconception that Cleanroom prohibits the use of arrays and pointers.
This is not true. Cleanroom. shares the opinion (if a software engineering approach can have an opinion) of
most software engineers that careful, controlled use of arrays and pointers is important. Further, preference
is given whenever possible to data encapsulation using abstract data models.

4.3 State Box Designs
The design counterpart to abstract data models is the state box. In the earlier example of a software
replacement for a disk drive, the virtual sectors and tracks form the abstract model. The state box is
represented by the choice of implementation in terms of concrete structures like array or hash table. A state
box combines concrete data objects with the methods used to manipulate them. Both the data objects and
the methods may themselves require further design elaboration: they may require specifications either using
conditional rules or abstract models. A hierarchy is formed by specifications, state boxes, and clear boxes
that guides development and supports intellectual control.

4.4 Clear Box Verification
Cleanroom quality is supported by three practices. Specification is the documentation of a behavior that is
desired or intended. Design is the construction of software to meet a desired behavior. We (somewhat
·
arbitrarily) call the high levels of design "architecture" and the low levels "implementation." The third
pillar in this structure is the argument that the design is correct: that it actually meets the specified
behavior. Cleanroom embeds correctness verification in a team review process, and combines it with design
quality evaluation in which aspects other than correctness (such as performance, reusability, and
maintainability) are evaluated.
So much of the Cleanroom literature is devoted to clear box verification (see especially [25], [26] and [22])
that no space need be devoted to its techniques here. The principles of verification can be applied more or
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less rigorously depending on the team and the object. Correctness verification is substantively different
from inspection: verification means making a constructive argument that the software does the
specification. Inspection is usually focused on looking for bugs, especially in areas where bugs have been
found before.

4.5 State Box Verification
Just as clear box verification is concerned with arguing that the clear box is correct with respect to its
specification, state box verification evaluates the correctness of the state box. Here, we look primarily at
mappings between the abstract data model and its concrete realization and ensure that these mappings are
preserved by all uses of the software. Again, these evaluations take place in team review, and can be more
or less rigorous depending on the needs of the project. During those reviews, design quality aspects are also
evaluated.
As a functional model of behavior.is most often used to specify data-containing objects in Cleanroom, a
functional approach to verification is also typical [27,28]. However, there are other techniques that more
closely resemble the axiomatic approach and could be used by Cleanroom teams.

4.6 Usage Modeling
Behavioral testing based on expected usage is a key aspect of intermediate Cleanroom practice. This kind
of testing is different from other forms of black-box testing where one partitions the input domain (either
using behavioral or structural aspects) or selects inputs purely at random. Instead, a model of the system's
expected usage is developed, and test cases are selected or generated based on that model.
The usage model (or operational profile [29]) assigns a probability to each possible use of the system.
Now, a "use of the system" is rarely as simple as a single command or transaction, and usually means a
"history of use" from the time the system was installed or the object created.
Let us take the example of a simple transaction-processing system. We could begin by addressing the
likelihood of each kind of input, say " 10% of the inputs will be ADDs, 50% will be DELETEs" and so on.
We could then add to this by looking at data that accompanies the ADD or DELETE transaction, and
detennining the relative likelihoods of "bad" versus "good" data. Next, we could look at transaction
streams: we might define a "session" to be on average 10 transactions, uniformly distributed. But we will
quickly discover that some kinds of users are more likely to have long sessions (e.g. novice users) while
others can get their work accomplished with greater efficiency. So we could construct individual profiles
for each user category, and combine them using an estimate of the size of each user community.
Once a usage model is constructed, test cases can be created, acquired, or generated that reflect the
likelihood estimates in that model. So, taking the preceding example, over all the possible test cases, 50%
of the transactions will be DELETEs, but we may have sessions that contain many more or many fewer
than that.
Usage modeling is a significant engineering challenge. It can be done using a number of techniques,
including instrumenting an existing or similar system,. conducting interviews and surveys, or by best
engineering judgment. The profile, if carefully defined, can evolve over the life of the product, becoming
more and more accurate for each increment and version.
There are significant advantages to usage-based testing. Because the software is tested the same way it will
be used, the most likely failures will tend to arise earliest, and most often, in testing. This allows the project
team to devote more time correcting more-likely errors, rather than spending equal amounts on very-likely
and very-unlikely errors. Second, the user-visible aspects of quality can be seen earlier in testing. If quality
is low, the system can be returned to the development team for additional work and review before too much
time passes.
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A final benefit is the_feedback that usage modeling can provide to the specification and to the designers. If,
for example, a particular function is very likely, the design team may choose to focus performanceimprovement efforts on the design that supports it. Or, the usage model may uncover gaps in the
specification. The act of usage modeling helps the project understand the user better.
Testing based on the overall expected usage model is often supplemented with stratified testing. There, the
likelihood of a subclass of tests is artificially elevated to give insight into particular quality aspects. For
example, one could imagine creating a test stratum that is designed to answer the question, "what is the
reliability of the control software after the machine enters a 'safety' state?" Or, "what is the reliability of
the software assuming the user is a novice?"

4.7 Statistical Testing
Statistical testing and usage modeling go hand-in-hand. The usage model defines a probability distribution
for all sequences of inputs. Statistical testing samples that distribution, conducts tests, and estimates field
reliability (usually stated in terms of mean time to failure, or MTTF) based on the results. There are
numerous reliability models into which the testing data can be entered for that prediction, for example the
reliability growth models of Musa et al. [30]. The Certification model [31] and Markov models [32] are
most often used in Cleanroom.
There is considerable debate in the software testing community over the value of statistical testing.
Opponents find fault with it on the following grounds:
•

It is difficult to select a reliability model that relies on assumptions which are accurate for the software
· being tested.

•

It is difficult to obtain a usage profile that is sufficiently accurate to predict safety-critical reliability
levels.

•

It is difficult to know what the target MTTF ought to be, and thus when to stop testing.

•

For systems in which the reliability requirements are very high, an enormous number of tests must be
executed to predict that reliability with any level of confidence.

•

Because these tests are usually generated by a tool, they are difficult to check automatically, and the
costs (and risks of oversight) associated with human checking are high.

All of these issues must be placed in perspective. At the intermediate level of Cleanroom, we are probably
not dealing with safety-critical systems. Having a perfect model, ultra-high reliability, and a perfectly wellknown MITF are not our goals. Instead, our goal is to apply our project's resources as cost-effectively as
possible.
Statistical testing is a tool that enables reliability estimation. Partition testing can remo:ve bugs, but it is not
effective in estimating reliability. «Confidence in daily performance can be gained only by testing that
mimics the 'operational distribution' of typical usage.[33]"
Again, though, I must inject a note of realism. While statistical usage testing is good at estimating
reliability, it is not particularly good at finding bugs. Why? Because it focuses most of its effort on the
bugs that are most likely to be seen in the field. This is good from a perspective of rapid quality
improvement - you can focus most of your bug-fixing efforts on those bugs, and achieve a rapid
improvement in field reliability. And, since we believe that team reviews are even better at finding bugs,
there should be little need to supplement statistical testing with partition testing at the intermediate level.
Nevertheless, as stated previously, there are often good reasons for allocating some portion of the testing
resource to partition testing, and these should not be overlooked in a quest for Cleanroom "purity."
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4.8 Examples
While the majority of published Cleanroom case studies have used intermediate-level development
practices, a much smaller number have used full statistical testing practices. Instead, many projects have
opted to combine the fundamental Cleanroom principles (especially the separation of development from
testing) with Cleanroom development practices and whatever integration- and system-testing techniques had
already been adopted by that organization.
Of the projects using both Cleanroom development and testing techniques, the COBOL Structuring Facility
project [8] is typical. Specifications were developed using a combination of English and formal notations.
An incremental plan was devised when the specification was well-underway but by no means complete.
Each increment combined specification improvements-both to the level of formality and to the
completeness of description-with design and implementation. Designs used both clear boxes and state
boxes (though those terms were not used). Team reviews combined inspection and walk-throughs with
verification. Informal verification was used in almost every final code review. However, only a very small
percentage of the code was subjected to fully-formal correctness proof, and that was primarily as a learning
exercise.
The usage model evolved incrementally along with the system. Early tests were done with randomlygenerated COBOL programs; later tests used libraries of programs collected from potential customers. The
final "usage model" was the beta test.
Although the certification model of reliability estimation was used, the results were not published. The
project did publish productivity results (5 times better than similar projects of that era in that company) and
quality results in terms of errors per thousand lines (IO times better).

5. Variation: Advanced Usage
By the time a Cleanroom project is ready for advanced practices, it is also very likely to have progressed
along the capability maturity scale to at least level 3 if not farther. Without that supporting infrastructureincluding project planning and measurement techniques-the added benefits of advanced Cleanroom usage
are unlikely to be oflasting value. Further, without careful attention to details such as configuration
management (important, but not necessarily part of Cleanroom) the gains from advanced Cleanroom
practices are likely to be lost through carelessness in other development areas.
Advanced Cleanroom usage adds specialized techniques for those projects where safety may be critical, or
where there are other reasons for seeking very high reliability.
These techniques are more often seen applied to smaller parts of projects that are otherwise using
intermediate techniques. A critical algorithm, for example, may be specified using formal methods and
verified using correctness proof.

5.1 Formal Specifications
Formal specification methods are used for system parts that require the highest levels of precision. The
most frequently-used notation is Z [34], but others can also be used. Using a formal method for the array
lookup of Figure 1 on page 9, the phrase "array is sorted" would be defined more precisely. Using Z, we
can build up a definition ofth~ array type from other primitives, and then define its is_sorted predicate.
Another technique for adding formalism is the use of specification functions (also called single-valued
functional abstractions[35]) as opportunistic replacements for imprecise natural language.

5.2 Stimulus History Models
Stimulus history is a particular kind of abstract data model that is especially useful in specifying
tr~action-processinB systems and applications. The stimulus history is a simple idea. Rather than defining
an abstract model that is unique to the particular software project, consider the "state" of the system to be a
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memory of all inputs ever received by the software since its installation, in order. This view has two
benefits. First, it enables the specifier to concentrate on the data requirements of the system without
worrying the abstract model. This can be very helpful when those data requirements are poorly known, as
would be the case in the initial steps of specifying a transaction-processing system. Once all the data
requirements are known, the developers can either convert the history model into a richer model (using
specification functions or canonical histories) or can proceed directly to the state box.
A second use of stimulus history is pedagogical: because it is absolutely ·impossible to implement a system
that uses its entire history as state, a separation between the abstract black box view and the concrete state
box view is enforced.
Unfortunately, history can also be cumbersome, especially when applied to entities where there is an
"obvious" abstract model. Although some Cleanroom advocates suggest that history ought to be used in
any "full" Cleanroom implementation, it is my belief that history is a useful but advanced topic, and may
not be suitable for every project.

5.3 Formal Models Of Real-Time And Concurrency
The functional approach to specification, and the use of clear box and state box designs, are somewhat
limited in their ability to model real-time and concurrent software designs. One reason is that behavior
abstractions are functions, which have no notion of "duration." Becker et al. [36] have proposed techniques
for using Petri nets whose nodes are black boxes to model real-time behavior. These techniques show
promise but they are definitely an advanced topic. Other models have been suggested for dealing with the
inevitable nondeterminism of concurrent systems, including the use of relations [3 7] and formal languages
[38]. At the basic and intermediate clusters, teams will use the pure functional model whenever possible,
and will evaluate real-time and concurrency issues using established techniques.

5.4 Correctness Proof
Formal proofs of correctness are necessary to achieve ultra-high reliability. However, they may be beyond
the reach of most teams. There are three reasons for this.
· First, developing a mathematically sound proof requires skills of discrete mathematics that most software
developers no longer possess. (I say "no longer" because most of them will have completed a course in
discrete mathematics during their education, but without constant exercise these skills become so rusty as
to be unusable.)
Second, proving correctness is time-consuming even for experts. Most teams will use their available
resources in other ways.
Finally, in order for proofs to be air-tight, every layer of the software, and every interface with outside
agencies, must also be proved. It is not enough to prove the C language source code meets its specification,
without proving that the C compiler meets its specification, or without proving that the system services
meet their specifications. For this reason, developers of safety-critical systems have evolved language and
system variants that are carefully specified and certified.
As a pedagogical matter, though, I find it is useful for every Cleanroom team member to have at least an
acquaintance with proof techniques, their benefits and risks. These techniques can be useq semi-formally at
the intermediate level during state box a.rid clear box verification, ·and can be used in special cases for
correctness proof. This also gives team members a better awareness of some of the exposures involved in
their less-formal verifications.

5.5 Advanced Usage Models
As reliability and quality requirements become more advanced, so to does the need for stronger models of
usage. One way to accomplish this is simply to improve the granularity and detail of the evolving usage
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model. But systems with real-time or concurrency concerns will also need to include such aspects as the
timing interval between stimuli, the likelihood of multiple concurrent stimuli, and the probability of
conflicts over shared resources, within the usage model.
Unfortunately, as many authors have observed, even when it is used with formal verification, pure
reliability testing may not be good enough to guarantee the levels of reliability needed in safety-critical
systems . Thus it is prudent in those environments to consider additional testing methods such as coverage
analysis. For one thing, coverage analysis can help assess the thoroughness of the statistical testing, and
can prevent human errors and oversight from causing important functions to go untested. And, although it
is impossible to prove with testing that there are no errors remaining in the code, some reliability goals are
so high that any error would cause disaster. Beizer [11] asks, why not use all the tools available? Why not
use partition testing in conjunction with verification-based reviews and statistical testing to achieve the
highest quality possible? I believe that it is prudent, and often necessary, to do so when ultra-high reliability
is required.
·

5.6 Product Warranties
One important outcome of quality improvement and, more importantly, quality prediction, is the possibility
of true warranties on software. From a business point of view (as opposed to a legal one) the requirements
for creating warranties are straight forward. First, an estimate of the number of warranty claims must be
made, together with the costs of servicing those claims. Then, an estimate must be made of the additional
revenue that can be generated through the competitive advantage of the warranty. By driving the expected
costs down below the expected additional revenue, a business can improve its profitability. Although it is
not within the realm of software engineering to estimate the additional revenue component, a reasonably
accurate reliability prediction can help estimate the costs of reliability-related claims.

5. 7 Examples
I am unaware of any published case studies from projects that used all of the advanced practices. The IBM
3490E Tape Drive project [39] probably comes closest, because it developed advanced design techniques
for dealing with real-time and concurrency .issues. It also used a rather strict form of statistical testing.

6. Cleanroom and Software Engineering
The practices described in this paper cut across other significant trends in software engineering, and are
compatible with most of them. In the following few sections, I will describe some of the more important
relationships.

6.1 Cleanroom and CASE
Papers have described the use of CASE with Cleanroom[40], and several organizations have experimented
with adapting existing CASE tools to help manage Cleanroom specification and design objects [41, 42]. At
any level of Cleanroom practice, a CASE tool can offer significant help in organizing and documenting
designs, and can support team review by providing initial automated checking of many interfaces.
Each Cleanroom team must make its own decision about how much to rely on tools to offload review tasks.
Early Cleanroom projects were denied access to compilers, in part because it was felt that this would
enable "cheating," but also in part to defeat the urge to say, "we don't have to examine this for syntax
because it compiled clean." And, these teams found that the line between syntax errors and "thought" errors
was somewhat blurry. Preventing compilation by developers is not a standard component of modem-day
Cleanroom, and most Cleanroom teams will give developers access to the compiler for the purpose of
eliminating most syntax problems and for testing language features. However, it remains important to
understand the risks associated with relying on tools to take on parts of the quality-control task.
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Likewise, there is always the question of whether to review the output generated by application generators
or code builders. Most Cleanroom teams will not do so, instead focusing on the input to the code builder
and on any support code that must be written. But these teams also accept a risk that defects in the
generator will find their way to the field.

6.2 Cleanroom and Object-Orientation
The synergies between Cleanroom and Object-Orientation (00) are particularly strong, and there have
been numerous papers devoted to this subject [43,44,14). Although 00 techniques can be used with the
basic level of Cleanroorn, the strengths of the combined methodology are most evident at the intermediate
level where abstract models,' state box design, and state box verification make their appearance.

6.3 Cleanroom and Client-Server Development
The Cleanroom practices are also particularly useful in client-server development, although little has been
written on this subject. The emphasis on documenting behavior is a natural way to consider multi-level
client-server architectures: each time a client makes a request of a server, any further delegation of that
request is hidden from the client through the black box behavior abstraction of the server function. .
Intermediate Cleanroom practices, and even the advanced practice of stimulus history abstraction, offer
opportunities for gaining more intellectual control over client-server development.

6.4 Cleanroom and Old Code
As with other software engineering approaches, the focus of most Cleanroom papers is on "new code."
Where does that leave the developer or project faced with heaps of old code and existing interfaces? I have
· proposed several techniques in an earlier paper on this subject [45). To summarize briefly, it depends on
the extent of changes you are making to the current system. If you are changing a line of code here and
there throughout a large system, it probably won't be cost-effective to adopt a new software engineering
approach for that effort. But if you are writing a new module or component, or are making significant
changes to a few parts, then it makes sense to consider Cleanroom for the new work. Why is this possible?
Because the Cleanroom practices apply, with very few differences, to all levels of the software-development
effort, whether the object being created is an entire system or a small module.
This "self-similarity" makes it easy to use Cleanroom techniques in a pilot project situation. Although you
probably don't want to create very many increments for a 200-line module, you can use black box behavior
specifications, team reviews (with a small team, of course), and even experiment with verification.

6.5 Cleanroom and Quality Programs
Cleanroom is a natural complement to other quality strategies. The Software Engineering Institute's
Capability Maturity Model is a natural fit with the phased introduction of Cleanroom. At each of the five
clusters of capability maturity, Cleanroom techniques are added and improved.
Cleanroom adheres closely to the ideals of Total Quality Management. Design and specification choices are
documented and quality-checked. Each team member is directly responsible for key quality aspects. Early
prototype increments, and the operational profile of usage, keep the focus tightly on the user, customer, or
market.
ISO-9000 is a quality documentation, rather than improvement, system, but its goals-understand the
process, and then strive to improve it-are highly compatible with Cleanroom.

7. Getting Started
With all of these practices and techniques, it may not be obvious how to get started using Cleanroom. The
purpose for adopting any technology is to maximize business effectiveness. The construction of a
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Cleanroom phase-in plan must be part of an overall software-process improvement effort. Each practice
must be selected to solve specific business problems, from the unpredictability of completion dates to high
field service costs.
The tables that follow contain guidelines for tailoring the Cleanroom practices to your project - to
composing your own set of variations on the Cleanroom theme. Each table summarizes the practices in a
· cluster, and briefly states some of the benefits associated with that practice. Examine your own project,
decide where you believe your current process is not as effective as it could be, and begin by instituting
Cleanroom practices that address that need.
Of course, before you do so, the groundwork must be laid by deciding how strictly to separate the
development and testing function . You will know best whether your team should take a gradual approach,
or whether it would be more beneficial to have that separation occur all at once.
Practice (Pa2e)
Incremental
Development (5)

Benefits
j Predictability
j

Exnlanation
j The increment plan gives a project additional milestones by which

I to measure real progress toward completion. Increment quality is a

1............................................. 1.Predictor offinal.softwarequality•.........................................................................

I Meet Changing

I Use increments as evolutionary prototypes to discover and address

I Continuous
i Process

l A djust the development process during the project, rather than
l waiting until after completion

i Improvement

i

LRequirements .............!.changing or poorly-understood req_uirements...................................................

Team Ownership (5)

:i
.,'

Flexibility

l Shared knowledge means management can adjust work
l assignments, team members don 't feel "trapped" in a particular

l role, and work can progress even when key personnel are
Black Box
Specification (6)

l.............................................i. unavailable.........................................................................................................................
I Efficiency
l Ownership boundaries are we/I-defined and understood by team
i
! members.
i Focus on User
I Black box specifications describe software in terms ofits
j View
I externally-visible behavior, independently of any design or

L................................ . .........Limplementation decisions............................................................................................
I Defer Design
I Design decisions can be deferred or even changed without affecting
LDecisions ......................Lthe.user ofthe. software.................................................................................................
I Improve Re-Use

\ Black box specifications describe all side-effects ofcode, make re-

;

l use more predictable.

Clear Box Designs

j Intellectual Control j Programs are hierarchies ofeasily-understood control structures

(6)

l
.............................1.that link sub-specifications.························································································
l Reduced Codel The impact of changes can be assessed without extensive code1 Reading

l readinf(.

Team Review (6)

~. Defect Prevention .....~. Team. reviews .are.a.cost-effective method ofpreventing defects.............
l With fewer defects to find and fix through testing, resources can be
: devoted to additional features or more aggressive delivery
! schedules.
l Quality
! Team reviews focus on all quality aspects, not just on eliminating
I Improvement
! buJls.
Behavioral Testing
Predictability
j Behavioral testing is better at predicting the black box
(7)
j characteristics of quality - which are those most meaningful to the
i.............................................i.user.........................................................................................................................................
j Efficiency
l Testing software the way it will be used means no artificial drivers
I
I of internal interfaces have to be written or debuf!J!ed.
Table 2. Selection Criteria: Basic Cleanroom Practices

l Productivity
j Improvement
l

I,,
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Practice (Pa2e)
Conditional-Rule
Process
Specifications (9)

Benefits

Explanation

I

Precision

Fewer defects result from misunderstanding the specification.

f Com_pleteness

i_Addedformalism.causes more thorough.requirements.examination .....
j Common specification notation that emphasizes total object
l
l behavior.
l Abstract model presents user's view ofsystem data, rather than
Abstract Data Models User's View
l desirmer 's view.
(10)
Intellectual
Control
Hierarchies ofencapsulated data objects encourage understanding
State Box Designs
and re-use.
(10)
Constructive correctness arguments are effective at improving
Defect Prevention
Clear Box
overall quality as well as reducing defects.
Verification (10) and
j Reuse

State Box
Verification (11)
Usage Modeling (11) i Efficiency

l Focus most testing and defect-removal effort on the most likely

!j..Requirements
. . -.. ... . . .. . . . . . . .... . . .!j failures.to
appear.in.th~ field. ···················································································
Provides an orthogonal view ofrequirements, can aid requirements

Statistical Testing
(12)

1..~Y..~.~~.................
1 Feedback to

1 understanding and analysis.············- - - · ························································
1 Developers can target design-quality improvement efforts (e.g.,

1 Develooers
Predictability

\ f}erformance) where most needed.
Statistical test measures reliability, enables estimates of support

i-----····················· ....'?.9.~~~: ...................................................................................................................................... .
) Most-likely failures are found and fixed first.

l Rapid Quality
i Improvement

Table 3. Selection Criteria: Intermediate Cleanroom Practices
Practice (Pa2e)

Formal
Soecifications (13)
Stimulus History
Models (13)
Formal Models Of
Real-Time And
Concurrencv (14)
Correctness Proof
(14)

Advanced Usage
Models (14)
Product Warranties
(15)

I

Explanation

Benefits

l Mathematical notation supports extremely precise and

Unambiguous

1 unambif!Uous sf}eci/ications.

l Analyze Data

1 History model allows data requirements to be captured and

i Reauirements

i analyzed prior to constructin~ a user-view model.

I

Support Analysis

IUltra-low Defects

I

Accuracy

IMarlretShare

I

) Formal models such as Petri-nets can be analyzed by automatic
tools for issues and problems ofreal-time design.
) Mathematical co"ectness prooft are best available technique for

l achievin~ zero defects.

\ Better usage models permit more accurate measurements of

i reliability.
\ Product wa"anties can give a competitive advantage. With
j reliability estimates, the costs ofwa"anty service can be better
i understood.

Table 4. Selection Criteria: Advanced Cleanroom Practices

8. Summary
Cleanroom is an evolving and highly tailorable approach to software development. It is different from
"best" practice in its principles, and in the way development and testing functions are separated. As a
replacement for most developer testing, other practices have become part of the "Cleanroom canon."
However, there is much experimentation with these practices, as teams learn how best to apply them to
solve specific problems.
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It should be remembered that, except in a very few cases, achieving perfection is not our goal. Instead, our
goal is to find cost-effective solutions to software-process problems. It is not meaningful to attack
Cleanroom, or any software development approach, for not achieving perfection. Rather, we must
constantly question whether the practices we use are the most cost-effective available. Unfortunately,
measuring both cost and effectiveness are problematic, especially in industry where "case studies" are also
products.

In this paper I have tried to show how the Cleanroom principles can be implemented through a variety of
practices. More importantly, I have tried to describe levels of Cleanroom practice that do not require
extraordinary mathematical skills or extreme rigor. These practices can be, and have been, successfully
applied to solving software-process problems in many different project environments.
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• Goal: Describe Cleanroom as a flexible set of
practices guided by clear principles
• Not:
» a tutorial on the Cleanroom practices
» an in-depth look at Cleanroom testing

• One view of Cleanroom
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Cleanroom Historical Basis
• Lessons from precision manufacturing
» defect prevention
» careful documentation
» statistical quality control
» teamwork

• Original goals of Cleanroom
» translate well-understood requirements
» into reliable systems
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Theme: Cleanroom Principles

• Design principle:
» programming teams can and should strive to
produce systems that are nearly error-free upon
entry to testing

• Testing principle:
» the primary purpose of Cleanroom testing is to
measure the quality of the developed software
product, not to "test quality in"
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Cleanroom Development & Testing
• Team reviews replace testing by developers
for the purpose of finding defects
» purpose: encourage more complete reviews
» reviews are more cost-effective for improving
quality, have other benefits

• Strict vs. flexible separation
» testing to le;im interfaces or languages?
» use of tools to assist review?
» functional or organizational separation?
» supplemental testing for other purposes?
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Variations: A Practices Matrix
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Variation: Basic Usage

•
•
•
•
•
•

incremental development
team ownership
black box specification
clear box designs
team review of all work products
behavioral testing
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Basic Usage Examples

• Hewlett-Packard
» small part of larger project
» incremental development (evolutionary delivery)
» informal verifications (intermediate level) plus
existing inspections (as taught by Gilb)

» details on testing
» 1.4 defects/KNCSS first week, no more in 10
months of testing or after delivery
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Basic Usage Examples
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• Ellemtel 0S32
» large project (73 people, 33 months)
» .team of (mostly) teams
» many increments and sub-increments
» structured programming (clear boxes)
» extensive team reviews
» testing: mixed bag
» improvements in schedule compliance, testing
costs, reliability, productivity
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Variation: Intermediate Usage

Cleanroom Practice: A Theme and Variations

Summary and Directions

. .;-~~:·:···:::;::::,,,~~• Principles give overall guidance in selecting
practices
• Practices are tailored to specific project or
environment
• Achieving perfection rarely our goal
• Rather, goal is cost-effective solutions to
software process problem
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Pointers

• http://www.csn.net/-deckm
• listserv sw-cleanroom@quality.org
• majordomo@quality.org
• "subscribe sw-cleanroom"

• comp.software-eng
• comp.software.testing
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Variations: A Practices Matrix
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Variation: Basic Usage

•
•
•
•
•

incremental development
team ownership
black box specification
clear box designs
team review of all work products

• behavioral testing
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Basic Usage Examples

• Hewlett-Packard
» small part of larger project
» incremental development (evolutionary delivery)
» informal verifications (intermediate level) plus
existing inspections (as taught by Gilb)
» details on testing
» 1.4 defects/KNCSS first week, no more in 10
months of testing or after delivery
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Basic Usage Examples

• Ellemtel OS32
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

large project (73 people, 33 months)
team of (mostly) teams
many increments and sub-increments
structured programming (clear boxes)
extensive team reviews
testing: mixed bag
improvements in schedule compliance, testing
costs, reliability, productivity
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Variation: Intermediate Usage
•
•
•
•
•
•

conditional-rule specification notation
abstract data models
state box designs
verification-based reviews
usage modeling
statistical testing
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Intermediate Usage Example

• COBOL Structuring Facility
modestly large project
single team
incremental development
verification supported by inspection (varying level
of formality and rigor)
» evolving usage model & statistical testing
» Sx productivity, 10x quality (defects/KLOC)

»
,.
,.
»
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Variation: Advanced Usage

•
•
•
•
•
•

formal specifications
stimulus history models
formal models of real-time and concurrency
correctness proof
advanced usage models
product warranties
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Cleanroom and Software Engineering
• Cleanroom and CASE
• Cleanroom and Object-Orientation
• Cleanroom and Client-Server Development
• Cleanroom and Old Code
• Cleanroom and Quality Programs
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Getting Started
•
•
•
•

Assess your current process
Understand project risks
Decide which practices will help
Apply those practices within framework of
principles
» supplement with other practices as needed
» integrate into organizational frameworlc

• Evaluate results
• Repeat
15
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Cleanroom Practice: A Theme and Variations

Summary and Directions

• Principles give overall guidance in selecting
practices
• Practices are tailored to specific project or
environment
• Achieving perfection rarely our goal
• Rather, goal is cost-effective solutions to
software process problem
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• majordomo@quality.org
• •subscribe sw-cleanroom"

• comp.software-eng
• comp.software.testing
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TESTING MATURITY MODEL
Ilene Burnstein, Taratip Suwannasart, C.R. Carlson
Computer Science Department
Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, IL 60616
cs burnstein@mi nna.ii t.edu
1.0

Introduction

Testing is a critical component of a mature software development process. It is one
of the most challenging and costly process activities, and in its fullest definition it provides
strong support for the production of quality software. In spite of its vital role in software
development, existing maturity models have not adequately addressed testing issues, nor
has the nature of a mature testing process been well defined. We are developing a Testing
Maturity Model (TMM) to address deficiencies these areas. The TMM will complement the
Capability Maturity Model by specifically addressing those issues important to test
managers, test specialists, and Software Quality Assurance staff. The TMM will contain a
set of maturity levels through which an organization can progress towards testing process
maturity, a set of recommended practices at each level of maturity that can be put into place,
and an assessment model that will allow organizations to evaluate and improve their testing
process.
In this paper we describe our approach to TMM development. We discuss the
model structure and its major features. The maturity goals associated with each level and
the activities tasks, and responsibilities necessary to achieve these goals are described. We
discuss our plans for an assessment model that will allow organizations to use the TMM for
test process evaluation and improvement. We also introduce the concept of a testers
workbench which will be composed of a set of testing tools. Tools will be added to
workbench incrementally as an organization progresses up the levels of the TMM.

2.0 Approach to Model Development
The objective of our research is to develop a Testing Maturity Model that can be
used by software development organizations to evaluate and improve their testing process.
The TMM will be used by:
• an internal assessment team to identify the current testing capability state
• upper management to initiate a testing improvement program
• development teams to improve testing capability
• users/clients to define their role in the testing process
There are several existing process evaluation and assessment models, for example,
the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [1-5], ISO 9001 [6], and BOOTSTRAP [7].
However, none of these models focuses primarily on the testing process. The CMM which
has widespread use does not adequately address testing issues. For example in the CMM:
1.
the concept of testing maturity is not addressed,
2.
there is no adequate inclusion of testing practices as a process
improvement mechanism,
3.
testing issues are not adequately addressed in the key process areas,
4.
quality-related issues such as testability, test adequacy criteria, test
planning, and software certification are not satisfactorily addressed.
Because of the important role of testing in software process and product quality, and the
limitations of existing process assessment models, we have focused our research efforts in

the ditetti6tt. 6f i TMti.t\g Ma.turity MBd~l. W~ ~ro~ose the following components to
support the objectives of TMM development: test process evaluation, and improvement:
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• A set of levels that defines a testing maturity hierarchy. Each level represents a
stage in the evolution to a mature testing process. Movement to an upper level implies that
lower level practices continue to be in place.
• A set of maturity goals for each level (except level 1), and the activities, tasks, and
responsibilities needed to support them. Organizations will strive towards testing maturity
by focusing on the goals defined for each level.
• An assessment model that consists of three components: 1. a set of maturity goalrelated questions designed to assess test process maturity, 2. a training program designed
to select and instruct the evaluation team that is to conduct the maturity assessment, and 3.
an assessment method that allows an organization to assess itself based on responses to the
questionnaire and interview data

The general requirements for model development are as follows: The model must be
acceptable to the software development community, and be based on agreed software
engineering principles and practices. It must allow for the development of testing process
maturity in structured step-wise phases that follow natural process evolution. There must
also be a support mechanism for test process assessment and improvement. Currently,
four sources serve as the principal inputs to TMM development. They are as follows:
The Capability Maturity Model [1-5]
Gelperin and Hetzel's Evolutionary Testing Model [8]
Current Industrial Testing Practices [9]
Beizer's Progressive Phases of a Testers' Mental Model [10]
2.1 The Capability Maturity Model
The CMM is a comprehensive process evaluation and improvement model
developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) that has been widely accepted and
applied by the software industry [ 1-5]. Research at the SEI and its industrial partners has
resulted in refinement of the fundamental concepts of process and process maturity.
Support for process maturity growth is achieved through the hierarchy of levels in the
CMM. A process maturity level is identified as one of the five levels of the CMM. An
individual level is composed of a set of process goals each of which stabilize an important
component of the software process. Each level provides the foundation for moving to the
next level. All of the levels in the CMM have an internal structure(except level 1), that
consists of key process areas organized into common features. The key process areas
indicate where the organization must focus in order to achieve maturity at the given level.
The common features specify key practices which when accomplished support the
achievements required of the key process areas. A brief description of the key process
areas of the CMM follows [1-5].
Level 1: Initial Level. Level 1 has no key process areas. An organization at this level
performs its development in an ad hoc or chaotic manner.
Level 2: Repeatable. At level 2 the development process is repeatable especially for
projects of similar nature. The focus at this level is on instituting a basic project
management program. Among the key process areas are: requirements management,
software project planning, software project tracking, formation of a software quality
assurance group, software subcontract management, and configuration management.
Level 3: Defined. At level 3 the software process is defined and is applied across the
organization. A process improvement team is in place to provide the leadership for
process improvement. Some key process areas are: organizational process focus to
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establish responsibility for those activities and tasks needed for process improvement, a
peer review process for quality improvement and defect prevention, and training programs
on an organizational level to improve the skills and expertise of the staff.

Level 4: Managed. At the managed level, the software process is measured and
recorded. A quantitative understanding of the software process and product is established.
To support these goals the key process areas are: software quality management, and
quantitative process management.
Level 5: Optimized. Level 5 represents the highest maturity level. The development
process is quantified and well-defined. It can be fine-tuned in continuous improvement
increments. Defect casual analysis and defect prevention are of top priority. The key
process areas are: process change management, technology change management and defect
prevention.
We have borrowed several features from the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) and
applied them to TMM development. Like the CMM, the TMM uses the concept of maturity
levels as a script for process evaluation and improvement. The TMM levels have a
structural framework as do the levels in the CMM. We have added a component called the
"critical views" to our framework in order to include the key participants in the testing
process to process maturity growth. Both models require that all of the capabilities at each
lower level be included in succeeding levels. To support the self-assessment process, the
1MM will also use the questionnaire/interview evaluation approach of the CMM. Besides
being related to the CMM thorough these structural similarities, the TMM must be
visualized and utilized as a complement to the CMM. This view is essential, since a mature
testing process is dependent on general process maturity. We have established
relationships between the two models that reflect this dependency. In subsequent sections
we show how the levels and goals for both models overlap.

2.2 The Evolutionary Stages of Testing
A Testing Maturity Model should reflect the evolutionary pattern of testing process
maturity growth documented over the last several decades. We have used the historical
model provided in a key paper by Gelperin and Hetzel as the foundation for historical level
differentiation in the TMM [8]. Their modeldescribes phases and test goals for the periods
of the 1950's through the 1990's.
The initial period in their model is described as "Debugging-Oriented". During that
period most software development organizations had not clearly differentiated between
testing and debugging. Testing was viewed as an activity to help remove bugs. In the
"Demonstration-Oriented" period, a primary testing goal was to demonstrate that the
software satisfied its' specification. Testing and debugging were still linked in efforts to
detect, locate and correct faults. The "Destruction-Oriented" period focused on testing as
an activity to detect implementation faults. Debugging was a set of separate activities
needed to locate, and correct faults. In the "Evaluation-Oriented" period, testing became
an activity that was integrated into the software life cycle. The value of review activities
was recognized. The view of testing was broadened and its goals were to detect
requirements, design and implementation faults. The Gelpherin-Hetzel historical model is
culminated by what they call a "Prevention-Oriented" period which reflects the optimizing
level 5 of both the CMM and the TMM. The scope of testing· is broadly defined and
includes review activities. A primary testing goal is to prevent requirements, design and
implementation faults . Review activities now support test planning, test design as well as
product evaluation.
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2.3 Industry Practices and the Beizer Model
A survey of current industrial practices has also provided input to TMM level
definition [9]. It illustrates the best and worst testing environments in the software industry
of 1993, and has allowed us to extract realistic benchmarks by which to evaluate and
improve testing practices. We also have incorporated into the TMM, concepts associated
with Beizer's evolutionary model of the individual testers' thinking process which in many
ways parallels the testing maturity growth pattern described in the Gelperin-Hetzel model
[10] . Its' influence on TMM development is based on the premise that a mature testing
organization is built on the skills, abilities and attitudes of individuals that work within it.
3.0

Defining Testing Process Maturity
Paulk, Weber et. al. have compared and contrasted the behavioral characteristics of
immature and mature software organizations [l]. They have also described a set of
fundamental concepts underlying software process maturity. We use their basic set of
concepts to define testing process maturity. Extrapolating from Paulk, a mature testing
process is: managed, measured, monitored, and effective. In our description of test
process maturity we interpret the meaning of the term "managed" in its broadest sense to
include planning, staffing, directing, controlling, and organizing components [11]. In
addition, a mature testing process is applied on an institution-wide basis, is supported by
management, and is a part of the organizational culture. Finally, the mature testing process
is well-understand and has the capability of continuous growth and improvement.
Applying these criteria in a more specific manner we describe the attributes of a
mature testing process below. Each attribute supports one or more of the process maturity
criteria described above. We say that a mature testing process has:
• A Set of Defined Testing Goals. There is a set of well-defined and
documented testing goals and policies that is applied throughout the organization. The
testing goals are supported by upper management, institutionalized, and integrated into the
organizational culture.
• A Test Life Cycle. The test process is broad-based and includes activities in
addition to execution-based testing. There is a well-defined test life cycle with a set of
phases and activities that is integrated into the software life cycle. The test life cycle
encompasses all of the broadly-defined testing activities. It is applied to all projects.
• A Test Planning Process. There is a well-defined and documented test
planning process used throughout the organization that allows for specification of test
objectives and goals, test resource allocation, test designs, test cases, test schedules, test
costs, and test tasks.
• A Test Group. There is an independent testing group. The position of tester is
defined and supported by upper management. Instruction and training opportunities exist
to educate and motivate the test staff.
• A Test Process Improvement Group. There is a group devoted to test
process improvement. They can be a part of a general process improvement group, a
software quality assurance group, or a component of the test group. Since the test process
is well-defined and measured the test improvement group can exert leadership to fine-tune
the process, apply incremental improvement techniques and evaluate their impact.
• A Set of Test-Related Metrics. The organization has a measurement
program. A set of test-related metrics is defined, data is collected and analyzed with
automated support. The metrics are used to support the appropriate actions needed for test
process improvement.
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• Tools and Equipment. Appropriate tools are available to assist the testing
group with testing tasks and to collect and analyze test-related data. The test process
improvement group provides the leadership in evaluating potential tools, and oversees the
technology transfer issues associated with integrating the tools into the organizational
environment
• Controlling and Tracking. The test process is monitored and controlled by
the test managers to track progress, take actions when problems occur, and evaluate
performance and capability. Quantitative techniques are used to analyze the testing process
determine test process capability and effectiveness.

• Product Quality Control. Statistical methods are used for testing to meet
quality standards. "Stop testing" criteria are quantitative. Product quality is monitored,
defects are tracked, and causal analysis is applied for defect prevention.
4.0 The V-model and Testing Maturity
A mature testing process requires a broadening of the traditional definition of what
is considered to be a testing activity. The expanded definition of testing includes reviews,
audits, walkthroughs and inspections; activities considered to be a part of verification and
validation (V &V) processes [ 12]. It also requires integration of all of these activities into
the software life cycle. This allows quality to be built into the software from the beginning
of the software life cycle.
Toe integration of test-related activities into the software life cycle is represented by
the Modified V-model of software development as described by Daich etal. [13]. This
model illustrates the integration, specification, and design of unit, integration, system and
acceptance tests into the software life cycle. We have extended this model to include an
expanded set of typical V &V activities as shown on figure 1. The Extended/Modified (E/M)
V-Model illustrates the software development life cycle with review and audit activities, test
development and test execution activities taking place throughout the life cycle. It provides
support for testing capabilities at the higher levels of the TMM.

Spcci~

Reqw.rcmcms

Code
Review
Specify/Design
Unit Tests

Figure 1. The Extended/Modified V-Model
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The left side of the E/M V-Model shows the requirements, design and coding
phases and the test-related activities that need to be performed after these stages. For
example, after the design phase, a design review can be held and integration tests can be
specified and designed. The right side of the model shows the test-related activities that
need to be performed once the code is completed. Included are execution-based activities
such as unit and integration testing as well as reviews and audits of the test plans which
precede the actual execution.

5.0 Components of the TMM
The TMM has two major components. Each of these has several subcomponents
which are described as follows:
1. The Set of Levels: The TMM has a set of well-defined levels. Each prescribes a
position in the testing maturity hierarchy. The characteristics of each level are described in
terms of testing capability and organizational goals.
Each level with the exception of level 1 has a structure. The structure consists of:
a) A set of maturity goals. The maturity goals identify testing improvement goals
that must be addressed in order to achieve maturity at that level.
b) Supporting subgoals . They define the scope, boundaries and needed
accomplishments for a particular level.
c) Activities, tasks and responsibilities. They are necessary to achieve the goals
associated with each level.
Future versions of the TMM will have also have a set of appropriate metrics and tools that
will be associated with each level [13,14].

2. The Assessment Model: The assessment model is currently under development
and will be composed of the following items:
a) The Questionnaire: The questionnaire will contain questions that are
designed to determine a level of testing maturity. The questions will relate to the maturity
goals and process issues described at each level. They will help to determine to what extent
the organization has in place mechanisms for achieving those goals and resolving the
maturity issues.
b) The Assessment Procedure: Assessing a testing process to determine its
maturity level is dependent on interviews with key personnel and responses to the
questionnaire. The assessment procedure will give the assessment team guidelines on who
to interview, and how to collect, organize, analyze, and interpret the data collected from
questionnaires and personal interviews. A procedure for determining maturity levels from
the analyzed results will be part of the assessment procedure. A reporting mechanism will
support dissemination of results, and recommendations for test process improvement, with
high priority items identified.
c) The Team Selection and Training Procedure:
The assessment
procedure will be carried out by a trained assessment team internal to the organization being
assessed. A training procedure will be in place to instruct personnel in test process
assessment using the TMM. The training program will include instruction in maturity
concepts, maturity models, the principals upon which the 1MM levels are built, the internal
structure of the levels, interviewing techniques and an in-depth understanding of the
assessment procedure. A set of qualifications for team membership and team leadership
will be established.
6.0 The Model Structure: A Framework for the Levels
The TMM is characterized by five testing maturity levels within a framework of
goals, subgoals, activities, tasks and responsibilities. The model structure is shown in
figure 2. Each level implies a specific testing maturity. With the exception of level 1,
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several maturity goals (MG) which identify key process areas are indicated at each level
The maturity goals identify testing improvement goals that must be addressed in order to
achieve maturity at that level. In order to be placed at a level, an organization must satisfy
the maturity goals at that level. This requirement will be reflected in the questionnaire for
process assessment.

Figure 2. The Framework of the TMM
Each maturity goal is supported by one or more maturity subgoals (MSG). The
MSGs specify less abstract objectives and they define the scope, boundaries and needed
accomplishments for a particular level.
The maturity subgoals are achieved through a group of activities and tasks with
responsibilities (ATR.). The ATRs address implementation and organizational adaptation
issues at a specific level. Activities and tasks are defined in terms of actions that must be
performed at a given level to improve testing capability; they are linked to organizational·
commitments. Responsibilities are assigned for these activities and tasks to three groups
that we believe represent the key participants in the testing process, managers,
developers/testers, and users/clients. In the model they are referred to as: "the three critical
views (CV)". Definition of their roles is essential in developing a maturity framework.
The manager's view involves commitment and ability to perform activities and tasks related
to improving testing capability. The developer/tester's view encompasses the technical
activities and tasks that when applied, constitute mature testing practices. The users or
client's view involves quality-related activities and tasks that concern their needs, with a
focus on requirements analysis, usability and acceptance testing.

7 .0 The Operational Framework of the TMM
The TMM is defined by 5 levels as follows:

Level 1 :
Level 2 :
Level 3 :

Initial
Phase Definition
Integration

Level 4 :

Management and Measurement

Level 5 :

Optimization/Defect Prevention and Quality Control
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The level hierarchy and maturity goals for each level are shown in figure 3. These levels
reflect the evolution of the testing process from one that is chaotic and undefined to one that
is measured and optimizable. This is compatible with CMM level definition and is parallel
to the evolutionary development of the testing process. The following sections describe the
major characteristics and structure of the TMM. First we describe the behavioral
characteristics of each level. Then we describe each level in terms of its maturity goals, and
critical maturity subgoals. An example is given of the activities, tasks and responsibilities
required to achieve the goals and subgoals for one of the TMM levels. The ATRs for the
other levels can be found in [ 18]. We also discuss the necessary support from CMM key
process areas for each level of the TMM.

8.0 Behavioral Characteristics of the TMM Levels
In this section we describe the basic behavioral characteristics of organizations at
the five TMM levels. The behavioral characteristics give an informal view of each level and
a perspective on maturity growth as an organization progresses through the TMM
hierarchy.
Level 1 - Initial: Testing is a chaotic process; it is ill-defined, and not
distinguished from debugging. Tests are developed in an ad hoc way after coding is done.
Testing and debugging are interleaved to get the bugs out of the software. The objective of
testing is to show the software works [8]. Software products are released without quality
assurance. There is a lack of resources, tools and properly trained staff. This type of
organization would be on level 1 of the CMM. There are no maturity goals at this level.
Level 2 - Phase Definition: Testing is a phase that follows coding. It is
separated from debugging and is a planned activity. However test planning follows the
coding phase. The primary goal of testing is to show that the software meets its
specifications [8]. Basic testing techniques and methods are in place. Many quality
problems at this TMM level occur because of defects that are propagated from the
requirements and design phases into the code. There are no review programs to address
this important issue. Execution-based testing is still considered the primary testing activity.
Level 3 - Integration: Testing is no longer a phase that follows coding, but is
integrated into the entire software life cycle. Preparation for testing begins at the
requirements phase and continues throughout the life cycle supported by a version of the Vmodel. Test objectives are established with respect to the requirements based on user/client
needs, and are used for test case design and success criteria. Reviews begin to play a role
in quality control, and basic tools support key testing activities. There is a test organization
and testing is recognized as a professional activity.
Level 4 - Management and Measurement: Testing at level 4 becomes a
process that is measured and quantified. Reviews at all phases of the development process
are now recognized as testing/quality control activities. Software products are tested for
quality attributes such as reliability, usability, and maintainability. Test cases from all
projects are collected and recorded in a test case database for the purpose of test case reuse
and regression testing. Defects are logged and given a severity level. There is a technical
training organization with a testing focus.
Level 5 - Optimization/Defect Prevention/Quality Control: The testing
process is now defined and managed; its cost and effectiveness can be monitored. At level
5 mechanisms are in place so that testing can be fine-tuned and continuously improved.
Defect prevention and quality control are practiced. Statistical sampling, measurements of
confidence levels, trustworthiness and reliability drive the testing process. Automated tools
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support the running and rerunning of test cases and defect collection and analysis. There is
an established procedure for selecting and evaluating testing tools.

9.0 Maturity Goals at the TMM Levels
The operational framework of the 1MM provides a sequence of hierarchical levels
that contain the maturity goals, subgoals and activities/tasks and responsibilities that define
the testing capabilities of an organization at a particular level, and identify those areas that
an organization must focus on to improve its testing process. The hierarchy of testing
maturity goals is show in figure 3. In this section we describe the maturity goals for all
levels except level 1 which has no maturity goals. Maturity goals for each level are shown
in italics.
el:
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Figure 3. TMM Maturity Goals by Level
Level 2 - Phase Definition. At level 2 of the TMM an organization has
defined a testing phase in the software life cycle that follows coding. It is planned, and
repeatable over all software projects. It is separated from debugging which is an unplanned
activity.
•Develop Testing and Debugging Goals
This means an organization must clearly distinguish between the processes of
testing and debugging. The goals, tasks, activities and tools for each must be identified.
Responsibilities for each must be assigned. Plans and policies must be made to
accommodate and institutionalize both processes by management The separation of these
two processes is essential for testing maturity growth since they are different in goals,
methods and psychology. Testing at this level is now a planned activity and therefore it can
be managed, whereas debugging cannot
Some of the maturity subgoals that support this goal are:
1. Toe organization must form a committee(s) on testing and debugging with support and
funding.
2. The committee(s) must devel6p artd ret6i'd !Mtll'tff ff~W.
3. The committee(s) must develop and record debugging goals.
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4. The documented testing and debugging goals must be distributed to all project managers
and developers.
5. Testing goals must be reflected in test plans.

•Test Planning
Planning is essential for a process that is to be repeatable, defined, and managed.
Test planning involves stating objectives, outlining strategies, developing test design
specifications and test cases. In addition, the test plan must address the allocation of
resources, and the responsibilities for testing on the unit, integration, system and
acceptance levels.
Some example supporting maturity subgoals are:
1. An organizational wide test planning committee must be established with funding.
2. A framework for organizational wide test planning policies must be established and
supported by management.
3. A test plan template must be developed, recorded and distributed to project managers
and developers.
4. A mechanism must be put in place to include user-generated requirements as inputs to
the test plan.
5. Basic planning tools must be evaluated, recommended and acquired. Usage must be
supported by management.
•Institutionalize Basic Testing Techniques and Methods
To improve test process capability, basic testing techniques and methods must be
applied across the organization. How and when these techniques and methods are to be
applied and any basic tool support for them should be clearly specified. Examples of basic
techniques and methods are: black-box and white-box testing strategies, use of a
requirements validation matrix, the division of execution-based testing into subphases such
as unit, integration, system and acceptance testing. Support for this goal comes from the
following subgoals:
1. An organizational-wide test technology group must be formed to study, evaluate and
recommend a set of basic testing techniques and methods, and a set of simple tools to
support them.
2. Management must institute a set of policies so that recommended techniques and
methods are applied throughout the organization and are used repeatedly and consistently.
Level 3 - Integration. This is a critical maturity level and essential for building
quality into software products early in the software life cycle. The testing phase is now no
longer just a phase that follows coding. Instead it is expanded into a set of well-defined
activities that are integrated into the software life cycle. All of the life cycle phases have
testing activities associated with them. Support for integration is provided by
institutionalization of some variation of the V-model which associated testing activities with
life cycle phases such as requirements and design [13]. At this level management supports
the formation of a software test group. These are specialists who are responsible for
testing. This group is the liaison with the users/clients to insure their participation in the
testing process. Basic testing tools can now support institutionalized test techniques and
methods. Both technical and managerial staff are beginning to realize the value of review
activities as a tool for defect detection and quality assurance.

•Establishing the Software Test Organization
The purpose of establishing a software test organization is to identify a group of
people that is responsible for testing. Since testing in its fullest sense has a great influence
on product quality, and consists of complex activities that are usually done under tight
schedules and high pressure, management realizes that it is necessary to have a well-trained
and dedicated group of specialists in charge of this process. Such a test group could be
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part of the Software Quality Assurance Group, or part of an independent testing entity
within the organization. The test group should be responsible for test planning, test
execution and recording, test-related standards, test metrics, the test database, test reuse,
test tracking and evaluation. A group of subgoals that support this TMM level 3 goal are:
1. An organization-wide test group must be established with leadership, support and
funding from upper management.
2. Roles and responsibilities must be defined for the test group.
3. Well-trained and motivated staff members must be assigned to the test group.
4. User/client communication links with the test group must be established to insure their
participation in testing activities and to collect, document, and incorporate user needs,
concerns and requirements into the testing process.

•Integration of Testing into the Software Life Cycle
Management and technical staff now realize that carrying out testing activities in
parallel with all life cycle phases is critical for test process maturity and software product
quality. Test planning is now initiated early in the life cycle. A variation of the V-model is
used by the testers and developers. User input to the testing process is solicited through
established channels for several of the testing phases. Maturity subgoals to support this
goal include:
1. The test phase must be partitioned into subphases that can be integrated into the software
life cycle.
2. An institutionalized version of the V-model based on defined testing subphases must be
developed and adopted.
3. Standards definitions must be developed for test-related work products.
4. A mechanism must be established for testers to work with developers to facilitate testing
activity integration.
•Controlling and Monitoring the Testing Process
According to Thayer, management consists of five principal activities: planning,
directing, staffing, controlling and organizing [11]. Level 2 of the TMM introduces
planning capability to the testing process. In addition to staffing, directing, and organizing
capabilities, level 3 introduces several controlling and monitoring activities. The purpose
of controlling and monitoring in the testing process is to provide visibility to its associated
activities and to ensure that the testing process proceeds according to plan. When actual
activities deviate from the test plans, management can take effective action to correct the
deviations in order to accomplish the goals in the test plan. Test progress is determined by
comparing the actual test work products, test effort, costs and schedule to the test plan.
Support for controlling and monitoring comes from: standards for test products, test
milestones, test logs, test-related contingency plans, and test metrics that can be used to
evaluate test progress and test effectiveness. Subgoals to support this maturity goal are:
1. The organization must develop mechanisms and policies for controlling and monitoring
the testing process.
2. A set of basic test process-related measurements must be defined, recorded and
distributed.
3. A set of corrective actions and contingency plans must be developed, recorded and
documented for use when testing deviates significantly from what is planned.
Level 4 - Management and Measurement The principal focus at level 4 of
the TMM is on broadening the definition of what is a testing activity, and measurement of
the testing process. Controlling and monitoring functions can now be fully supported by a
test measurement program that is put into place. Staffing activities are supported by a
training program [15]. The definition of what is a testing activity is expanded to include
revlews/mspechons and/or walkthroughs at all phases of the life cycle, Mid i~ i~~litd t~
both software work products and test-related work products such as test plans, test designs
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and test procedures. This expanded definition of testing covers activities typically
categorized as verification and validation activities [12]. The primary goal of this
broadened set of testing operations is to uncover defects occurring in all phases of the life
cycle, and to uncover them as early as possible. Review results and defect data are saved
as a part of project history. Test cases and procedures are stored for reuse and regression
testing. The Extended/Modified V-Model as shown in figure 1 illustrates the integration of
these activities and provides support for several level 4 maturity goals.

•Establish an Organization- Wide Review Program
At TMM level 3 an organization integrates testing activities into the software life
cycle. At level 4 this integration is augmented by the establishment of a review program.
Reviews are conducted at all phases of the life cycle to identify, catalog, and remove
defects from software work products and test work products early and effectively. Among
the maturity subgoals to support these goals are:
1. Upper management must develop review policies, support the review process, and take
responsibility for integrating it into the organizational culture.
2. The Test Group and the Software Quality Assurance Group must develop, and
document goals, plans, follow-up procedures, and recording mechanisms for reviews
throughout the software life cycle.
3. Items for review must be specified by the above body.
•Establish a Technical Training Program
A technical training program will insure that a skilled staff is available to the Testing
Group. The staff is trained in test planning, testing methods, techniques and tools. They
learn how to define, collect, analyze and apply test-related metrics. The training program
also prepares the staff for the review process, instructing review leaders and instituting
channels for user participation in the testing and review processes. Training includes inhouse courses, self-study and support for attendance at academic institutions. Some
maturity subgoals to support this goal are:
1. Management must establish an organizational training program with funding and
support.
2. Training goals and plans must be developed.
3. An in-house training group must be established with tools, facilities and materials in
place.
•Establish a Test Measurement Program
A test measurement program is essential for evaluating the quality of the testing
process, to assess the productivity of the testing personnel, the effectiveness of the testing
process, and for test process improvement. Test measurements are vital for monitoring and
controlling the testing process. A test measurement program must be carefully planned and
managed. Test data to be collected must be identified, and decisions made on how they are
to be used and by whom . Measurement data for every test life cycle phase must be
specified. Measurements include those related to test progress, test costs, data on errors
and defects, and product measures such as software reliability. Some supporting maturity
subgoals are:
1. Organizational wide test measurement policies and goals must be defined.
2. A test measurement plan must be developed with mechanisms for data collection,
analysis and application.
3. Action plans for applying measurement results to test process improvements must be
developed and documented.
•Software Quality Evaluation
One of the purposes of software quality evaluation at this level of the TMM is to
relate software quality issues to the adequacy of the testing process. Software quality
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evaluation involves defining measurable quality attributes, and defining quality goals for
evaluating software work products. Quality goals are tied to testing process adequacy since
a mature testing process must lead to software that is at least: correct, reliable, usable,
maintainable, portable, and secure. Maturity subgoals that support this goal are:
1. Management and the testing and software quality assurance groups must define qualityrelated polities, quality goals and quality attributes for software products.
2. The testing process must be structured, measured, and evaluated to ensure the quality
goals can be achieved.

Level 5 - Optimization/Defect Prevention and Quality Control. There
are several test-related objectives at the highest level of the TMM. At this level we test to
insure the software satisfies its specification, that it is reliable and that we can establish a
certain level of confidence in its reliability. We test to detect faults and to prevent faults.
Prevention applies to requirements, design and implementation faults. Since the testing
process is now repeatable, defined, managed and measured, it can be fine-tuned and
continuously improved. Tool support is available for collecting and analyzing test-related
data. Test planning, and test execution also have tool support. The testing process is now
planned, organized, staffed, controlled and directed [11]. Management provides leadership
and motivation, and supports the infrastructure necessary for the continual improvement of
product and process quality. Test-related measurements help to suggest, and evaluate test
process improvement procedures, methods, tools and activities. Changes can be monitored
and managed.
• Application of Process Data for Defect Prevention
Mature organizations are able to learn from their past history. Following this
philosophy, organizations at the highest level of the TMM record defects, analyze defect
patterns and identify root causes of errors. Techniques such as Pareto diagrams are used
[15]. Actions plans are developed, actions are taken to prevent their recurrence, and there
is a mechanism for tracking action progress. At TMM level 5, defect prevention is applied
across all projects and across the organization. There is a defect prevention team that is
responsible for defect prevention activities. They interact with developers to apply defect
prevention activities throughout the life cycle. Maturity subgoals that support this goal are:
1. A defect prevention team must be established with management support.
2. Defects injected/removed must be identified and recorded for each life cycle phase.
3. A causal analysis mechanism must be established to identify the root causes of defects.
4. Action plans must be developed through the interaction of managers, developers and
testers to prevent identified defects from reoccurring; these plans must be tracked.

•Quality Control
At level 4 of the TMM organizations focus on testing for a group of quality-related
attributes such as correctness, security, portability, interoperabiilty, usability and
maintainability. At level 5 of the TMM organizations use statistical sampling,
measurements of confidence levels, trustworthiness, and reliability goals to drive the
testing process. The testing group and the software quality assurance group are quality
leaders; they work with software designers and implementators to incorporate techniques
and tools to reduce defects and improve software quality. Automated tools support the
running and rerunning of test cases and defect collection and analysis. Usage modeling is
used to perform statistical testing [ 16, 17]. The cost of achieving quality goals is measured
relative to the cost of not testing for quantitative quality goals. Among the subgoals that
support statistical quality control are:
1. The software test group and the SQA group establish quality goals for software products
such as product unit defectiveness, confidence levels, and trustworthiness.
2. Test managers must incorporate these quality goals into the test plans.
3. The test group must be trained in statistical methods.
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4. User input must be collected for usage modeling.

•Test Process Optimization
At the highest level of the TMM the testing process is subject to continuous
improvement across projects and across the organization. The test process is quantified
and can be fine-tuned so that capability growth is an on-going process. An organizational
infrastructure exists to support this continual growth. This infrastructure, consisting of
policies, standards, training, facilities, tools and organizational structures has been put in
place through the goal achievement processes that constitute the TMM hierarchy.
Optimizing the testing process involves, 1. identifying testing practices that need to
be improved, 2. implementing the improvements, 3. tracking improvement progress, 4.
continuous evaluation of new test-related tools and technologies for adaptation, 5. support
for technology transfer. Maturity subgoals needed for test process optimization are:
1. A test process improvement group must be established to monitor the testing process and
identify areas for improvement.
2. A mechanism must be in place for evaluating new tools and technologies with respect to
improving the capability and maturity of the testing process.
3. The effectiveness of the testing process must be continually evaluated, and the decision
on when to stop testing must be related to quality goals and made in a measurable and
optimal manner.

10.0 An Example Set of Activities/Tasks and Responsibilities
The structure of the TMM is such that each maturity goal (MG) is supported by
several maturity subgoals (MSG). The MSGs are achieved by a set of activities, tasks and
responsibilities (ATRs) assigned to the three groups that play key roles in the testing
process: the managers, developers/testers and user/client groups. These groups are
responsible for development, implementation and organizational adaptation of the polities,
plans, standards, practices and organizational structures associated with the testing process.
The relationship between the MGs, MSGs and ATRs is shown in figure 2. We have
discussed the MGs and some example MSGs for each level of the TMM in this paper. In
the following paragraphs we describe one set of ATRs as an example for the reader. The
complete set of MSGs and ATRs is described in detail by Suwannasart [18]. ·
The example we will discuss is from level 2 of the TMM - Phase Definition. One
of the maturity goals at this level is: "Initiate a Test Planning Process". The complete set
of maturity subgoals for this goal is:
1. An organization wide test planning committee must established with funding.
2. A framework for organizational wide test planning policies must be established and
supported by upper management.
3. A test plan template must be developed, recorded and distributed to project managers
and developers.
4. Test work products must be defined, recorded and documented.
5. Project managers must be trained in the test planning process.
6. A mechanism must be put in place to integrate user-generated requirements as inputs
into the test plan.
7. Basic planning tools must evaluated, recommended and usage must be supported by
management.
The Activities/Task/Responsibilities for these subgoals are described below. The
three critical views are represented in the description.

The Managers' View
• Upper management provides support, resources, and training for test planning policies
and policy implementation.
• The project manager is trained in test planning according to organizational standards.
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• The project manager is responsible for negotiating commitments, and assigning
responsibilities to developers in order to develop the test plans and the test work products.
• The project manager develops the test plans at the unit, integration, system and acceptance
levels.
• Each level test plan is developed and documented according to organizational standards.
• Each test plan should minimally contain the following:
test objectives and goals, items to be tested( functions and features),
test work products, testing schedules, deadlines and costs,
personnel and their responsibilities, resources and tools required,
constraints, and pass/fail criteria.
• The project manager seeks input to the test plan from requirements documents,
developers, and past project history.
• The project manager seeks input from users for the acceptance test plan. Users
requirements and concerns are recorded

The Developers' View
• Developers provide input to the test plan; help to determine test goals, approaches,
methods, procedures, schedules, tools.
• Developers are responsible for developing test specifications, test designs, test cases,
pass/fail criteria for each level test plan.
• Developers plan for the test environment; what hardware, laboratory space, and software
tools are required.
The User/Client View
• The users/clients meet with the SQA or Test Group representatives to give input to the
acceptance test plans that are recorded and documented.
• The users describe functional requirements, performance requirements, and other quality
attributes such as: security, portability, interoperability and usability.
• The users/clients define an operational profile to plan system and acceptances tests.
11.0 Correlation Between the CMM and TMM
We are developing the TMM as a complement to the CMM. We envision that
organizations who are interested in assessing and improving their testing capabilities are
likely to be involved in general software process improvement. It would simplify these
two parallel process improvement drives if both maturity models had directly
corresponding levels. This is not quite the case since both the CMM and the TMM level
structures are based on the individual historical maturity growth patterns of the processes
they respectively represent. However, the testing process is a subset of the overall
software development process. Therefore we would expect that its maturity growth would
need support from the key process areas associated with general process growth. Below
we discuss the minimum support needed from key process areas of the CMM by an
organization at each level of the TMM. Our research shows that an organization at level "i"
of the TMM must be at least at level "i" of the CMM. In many cases a TMM level needs
specific support from key process areas in its corresponding CMM level, and the CMM
level beneath it. A brief summary of support from the CMM required for TMM goal
achievement follows [4,18]. A detailed description of the correlation between the two
models is given by Suwannasart [18].
TMM level 2. In order to support the key maturity goals at TMM level 2 the
following CMM level 2 process goals are essential: requirements management, project
planning, and software configuration management.

TMM level 3: To achieve testing capability at TMM level 3 the following CMM
level 3 goals are essential: organization process focus, organization process definition, peer
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reviews, inter group coordination. Support is also needed from the project tracking and
oversight and SQA goals of CMM level 2.
TMM level 4: At TMM level 4 support from CMM level 4 process goals is in the
form of software quality management, and quantitative process management. TMM level 4
also needs support from the general training program established at CMM level 3.
TMM level 5: Support for TMM level 5 from CMM level 5 comes in the form of
process change management, technology change management, and defect prevention.

12.0 A Proposal for a Tester's Workbench
We argue that testing process maturity growth should be supported by automated
tools. We are developing a "Tester's Workbench" to provide that support. Suggestions
for TMM tool support have their origins in a Software Test Technologies Report published
by Software Technology Support Center [13]. The Workbench will be built from a basic
set of testing tools for use at the lower TMM levels. Tools are added as the organization
progresses through the maturity levels. Below we describe a group of tools suggested for
an organization at TMM level 2. They support the maturity goals at this level such as test
planning, incorporation of basic testing techniques, testing as an execution-based activity,
and the separation of testing and debugging.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project Planning tools
Capture/Replay tools
Comparators
Simulators/Emulators
Syntax/Semantic Analyzers
Debuggers

Project Planning tools: At level 2 of the TMM testing is becoming a planned activity. This
implies a commitment to completion of testing activities. A project planning tool will aid
the project manager in defining test activities, allocating time, money, resources and
personnel to the testing process.
Capture/Replay tools: These will automatically record test inputs from a keyboard or other
device and replay them for subsequent testing when changes are made This type of tool is
invaluable for regression testing and has a very positive effect on productivity.
Comparators: These tools can compare files and screens or other types of actual output
entities with what is expected, and note the differences between them. They often are
associated with capture/replay tools. They greatly simplify the process of determining
whether a test case has been passed or failed.
Simulators/Emulators: These are hardware or software components that can be used to·
substitute for missing, unavailable or valued systems components during the testing
process; for example terminal emulators.
Syntax/Semantic Analyzers: Since code reviews are not a planned activity at level 2 of the
TMM these tools are useful for detecting code anomalies. Use of these tools before the
execution of test cases will reduce errors and test time.
Debugging Tools: Since testing and debugging are recognized as separate activities simple
tools can be purchased to support debugging. Staff responsible for debugging duties can
be trained to use these tools . A useful debugging tool allows a developer to set
breakpoints, examine memory during execution, and step through a set of instructions.
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Tool support for higher levels of the TMM includes test generation tools, metrics
collection tools such as complexity/size measurers, coverage/frequency analyzers,
defect/change trackers, and statistical tools for defect analysis and defect prevention.

13.0 Model Evaluation and the Need for Industrial Partners
The CMM was developed by a group at the Software Engineering Institute with
extensive feedback from government and industry [1-5]. The initial release of the CMM
was reviewed and used by the software development community in the early 1990s. Since
then the CMM has been widely accepted by the software industry for process evaluation
and self improvement. Thus it has paved the way for the development and application of
multilevel maturity growth models rooted in similar design concepts. Based on the success
of the CMM, we believe our approach to testing process assessment and improvement
through the TMM structure is sound. However, the experiences of the Software
Engineering Institute in developing the CMM, illustrate that feedback from industry is vital
for TMM assessment, and application. It must reflect industry needs.
14.0 Research Summary and Future Research
Software systems are playing an increasingly important role in our society. It is
imperative that we address quality issues that relate to both the software development
process and the software product. This paper focuses on process; it describes the
development of a Testing Maturity Model (TMM) that is a complement to the Capability
Maturity Model. It is designed to assist software development organizations in evaluating
and improving their testing processes. Testing is used in its broadest sense to encompass
review, and execution-based testing activities. We believe that improving the testing
process thorough application of the TMM maturity criteria will have a very positive impact
on software quality.
In the paper we discuss our approach to developing the TMM, the model
framework, the behavioral characteristics of the five TMM levels, and its internal
framework. The relationships between the TMM and the CMM are also described. Plans
for the development of an assessment model are discussed, and we present a proposal for
a testers' workbench to be associated with the TMM. We continue to work on refining the
model, developing the assessment process, designing the testers' workbench and
identifying a set of metrics to be associated with TMM levels. We are also seeking to
involve industrial partners in model development, application, and validation.
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4. TMM MATURITY GOALS

5. PLANS FOR A TESTERS
WORKBENCH
6. SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

A TESTING MATURITY MODEL
•PURPOSE:
-TMM can assist software
organizations to assess and
improve their testing process
thus leading to better software
quality

•USAGE:
-An internal assessment team
can identify the current testing
capability state
-Upper management can
initiate a testing improvement
program
-Developers can improve
testing capability
-Users/Clients can help define
th~ir rril~ in th~ tMting Pl'OC{!QQ

TMM : THE DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH
• The Capability Maturity
Model
• Gelperin and Hetzel : The
Evolutionary Testing Model

THE CAPABILITY MATURITY
MODEL
• Developed at the Software
Engineering Institute
• The level structure as a
framework for maturity growth
• The key process areas - goals
for maturity at a given level

• Current Industrial Testing
Practices
• Beizer's Progressive Phases of
a Testers Mental Model

THE CMM MATURITY
HIERARCHY

• Cumulative capabilities in
the maturity hierarchy
• Key practices for
implementation of maturity
goals

THE GELPERIN AND HETZEL
EVOLUTION OF TESTING
MODEL

Level 1: Chaotic Process
• Debugging-Oriented Period
Level 2: Repeatable Process
• Demonstration-Oriented
Period
Level 3: Defined Process
Level 4: Managed Process
Level 5: Optimized Process

• Destruction-Oriented Period
• Evaluation-Oriented Period
• Prevention-Oriented Period

TEST PROCESS MATURITY
Paulk et. al. A mature process is
managed, measured, monitored,
controlled and effective

THE EXTENDED/MODIFIED VMODEL
Based on Daich et.al. STSC - 1994

Application to Testing Maturity

• Management:
-Test Goals
-Test Life Cycle
.,.Test Planning Process
-Test Group

• Measurement
-Test-related Metrics

• Monitoring & Controlling
-Test Tracking & Controlling

• Effectiveness
-Product Quality Control
-Testing Tools
-Test Process Improvement
Group

TMM COMPONENTS
1. THE SET OF LEVELS

REPRESENTATION OF THE
TMM STRUCTURAL
FRAMEWORK

• each level prescribes a position
in the testing maturity hierarchy
•each level (except 1) has a
structure of maturity goals,
subgoals, activities/tasks and
responsibilities
•future plans include metrics and
tools appropriate for each level
achieved by

2. THE ASSESSMENT MODEL
•the questionnaire, to determine
the level of testing maturity
•the assessment procedure, to
guide the assessment team
• the team selection and training
procedure

THE HIERARCHY OF TMM
MATURITY LEVELS AND GOALS

TMM LEVEL 1: INITIAL
•Testing is ill-defined
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•Testing is not distinguished from
debugging
•Testing and debugging are
interleaved to get bugs out of
software
•Testing is not planned
• Focus on showing the software
works
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•Software is released without
quality assurance
• Comparable to level 1 of the
CMM
•NO Maturity goals on this level
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TMM LEVEL 2 : PHASE
DEFINITION

Behavioral Characteristics:
•Testing is a phase that follows
coding
• Testing is separated from
debugging
•Testing is planned
•The testing process is repeatable

TMM LEVEL 2 : MATURITY
GOALS

Goal 1: Develop testing and
debugging goals
• The organization must
distinguish between testing and
debugging
• Testing must be a planned
activity which can be managed and
is repeatable

•Testing goal: show the software
meets its specification

• Goals, responsibilities, tasks,
and activities for each must be
separated

• Basic testing techniques and
methods are in place

• Plans and policies must be made
to institutionalize both processes

TMMLEVEL2
Goal 2: Initiate a Test Planning
Process
• Planning is essential for a
repeatable managed process
• Planning involves stating
objectives, developing test specs,
test designs, test cases, allocating
resources

TMM LEVEL 3: INTEGRATION
Behavioral Characteristics:
•Testing is no longer a phase that
follows coding
•Testing is integrated into
software life cycle
•A version of the V-model is used
• There is a software test
organization

Goal 3: Institutionalize Basic Testing
Techniques and Methods
•Need for basic testing techniques
to be applied across organization

•Testing is a professional activity
• Basic tools support
institutionalized techniques and
methods

• Examples : white, black box
testing techniques, req. validation
matrix, unit, integration, system
testing

TMM LEVEL 3 : MATURITY

TMMLEVEL3

GOALS
Goal 1: Establish a Software Test
Organization
• Identify well-trained, qualified
and dedicated people responsible
for testing
• Duties include: test planning,
execution, recording, standards,
tracking, customer interaction

Goal 2: Integration of Testing into
the Software Life Cycle
•Testing activities carried out in
parallel with all life cycle phases
•Test planning must begin in
requirements

Goal 3: Controlling and Monitoring
the Testing Process
• Provides visibility to testing
activities
• Ensures testing process is
proceeding according to plan
• Enables effective action when
deviations occur

TMM LEVEL 4 : MANAGEMENT
AND MEASUREMENT
Behavioral Characteristics:

TMM LEVEL 4 MATURITY
GOALS
Goal 1: Establish an OrganizationWide Review Program

• Definition of what is a testing
activity is broadened

• Reviews at all life cycle phases

• Reviews take place throughout
life cycle

•Defect removal as early as
possible

•Test measurements are defined,
test measurement plans made
•Defect data is collected from
reviews, execution-based testing
• Action plans for applying
measurement results to test
process improvement are made

Goal 2: Establish a Technical
Training Program
• Ensures a well-qualified staff
• Includes in-house, self-study,
degree programs

•Technical training is a priority
• Software quality is measured

TMMLEVEL4
Goal 3: Establish a Test
Measurement Program

TMM Level 5:
Optimization/Defect Prevention
and Quality Control
Behavioral Characteristics

•To evaluate test process, test
personnel
•Use in test process improvement
• Measures for costs, defects,
productivity, product quality

Goal 4: Software Quality Evaluation
• Relate software quality issues to
adequacy of testing process

•There is an infrastructure in
place to evaluate test process and
product quality
• Testing for conformance to
specifications, for reliability, to
establish a level of confidence
•Test to detect, prevent, faults
•Testing can be fine-tuned
•Tool evaluation, support for test

•Test for quality goals such as
correctness, reliability, usability,
security, portability

• Leadership for continual test
process improvement
• Measurements support test
process improvement and change
management

TMMLEVEL5
Goal 1: Application of Process Data
for Defect Prevention
• Mature organizations learn from
their past history
• For defect prevention, defects
are recorded, patterns analyzed,
root causes identified
• Action plans prevent
re occurrence

Goal 2: Quality Control
• Use of statistical sampling
• Confidence levels

TMMLEVEL5
Goal 3: Test Process Optimization
• Continuos improvement of
testing process organizational wide
• Infrastructure through
achievement of TMM goals
supports continual maturity
growth.
-policies
-standards
-training
-facilities
-tools, technologies
-organizational structures
-teams
-measurements

• Quality costs

EXAMPLE MATURITY
SUBGOALS

ACTIVITIES ITASKS and
RESPONSIBILITIES

Level 2 Maturity Goal 2:
Initiate a Test Planning Process

•Three groups play a key role in
testing:
-managers
-developers/testers
-clients/users

• A framework for organizational
wide test planning policies must
be established and supported
• A test plan template must be
developed, recorded, distributed
• A mechanism must be
developed to include requirements
as inputs to the test plan
• Basic planning tools must be
evaluated, recommended and
acquired, applied with support

• Responsible for development,
implementation and
organizational adaptation of
policies, plans, standards,
practices, structures

Example ATRs: Level 2: Maturity
Goal: Initiate a Test Planning Process
Mana~er View: Upper management provides
support, resources, training for test planning

Developerll'ester View; Develop test specs,
designs, cases, pass/fail criteria for plans

V~yr/Qliv11t Yivw; J;>efwe operiletio~il.l protile
for acceptance test plan

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE
TMMANDCMM
•Test process maturity needs
support from general process
maturity
•TMM complements the CMM
• Example of Support from CMM

TMM - C:MM level 2 :
requirements management,
project planning, configuration
management
TMM - CMM level 3:
organization process focus,
organization process definition,
peer reviews, intergroup
coordination

THE TESTERS WORKBENCH
•Testing process maturity growth
should be supported by tools
• Testers workbench grows
incrementally as the testing
process matures
• Suggested Tools for TMM level 2
Phase Definition
-project planning tools
-capture-replay tools
-comparators
-simulators, emulators
-syntax/semantic analyzers
-debuggers

.
NEED FOR INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH PARTNERS

SUMMARY AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

•CMM developed with feedback
from government and industry

• Need for TMM has been
established

• Initial release of CMM reviewed
and applied by software industry

• Approach based on 4 essential
sources

• CMM now widely accepted by
industry as a tool for process
evaluation and improvement

• Basic components have been
defined

•TMM based on similar concepts
established by CMM
•Needs feedback and application
in industry
• Must reflect industry needs

• Levels that reflect maturity
growth have been defined
• Structural framework has been
built
• Current and future research
-Assessment process
-Testers workbench
-Metrics
-Cost-benefit analysis
-Establish industry
partnerships
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The connection between internal quality measures ofproduct quality and process efficiency and external quality measures ofcustomer satisfaction is indisputable in general,
but often not apparent in particular. This leads to internal measures of uncertain value,
external measures of little actionability, and a lack of quality goal alignment in an organization. Examples of specific linkages between internal and external measures are
given, along with suggestions for overcoming the common obstacles in creating such
linkages.

1.0 Introduction
Quality efforts generally fall into three categories: product quality, process efficiency,
and customer satisfaction. The first two quality categories are internal to a company's
operations, while the third is external. While customer satisfaction is a complex construct. it's clear that product quality is a major factor in it; the fewer defects, say, the
higher the customer's satisfaction, all other things being equal. Similarly, a more efficient product delivery process works directly or indirectly to increase satisfaction, either
directly through, fer example, reduced cycle time, or indirectly through freeing up
resources for use in other areas more directly related to customer satisfaction.
While the general camection between internal and external quality measures is indisputable, the connections between specific measures are often not apparent. Internal
quality measures such as defect rates or cycle time are simply assumed to have a significant impact on customers' satisfaction and consequent brand loyalty, but usually without any specific evidence demonstrating the connection or indicating its relative
strength com.pared to other factors. Similarly, most measures of customer satisfaction
typically lack actionability: it's hard to determine what aspects of a company's actions
causes the measmes to rise or fall, or by how much.
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The consequences of this lack of specific connections between internal and external
measures are threefold:
• the value of internal quality measures is uncertain.
• the results of external quality measures are unactionable,

• a1ignroe11t of quality goals across the organization is impeded, because it is difficult
to know exactly how any given department's actions ultimately affect customer
behavior.

2.0 Linking Internal and External Measures

----------

To avoid these problems, various ways of linking the two kinds of quality measures
must be developed. The goal is to understand exactly how a company's actions, measured by various internal measures of its product quality and process efficiency, affect
customers' satisfaction with the company's product Ideally, one would like to know the
exact quantitative relationship between the company's behavior and that of the customer, for example, what defect rate or response time is required to produce a satisfaction rating or repurchase probability of a given level. This understanding is bidirectional
and can be used to work backwards from changes in customer attitudes and behavior to
the reasons for the change.

In this way, the linkages between internal and external quality measures create an alignment of quality goals among all parts of an organization. Departments such as production or development that are not directly connected to the customer can nevertheless
know exactly what the impact of their actions is on customer satisfaction.

3.0 Examples of Linkage

----------

There are a variety of ways of linking internal and external quality measures. Here are

three examples from our ongoing efforts at Sun.

3.1 Software Patches
Customer satisfaction with software is laigely driven by features, performance, and reliability. A major aspect of reliability is the presence of defects causing a problem so
severe that a customer is effectively unable to use the software for a desired purpose,
and is impeded until the problem is fixed. While most defects are minor enough that a
customer can wait till the next release or update to have the problem fixed, serious problems require an immediate point repair or "patch". For reasons of both customer satisfaction and cost reduction, therefore, the prevention of the need for such patches is
critical.
In Sun's software division, SunSoft, we conducted an analysis of possible predictors of
such patch situations, looking for an internal product quality metric that could reliably
predict when source code would have a defect serious enough to require an external
patch.
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We selected a body of source code that was old enough for us to feel confident that all
the potential patches to it had already been produced, and ran the VERITAS ViSTA®
Code Coverage tool over it, producing the 18 metrics listed in Table 1. Of the 512
source files, 37% had one (and typically only one) patch applied. We then looked for
correlations between the presence of a patch for a source file and the metrics characterizing that file. 1 Of the 18 metrics, only one had a significant correlation with the pres-

TABLE 1.

Static Source Metrics Generated by the VERITAS ViSTA9 Code Coverage Tool.

Non-Comment Source Statements

Halstead Error Prediction

Number of Function Exits

Number of Tokens

Number of Regions

Number of Implicit Function Exits

Number of Whitespace Tokens

Number of Irreducible Regions

Number of Code Segments

Halstead Volume

Avg. Cyclomatic Complexity

Number of Unreachable Segments

Halstead Difficulty

Avg. Essential Complexity

Number of Basic Blocks

Halstead Effort

Number of Functions

Number of Complex Functions

ence of a patch: whether or not the source file contained any functions with cyclanatic
complexity greater than 10 (a value generally held to be excessively complex). Such
source files were almost three times as likely to be patched as source files without such
functions, as shown in Table 2. Surprisingly, the number of such functions in the file
made no difference; only the presence of at least one mattered. This predictor has a sensitivity of 86% (i.e., it catches 86% of the patched files) and a positive predictive value
of 46% (i.e., its prediction of a patch is correct 46% of the time; the rest are false
alarms). Since 70% of the files had at least one excessively complex function, one might
think that the accuracy was really due to chance; however, the metric's sensitivity and
positive predictive value are 65% and 20% better than chance, respectively. This is,
admittedly, not a silver bullet, but shows that it is possible to find internal product quality metrics that have a direct and reliable connection to a critical source of customer satisfaction

We are currently investigating the use of this and additional internal quality metrics
such as amount of test coverage and phase of defect detection to predict not only
patches, but also number of service calls.

TABLE 2.

Source Patches As Predicted By the Presence of Excessively Cort1)1ex Functions.

ComplexFns
No Complex Fns
Total

Patched

Not Patched

Total

Risk

Relative Risk

166
27
193

195
124
319

361
151
512

.46

2.7

.17

1. It should be noted that a factor analysis of the 18 metrics revealed that they fell into two dis-

tinct classes: "size" metrics, such as NCSS and Number of Functions, and "complexity" metrics such as Average Cyclomatic Complexity and Average Essential Complexity. Together

these two factors accounted for 90% of the covariance among the metrics.
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3.2 Repair nme
Sun's customer service division. SunService, extensively tracks customer satisfaction
with its service product In addition to working to understand the various factors comprising customer satisfaction with our service, we are worlcing to make explicit links
between our internal operational measures of seivice effectiveness, and customers' ratings of satisfaction with various aspects of our service. A critical technique in this process is the use of our Answer Center's seivice call database as a source of customers to
survey for satisfaction. In particular, we draw a random sample of recent service calls
and interview the callers about their experience. Their ratings of how we performed can
be directly connected to our own internal data on that particular seivice call. For example, we can compare a customer's rating of our service responsiveness with our record
of how responsive we actually were. This explicit linkage not only tells us quantitatively the effect of om responsiveness on customer satisfaction. it thus gives us a lever
for increasing it
In one case, we looked at customers' satisfaction ratings with repair time and our own
records of repair time. We not only found the expected inverse correlation of time with
satisfaction, we found that the pattern varied as a functicm of time: fer example, for software service calls (typically handled over the phone), taking up to 30 minutes to solve a
problem reduced customer satisfaction on a variety of measures by over one point on
the 0-10-point satisfaction rating scale, while taking up to two hours caused a further
one-point drop, as shown in Figme 1.

AGURE1.

Effect of Repair Time on Various Measures of Customer Satisfaction.
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Results such as these show not only the effect of internal operations, but indicate the

presence of "critical regions" of process parameters necessary to maximize customer
satisfaction.

3.3 Repair Visits
One of SunSeivice's internal product quality measures is whether or not a hardware
problem requires more than one on-site repair visit to fix, since this is both expensive
4
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for Sun and presumably dissatisfying for the customer. Exactly how important is it,
though? To find out, we correlated our information on number of site visits with various
satisfaction measures obtained from our surveys. As shown in Figure 2, multiple visits
to fix a problem reduced satisfaction ratings by about one point on the 0-10 rating scale.
This result not only validated the choice of multiple-visit repairs as an important internal quality metric, it showed exactly what cost is incurred by such a "service defect".

RGURE2.

Effect of A Multiple-Visit Repair on Various Measures of Customer Satisfaction.
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4.0 Difficulties in Linkage

-----------

Creating such linkages is not always easy, however. By far the most common obstacle is
the cross-functional coordination of different parts of the company that is typically necessary. It is rarely the case that one organization collects both internal and external quality information, and so oae or more organizations need to at least coordinate, if not
actively work together, on making the linkages work. The payoff, of course, is that such
linkages allow each aganization to see more clearly how it affects the bigger picture,
and to allow for better alignment of quality goals across the company.
Here are some common difficulties encountered in the process of developing linkages,
and suggestions for what to do about them.
1. The internal (external) measure needed to make the link is not there. Sometimes this
is because the needed measure is difficult to obtain (this is often the case with measures of customer satisfaction). More frequently, it is because no one saw the need
for it. Simply demonstrating the potential for linkage and the resulting leverage is
often effective in getting the new measure created.
2. The internal (external) measure needed to make the link measures the wrong thing.
Again, this is typically either because the appropriate measurement is too difficult.

or more likely, that it wasn't recognized as being more appropriate.
3. The internal (external) measure needed to make the link has unreliable data. This
typically happens because the data needed to make the link is non-essential from the
point of view of those collecting it. For example, when handling a service call the
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paramount task is to resolve the customer's problem as quickly as possible and then
move on to the next customer. Accurately recording whether or not the customer's
problem was ever reported before by any other customer, and if so, what the problem
report ID was, is not essential. Consequently, a database of service calls is likely to
either omit this information, or record it in an unreliable fashion, making it difficult
to link it to measures of product quality. The same is true of most other processes
and their associated databases. The solution to this is once again to demonstrate the
value of the linkage, thus changing the status of the data from "non-essential" to
"essential".
4. The data for the two measures can't be easily linked. This is very common, and happens because the two measmes were created independently rather than as a pair. For
example, product codes for engineering defect reports may be different than for service call reports, leading to difficulties in assigning service calls to the right engineering category. It's usually not too difficult to reconcile such coding conflicts, with
benefits for all concerned.
5. Organizational difficulties. Because of the need for cross-functional coordination to
make most internal-external linkages work, the full range of organizational difficulties can be encountered, from lack of interest to lack of resources. However, the
mutual benefits of linkages are usually apparent to the two organizations involved;
and their lowest common manager is also likely to see the benefit and thus to support
the activity.

5.0 Conclusion
While they are not always easy to construct, linkages between internal and external
quality measures are a powerful mechanism to focus improvement efforts and align the
quality goals of an organization. The examples given are only a few of the many ways
that this technique can be applied in quality management.
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Types of Quality Measures
- Product Quality
- Process Efficiency
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Why Link Internal and External Measures?
- Different parts of organization focus on different measures

}1n1em•

- Resulting problems:
• value of internal measures is uncertain

• Customer Satisfaction • External

• results of external measures are unactionable
• alignment of quality goals is impeded

- Solution: linking internal and external measures
- Benefits:
- determine the relationship between internal actions
and the ir external effects
• align the organization
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Software Patches

Examples of Linkages:
- Software Patches

- Serious problems require an immediate patch

internal: software metrics

- Costly:

external: patches sent to customers

- production of patch

- Service Repair Time

- customer dissatisfaction

Internal: repair time records

- Need to link some SW quality metric to patch occurrences

external: satisfaction with repair time

- Multiple Repair Visits
internal: repair visit records
external: service satisfaction
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Using Software Metrics to Predict Patches
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The Result

- Use a body of source code and its patches

- Of 18 metrics, only one hoo predictive value: presence of
one or more functions with cyclomatic complexity > 1O

- Collect a number of software metrics on each file
Source Patches As Prodlclod By tho Presence ol Excessively Cof11)lox FuncUons.

- Correlate the metrics with the number of patches per file
ComplexFns
No Complex Fns
Total

Patched

Not
Patched

Total

Risk

166
27
193

195
124
319

361
151
512

.46
.17

Relative
Risk

2.7

- Files with a complex function were almost three times as likely
to be patched.
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Service Repair Time

Using the Database of Service Records

- lime to make a repair is an important aspect of service satisfaction

- Service records have customer and service information

- Need to determine the relationship between repair lime and
level of satisfaction

- Use service records as the sample frame for satisfaction surveys
- Link the satisfaction ratings of a service experience with
internal operational data on that service experience.

- Use the Answer Center's database of service records
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The Result
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Multiple Repair Visits
- For on-site hardware repairs, it's important to both customer
and service-provider to fix the problem on the first visit

- On a variety of satisfaction measures, ratings systematically
decline with increasing repair time

- Multiple-visit fixes are flagged internally as a process problem
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Difficulties in Linking Measures

The Result

- Internal (external) measure needed to make the link is not there

- On a variety of satisfaction measures, ratings systematically
decline when more than one repair visit is needed.

- Internal (external) measure needed to make the link measures
the wrong thing
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- Internal (external) measure needed to make the link has unreliable
data
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Introduction

The risk based approach to testing is explained in four sections:
1. The Case: Chapter 2 explains the background of how the methodology was developed at Provida
2. The Challenge: Chapter 3 and 4 summarize what had to be done, how it should be done and why it
should be done.
3. The Risk Analysis: Chapter 5 explains how the probability of a fault and the cost of a fault was
identified and how the risk of a given function was calculated to identify the most important functions
as input to the test process.
4. The Process and Organization: Chapter 6 goes through the test process and discusses improvements
to the process and to the organization to support the risk based approach to testing.
In addition, chapter 7 briefly discusses the importance of automated testing as part of a risk based
approach. Some areas for further research and of general interest are listed in chapter 8.

2.

The Case

2. 1

The Application

The Norwegian software house Provida a.s, develops their own client / server based software for the
banking industry. Provida was founded by Norwegian banks in 1990. The banks at that time represented
more than 20 years of experience in software development. Provida has grown from approximately 100
employees in 1990 to 200 employees today, including subsidiaries in London, UK and Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Their retail banking applications are installed in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Italy, Great Britain and
Australia. This paper is based on the system test stage of the project including an upgrade of Provida's
ProCis (Customer Information System) being used by customers as a central customer, account and
product database, and a complete reengineering of Provida' s ProDeposits (Deposit Management System).
The customer, the Halifax Building Society in UK, is now considering using Provida's deposit
management system ProDeposits, to maintain over 68 billion GBP of savings and current accounts.
The reengineering of ProDeposits included reengineering of the data model, technology change from
IMS/DLI to CICS/DB2, rewrite from JSP COBOL to COBOL-2 and a completely new physical design.
During this rewrite large investments were done in productivity tools, design, quality assurance and
testing. The project started in June 1994 and was delivered in October 1995. The project total was
approximately 40 man years over 17 months. This paper documents experiences from the system test
stage, which consumed approximately 22% of the total project resources.
The architectural nature of Provida's applications allows for quick development and easy maintenance by
the customer. The Data Warehouse capability of ProCis dramatically reduces the time to market new
products and modify existing terms and conditions in the product part of ProCis. The object oriented
nature of the applications leaves the customer free to choose whatever client interface he wishes to
develop. Unfortunately, the flexibility does not make the application easy to test!
These applications are the core business applications of any retail bank, and any faults during production
is very costly. Therefore, the quality assurance requirements are very demanding. In the project covered
here, IBM UK acted as systems integrator and external quality assurance.
The applications consist of approximately 300 on-line transactions and 300 batch programs, totally
730.000 SLOC 1 and 187 dB2 tables. This is the server part only, no GUI-client was tested in this project.
1

SLOC = Source Line of Code, excluding comments
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The Scope

The system test stage included
1. Technical System Test. I.e. what is usually referred to as environment test and integration test. Due
to differences between development environment and the production environment, the system test
stage had to test all programs in the production environment. During system test the test team also had
to do integration test of the on-line system by testing and documenting all on-line interfaces (modules
called), and the team had to do integration test of the batch system by testing and documenting that all
modules had been called and also testing the complete batch flow.
2. Functional System Test. I.e. black box testing of all programs and modules to detect any
discrepancies between the behavior of the system and its specifications. The integration test verified
that all modules had been called, and the functional system test was designed based on application
functionality.
3. Non-functional System Test. The system test would also test non-functional requirements, i.e.
security, performance (volume- and stress-test), configuration (application consistency), backup and
recovery procedures and documentation (system-, operation- and installation documentation).
As for all projects, the time and resources were limited. At the beginning of construction (programming),
the system test strategy was still not agreed upon. Since the development project was a very large project
to Provida and therefore consumed nearly all available resources, the number of people with experience
available for test planning was limited.

The final system test strategy for the system test was agreed approximately one month before end of
construction, and the time for planning was extremely short. A traditional approach to system test
planning based on test preparation done in parallel with design and construction, could therefore not be
used.
The following project stages were executed before the system test2:
• Project Initiation - Pl (organizing the project, staffing and development environment)
• Requirement Analysis - RA (documents the functional requirements to the application)
• Logical Design - LD (data model and process model)
• Physical Design - PD (program design - executed as part of construction)
• Construction and Unit Test - CUT (programming and testing, including a 100% code coverage test)

3.

The Challenge

Why did Provida need a Risk Based Approach to the System Test?
Because
• The Available Calendar Time was limited. The development project had a very short time frame.
The construction and unit test stage was also delayed, so the system test had to become even shorter!
The application is very flexible, and therefore very complicated to test. The calendar time did not allow
for a thorough testing of all functions. Focus had to be put on those areas representing the largest risk
if a fault occurred. Provida needed a methodology to identify the most critical areas to test.
• There were limited available resources before the end of construction! Midway through
construction a limited number of senior analysts were available for system test preparation, one for online and one for batch in addition to management. The estimates to build all identified test scripts
were 8 - 10 people in each of the teams (on-line and batch) until system test start! A test methodology
had to be developed based on limited resources during test preparation and using most resources
during test execution.

2

The methodology was based on LBMS ' Systems Engineering, see ref. Systems Engineering.
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There were several risk factors. Due to strict quality control of the unit test (including 100% code
coverage requirements), the modules were expected to be of good quality when entering system test.
However, a lot of other factors indicated trouble:
• The project utilized a new development environment for programming, debugging and unit test
based on Microfocus COBOL Workbench on PC, running CICS with OS/2. The exact effect of the
learning curve on the programmers productivity by starting with a tool all new to the organization,
was unknown.
• The development environment for on-line proved to be fairly good. However, the JCL-support for
large batch streams was poor. Therefore, batch integration test between units were not extensive
and represented a risk to the integration test part of the system test.
• The system test was exclusively executed on the IBM mainframe after the source code was
transferred. A test bench was developed on the IBM mainframe, executing transactions as a
«dumb-terminal» client. This represented a risk since Provida did not have any experience of the
difference between the PC development environment and the mainframe environment. Differences
in SQL-implementation were discovered during the project.
• Because of Provida's expansion, a lot of the programmers were new to the company and though
well educated, most of them were new to the application area and to the technology being used.
• The number of people involved was high (approximately 50 on peak) and the development time
was short (planned to 17 months), this was one of the largest projects done by Provida ever. Even
though Provida has been conducting large projects in the past, available experience from projects
with this size in a compressed time frame, was limited.

What did Provida do?
• The System Test Strategy document had to be rewritten. The customer did receive the preliminary
version of the strategy explaining a «traditional well documented test» with everything documented
prior to test execution. We had to convince the customer that this new approach was «as good as the
original one, except that the new one was feasible, given the calendar time and resources available».
The System Test Strategy would define «minimum level of testing» including level of documentation
for all functions and identify how a Risk Analysis would be used to identify functions to be focused on
during test execution.
• We had to perform a Risk Analysis to identify the most critical areas both to the customer and to
Provida. A methodology had to be identified and implemented.
• The System Test Process and Organization had to be improved, or even «optimized». This included
defining the test process by preparing procedures, planning the test, controlling the process, progress
tracking, and defining roles and responsibilities. Provida had to convince the customer about the
feasibility of the new strategy and prove the quality of the process and the product to be delivered. To
document the test progress and to communicate this to the customer, became a key issue.
• Automated Testing was part of the contract. Initially we intended to use automated testing for all online functions. As the resources and time became very limited, automated testing became part of the
risk based strategy, i.e. it was used to handle those on-line transactions with most faults.
This paper will document the implementation of the risk based strategy at Provida, showing required
changes to the system test process and the organization.

4.

The Strategy

The project started with a Traditional Approach to testing, i.e. the test should be prepared with input
and output as part of the design and construction stages, prior to system test start. However, it was obvious
as time passed by and only limited resources were available to prepare the System Test, that this strategy
was impossible to fulfill.

The origiml ~~tm t@!:t ~trntegy document (hM!d l'lfi ~ tr~dttiMal test approach), idenh~ed the PoUowhig
test structure for both on-line and batch testing:
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1. System Test Plan, documenting the test scope, environment and deliverables, test control procedures,

test tools to be used, test schedule and phases, and listing start and stop criteria related to each phase.
2. Test Specification, i.e. a detailed break down of the application into testable units.
3. Test Cases, i.e. documentation of what to test, basically listing all requirements enabling a tester to
easily read them.
4. Test Scripts, i.e. documentation of how to test «step by step», including test data to be used by the
tester.
Implementing a structure like the one above is very time consuming, especially step 4 - documenting test
scripts.
Midway through construction it became obvious that it was impossible to document everything before end
of construction. Either the project would be delayed, or the test planning process had to be improved.
The main problem at this stage was the preliminary system test strategy document delivered to the
customer. How do you have the customer accept that you will not be able to document all tests prior to test
execution as thoroughly as you originally intended to? By convincing him that the new process will
improve the product quality!
The key words became «Risk Based Approach» to testing. We agreed with the customer:
1. Provida will test all functionality in the application to «a minimum level» (in addition to all interfaces,
and all non-functional tests). This will not be documented prior to the test, but logging of details for
all tests (i.e. input, expected output and actual output), will after test execution, prove this «minimum
level of testing»
2. All test cases («what to test») will be documented prior to test start and will be available for the
customer to review.
3. Only highly qualified testers, i.e. system analysts experienced in the application area, will be utilized
for testing, and the testers will be responsible for planning all «test shots», including providing test
data and documenting the executed tests. (Tools were available to the tester for documenting the tests).
4. Provida will do a risk analysis together with the customer to identify those areas of highest risk, either
to the customer or to Provida a.s.
5. Based on the Risk Analysis, Provida will focus «extra testing» in those areas of highest risk.
6. «Extra testing» will be planned and performed by a specialists in the application area, that are not
involved in the «minimum level of testing».
The customer approved the idea, and Provida was ready to start. The project was now in a hurry and had
to do the following:
1. Complete the documentation of all test cases (what to test) for on-line and batch
2. Perform the Risk Analysis for on-line and batch and plan «extra testing».
3. Document the new risk based test process, including procedures, check lists, training the testers and
preparing the test organization.

5.

The Risk Analysis

The risk analysis was performed prior to system test start, but was continuously updated during test
execution. Separate analysis were performed for on-line and batch.
Provida developed a model for calculating the risk based on
• the probability of an error (in the on-line transaction or batch program), and
• the cost (consequence) of an error in the corresponding function, both to Provida a.s and the customer
(in production).
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Similar methodologies have been documented by others, see 0vstedal and Stalhane [1992). However, this
paper explains a practical implementation of the methodology.
There are three main sources to the Risk Analysis
1. Quality of the function (area) to be tested, i.e. quality of a program or a module. This was used as and
indication of the probability of a fault - P(f) 3• The assumption is that a function suffering from poor
design, inexperienced programmer, complex functionality etc. is more exposed to faults than functions
based on better design quality, more experienced programmer etc.
2. The consequences of a fault in the function as seen by the customer in a production situation, i.e.
probability of a legal threat, loosing market place, not fulfilling government regulations etc. because of
faults. This consequence represents a cost to the customer - C(c)
3. The consequences of a fault in the function as seen by Provida a.s, i.e. probability of negative
publicity, high software maintenance cost etc. because of a function with faults. This consequence
represents a cost to the manufacturer (Provida a.s) - C(m).
The assumption was that the cost to the customer is equally important in the risk analysis to the cost of
Provida a.s, and the calculated Risk of a function R(f) would then be

R(f) = P(f) * C(c) + C(m)
2
An example of areas with different risk profiles is area of interest calculation and area of printing
internal reports. A fault in interest calculation could easily end up with a legal threat for the bank using
the software, while a fault in the printing of internal reports not had to be known by the public at all.

5. 1

Risk Analysis - On-line

At the time the on-line risk analysis was performed very little information was still available from the
construction teams. The process was very simple, however not compromising the software quality and
satisfying to the customer.
On-line Risk Analysis steps:
l. Prior to System Test: Provida a.s asked the customer to set up a «Top-20» list of on-line transactions
which they viewed as the most critical transactions. All transactions on that list would go through
extra testing.
2. Throughout System Test: Provida a.s would add to the list of critical transactions based on the
number of faults found, those transactions were also subjects for extra testing. The number of faults
could vary due to specification and design quality, programmers lack of knowledge in the application
area, lack of knowledge about the development / production environment etc.
Extra Testing consisted of two elements:
l . Additional testing by product specialist. A separate checklist was developed, and the exit criteria for
the transaction to pass was at least one hour of continuos testing without any errors detected. All
transactions on the customer's Top-20 list and all transactions with totally more than 10 faults («the
bad ones») found in the system test by Provida a.s, would go into this process. The total of 10 faults
could include faults detected because of environment problems, configuration problems in the build
process, functional faults and error in the documentation.

3

A.m!Ofdm!! to R. R~i~M! fauH - incorrect program or data obJect; a bug, error - kcorrect behavior
resulting from a fault; a symptom. See Beizer [1990] .
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2. Regression Testing Executed in an Automated Test Tool. All transactions with more than 4
functional errors would go through full regression testing after last bug-fix was proved to be correct.
The regression test would replay all tests executed by the tester during the test execution process, using
the test tool AutoTester, see reference AutoTester.

5.2

Risk Analysis - Batch

The risk analysis of the batch areas was done when construction was midway through. The project had
now gained substantial information about the application area and the test and production environment.
The quality in the design stages had also been proved by implementation.
The application's batch areas were split into sub-areas (or functions) as part of the logical design stage.
Those functions were now used in the risk analysis.

A
•
•
•
•
•
•

sample list of batch functions is
Interest Calculation
Penalty Calculation
Profitability Analysis
Delete of Data
Reporting
Capitalization

According to the formula:

R(f) = P(f) * C(c) + C(m)
2
the challenge was to identify the cost of a fault and to identify indicators of quality, i.e. what is the
probability of a fault in this function?
We used a very simple, though satisfying method to develop these two elements, i.e. cost of a fault and
probability of a fault, for all batch functions. Provida a.s invited the project management, product
specialists, designers, programmers, people working with application maintenance and test management
into a meeting. This team had to agree on the cost of a fault and the probability of a fault for each
function.
1. The cost of a fault was indicated by a number from 1 to 5 where 1 represented minimum cost in case
of a fault in this function. Elements to be considered were
• maintenance resource to allocate if a fault occurred during customer' s production (given Provida
would provide 24-hours service)
• legal consequences by not fulfilling government requirements
• consequences of a «bad reputation»
2. The Probability of a fault was indicated by giving 4 indicators a number varying from 1 to 3, where 1
was «good», i.e. the probability of a fault was low. The indicators were:
• Changed or New Functionality. The project was a reengineering ofan existing application and
the change of functionality varied from function to function. The programs had to be rewritten
anyway, but if the functionality was not changed, at least there was an exact specification of the
function .
• Design Quality would vary, depending on the function (some functions were all new), and by
design and application experience of the designer. This was measured by counting number of
Change Requests to the design (for further explanation of the project process, see section «The
Process»).
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Size. We assumed that the number of sub-functions within a function would affect the number of
faults introduced by the programmer.
Complexity (logical). The programmer' s ability to understand the function he was programming
will usually effect the number of faults.

For the cost related to each batch function we used the average of the Customer' s Cost C(c), and
Manufacturer's Cost C(m).
The indicators used to calculate the Probability of a fault for a particular function P(t), were weighted, i.e.
the weight would vary from I to 5, rating 5 as the most important indicator of a function with poor
quality.
The weights used by Provida was
1. Changed or New Functionality - 5
2. Design Quality - 5
3. Size - 1
4. Complexity - 3
An example of calculated risk for the batch function «Close Account» is shown in the figure below. The
Risk R(t) was calculated for all batch functions and the list was sorted to identify those areas to be focused
during testing. The Probability P(t) is calculated as the Weighted Average of a particular function divided
by the highest Weighted Average of all functions, giving the probability in the range [O, 1].

Cost

Probability

Fune.

C(m)

C(c)

Avrg.
C

New
Fune.
5

Design
Quality
5

Size

Close
Accnt.

1

3

2

2

2

2

Compl. Weight
Avrg.
3
3

5,17

Probability
P(t)

Risk of
funct.
R(t)

0,74

1,48

Figure 1: Example of calculated Risk for the batch function "Close Account". The manufacturer's
cost of a fault is low (1), but the customer's cost is supposed to be high (3). The average cost is then 2
(Avrg. C). The probability is calculated by calculating the weighted average (Weight Avrg.) divided
by the highest Weighted Average for all functions (which in this example was 7,00), giving a
probability in the range (0,1]. The Risk R(f) is the multiplication if the Average Cost and the
Probability.

6.

The Process

The limited time and resources available made it very important to have a well defined test process. This
would include
• Interfaces to design, construction and unit test stages
• Deliverables with defined quality standards
• Test preparation and execution procedures stating entry and exit criteria for each test phase
• Control procedures to handle scope changes and issues
• Well defined organization and responsibility including training of the testers
• Progress Tracking
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6.1

Interface to Design and Construction and Unit Test

The overall test process was based on Logical Design (LD) and Physical Design (PD) giving the base for
the build of the Test cases. Those test cases had to adhere to defined quality standards. The test cases
were given to the tester together with the Test Execution Procedure. The tester would prepare test data
and report any problems during test execution. The problems would be documented in a Problem
Tracking Document and would be passed on to the test team leader for verification before going to the fix
team leader.
We called it a «problem» document because it could be any kind of problem, including program faults, but
also environmental problems, test data problems etc.
After the problem was fixed the problem tracking document was passed back to the test team for re-test. If
the test passed, the function would be evaluated as «Good» or «Bad», based on number of errors
discovered in this function. If this function did include a high number of faults, then extra testing would
4
be applied, either by building a complete set of regression test scripts for the test tool AutoTester or by
additional manual testing. Finally, the quality of the function would be evaluated as «good», and the test
result would go through extensive quality control (QC), i.e. checking completeness and accuracy and
finally verifying all formalities in a quality assurance process (QA).
A Fix might also include a Change Request (CR) to either Logical or Physical Design. The test team
leader would typically originate the CR for Logical Design whilst the fix team leader would typically
originate the CR for Physical Design.

LO

Case Quality
Standard s
Basic Test
Data

Test
leted

QC / QA

Test Exec.
Procedure

Regression
Test
Re-

Pro Ate

Fix Procedure

test

CR

Change Mngmnt.
rocc ure

Figure 2: This figure shows the work flow of the System Test Process, from design documents to test
case, from test case to test execution and then a problem might occur. When the problem is fixed
and re-tested it might be accepted by the QC/QA procedures. After the testing is completed, the
function might go through regression testing, depending on number of faults detected. For on-line
the regression testing is performed in ProAte, i.e. Provida AutoTester Environment (see footnote 4).
The risk based approach was based on that the tester himself prepared the test script including test data
and that he documented the test result. This work was important to the success of the risk based approach
since the approach puts more responsibility on the tester than a traditional approach.

4

The program AutoTester from AutoTester Inc., see reference AutoTester.
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Documentation Structure and Deliverables

Prior to test execution the following documents were prepared:
1. The System Test Plan, including scope, roles and responsibilities, deliverables with level of detail,
procedures overview and test schedule.
2. The System Test Specification, giving a system break down for testing, i.e. identifying all functions
being tested.
3. The System Test Cases, for each function in the test specification the test case would identify what
functionality to test by listing each validation rule to verify, all combinations of input data to verify etc.
The test case would typically state «Test a future date in the Posting Date field», not including the
actual date to be used in the test.
During the on-line tests the tester executed test shots and documented them in test scripts with input data
used, expected result, and test result. A test tool provided the tester with logging capability to document
the input data being used, logging the expected result and logging the actual result. The tools forced the
tester to log the expected result prior to logging input data and actual result. This made the testers prepare
their test shots carefully. Again, this methodology of testing and documenting and the tool were important
for the risk based approach success, i.e. the methodology forced the tester to be prepared and the tool
supported in the documentation process.
The idea was to use the same structure for batch testing, in which we did not succeed. Due to the fact that
a batch run takes more time to execute and therefore the number of «retries» is limited, the batch test
scripts including test data and expected result, had to be completed before the processing of a batch cycle.
The test structure is visualized in the figure below.

On-line Test
Structure

Batch Test Structure

Exec.
Figure 3: System Test Documentation Structure, on-line and batch, as implemented according to the
risk based approach. The plan, specification and test cases were developed prior to test execution
but the test scripts / shots were developed and documented during test execution. In the batch test
the test scripts were more complete prior to test execution than in on-line. Batch preparation
included also design of test runs (single processing days) and batch cycles (a series of test tuns, e.g.
daily run, month end and year end).

This test structure allowed for a «delayed» resources profile by utilizing highly qualified testers during test
execution and a limited number of qualified persons in test preparation. This was absolutely necessary

BinGu thuru wuru only limited re~ources 1v1il1bl~ until ~ct of construction.
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6.3

The Organization and the Test Planning

The resource profiles below show accumulated resource profiles for
1. Estimated resource requirements for a traditional approach (Original Estimate)
2. Estimated resource requirements for a risk based approach (Risk Based Estimate)
3. Actual resource usage, based on the selected Risk Based Approach (Actual)

Original Estimate

Risk Based Estimate
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Figure 4: Resource promes for Original Estimate (i.e. Traditional Approach), Risk Based Estimate
(Risk Based Approach) and Actual (i.e. actual accumulated number of hours spent)
The graphs show that the risk based approach consumed less resources relative to the original estimate
based on a traditional test approach.
The risk based test approach is highly dependent on using qualified testers, i.e. testers with experience
within the application area and preferable with experience within the test environment. The reason is that
the tester himself will build the actual test scripts during test execution, including test data. It is obvious
that inexperienced testers will need a lot of training to be productive with this approach. However,
training must be executed to make even the qualified testers familiar with the new test approach. Provida
executed several pilot projects, both in the on-line and the batch area to verify the test methodology, the
accuracy of procedures and to train the testers. This was done through the short test planning phase.
Another criteria for success for the risk based approach was an efficient, dynamic and flexible test
organization. Over time, it proved to be essential that «the testers (i.e. test team leader) do prioritize».
Whenever there were discussions about which faults to correct first, the decision had to be based on the
risk analysis and what functions needed to be tested most, not which fault was most convenient for the
programmers to fix.
The organization shown below proved to be efficient with the Risk Based Approach.
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System Test Manager
P raced u res/Office

System Builder

Regression Testing

On-line Test Leader

Integration Test

Non-Fune. ST

On-line Fix Team Leader

On-line Team Leader

Batch Test Leader

Batch Fix Team Leader

Integration Test

Batch Team 1 Leader

Batch Team 2 Leader

Batch Team 3 Leader

Batch Team 4 Leader

Figure 5: The Risk Based Approach to testing requires a flexible organization, focused on fixing
bugs related to critical functions.
What made this organization efficient was the combination of a fixed high level structure combined with
flexibility on the «detail» level.
The fixed high level structure is represented by:
• Centralized services. The follow-up on procedures and production of test documentation was taken
care ofby the project office («Procedures / Office» in the chart). Similar, the configuration control was
taken care ofby one role - the System Builder, and the automated regression testing was executed by
one «Regression Testing» team.
• Centralized Progress tracking. Progress tracking was only done by the system test manager,
although all individual recorded their own progress every day.
• Separate teams for on-line, batch and non-functional testing. The documentation requirements and
the test execution procedures were quite different for all three teams, and the organization had benefits
from not training the testers in more than one area.
• Well defined responsibility. The team leaders were responsible for preparation of all test cases prior
to test execution and also for reviewing the result after the test execution. In addition there was a
quality control to assure completeness and accuracy, and finally a quality assurance of the formalities.
The flexibility on detail level is represented by:
• Shared resource pool for testers and fixers. This is not represented in the graph above, but was very
flexible. E.g. instead of the test team waiting for fixes to be implemented, they would participate in
the fix process, and vice versa. This would also improve the testers knowledge about the system, and
finally improve the testing quality.
• Shared team management, i.e. the on-line team leader would be the same person as the on-line test
leader, and the batch team leader would be the same as the batch test team leader. This is done to
assure that the focus is on testing (not on fixing), and the prioritization of which modules to fix is done
based on the risk analysis and not on which modules «is easiest to fix».

6.4

The Control Procedures

The project implemented separate procedures to control issues (i.e. changes to scope, process or schedule
not related to system design) and change requests (i.e. changes related to system design and
implementation). All projects will be affected by issues and change requests, but the risk based approach
made this project even more vulnerable to changes. The reason is that the planning process had been
limited and the detail test scripts were not prepared until test execution. l)~\H\Uy ~~y~"l f"\ll~ ii.I"~

~
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identified during the test planning phase, but by the risk based approach to testing, the planning phase is
part of the test execution.
All change requests had to be accepted by the product manager outside the system test team.

6.5

Progress Tracking and Progress Indicators

The introduction of the risk based approach made it very important to document the test progress to the
customer as well as the quality of the test. The quality of the test was documented as part of the output
documentation from the test execution, including the complete listing of the test log from the test tool.
The progress tracking was critical to have the customer believe in the product and to believe in the end
date. The reporting included basically two elements:
l. The number of tests started and completed according to plan.
2. Indicators to show the load of faults found and corrected.

6.5.1 On-line Progress Tracking
The following graphs show the on-line tests started and completed. Because of the limited material
prepared prior to test execution, the quality control of the test documentation prior to execution was very
limited. This made the quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA) processes during test execution
even more critical. Therefore, the curve most interesting to the customer was «tests actually completed
from QA» in the graph On-line Test Cases Completed.

On-line Test Cases Started
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Figure 6: Progress Tracking: To the left is a graph showing planned and actual of test cases started.
The graph to the right visualizes test cases completed, showing planned complete, actually
completed by tester (executed) and actually completed from QA.

6.5.2 Batch Progress Tracking
The batch process of ProDeposits is very complex. Approximately 300 batch programs constitute a daily
batch run. A traditional approach to batch testing for Provida would have been to set up one batch system
and process day by day, fixing problems as they occurred.
The approach was to run as many test runs as possible as early as possible to identify problem areas (i.e.
areas of high risk) and to focus the test in those areas.
The consequence was that 3 sub-systems were set up, each with a batch cycle consisting of 12-15 batch
runs, i.e. processing 12-15 periods. A period (point of time) is a single day, a week end, a month end, a
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year end etc. Each batch cycle would be processed at least 3 times for all three systems during the system
test period.
If possible, the complete batch cycle was completed, not waiting for fixes of faults identified in one batch
run before continuing. The result was an early detection of problem areas and the possibility of focusing
the test.
Because of the planned strategy to run all batch cycles three times per system, the «number of tests
started» did not make any sense in batch testing as it did in on-line. The result was that the plan for batch
testing was calculated as the total number of batch tests (i.e. number ofverifies5 to be executed), evenly
spread over the total number of days for batch testing. As a result of this, the progress did not look good in
the beginning when a lot of outstanding integration tests were executed. However, after a while the
progress improved, and during the last few weeks the graphs showed a steady slope.

Number of Batch Tests Verified
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Figure 7: Progress Tracking Batch: The plan was calculated based on number of verifies to be
executed and number of days of testing. The graph also shows number of verifies actually executed
and number of tests QAed by date.
The graph above gave the customer a snap shot of the current situation. In addition we needed some
indicators to show the customer the «temperature» of the test process.

6.5.3 Progress Indicators
We used two indicators, one related to the test process and one related to the fix process. The first one
showed number of faults reported to the fix team and number of faults fixed (i.e. reported back to the test
team). The other indicator showed number of faults reported back to the test team for re-test from the
fixers and number of faults re-tested. The last one also included a graph showing number of fixes from
the fix team being rejected by the testers as part of the re-test.

5

A verify document is a document with the expected result of a particular batch test. The document will

!lst aH results to look for after a test run. The number of expected results can vary depending of type of
test. To «execute a verify» is to compare the actual result with the expected result after a test run.
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On-line Faults to be Re-tested, Actually Re-tested and Rejected

On-line Faults To Be Fixed and Actually Fixed
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Figure 8: Progress Indicators: The left graph shows the number of faults delivered to the fix team
and number of faults fixed. The graph at the right shows the number of reported faults that have
been fixed and returned to re-test (to be re-tested) and the number of faults actually re-tested. The
lower curve is the number of fixes being rejected in re-test.
Similar graphs as the two above were developed for batch faults.

6.5.4 Estimated To Complete (ETC)
To calculate ETC for test projects is always complicated, and even more complicated when the preparation
work is as limited as in this project. Again, the need for indicators to predict the number of resources
needed to meet the end date, was essential to the test approach chosen.
We closely monitored the number of hours spent in testing and in fixing related to the number of faults
identified and fixed. The following graphs were used for on-line and batch.

On-line: Hours per Fault for Test and Fix

Batch: Hours per Fault for Test and Fix
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Figure 9: Estimated to Complete: The number of hours testing per fault found and number of hours
analysis / programming per fault fixed were used as indicators to calculate ETC.
In addition to the number of hours per fault the following numbers were used for calculating the ETC for
on-line:
1. Number of faults found per on-line transaction (i.e. per on-line test case)
2. Number of fixes being rejected (i.e. generating a new fault to be sent to fixing and re-test)
3. Number ofremaining on-line test cases

By combining 1, 2 and 3 above, the remaining number of faults could be estimated, and by using the
numbers from figure above, the total resource requirements could be estimated.
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For batch the calculation method was somewhat different. In addition to the number of hours per fault
found, the numbers used were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of faults found per Verify document.
Number of fixes being rejected (i.e. generating a new fault to be sent to fixing and re-test)
Number of verify documents being accepted out of total number of Verify documents reviewed
Number of verify documents still to be verified.

The result graphs for on-line and batch are shown in the following figure. The rising curve is the
accumulated hours spent and the falling is the calculated ETC over time. It took some weeks before the
ETC-calculations were reliable, but they proved to be very accurate the last few weeks. If more historical
data could have gone in to the ETC calculation, a reliable result could have been provided at an earlier
stage.

Batch: Calculated Hours EfC and Actual Hours

On-line: Calculated Hours ETC and Actual Hours
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Figure 10: Calculated ETC and Actual hours spent for on-line and batch.

7.

Automated Testing

The project was committed to use automated regression testing by utilizing the tool Auto Tester from
Auto Tester Inc. This proved to be a commitment very hard to fulfill. Also, originally the intention was to
develop all AutoTester test scripts prior to test execution.
Due to the changed test approach, the information required to develop AutoTester scripts was not
available, i.e. the test data and the scripts would be provided by the tester during test execution.
The Risk Based approach was based on each tester using AutoTester to log all test shots and to record test
scripts for automated regression testing. This proved to be very complicated because:
1. The tester had to think regression testing all through test execution. This included to plan the test
data, the sequence of transactions etc.
2. All testers shared the same database. They could easily damage each others test data if not paying
attention.
The project used 25% of the total test resources for on-line, in automated regression testing. The
regression test team managed to regression test 15% of all on-line transactions, and found 2.5% of all

filUlW1
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The recommendation to the next project will be:
1. Let the manual testers focus on doing manual tests, using a tool for documentation / recording without
thinking automation. The result should be readable, not re-playable. The tester should be able to set
up his own test data within his limits.
2. Set up a separate database for automated regression testing.
3. Select the «worst» transactions for automated regression testing.
4. Identify a separate test team to focus on automated testing.
5. Do not start recording for automated regression testing until the function is stable, i.e. most faults have
been identified and fixed.
6. Over time develop a «lifetime» test script for all transactions, i.e. an automated test script to be used as
an installation test at customer's site.

8.

Further Research

As a «test» the McCabe complexity, see McCabe [1976), was checked for a random list of the 15 on-line
transactions with the highest number of faults identified and 15 on-line transactions with the lowest
number of faults identified. The result showed that the McCabe complexity in average is 100% higher for
those with a high number of faults than for those with a low number of faults.
This material however, needs more investigation. Particularly interesting is the analysis of the function's
logical design to be able to identify functions with a potential of a large number of faults, at an early stage.
A process improvement project has been started at Provida to continue some of the ideas discussed in this
paper.
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The product of Software Development is by nature a fragile, malleable, extensible artifact in
sharp contrast to the product of most other engineering , scientific, and professional fields.
These Software products are also becoming ubiquitous and pervasive , and our society is
becoming increasingly dependent upon them. Despite this increased importance, however, and
despite much focus by numerous groups such as the Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
sponsored by the government, and maintained at Carnegie-Mellon (one of the oldest and most
prestigious computer science centers in the world), software productivity and quality remain
appallingly low and progress seems discouragingly modest.
I believe it is urgent to look this question squarely in the eye, and perhaps ask if we aren't going
about it wrongly . Just as Fred Brooks could finally stand up and say that America wasted a
generation of its best computer science talent chasing the chimera of Artificial Intelligence, I feel
confident in saying that we have wasted close to two decades debating two assertions: (1)
arguing that tools are less important than process, while missing the essential fact that majorleague tools in this field are imperative even to have a process; and (2) proclaiming that quality,
while not quite as we'd like it, is improving and is constantly on our minds; moreover, it is
essentially an unknowable and unascertainable thing , all the while invoking Heisenberg's name.
I will describe a tools model, a simple and easily comprehended model, that if adopted by the
major reference groups, could result in significant forward progress. The experiments that I
know of, have resulted in major productivity and quality improvement, when the installation
model was appropriately carried out. This has happened repeatedly, at multiple companies, in
places where SEI Level 3 capability was not yet normative. Nonetheless, the "conventional
wisdom" is that Level 2 is still premature to install tools and expect significant improvement.
The most urgent question in my view is that of Software Quality. Software Malpractice is
perhaps more apt, for we have built an enormous industry, $100 Billion + , in the past decade,
where virtually every product of the industry denies both categorically and specifically any
consequential liability if the product fails in its intended usage. We all know the reasons behind
this, and we can even agree in concept to the difficulty of building the industry with any other
approach , and yet, we have reached a point of maturity and impact that demands redress.
Who takes that leadership role, however, and where is that leadership being shown today?
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My thesis is simple .
. At·· tb~,rR:Ea~Jitionet'fle'(~I'.:
Se111tv?are·Pr:~gramroing Productivity is not,goo.d
So'f:twt:1re Precess· Understanding-is p.afJr:

:Sat,twar_e~Q11.afityis almost Malfe~sano.e
,At the Rroces·s Re.searc:h''level (fe,ad SE/; lS:0'99OO)::,
Emphasis,,seems eiten an.form,:i1ot-silbstance
TIJ:e Value after~a"'d~_ca,de· + is insignificant

•·

B.xperimental proyress-;s:e,ems-Jmpeded by SE/
We know better, and it is ...
unprofessional, irresponsible and unsustainable
to accept the status quo
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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Now that I have your attention ... !
I do not choose this thesis lightly. Nor do I relish being the naysaying spokesperson. I believe
that Software is the most important single technology of the computing revolution, which is itself
the most important advance in civilization's history.
I also believe that the dedicated
professionals in this room, and in this field , have given unstintingly of their energy, skill, and
time to further the cause. And their progress, in many ways, has been noteworthy.
Moreover, I count many of them as close personal colleagues, as friends, as fellow travelers.
And we've shared confidences, beliefs, concerns, passions, zealotry and disappointments over
many years. So, it has no personal malice in it, nor do I believe that any one group or individual
is at fault. So, it probably is specifically unfair to single out SEI , in terms of critiquing SEI for its
own work. And that is not my intent. Rather, it is to observe that "the king has no clothes", and
that the industry has accepted, as has SEI itself, the idea that the contributions that SEI has
provided have made a difference. "If only we would adopt the teachings of the CMM model,
and march confidently up the slow, painful curve toward an SE/ 5 rating, things will be fine "
SEI leadership might assert that the real problem is that the SEI teachings have been ignored.
I suspect it is a less sanquine story -- the teachings are wrong or at least off-target. Certainly
mere mortals -- those of us with the day-to-day problems -- cannot fathom how these teachings
are relevant. We need HELP, by gawd, and this doesn't smell or taste right.
So, I hope to give you some insight into where I think we find ourselves, and what we might
focus on for more positive progress in the next decade than in the last one. I have been in this
software business for twenty-five years now, actively trying to make significant difference in the
progress of the field for the past fifteen years, and concerned that we seem to keep repeating
the same mistakes over and over.
The material I will present has been assembled from multiple questionnaires on several
different groups over the past ten years. Since I ran them myself, I have been able to compare
and correlate data across time, and it is indeed interesting to see how little has changed . The
most recent work stems from a series of seminars that I taught for Centerline in the summer
and autumn of 1995, seeing some 235 companies and groups, and about 1200 developers.
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Characterizing the problem
~ ----so~re has become
~most important technol':!!P
------- on the globe____
Desktop PCs have grown 10x in 10 years
Desktop SW has grown 150x in 10 years

----------------~

( "There was no IBM PC . . . ""
RDBMSs didn't exist in 1984;
2nd largest category in 1994
Anyone can "play" worldwide ...
SW can be stolen, & still retained
SW is more valuable unfinished

Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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US produces 80% of WW SW
today ... by Sales $
j
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The Independent Software Top Fifty List published ten years ago did not list a single Relational
DataBase Company, and it only took $15 Million in annual sales to make the list. Microsoft was
just clearing $100 M, while IBM had $4 Billion in PC sales that year, 50%+ of the total market.
In the meantime, IBM PC revenues have tripled , and the hardware PC industry has grown by
1Ox. But, Microsoft has grown by 7000% , and the total software industry revenues by 150x
(15000%) . The three leading relational database companies (Oracle, Sybase and lnformix)
together have more revenues than the entire worldwide independent Software industry in 1985.
Early in this magnificent shift in power, Larry Ellison recognized it and announced it to the IDC
conference in 1986 -- "there is no IBM PC". He went on to observe that ... "what there is, is a
Microsoft PC , for which IBM provided the first compatible hardware". This is an incredible
insight, followed by his next statement which had even more force: "And the world will come to
realize this by the year 2000".
What the world indeed is coming to recognize is that Software is a major new technology, and
that it has different rules, different procedures, and different assumptions. What is fascinating
to me is the degree to which we , in the field , fail to stand back and assess these differences
critically even as we live them daily. But then , this is no different than most people in all
endeavors , for whom the parable was written about tending " to miss the forest for the trees".
And the world has, at the moment, accorded these Software companies with much credit,
shown forcefully in the Stock Market valuations, where typically in 1995 America's software
companies were valued at 10-15x revenues versus hardware companies at 0.5 - 1.5x. Thus
Microsoft with revenues and growth rate equal to Sun Microsystems in March 1995 was valued
10x higher, roughly equal to an IBM with 10x the revenue . This before Java emerged and Sun
was accorded 3x valuations based on the new software contribution . And before a Netscape
emerged to an astonishing 175x revenues for its market valuation .
Once value is perceived in an industry, where it once was not, a number of things change. The
competitive landscape clouds , the pricing pressures shift, the potential lawsuits escalate, the
~reed factor and the monopolists grow more rampant.
.. .I
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Warranties and Liabilities for the Software Industry

• xxxxxxxx makes no warranties, express or
implied, including without limitation the implied
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose, regarding the xxxxx
software.
• xxxxxxxx does not warrant, guarantee, or make
any representations regarding the use of the
results of the use of the xxxxx software in
terms of its correctness, accuracy, reliability,
currentness or otherwise.
• the entire risk as to the performance and
results of the xxxx software is assumed by you.
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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The software industry, in its infancy, sought to put a number of "protections" in place in order to
nurture the nascent industry. One was a set of specific accounting practices, which have
gradually become more "normative" with other industries. A second, still unique, is the
disclaimer product warranty shown above. Can't you imagine McDonald's wishing that they
had this disclaimer in place for the cup of coffee that was spilled in the Arizona woman's lap?
Or Jack in the Box when e.coli strains weren't killed by the low-temperature cooking methods?
Or currently, how would you like to be a cattle rancher in England?
These kinds of public safety concerns affect the restaurant and food trades, along with Johnson
& Johnson on Tylenol, and Eli Lilly and other drug makers. There are courses taught on how
to manage public relations for safety sensitive subjects, courses that the bottlers of Perrier had
not taken when their fiasco hit the newspapers. Boeing officials learned these lessons long
ago, as did McDonnell-Douglas on the DC-10 issues.
Some of you may recall the indignation of General Motors, America's largest company at the
time, when Ralph Nader fingered them for the Corvair design . A similar target, somewhat later,
was the Ford Maverick gas tank. Exxon came in for unprecedented criticism on the Valdez
incident, not so much for the event as for the inconsiderate response. Audi's flagship car died
nearly totally in the United States market when the "sudden acceleration" syndrome hit. Earlier
examples that still provide relic proof of this kind of eventual public outcry are the labels on
virtually all elevators in America, that they have been recently inspected by the city engineer or
the city safety inspector. Very few cities in America are without this law to this day(Philadelphia
is one), although the incidents that prompted the laws trace back to the turn of the century.
The flip side of this situation, of course, is that software "bugs" are beginning to be noteworthy,
whether or not the public connection is made. I think it could have been shown that a software
bug bankrupted Macy's in December 1991, for example. Or the downing of Korean Airlines
007 over the Soviet Union. Or the beheading of the elevator-trapped person in New York City
last summer. Or the defection of numerous NASDAQ companies to the NYSE in recent
months. Not all of these are life and death, but all have significant cost exposure at a minimum.
As long as they remain "isolated" and not category-generic, it may escape public awareness.
With the recent spate of books, papers, and yes, even this talk, it may begin to be noticed.
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Books on Software Quality Costs and Impacts

6 Books:
Fatal Defect, /vars Peterson, 1995
Safeware. Nancy Leveson, 1995
Nancy is at Boeing & U of Wash, very sound book

Computer Related Risks. Peter Neumann, 1995
Peter is at SRI, Moderator of lnterNet Risks Forum,
writes "Inside Risks" column for ACM Communications

Quality Wars. Jeremy Main, 1994
Main was Fortune Magazine's High-Tech editor for 20 years;
Juran Institute commissioned this book when he retired

Digital Woes. Lauren Ruth Weiner, 1993
The Day the Phones Stopped. Leonard Lee, 1992
AP journalist, first broke story of Boeing 767 design flaws

2 Articles:
"The Day the SW Crashed",
"Software's Chronic Crisis",
Ninth International Software Qual;tyWeek 1996

Philip Ross, Forbes, 4.25.94

Wayt Gibbs, Sci Amer, Sept 94
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Of late, there has been an increasing public awareness of the ills of technology, and in
particular, the issues arising from software bugs. We might trace much of this to the Internet
and its quick dissemination of information, starting in particular with the error in the Pentium
chip in a few numbers in the fourteenth digit, first noted in a public forum in early December
1994. This grew quickly into a debacle for Intel, wherein they ·set aside" $475M for chip
replacements for the installed base. This is more money by one company for one "incident"
than has been spent by all developers on all commercially-sold SW testing tools in history.
Almost simultaneously, Microsoft acknowledged the error in Excel, wherein "2.01 " - "2.00"
yielded "0.00", and they promised a note on the network telling users how to "work around" this
bug. They did NOT offer new software to owners , nor did they produce a "patch" version.
Then , at tax season , Intuit "discovered" an error in MaclnTax, when data was shifted from
Quicken and every thirtieth row was deleted from certain tables . These errors were almost all
in the direction of deleting legitimate expenses (most people's income lines are less than thirty
rows), but just to allay fears, Scott Cook (lntuit's founder and Board Chairman) went public to
say that Intuit would cover the costs of any IRS penalties that might accrue from this mistake,
plus he would send 140,000 new copies of software to current users free.
This was the first time , I believe, that a major Software industry figure embraced or even
accepted the idea of paying for consequential damages, and as such it has major precedentsetting potential. To be sure, Cook had three safety parachutes: (1) most errors will be in the
IRS favor, which makes it quite unlikely for them to sue; (2) the tax code doesn't allow
penalties in such cases if it can be established that the error was through no fault of the
taxpayer; and (3) Cook expected Microsoft to complete the announced acquisition of Intuit in
the meantime, so deeper pockets would pay if there were a judgment. Ultimately, no cases
occurred , to my knowledge .
But, the net effect was to unleash a series of books , as publishers sensed a new "hot topic".
Seven books were published in America in 1995 on Software Safety, most repeating the same
stories with slightly different twists. This compares to three total books over the previous five
years on the same topics, two of which were already out of print. And book publishers, as a
rule, are very chary of topics that won't sell. So, they at least, thought that a change in the
scene was likely. This all happened months before the World Wide Web explosion , which
gave the publishers plenty to do, and the Software Safety topic has waned a bit since. But ...
,. J
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Bill Lerach* will call it "Software Malpractice"
1. What is Current Best Practice in the Industry?

95% of Bugs found before shipment,
Code coverage > 70%
2. What were your Testing Results before Shipping?

Average Code coverage < 35%
3. What Percentage of Bugs have you found in the field?

Average after shipping> 25%
4. Has anyone suffered a loss or injury?

One plaintiff consultant is 23 I 23
against SW vendors in past 3 yrs
*Lerach is the San Diego attorney who
specializes in class action shareholder suits
Ninth lntermtional Software Quality Week 1996
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Dick Bender, one of our industry's leading consultants, has had an illustrious career in Software
Testing , including participation at IBM in the early years of the 360/OS operating systems
activity, where he was part of the team who first created code coverage tools. He gave our first
tutorial of this conference, and he is by my experience a conscientious, dedicated, tireless
advocate of using tools to ascertain completeness.
I position him for all of this, because I am going to go on to say that Dick is the source of the
data on this slide, and he is the consultant who has been hired in numerous cases where
plaintiffs are suing software companies for damages, never mind what the shrink wrap warranty
disclaimer disavows. It is Dick's observation, plus that of many others with whom I have
subsequently checked, that we are entering a new era for software vendors, one where it
becomes far more normal to be in court as a defendant, and far less defensible to claim that we
have a disclaiming defense due to the "warranty".
Bender cites the four questions on the slide as being the pertinent ones for judges. And he is
confident in the first statement, about what "best current practice" is, since he provides that kind
of measurement for companies routinely.
Moreover, Capers Jones has published such
numbers repeatedly, and Bob Grady's published data supports it as well, so there is a "body of
knowledge" on the topic.
The second and third set of numbers are "discoverable" from the vendor's compiled data, and it
certainly works to the advantage of people who keep careful records all the way through
development, since both numbers improve with more company-logged data. Interestingly, the
second point is only answerable by less than 10% of current software products (my estimate),
and a full 80% of software projects don't record pre-shipment bugs in a database that correlates
with the post-shipment defect tracking system (findings of my autumn 1995 seminars) .
The fourth point, of course , is already an assertion of the plaintiff, so it takes effort to disprove
on the part of the defendant, and it becomes moot if points 2 and 3 are already defaulted. What
might make this scenario more prevalent in courts? Bender's view is that either legislation, for
public safety purposes (and we have seen the FAA attempt just that for aircraft software), or a
major jury trial loss, followed by a Wall Street Journal article, will tip the scales dramatically .
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SW Strateg_ic Business Goals
Most companies seek ONE only of the following 3 strategies
CAPTURE
Business Goal MARKET SHARE

RESPOND TO
COMPETITION

HOLD MARKET
SHARE

When?

INITIAL
MARKET ENTRY

HEAVY
COMPETITION

DOMINANT
MARKET SHARE

Focus

CUSTOMER COMMUII
QUICK RESPONSE

DELIVERY DA TES
DEVELOPMENT COSl

Most Visible
Metrics

ANALYZE,
REMOVE
DEFECTS

SURVEY DATA
PRODUCT SPECS

CALENDAR TIME
ENG'R'G COST

Who Talks to
Customer

DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING
FACTORY SUPT

REMOVE DEFECTS,
CAUSE, SEVERITY
FIELD SUPPORT

-

Primary
Strategy

Maximize
Customer
Demand
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This slide created vigorous debate in nearly every seminar that I taught last year. People would
say, "no, at our place, we focus on all three". And then someone in the audience would
challenge them on WHO did the schedule setting, and WHAT HAPPENED when it slipped. If a
critical severe defect occurred with a customer who wasn't STRATEGIC, HOW SOON did the
development team get involved? Sure, all three are important, but typically, one wins.
When the counting was done for 235 companies and groups, we had 35-40% who are in the
first column , 50-55% in the second column , and 5- 10% in the third , with about 5-10% who
could truly be straddling two columns, usually due to strong leadership in the two departments,
customer support and engineering. The consistency of the entries in each column for the five
cited criteria was amazing, both to me and to the audiences. It does appear to be a pretty quick
litmus paper test of just how correlated a company is between "what we say we do" and "what
we do here". And more than a few times, people would say "hummm, gotta walk the talk, huh?"
It was interesting, and maybe just a touch scary, how few were in the third column . Sure, some
of the airframe manufacturers were there (but some weren't!), and Honeywell's lead test
manager was clear that "we don't like boomettes" 1 , but many who work on safety-critical
systems were just as clear that they are driven by column 2, not column 3.
What was perhaps equally interesting was that most folk had to stop and think about it, and
once we had the discussion , few were as sanguine as when we started the session. This
illustrates a point that I have seen repeatedly in business, where we have our slogans, our fads,
and our enthusiasms, not to mention our mission statements and goals and stated core
competencies, but when it comes down to real understanding and valid , sustained commitment,
it is much harder and more elusive than the quick words would have you believe.
I have seen people get "religion" overnight, sort of a Saul on the road to Tarsus conversion.
This often is due to a ride in an ambulance , or in an airplane in a fog bank, or . . . . Can our
industry get religion overnight? What would it take?
1 ·aoomettes", he said , "are situations where your plant "vaporizes", such as the DuPont plant
disaster in Bhopal, India".
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Broad Time and Cost Metrics
are usually used to manage Software Development Projects
100 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , , , - - - - - - - - - ,

Productivi
Business
Software

80

Quali

i-------------------------------1

60 -

Project Time

Person Months

# of defects
post-release

Defects
per line
Project Lines of
Cost
code
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This slide , the result of a survey of some 15,000 American programmers and their supervisors
in 1989, is very consistent with the pressures typically reported by software developers. It
clearly shows that TIME is EVERYTHING , and that PRODUCTIVITY is heeded no more than is
QUALITY. I obtained virtually identical results with a survey of 1200 developers in 1995.
I found this slide especially troubling when I commissioned it while at HP in the CASE arena.
How. I wondered , could people be so short-sighted? Couldn't they, and their managements, be
"taught" to see the folly of these ways? Surely reason and understanding would help here.
After two years at lnformix, I understood it very differently. The "game" is to be "on the
street". The features may be wrong, but you can find out firsthand. The quality may not
be there, but that can be fixed for the features that matter. I still struggle with this, but I can
assure you that most Engineering Managers caught in the fray don't question it very hard, and
some are upfront, and even blatant, about it. Last autumn, in Austin at ASQC's 5th
International Conference on Software Quality (SICSQ), I shared a panel with the key Quality
folk from Novell, Oracle, Lotus, and Microsoft, every one of whom made the point that
Quality was "of course" important, but it was "left to developers" or "subordinated" if sales were
adequate (which indicated Quality was 'good enough'!)", or "we believe in Quality so much that
we insist that all 15,000 developers pay attention to it, and so there are just two of us in QA".
You may think that I jest -- but these are four of the five largest SW companies in the world ,
saying they don't buy "our thesis" at all.
One of the legendary (and probably apocryphal) stories from Wall Street concerns the bonus
structure for UNIX programmers working on new trading packages: A three-month project may
carry a "double-or-nothing" bonus for the developer. Do it on time, and you're paid double
salary. Miss the target date by more than a week, and you're out of there . Actually, most are
"out of there" anyway, because if it works, they rotate to the next place and do it for them , ontime , for a double bonus.
Against this backdrop, it seems at best difficult, and at worst, not possible, to discuss
meaningful Quality metrics . The answer of course is to use different rationale. The managers
must be shown , persuaded , convinced that Quality goals are not inimicable to their other goals - a relatively easy task for Mission-Critical applications, and a relatively hard task for expedient
projects. We have found that most managers, upon some reflection, are really clear about the
distinction, and often then willing to learn new procedures for the appropriate areas. But it
take9 some pyschotherapy in the beginning , just good awareness training so to speak.
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Some Process Improvement References
5 Books:
Decline & Fall of the American Programmer, Ed Yourdon,

1992

Practical SW Metrics, Robert Grady, 1992
Software Quality, ACM, Joe Sanders, Eugene Curran, 1994
Software Testing, ISQA, Marc Roper, 1994
Software Testing in·the Real World: Improving the
Process, Ed Kit, 1996

2 Articles:
"SW Quality Tools, Methods used by Industry Leaders"
Capers Jones, p12, Computer, April 94

"Maintaining Portable GUI Testing -- using Widget-Aware
Techniques", The X Journal, Mar-Apr 1995, Joe Fasano &Peter Jeffcock
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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Books on Software Processes are far fewer than Software Safety books these days, and don't
sell as well as one might hope. Bob Grady's first book, Software Metrics: Establishing a
Company-Wide Program, sold 24,000 copies, the most successful software process book to
date. Its topic was describing how to set up a Corporate Software Quality program. His sequel,
Practical Software Metrics for Project Management & Process Improvement, which told the
results of the program outlined in the first work , has only sold one-third as well , though it
contains far more useful data .
Ed Yourdin, one of our field 's more prolific and insightful writers , wrote a major tract on the ills
of the "American programmer" who eschews tools and techniques that might render the field
non-chaotic. While it was the "bible" for many at each of three companies I have been at, its
message has been essentially unheeded. When pressed , people who read it and agreed with
Yourdin at first now say, "well, he is really just pushing his tools when you read far enough".
Kit's book, plus one by Rodney Wilson of Cadence, are new; they are also exciting because
they are written by practitioners who consequently bring a different urgency to it.
Jones' article in Computer, April 1994, is a hard-hitting , no-nonsense commentary on the eight
classes of tools used heavily by the "big four" in software quality. Unfortunately, few companies
use these tools, as the graphs later will illustrate. The lnformix story, though , is a great
example of the progress that can be achieved if the tools are utilized.
The article by Fasano and Jeffcock is one of a genre that describes tools built to serve a
specific need, in this case testing the widgets of the X .toolkit supplied by the X.consortium.
This particular example discusses the value of the Widget Kit for rapid-prototyping , and the
worth of the Widgets for assembling screen objects. Interestingly, most UNIX developers seem
recalcitrant on this issue, and frequently dip to X.libs calls, essentially thwarting the productivity
gains of the GUI developers, and not incidentally, rendering their designs nearly untestable or
unmaintainable. This is a great example of the problem of the "discipline", wherein creativity
and short-cuts are prized and repeatability and sustainability are disregarded if not disdained.
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Independent Assessments

SE/ "Capability Maturity Model" (CMM)
Most companies can be categorized, located, at ONE level
It is very difficult to shi'ft more than one level in 2 years
Continuously
improving

· Prgmg Environmts,
QC Replay
usually seen here

Predictable

Standard,
consistent ,
Disciplined
Ad hoc

I

. ,

~

I

12%

Level2
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~ MAN~GEDj 2%

DEFIN.ED
.
- 6%

INITIAL
_ _ _ _.. 80% of all companies

Level 1

I

OPTIMIZIN~ 0 _1%

QC Coverage
usually seen here

J ,

Config Mgmt I VC,
QC TEST Center
usually seen here

Level3
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Level5
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This graph represents the SEI Maturity Levels from 1 to 5, along with the percentage of
companies found in each level in 1994. I have overlaid the levels at which certain sets of tools
are either recommended by SEI for inclusion , or what they are finding to be used in companies
or groups assessed at those levels of maturity.
This slide was used in last year' s seminars, along with a set of questions about how much
people knew about SEI and the CMM , and whether or not they had investigated or used the
methodology. The results were not sanguine in general, and it might be important to
understand what the impressions were, and how valid they might be. First, there was
reasonably widespread awareness, between 40-50% of every audience - surprisingly high.
And , of those who were aware, there was generally about 25% who felt the methodology had
significant value, 25% who vocally denied its value, and about 50% who were lukewarm.
The enthusiasts in general were in companies who had large projects, had gotten into problems
of managing multiple teams when codestreams were merged, and these people had been
assigned to sort out the issues and get schedules back on track. Perhaps significantly, about
half of the vocal opponents were in the same situation, but had already tried the SEI
methodology and found that it was rigid, very methodological, and it "turned off' the
development team to the point that they had then decided to or had been forced to abandon the
experiment. The lukewarm folk in general, and nearly all of the other half of the negativists, had
not really tried to implement any SEI thinking, but had learned about it at symposiums such as
this one, and based on what they saw in a preliminary context, voted with their feet.
One significant observation , from the enthusiasts primarily , was that CMM was obviously flawed
in terms of having 80% of the groups in Level 1. Their point was that this was clearly where the
assessment should have more granularity, if most people are stuck here. A second trenchant
point was the clear view that CMM forces you to BE at one level, when in fact parts of your
process might be at Level 2, and parts at Level 4, and this seems to fit your business just fine.
Nearly all with awareness of CMM knew that it asserted that processes have to precede tools,
and most people who had learned that.agreed with the premise, when queried. This finding is
to my mind perhaps the most insidious, for it says that SEI has succeeded with only one
message, which happens to be wrong .
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Quality-Centered Development Model
.

'

!Compile I

Specification !
& Coding l

Development

Test Management Framework
Defect Tracking System
Configuration Management/ Version Control
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This diagram illustrates the current "block diagram" of a complete tools environment, as viewed
from a source creation , debug , test, validation, maintenance viewpoint.
It could be more
inclusive in terms of documentation, updating, enhancements, and systems integration, but it
gives a really complete "cradle-to-grave" picture otherwise. This diagram , along with an
"environment view" such as the fairly well-known ECMA "toaster model", could enable building
a very comprehensive backbone system for a company who is desirous of enhancing both code
development and code quality, over the deployment life of that codebase .
These diagrams have been submitted, validated, and promoted by a number of vendors, and
on occasion even by standards bodies and consortia. And they are continually being refined,
and enhanced , along with the products. Nonetheless, it is quite difficult to find instance-proofs
of such diagrams in very many companies . It may well be fair to ask why not?
One reason might be that the diagrams are conceptually correct, even bold , but the tools and
the frameworks are primitive at best. Thus, the idea might be well ahead of the state of the
practice. Certainly the Framework technologies that have been available for Open Systems
Integration of Tools and Toolsets until now have left much of the exercise for the student. A
second reason might be that the diagrams are not really an accurate representation of the key
problems facing companies, and thus efforts are being channeled elsewhere. In many
respects, this is what I hear and have experienced myself in some "real-life" survival situations.
A third reason might be the relative lack of process sophistication on the part of the users, so
they simply can't or don't appreciate the value of such approaches. A fourth could be the lack
of investment monies, for those who appreciate the value, but can't afford either the time or
cost. A fifth reason could be discovering that each set of tools works fine, but the migration
from one part of the diagram to another, hence toolset to toolset, is not smooth or graceful.
Yet another potential reason could be that people have heeded the SEI teachings, and felt that
it really is a waste of time and money to buy and deploy tools before the process is fully
documented. This is an easy mode to get into, especially if the experience learned from the
last decision to buy tools came from scenario #1 above. I find that each of the above is cited
quite frequently, enough that we have culprits aplenty as to why these concepts go abegging.
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Modest Improvements are not highly valued

f

300% 1-&-,a.--..+----.;.- - + - '
DEVELOPER
PRODUCTIVITY
200%
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Setting aside for the moment the question of whether tools can be effectively deployed before
processes are fully documented, we might ask "what are the attitudes about tools and
methodologies which might provide improvement?". Graphing Productivity Improvement on
one axis , and Quality Improvement on the other, allows us to deal with the persistent issue
believed by most developers that Quality improvements can only be made at the expense of
Productivity. The graph shown is linear on both axes, shifting to logarithmic in each case past
200% improvement (3:1).
Over the course of 1995, as part of a half-day seminar taught some 34 times in America and
Europe, I interviewed 1200 developers and quality engineers using this basic grid to gauge
current attitudinal beliefs about tools and methodologies and their possible contribution to
Software Process improvement.
Two areas are shown shaded on this graph. The first one is labeled "AVOID". The second one
is labeled "SMALL INCREMENTAL VALUE".
The first, darker, is essentially an area where gains, even quite large ones, in one axis are at
the expense of the other axis. Note Point A, for example, where a 150% improvement in
Productivity results in a 25% decrease in Quality. Most developers in this study were clear that
they were willing to consider a trade-off of some Quality for significant gains in Productivity, but
it would have to be more of the Point A' situation (300% productivity improvement, 4:1 vs.
today, against a 25% Quality hit would be adequate). Thus tools or methodologies which only
produce results in the dark area on either axis are considered tools and techniques to AVOID.
The second area was felt to be one where gains were insufficient to bother learning new tools
or methodologies. This area, as shown, allows for gains up to 150% on each axis, an area that
is somewhat arbitrarily bounded. Developers were pretty clear that such an area existed, with
some debate about the cut-off point (the range of where people would start to consider
changing to the new varied from a low of about 100% purported improvement to about 200%).
Quality people were less clear, some stating that they would be impressed by tools or methods
that could deliver a true 50% improvement. Emphasis though was on the word "true".
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While High Value TOOLS have REAL INTEREST
"Very High Value" TOOLS ARE OF NO REAL INTEREST
3000%

t

1000%

150% ···

100% 1-----+-- - ~ - - - -..-.
50% ----------+-------+•

-50°0

+ 50% 100
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This slide is perhaps the most intriguing in the set. Most developers get excited if productivity
gains are in excess of 2.5:1; most quality or customer support people are tickled to find tools
which provide similar quality gains. To the extent that either helps the other side somewhat (no
adverse change, to a moderately positive change, say 150% or 2.5:1), "things feel right", and
even otherwise uninvolved people will weigh in with supporting advice and counsel.
The surprise, although upon reflection it wasn't surprising, is that any tool that purports to offer
MORE THAN 150% improvement in BOTH productivity and quality is not acclaimed. Instead, it
is largely ignored . This finding is so consistent over a number of years, and a number of groups
and cultures, that it cannot be lightly disregarded.
I believe that there are three fundamental reasons for this:
1. We've been burned before on wild, zany promises, and we "weren't born yesterday". This is
in fact a world of historic vaporware, of underperforming overbloated sourcecode if it ships, of
quality that is suspect from the get-go until it gets worse with age, and of major FUD. We all
know that to our core , those of us in this business more than a very few years, and we have
developed a THICK insulating layer of callosed skin . And the claims? "Patent medicine", just
"a li'I bottle of Dr. Good" . . . from partisan hucksters.
2. We spent a lot of time learning how to do what we do well , and the learning curve and
retraining required to master this new thing (which I'll cheerfully concede looks nifty) feels (a)
like something I don't want to do again for pain-avoidance reasons, and (b) my way works "just
fine" or, "actually better if you stand here and look just right, while patting your head and
rubbing your belly".
3. "I don't believe you are religious, but I agree that you are a zealot!" How else can you explain
the fanatical vi following (or is it the emacs contingent?) . There are Mac lovers who have
never tried Win95; there are UNIX-hackers who will not permit a WORD package or anything
that diminishes the role of troff and nroff; and there are other people caught in an old paradigm
who cannot see that the world has moved on (Bush with Gorbachev's glasnost, for example).
Programmers in this mindset (and programmers seem more able than most professionals to
have such mindsets) will ignore I fight against Object Oriented Programming, say, or against a
decent CM I VC system, or rail against testers , or dispute the Code Coverage reports.
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When asked:
"What is the BEST WAY to improve
Software Products from YOUR
COMPANY?"
Tools

Atti.tudes

l

Proces.s.es

l

-- Communications

7000 Developers from
60 Companies shared their views
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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This was a fascinating study that I first shared at Uniforum 90 . This was a major, 150 question
questionnaire, many done in one-on-one interviews, and all with a well-funded , major inquiry
sort of methodology, done for the Software Engineering Systems Division of Hewlett-Packard
when we were shipping the first SoftBench environments, along with early C & C++ developer
suites . We had attracted some fifty SW tools vendors to an "open environment" model, and we
were finishing licensing fourteen major ISVs and computer hardware manufacturers to sell the
SoftBench environment, most under their own name. So we felt it very worthwhile to find out
what developers really thought was important. (And, by the way, I find no changes here in 1995).
And they told us! There were three major viewpoints: (1) tools-centric folk; (2) process
believers ; and (3) communications-centric folk. Each group was pretty clear that its way was
THE way, with numbers ranging as high as 85% of all the people who believed in better tools
were "certain" or "pretty sure" that no possible gains could exist from better processes or from
more communications. The tools belivers were the largest group (and we, being tools vendors,
were of course pleased) at 42%, while communications buffs were 34%, and process folk 25%.
The "law of first cousins" showed up dramatically, however. This law holds that you will close
ranks with first cousins against outside threats, but fight your toughest battles with them
afterwards. And thus, the tools believers bifurcated into "hardware-centric" and "softwarecentric" folk. And each was ABSOLUTELY sure that the other's point of view was misguided,
even wrongheaded. There were two schools of thought on communications -- (1) between
members of the development team is imperative; and (2) between the developer and the
customer is crucial.
Oddly (we at first thought), those who believed in more developer
communications (to improve productivity) abhorred the idea of talking to customers who would
logically screw up the delivery date by asking for some extra (more-or-less useless) features.
The process group split three ways, which is reassuring that we, in this audience, have more
versatility i3nd creativity than do most developers. There were environmentalists (who loved
SoftBench, gawd love 'em!) , and documentation-rich, meeting-enthused chaos-reducers (these
folk banded together to give us ISO9000), and process-flow, infrastructure-happy developers
who believed in the Software Automation Factory concept.
So, the question today, is: do you recognize yourself in this list, and also your chief adversary?
Could you find your supervisor, and your subordinates? Is there much, if any, congruence?
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The dilemma of these attitudes
For any Vendor showing up with

TRUTH, BOTTLED

6 out of 7 Developers are Pre-convinced that
Such TRUTH is IRRELEVANT
Thus, 1 out of 7 will "consider an evaluation" of
whether this miracle is "Best-in-class"

And there are, on average,
30-50 features per tool,
30 tools per category,
and 5 categories per class
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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How do these attitudes Manifest themselves?
UNIX Hackers have "a reputation to uphold"
Object Class Libraries are "suggested Starting Points"
Cf X.T Libraries, Widgets & "dipping to X.libs"

"Cobol designers have all had Frontal Lobotomies"
4GLs only work for data structures
PowerBuilder and SQL Vision - for Forms & Reports

C++ has been mostly adopted by C designers
for C extensions, not for OOP (C++ = 10x Smalltalk sales)

Why would anyone want to BUY an environment
I'd just build my own (if I really needed one)
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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Software Process Improvement
Tools are the Focus, once Attitudes are Supportive

.

Attitudes

[___
To_o_ls~]
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Hewlett-Packard norms compared to Industry

E-C-D

Estimating Prototyping Design

Analysis

Test

Uniforum Jan 1992
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Results after One Year
1 out of 6 stayed with
NO TRAINING
6 out of 7 stayed with
TRAINING

CONCLUSION
TRAINING IS VITAL
17%

86%

(MANDA TORY?)

Actual Population -- all Tools

Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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So, how many "saw the light ... ?"
Bugs generated per 1K lines of code

t

~

= Environment A

-

= Environment B

B Environment

18x better than A

820 people on A; 650 people on 8
Results described to 200 managers,
500 developers, and written up in
Symposium Proceedings
Results revalidatedfor 4 years in
> ten divisions, & announced

t

End of fourth year, 700 people on A,

1225 people on B

WHY?
! Note that the A Environment ... was also the

I one with HIGH DISSATISFACTION by users!
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Useful "Rules of Thumb" at HP
Projects mostly with "Re-Use" code have 1/3 the # of defects

HP finds one defect post-release for every
10 pre-release defects found in Test
4x to 1Ox as long to fix bugs in long-term deployed systems

"We spend 2 to 3 times as long maintaining and
enhancing old SW as we do creating new software"
Modules with Cyclomatic Complexity >10 are more
difficult to understand and have a higher
probability of defects
Typical testing methodology gets us to 55% code
coverage. Modest work with code coverage
tools gets this over 80%
Ninth
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Voltmeters vs. Code Coverage Numbers
Most Voltmeters read "12 volts" when put on a Car Battery.
We think we "know" what it means to "measure voltage"
Yet, Peak Reading, RMS Reading, Average Reading, and DC
Reading Voltmeters would all get different answers when
"plugged" into a 11 Ov wall socket.
Similarly, with Code Coverage tools
HP's "55%" coverage numbers were obtained with
proprietary "branch- and path-flow analyzers", roughly
analogous to industry-available "segment analyzers".
This is a very high number for such coverage.
Another vendor had a shocking finding, that 36% "line
coverage" corresponded to only 19% segment coverage
(for code that admittedly was heavily branched)
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Simple Glossary of "Test Coverage" types
From "The Craft of Software Testing"
by Brian Marick, Prentice-Hall, 1995

Statement (Line)
This is provided by TestCenter and Pure,
plus such "freeware" tools as "t.cov"
Branch (Segment)
This is provided by QC Coverage, McCabe, SR
(and for Conly, the "freeware" tool known as "g.ct'?

Condition (including Decision Condition, Multiple
Condition) This is provided by QC Coverage
Loop Coverage
This is provided by QC Coverage, and McCabe
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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Deep Glossary of "Test Coverage" typology
From Chapter 3 of "Software Testing"
by Marc Roper, McGraw-Hill, 1994

Statement (Line)
Branch (Segment)
Condition (including Decision condition, Multiple Condition)
Path
LCSJ (Linear Code Sequence and Jump)
Data Flow
Partition Analysis and Equivalence Partitioning
Boundary Value Analysis
Mutation Testing (strong and weak)
Roper's key question is

"But Which Should J Use? 11

he reports that . .. MOST INDEPENDENT STUDIES SAY

"BRANCH COVERAGE"
Ninth lntemattOnal Software Quality Week 1996
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Another Computer OEM OS Test Coverage Story

Large Workstation Vendor on West Coast
Coverage of Mainline OS Release x.y = 36%
• Using

t.cov,

reputation of a "lousy" OS

Coverage of Mainline OS Release x.y = 19%
• Using QC Coverage, OEM Engineers "incensed"

Coverage of Mainline OS Release x.(y+1) = 47%
• Eliminated 652 "bugs", from reworked TEST SUITE
through using QC Coverage

Ninth International Software Qualrty Week 1996
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A Computer OEM OS Test Coverage Story

Large System Vendor on East Coast
Development time went up 25%
• Bugs found -- 90% vs. 70% of lifetime total

System integration time went down ~5%
• Bugs found were halved

System Test Time went down 95%
(20x improvement)

• System "black box" bugs went down 94%

Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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Graphing The Timeline of the Improvement
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A Different View of the Improvement Level
From Alpha Code to First Delivery is the Really Critical Time
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Time to Alpha ( a) is important to gain, but time after a is
all-important.
Time to Alpha goes into Current Features
(vis-a-vis competition); Time after Alpha is quality-related,
when the company cannot respond to Competitive Feature
changes.
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Percentage of
projects using a
given tool-type

Quality Tools for Industry Leaders
Leaders= 4 companies ( IBM, HP, Motorola, A TT)
Average is of 60 companies

Defect
Measuring

35
30

Test
Coverage
Tools

-

Reliability
Estimation
Tools

•= Leaders
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25

20
15
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Test
Planning
Tools

Qualio/
Estimation
Tools
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This slide illustrates the eight tool categories that Capers Jones delineated in his April 1994
article regarding the tools used at the top four software companies in America. He named the
companies -- HP, AT&T, IBM and Motorola. The blue (left, higher) bars in the graph show the
percentage of projects on which each category of tool is used at those four companies (to a
very gross approximation based on reasonable sample size) . The green (right, lower) bars in
the graph show the percentage of usage for the same tool types at the rest of the sixty
companies in Jones' sample space.
These numbers were substantially validated in the sample from my seminars last year, with the
one exception of defect measuring tools. Here the use of higher-level debuggers and profilers
seems to have increased perhaps 50% versus the chart above in the past three years or so.
Otherwise, even with the increased UNIX utilization in client-server deployments for enterprisewide solutions , there has been no discernable shift in any of these patterns.
In general, it is worth noting that we are representing a ten-fold shift in testing and analysis tools
between "average" companies, and the top four.
And then you realize that one wellresearched book recently asserted that HP's software processes are not very well controlled
(Jeremy Main, Quality Wars) ; that IBM was proud of SilverLake, and also of its software
accomplishments at Santa Theresa labs (eg. winning the Baldrige Award) and Houston
(achieving SEI Level 5), but was unable to spread them around the company; that AT&T held
an inquiry into why their tools hadn't been able to anticipate the troublespot of the Northeast
Phone system failure; and that while Motorola's Indian team achieved SEI Level 5, back home
for a week-long offsite for its top management team to discuss the rules of software, Software
was spelt Softwear for two days with 60 people in the room . So ... the winners are perhaps
not that far ahead . . . while the rest of us go fishing until they really get good at it.
It is also instructive to note from the graph that there doesn't seem to be much agreement on
which tools work extremely well -- for instance, no tool was accorded a rating of even 50%
usage by the most cognizant four companies around .
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The Development Sphere
and the Software Lifecycle Process

I Developers I

Customer
Community

Module design

Bugs & Errata
issues
Ninth International Software Quality Week 199'

Deployment and
Application
Issues
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The Software Life Cycle Process , beginning with and returning to the developer, can be shown
a number of ways. Many representations show as many as eight or ten discrete blocs: some
short-cut it to as few as three. The granularity shown above is helpful primarily in trying to
establish Constituency for issues.
Developers are readily distinguished from Systems
Integrators; who in turn are usually a different group than Replicators and the Operational
Manufacturing team (here called Porting) . Sales Support usually handles Deployment and
Application Issues; Customer Front Line , Hot Line, and Escalation Support teams handle bugs.
The Customers receive a specific "ported" product (often installed by 3rd party consultants, or
sales and sales support folk from "our company"). Any problems quickly wind up with the
Support folk at "our company", and eventually any changes (and often the fixes themselves)
wind up back in the developer's domain.
Often the travel time around this circle can be several years ; it almost certainly is more than a
few months. As a consequence, very frequently the "developer" is "not home" when the loop is
"closed"; new developers (to the module, and likely to the company itself) inherit the
opportunity to deal with the feedback. 1 Even if it is the same developers, they are now working
on "new designs" to heavy deadlines, so they seem to have "moved on", and aren't eager to
help out on this particular set of problems. The wavy line between "bugs" and "module design"
is included to indicate this "moved on in time" nature of the Developer community. Thus, not
infrequently, the Customer Support team sometimes (maybe often) feels more empathy and
collegiality with their clients than with the development team at "our place".
Some distinctions worth noting (not shown in the diagram, but useful to appreciate) are that
modules usually are integrated at a Product Integration level, and then the Products are further
integrated into a System. The System thus described is further installed into an Enterprise
System. This leads quickly to the observation that there are potentially several levels where it
is appropriate to describe Unit Test, Integration Test, System Test, or Regression Test
activities; and that the names associated herein are not deterministic, but suggestive.
1

The difference between "high turnover" and/or "high growth" companies, and "stable, mature" companies
is striking . HP averaged about 6% technical staff turnover per year in the 'eighties; lnformix by contrast had
55% turnover in 1989-1991 , wh ich we reduced to "only" 22% 1991-1993. Thus, to go around the loop
shown above, for 3 years at HP , there is an 83% chance of finding the original developer, and a 90%
chance he/she is still designing; at lnformix, there is only a 16% chance that the person is with the
company, and if so 1 about 60% chance they are still designin3 .
. . .I
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The Reality behind the "Overview"

A typical lnformix DATABASE . .. 80,000 copies
Integrated Source Code Modules
(System 1:tegration Team)
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for Platform/OS Combo A
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lines avg 70 Ports avg · ·..
(lndrv Developer)
Porting of Integrated Source Code
(Porting Lab or 3rd Party Porting Team)
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Source code Modification
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Source code Modification for
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Application Mods avg

Up to 2000 "Open incidents" per release;
as many as 6,000 over the life of a release
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This slide shows the scale of iteration at several points in the software lifecycle at lnformix.
Since the other database companies were primarily mainframe-hosted at first, and even as they
moved to UNIX, they ported grudgingly and sparingly, lnformix has delivered more total UNIX
databases than any other company, and done so on a much wider variety of platform/OS
combination . Thus , tthere is probably no company in the world with more versions of source
code delivered to customers, a natural consequence of the decision to be VERY widely
available on UNIX platforms, and to modify source code for specific customer applications when
necessary.1
At one level, then, the problems that lnformix faced were larger than those of most other
companies . In another view, one might say that this is a precursor of the types of issues that
many software firms, even those in the PC world as it emerges into an NT variant, will confront
relatively soon in their company history.
The traceability requirement, the support issues, and the value of experience in the module
design team become paramount for success in this business. It becomes clear from such a
diagram why a very robust configuration management and version control system is an
absolute requirement for the company, not just the development labs. lnformix, in common with
just about every other UNIX provider, was comfortable for a long time with RCS and SCCS,
plus small home-grown utilities built to augment these venerable Berkeley "hack" jobs.
Realizing the magnitude of this effort also puts the "high" number of open incidents into
perspective, which otherwise would seem pretty "out of control". Whether a business model of
this form is sensible is a different question, but once this IS the business model, it must be
supported and maintained until modified. And , most would agree, this model is extraordinarily
complex. Thus, finding and fixing "bugs", and assuring consistency of the bug-tracking and
bug-correction loop, becomes vital for the business success.
1 For comparison purposes , Oracle had reportedly a 12% Dif Statement norm, and Sybase an 8% norm,
while lnformix had driven this to 3% by 1993. We did so consciously, in order to have a consistent baseline
for heterogeneous computing systems, and to rationalize our porting efforts. This had costs in terms of
ultimate performance (our estimates were that this probably on average cost about 8-10% on given TPC
benchmarks, and more of course on specific arcane architectures, but it also meant that we could in fact
port quickly to some 70 platforms, whereas Oracle at the time was officially supporting only 15, and Sybase
only six. Thus, we de-optimized raw performance, and designed instead for consistency and repeatability.
The pmputer vendors did NOT appreciate this approach; the customers in general loved it.
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One Company's Shift in Quality Tool Usage
(Percentage of developers using tools)

80
501----- -----1

Estimating Tools

Testing Tools

D

~ = 1991
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Analysis Tools

= 1993

= 1994
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Aggregating the eight tools shown in Slide 30 into the three categories of Estimating, Testing ,
and Analysis , the above slide maps the usage rate of the lnformix development community
against each category. We began in mid-1991 to place significant importance upon bringing in
tools, and changing to a more methods-oriented approach for development. The gradual rise in
all three categories reflects both an intended direction, and an acknowledgment that it takes
awhile to change behaviors, even if the tools are known and purchased .
It is also obvious that we tackled the testing and analysis side with more vigor than the
estimating side. We knew fu ll well that we had problems -- the question was much more how to
fix them , not how to estimate the size of the next wall .
It is also important to note that lnformix was not without tools prior to these decisions, nor do we
find many, if any , companies bereft of tools totally. What is true, and what these slides attempt
to illustrate, is the degree to which specific, focused , third-party tools are made available versus
the collection of home-brew tools that are inadequately supported, utilities that came with the
operating system , and derivative or generic tools included with the compilers from the hardware
vendor. A number of companies also base their quality programs upon "free-ware" tools,
feeling that they can't afford (or don't value, or won't pay) for industry-supplied tools.
We had a number of these in place at lnformix, but the strong feeling was that they had outlived
their usefulness in general, and in particular, they were seriously unable to scale up to the
magnitude of problems that we were discovering that we had.
We created a Corporate Engineering department for a number of issues, including the
backbone tool suites (e.g. CMNC and Bug Tracking) , but we left most Tool Selections in the
hands of the lead Program Team working with the Test Su ite team . Even CMNC was installed
by Project, with multiple experiments , before turning on a GRAND PLAN CORPORATE
PROGRAM (which I recommend avoiding in general)
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Results

Costs for Shifting Quality Tool Usage

ffmxex
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Analysis Tools
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92 I 93 : 94
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4 tools
3 tools
64%
Atria
ClearCASE
57% ViSTA TEST
12%
Lucid
28% Mercury X-Runner
9% ProCASE
14% Pure Purify 8% Pure Quantify
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;

93 '' 94
330 500

260K 475 520
; 2.9K 2.5 3.0
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This quite detailed slide shows the number of developers (including test suite builders, the
porting teams, and documentation) for each of the four years from 1991 to 1994. Growth during
this period was steady and sizable. This omits an additional 20-25% of people who were
"contractors" for specific pieces of work, but not directly on the payroll.
The slide shows how many seats were purchased and provided by category, and the costs of
purchase. The cost of initial training services is lumped into this, but the cost of the selection
team and the learning time of the professional staff is not included.
Seven major tools were deployed, all in client-server "floating license" mode. Two of those
were predominant for the problems that we felt most fundamental to address. The total cost
over three years is $1.25M in tool purchases, for a set of 500 total people, which works out to
about $833/year/person (about 1% of the direct salary costs of the team) . While this was a
substantial increase at lnformix, and it represents a very high number for typical companies
buying software packages for their professionals, it is pretty low by comparison with any other
engineering profession (where numbers of 3-5% of wages per year are typical, and 2-3% of
engineering budget are considered "normal").
This analysis also omits the costs of hardware systems, which were sizable, but relatively
unchanged as a result of the tools purchased. The larger need for equipment at lnformix was
for performance tuning, and this was often sponsored or partially subscribed by the vendor
platform companies. As the company moves more to large parallel server technology, and the
new database benchmark studies (e.g.TPC-C and TPC-D) become more necessary, it may well
be that the equipment costs for Load Testing and Performance Testing assume much larger
percentages of the total. This accounts for the emphasis for example in the VERITAS ViSTA
program (now QC REPLAY) upon architecting both Capture/Playback Test Systems and Load
Test Systems for "logical data capture" rather than the very performance-bound , memoryintensive BitMap pattern recognitions (the basis of earlier generations of such equipment) .
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lfmxex

"Figures of Merit" for Quality Increases
Port Quality
Efficiency

#of Bugs per1K
lines/source
_1,.zg_

# of Queries per $1 M of
Revenue

F.M.= 3.2:1

0.78

c:=]

=1992

c:=]

=1993

c:=J= 1994

Savings:
Savings:
Results:
12 people per year in 4 people per year
15 ports in 6 mo
on the Help desk
-> 48 ports in 6 mo Hot Line Support, Backup
with 2x Test Cvg Customer Satisfaction:
Total Savings
Savings·
Jump'i,d two qu~rtil(!S in
$3M/I yr
rognost,cs list
14 people pe; year
(30 people)
Revenue increase:
+$21 M first year

from 35/36 to 10th
Revenue increase:
Maintenance renewals
up +27% ($6M first yr)
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Total New
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Let me make one point clear. We did not install this program with a clear notion of expected
improvement, with metrics of intended achievement in place, and a group of people tasked
against those goals. Rather, it was a nearly desperation strategy, built largely from the belief
that being 35th out of 36 vendors in perceived quality (esp. when #36 went bankrupt before we
got the report from Prognostics) was an intolerable situation .
So the measurements shown above were those we happened to have data for, as opposed to
pre-considered "appropriate" metrics.
Nonetheless, they show some dramatic impact,
especially the change in two years of customer perception from 35th to 10th place. This move
was by far the most significant improvement Prognostics had seen in their fourteen years of
measuring the software industry, and I believe that this was the best measure in fact of the
reason for the change in momentum for the company. The 1990 figures for the company were
1% growth in sales ($146M vs. $145M in 1989), and a deadly loss (-$46M) and downsizing (first
25% in people in 1989, followed in a year by 22% more) . By the end of 1992, the company had
almost doubled in revenue ($283M), with 20% net profit, and employment up some 38%.
lnformix was named Turn-around Company of the year in 1993 by Barron's and Forbes, and
cited by Fortune in the Top Ten companies of the year.
Perhaps the most significant direct measure we had of the value to our customers was the
maintenance renewal rate . Only 62% of our customers were renewing their maintenance
contracts in the second year, and given the bugginess and instability of the codebase, that
could only mean that the other 38% had abandoned the product. Importantly, when we ran our
own survey, we found that over half who remained did so either because they viewed the
difficulty of changing to be higher than puttng up with our problems, or because they had heard
horror stories about the products from our competitors as well. Indeed, two of the top three
major vendors (Oracle, Sybase) also were ranked in the bottom quartile by Prognostics, and
only Ingres (recently bought by ASK at the time, when they went into Chapter 11 receivership)
had a high reputation for quality, but not for price/performance or for shipping new functionality
on time . Thus, a change in ONE YEAR , of maintenance renewals from 62% to 78% of our
customer base was dramatic. You could state this as a change of 16% of total customers, or a
change of +27% of total renewing customers (hence +27% in maintenance revenue), or even
as "recapturing 42% of the customers who previously were abandoning us". However counted,
this was a magnificent reversal , indicative of major improvement in our programs.
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So, the bottom line ...
Improved QUALITY by 320% in two releases,· improved
PERCEIVED QUALITY by two-thirds of total companies
Improved PORTING TIMExQUALITY by 450%,·
improved TIME to MARKET for specialty platforms
Improved MAINTENANCE RENEWAL RA TE by 27%
SPENT $260K on tools plus a lot of cross-training to do the
above - Net retum > 1Ox on all costs, > 1OOx on tools

If lump second-year tool costs onto this model
PAYBACK ON TOOLS
= $31 Million/$735K=42·1
Ninth International Software Quality Week 1996
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It was actually pretty surprising to find the improvements cited above. We did not enter into the
program with expectations anywhere nearly this high. Nor did we enter it to "conduct an
experiment". We had a critically ill company that we were trying to save, and we acted more or
less instinctively, using the techniques and methods and more modern versions of tools that we
had already tried at HP several years earlier.
In retrospect though , we did some incredibly fortuitous things , and there were several specific
items that weighed heavily in our favor. For one. we had Veritas show up with their new C
language code coverage tool (now QC Coverage from Centerline) and ask us if we'd consider
being a beta site. This was due to Roger Sippl, lnformix' founder, having served briefly on
Veritas' Advisory committee due to friendship with one of their people. For a second, Atria was
given some funding by Silicon Graphics, and they sought a beta site in the area, and they knew
me from the days of merging Apollo Computers with Hewlett-Packard. So we became their first
large-scale beta site. Third , we did all of our key development on Sun workstations, in UNIX, in
C language, which was the only format that these and other tools (eg. Pure and Mercury and
ProCase) ran in at the time.
Culturally, we also had some key advantages. We had a company predisposed to know they
needed help, and not too proud to try something new. Thus the Operations manager, the
Customer Service manager, the Porting Lab manager, and the Test manager all supported the
idea of using Code Coverage numbers as a major metric, to be reported on monthly. When I
left, my replacement manager was Mike Saranga, who had been a long-time IBM manager
familiar with code coverage concepts, and he increased the frequency of Coverage metric
reporting to a standard weekly report from development teams . Thus the technique became
"embedded", as opposed to "recommended" or "suggested" or "check-listed" .
Finally, there was a key testing person who personally became incredibly knowledgeable about
the tool, its usage, and importantly, its shortcomings. This served the purpose of getting
newcomers over hurdles without trauma, of defusing issues when inevitably, features didn't
work as expected or the tool exhibited shortcomings (yes, Virginia, even panacea tools have
bugs on occasion!), and also it focused feedback to Veritas from one source, without a lot of
extraneous effort to chase down previously solved problems.
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THE PRODUCTIVITY/ QUALITY IMPROVEMENT GRAPH
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So, returning to the Productivity vs. Quality graph shown in Figures 12 and 13, we can graph
four different major experiments -- two from HP in the late 'eighties, one from lnformix in the
early '90s, and one from Digital Equipment in the mid '90s. And we find a consistent story, in
several respects. First, these were all major experiments, with company programs at stake,
with hundreds or even a thousand or more participants. These are not the five to eight people
in a group kind of experiments that are reported with great awe and wonder in some of our
journals and trade magazines, for which a year later no trace can be found .
First, the beginning year, and the beginning group, IN EVERY CASE experienced modest
improvement at best. Two of the four had negative hits on productivity; the other two only had
minor improvement. Three of the four saw initial quality improve nearly 100% however. By the
end of the second year, ALL had experienced a 4:1 or better quality improvement (300%+) and
gains of 6:1 or even 10:1 were achieved overall by the third year in every program but one.
And EVERY GROUP also experienced Productivity improvements that were sizable, if you call
50% improvement sizable . Three of the four had overall productivity improvements between
3:1 and 5:1, which is a great deal of saved time . And , as mentioned earlier, if you take a
certain market-driven perspective (the DEC lab manager's view) , the productivity gains were
stupendous at 3000% .
Now, if these stories are true , why aren't people clamoring to buy our tools? And why isn't the
SEI mission to tell these stories and proselyte potential users? Why aren't these stories better
known? I believe that there are several reasons. First, few people who did the work did so
from an overall perspective, so it is hard to "know" the story even if you participated in it. This
is how secrecy was kept on the Los Alamos project during WvVII. Second, the gains are not as
crisply defined in real life, and the numbers not as "hard-edged", as my slides would indicate, so
you could have great discussions / debates between "observers" as to what REALLY
happened , were you to join the discussion. Third, no one was disposed to have the discussion,
because with only one exception , we were trying to survive or win in a very competitive world,
NOT run a major Software Quality and Productivity Improvement experiment for the greater
good of the Software community. In fact, if it worked , and was as good as these numbers say,
WHY would we share that understanding with our competitors? This is a tough business!
Finally , if someone (eg. me) is bold enough to compile the stories, and tell them, they are
largely dismissed as a TOOLS CRANK (cf. Slide 16), flouting the SEI "truth" for personal gain .
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Introduction
In September 1994, Collins Air Transport Division (CATD) of Collins Commercial Avionics (CCA)
achieved ISO-9001 certification. I believe that CATD is the first major avionics manufacturer to achieve
ISO-9001 certification. ISO is seen as a strategic marketing advantage for CATD as it is an increasing
requirement for doing business in Europe and the Far East.
For software, company improvement initiatives were leveraged for maximum benefit. These initiatives
included the MEP initiative and the initiative to mature the software capability using the Software
Engineering Institute's (SEI's) Capability Maturity Model (CMM). The CMM and ISO 9001 share a
common concern with the quality and process management. ISO-9001 is a quality standard established by
the International Standards Organization (ISO) ISO-9001. The CMM describes the principles and
practices underlying software process maturity.

ISO 9001
ISO-9001 is a quality assurance model with a total business focus, it addresses all phases of the
product life cycle from initial concept through product retirement. ISO-9001 emphasis process
and procedures rather than the end product. It seeks to ensure that quality is built into the process
rather then inspect it at the end. It is primarily aimed at achieving customer satisfaction by
preventing errors at all stages of the product life cycle.
ISO-9001.:certification is achieved though a rigorous audit process performed by certified external
auditors. =The auditors not only ensure that the organization's documented processes achieve
I 00% compliance with the ISO-9001 requirements, but also do a sampling of the organization to
verify that the written processes are actually followed.

In March 1993, ATS received ISO-9002 certification. Since ISO-9002 is a subset of ISO-900 I
the concentration for achieving ISO-900 I certification was on design engineering. To plan for
first time success, two companies, Allen Bradley and GE Medical, were benchmarks. A pre-audit
by the external auditors was utilized to determine misinterpretations of the standard.

CCA's Process Improvement Initiatives
In 1987 the CCA software community began considering the SEI's initial Capability Maturity
Model for Software. Process improvement and definition occurred at the project or division level.
In 1990, the software efforts were centralized at the CCA level within the Advance Technology
and Engineering division . This centralized effort was not as readily accepted within the divisions.

The effort was re-energized in 1993, when the overall process was documented to tie all of the
processes together. A commitment to superior customer satisfaction and a motivation for
continuous process improvement were the driving factors in the revitalization.
Many of the processes that were audited had been documented as a result of CCA's Management
Effectiveness Program (MEP). The MEP set out to document and improve the processes used to
develop products. The MEP manuals formalized all of the major activities from requirements
capture to product retirement. They are a uniformed basis for evaluation and have built in
flexibility for applicability to all products. The processes identified and documented include:
•

a Software Development Process;

•

a Hardware Development Process;

•

a Systems Development Process;

•

a Concurrent Development Process,

•

a Program Management Guideline,

•

an overall Development Process, which ties the other processes together; and

a Decision Point Process, which provides checkpoints for ensuring that nothing has been
overlooked and that the right commitments are made. The process puts a cross-check and balance
on thinking and allows more objectivity. A strife to manage by process rather than heroes.

MEP and Software Process Improvement
The MEP initiative gave the software process efforts a new structure. The Decision Points
provided periodic management review. It provided the impetus for establishing a permanent
software process support group in 1993. As a company of diverse cultures, the Software
Development Process provided a common language between them. The Software Development
Process was ~ key element in the ISO-9001 audit.
By the beginhing of 1994 the Air Transport Systems Software Department (ATS) of CATD had
made a commitment to work towards Level 3 of the Capability Maturity Model , with the
assistance ,of the software process support group.
i

Capability Maturity Model
The Capability Maturity Model describes a framework for software process improvement. It
defines 5 levels of capability:
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2. Repeatable - Basic project management processes are established to track cost, schedule, and
functionality. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier successes on
projects with similar applications.
3. Defined - The software process for both management and engineering activities is
documented, standardized, and integrated into a standard software process for the
organization. All projects use an approved, tailored version of the organization's standard
software process for developing and maintaining software.
4. Managed - Detailed measures of the software process and product quality are collected. Both
the software process and products are quantitatively understood and controlled.
5. Optimizing - Continuous process improvement is enabled by quantitative feedback from the
process and from piloting innovative ideas and technologies.
Levels 2 through 5 are described by a number of Key Process Areas (KPAs), which define areas
that are important for project success and organizational improvement.
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Each KP1¥ is defined by its Goals and a number of Key Practices. These KP As, Goals, and Key
Practices .lire intended to guide organizations in selecting strategies for process improvement.

CMM-Based Software Process Improvement
With the support of the software process group, ATS developed a strategy for software process
improvement. This strategy included assessment of several ATS projects against the Level 2 and 3
KP As of the CMM and action planning to address the improvement areas identified.
Process Assessment
ATS selected four projects for the initial assessment. A self-assessment tool, developed by the
software process support group, was used to collect answers to questions about their processes.
The questionnaire, based on an alpha version of the SEI's assessment questionnaire for CMM
version 1.1, was augmented with additional questions to provide more complete coverage of the
goals and key practices for levels 2 and 3. Individuals were classified as project personnel

(practitioners or project management), divisional level personnel (staff or training), or CCA level
3

personnel (SQA, Training, or Process). Questions were asked of the appropriate individuals. Each
question was asked of at least two different classification for individuals. Since the assessment
questionnaire was the main mechanism for gathering information this reality check was needed.
After the questionnaires had been completed, the software process support group collated the
results. The results were analyzed by the process group and additional division personnel to
determine the validity of the answers. Invalid answers were corrected. Areas of compliance and
findings were presented back to the project teams. In addition, the findings were rolled up to be
addressed by the division.
The assessment results indicated areas for improvement, but also showed that the projects already
had many things in place for the level 2 and 3 KP As. In many cases, the improvement areas
involved documenting existing procedures to ensure their repeatability.

Action Planning
The ATS department manager, working with the project teams, developed a set of nine high level
strategies to address the major areas for improvement. Each of the project teams then developed
an action plan to implement the strategies appropriate for their project. Strategies included
revising project plans to base them on the CCA Software Development Process, and documenting
various methods used to implement the process.

Project Benefits
The projects have identified a number of productivity and quality benefits that they gained as a
result of following and improving their processes. These include:
•

Peer Reviews are used to review the product at various stages in development, including
requirements, design, code, and test cases. Using peer reviews, the projects have been able to
detect and remove defects earlier in the development cycle. This significantly reduces the time
and cost find and fix defects, and also provides a safer and higher quality product to the
customers.

~o

•

Test Cases are developed from the project requirements early in the development cycle - often
befor<;;'design and code begins. By developing test cases early, projects have detected
requirements errors before implementation.
I

In one instance, an error was found in creating the test cases. The customer was alerted of the
problem and a new approach was negotiated. This saved the expense of finding the problem
during integration.
•

Software Build Instructions - some projects do a full software build infrequently, and the
complex commands to build the software are easily forgotten . By documenting the build
instructions in the User' s Guide, the project has saved significant time that would otherwise
have been spent reinventing the build process and correcting faulty builds.

In general, just having the project processes and methods documented has helped the teams bring
new people up to speed and also reduces the impact due to staff turnover.

4

Process Improvement Results Useful for ISO Audits
Users Guides
The Fokker JetLine Displays project, one of the four projects that were assessed, took the
assessment results and the high level strategies and identified improvements that they could make
without the assistance of the software process support group. One significant improvement was to
make an update to the project's Development Process User's Guide.
The User's Guide is a methods manual that contains detailed, project-specific information on how
to perform the high level process steps called out by the CCA Software Development Process. It
contains instructions for many tasks, from performing peer reviews to developing test cases and
performing a full build of the software. The team brought the User' s Guide up to date and added
sections for the areas that the assessment had identified as being deficient.
When the Fokker JetLine Displays project was audited by the ISO-9001 audit team, the User's
Guide was a big hit. This means of recording the knowledge of detailed procedures went a long
way in satisfying the ISO-9001 requirements. The audit team also looked for references to ensure
that the User's Guide provided detail where it was required by the higher level processes and
project plans.

Project Plans
Tractability from the CCA Software Development Process to the project methods were
documented in project plans.

Training Plans
Training Plaqs have been documented that describe the knowledge and skills required to work on
various aspects of the projects. By documenting these requirements, the projects have found it
easier to identify the training required when new members join the team.

Proces.s Improvement Lessons Learned
J

Several key lessons were learned as a result of the software process improvement activities :
•

The software development organization must be committed to the process improvement
program - improvements cannot be forced onto the organization by a software process
support group.

•

Process improvements must allow projects flexibility in how to meet customer needs otherwise responsiveness can be damaged.

•

Include project teams at every stage of the improvement process - assessments, planning and
implementation.

•

Project teams are eager to improve their processes and have many ideas for improvement.

•

Projects see the value of documenting and following their processes - even if they are not
always excited about it.

5

Summary
For software, achieving ISO-9001 required no additional improvement effort than utilizing the
improvement initiatives that were already underway. The CMM software process improvement
was a significant factor. Using the CMM as an improvement framework not only contributed to
the requirements of ISO-9001, but also facilitated important quality and productivity gains in
software development. The MEP initiative added the infrastructure for increasing the software
capability and management involvement.
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Software Maturity Evaluation

1, Introduction
Prior to purchasing space, aircraft, or communications systems, the Air Force
operationally tests them to ensure they meet the specified needs of their users. The Air
Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC) conducts these operational
tests for the Air Force. Since many modem systems rely heavily on software, the Air
Force requires software to be mature before beginning these lengthy, expensive tests.
Software maturity is a measure of the software's progress toward meeting documented
user requirements. The software analysis division at AFOTEC uses software problem,
change, and failure tracking data to help demonstrate when software has sufficiently met
requirements and fixed identified problems. The concept and evaluation are simple, but
rarely considered by developers and acquirers prior to AFOTEC involvement.
AFOTEC evaluates software maturity with three distinct goals:
1. Test Readiness
2. Readiness for
Fieldin2
3. Identify Software
Maturity Drivers

Reduce tax dollars wasted on testing immature systems.
Determine how far the software has progressed toward
satisfying user needs.
Identify portions of the software system which currently
generate the most changes and may, therefore, be expected to
generate the largest future maintenance effort. Where possible
this information should be used to improve the software prior to
fielding.

Table 1: Software Maturity Evaluation Goals

2, Evaluation Background
2.1 Software Maturity Data and Collection
The evaluation begins with the software maturity database. Many programs use different
names, but the required data is almost always collected by development organizations.
Collection and analysis of the data typically begin when the software is placed under
formal configuration control and continues through fielding of the software. The
minimum data required to evaluate software maturity is shown in Table 2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Software Change (Problem) Number
Description
Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) Identifier
Severity Level
Date Change Opened (or problem found)
Date Change (Problem) Closed and Implemented

Table 1: Software Maturity Data
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During the development and initial testing, developers and acquirers work together to
assign a severity level rating to each problem. Later during operational testing, AFOTEC
is responsible for scoring of software problems. The Air Force uses a standard five-point
scale shown in Table 3.

2.2 Severity Level Categorization
Current Air Force policy requires that no system can progress to the operational testing
phase with open severity level one or two software problems. According to these
definitions, severity level one and two problems imply the system does not meet user
needs and therefore operational testing would be a waste of time and money.
Severity
Level
1
2
3

4
5

Description
Mission failure or jeopardizes safety.
Mission degraded with no possible work-around.
Mission degraded but a work-around solution is ·
known.
Operator inconvenience or annoyance
Any other change.

Table 3: Software Problem Severity Levels (MIL Standard 498)
2.3 Weighting of Severity Levels
To help estimate the operational impact of each change, we assign a weight to each
severity level (Table 4). The description of the trend charts will show how these
weightings can help to distinguish between many insignificant problems and many
important problems.
Severity

Weight

Level

(Change Points)

1

30
15
5
2
1

2
3
4

5

Table 4: Weighting Factors
2.4 Maturity Evaluation and Analysis Tool
AFOTEC developed a Microsoft® Excel for Windows™ based tool, called Maturity
Evaluation and Analysis Tool (MEAT), to automate the data manipulation, produce trend
charts, and speed analysis and reporting. The tool and user's manual are available at no
cost from HQ AFOTEC/SAS.
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2.5 Evaluation Indenture Level
While software maturity can be evaluated at the system software level, it is also beneficial
to look at maturity from lower indenture levels. Selecting the appropriate evaluation
indenture level is based on software size, number of changes, and the length of time the
software change data is collected. As a general rule, we suggest the software maturity
should be evaluated to at least the CSCI level. For some large programs, it will be
possible and beneficial to delve deeper to the computer software component (CSC)
indenture level.
In either case, the results help to determine which components or
configuration items are causing maturity problems. This specific information helps the
acquiring organization and the developer more effectively address problems.
2.6 Synthesis of Many Trends
Software maturity is not a single trend or evaluation. It is a synthesis of many trends that
must be considered together with the external factors that influence them.
All Trends Contribute to Maturity
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Figure 1: Software Maturity - A Synthesis of Many Trends
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2. 7 External Factors

2. 7.1 Test Rate
One of the external factors that can affect software maturity is developmental test
schedule. This aspect can be seen in both test rate and test completeness. An
understanding of test rate helps the evaluator determine if software appears mature only
because testing has slowed, or explain an unusually high change origination rate resulting
from an aggressive test schedule. The test rate should, in fact, affect the slope of the total
originated changes curve. A sample test rate chart is shown in Figure 2.
Test Rate
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Figure 2: Test Rate by Week
2.7.2 Test Completeness
Another way program schedule can affect software maturity is through test completeness.
This measure enables the evaluator to estimate confidence in the software maturity
evaluation. A high percentage of successfully completed test procedures, with respect to
the total number of test procedures, indicates testing has identified a correspondingly high
percentage of problems. One drawback to this measure is that traceability between test
procedures and requirements or functions is not part of test completeness, but it is
necessary to verify the thoroughness of testing. Figure 3 shows an example of test
completeness. Notice the total number of test procedures typically increases during the
development and testing.
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Figure 3: Test Completeness
2.7 .3 Requirements Stability

Another factor which influences software maturity trends is requirements stability.
Software requirements continue to grow and change in nearly every development. New
or modified requirements will likely drive software changes and increase the slope of the
total originated changes curve. Knowing the cause for software changes can help to
pinpoint solutions.
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a,

Trend Charts

3.1 Weighted and Unweighted Software Changes
This basic maturity chart (Figure 4) shows the total changes originated, closed, and
remaining trends. This chart is also a good example the ideal shape of each trend line.
To indicate maturity or progress toward maturity, the total changes originated trend
should begin to level off. This indicates testing is finding problems at a lower rate than
earlier in the development and testing. The total changes closed curve should closely
follow the identified changes. Ideally, all identified changes would be closed and the
remaining changes curve would show no backlog. This chart is also presented in an
unweighted form as well as individually for each severity level.
Accumulated Software Changes (weighted) as of 25 Dec 95
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Figure 4: Accumulated Software Changes (Weighted)

3.2 Remaining Problems
Although the remaining changes trend in an unweighted chart shows the current software
problem/change backlog, Figure 5 presents a more useful view. This stacked bar chart
shows the overall backlog trend as well as each severity level' s contribution to the total
backlog.
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Remaining Software Probelms (Unweighted) as of 25 Dec 95
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Figure 5: Remaining Software Problems
3.3 Average Severity Level
In the next chart (Figure 6), we present the average severity level of all originated, closed,
and remaining changes. Ideally, the average severity level of problems should drop over
time. Another good sign is if remaining changes are of a lower average severity level
than those changes already closed. This indicates that the developer is doing a good job
prioritizing his efforts.
Average Severity of ALL SN/ Changes as of 25 Dec 95
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Figure 6: Average Severity Level
3.4 Distribution of Changes by Severity Level
Although Figure 7 is not actually a trend, it shows how the changes are distributed by
severity level. The sample chart exaggerates the expectation that most changes will be of
lower severity level.
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Number of Changes by Severity as of 31 Oct 94
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Figure 7: Distribution of Changes by Severity Level

3.5 Average Closure Time by Severity Level
Figure 8 shows the average length of time required to close problems and change requests
of each severity level and the average length of time that remaining changes have been
open. Understanding this information and the process used to implement changes helps
to estimate much change traffic to expect, how many software maintainers will be
required, and how far away the software is from being ready for release.
Average Closu~Time For Changes by Severity as of 31 Oct 94
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Figure 8: Average Closure Time

3.6 Total Changes and Change Density
The total number of changes for each CSCI helps to identify software maturity problem
areas. In addition to sheer numbers of changes, normalizing changes by the size (new or
modified lines of code) for each CSCI shows which parts of the code have the most
change requests and are most likely to require future effort. We call this normalized
measure, change density.
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Figure 9: Total Changes and Change Density

From the bars in Figure 9, we identify CSCis #8, #17, #7, and #13 as portions of the
software which have produced large numbers of changes. The lines on the same chart
identify CSCis #8, #12, #17, #10, and #7 as components which produce large numbers of
changes per line of code. The union of these two sets can be thought of as maturity
drivers for the software system
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3.7 Remaining Changes and Defect Density
The final trend chart is a relatively new addition to our evaluation methodology Figure 10
shows both remaining changes for each CSCI and the number of remaining changes
(problems) divided by thousands of new or modified source lines of code (defect density).
Michael Foody suggests software is not ready for release until the defect density is below
0.5 1. Finding portions of software with the most remaining problems and the highest
defect densities are two additional pieces to the maturity puzzle
Remaining Changes
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--Remaining
Changes/
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~
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Figure 10: Remaining Changes and Defect Density
The bars in Figure 10 identify CSCis # 8, #17, #7, and #13 as components with large
numbers of remaining changes. The CSCis with a defect density above the 0.5 threshold
(CSCis #8, #12, #15, #18, #17, #7, and #2) are not ready for operational testing or
release. The union of these two sets are the software components which are currently
driving software immaturity.

1

Michael A. Foody, "When is Software Ready For Release?" UNIX Review March 1995
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4, case study
This section is a time-phased example of software maturity evaluation for a major Air
Force acquisition program. The program was selected because it's initial immaturity
presents a convincing case for delaying operational use of software until maturity. The
program name and developer will not be identified.

4.1 Initial Evaluation - March 1995
The initial evaluation of the software maturity was analyzed and briefed in March of
1995. Although the data was available to, and in fact from, the development
organization, software maturity was not evaluated except to track open software change
requests. The acquiring organization understood there were problems in the
development, but had not evidence of how severe the problems were or where the
problems were located.

4.1.1 Weighted and Unweighted Software Changes
Like most software developments, problems were initially found much more quickly than
they were being fixed. Unfortunately,_this trend continued up to the point of our initial
evaluation. As shown in Figure 11, the total originated and total closed trends diverge
except for a push to close changes from week 16 through 20. The result is an increasing
backlog of software changes. At that time, we had no reason to expect a slowdown in
change origination and current closure rates do not predict improvement.
Accumulated Software Changes (weighted) •• of 06 llar 95
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Figure 11: Initial Evaluation Weighted Changes
The unweighted version of this chart (Figure 12) looks almost identical. The only
difference is that the numbers in this chart represent actual changes and backlog size
rather than the change points used in the weighted chart.
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Accumulated Software Changes (unweighted) as of 06 Mar 95
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Figure 12: Initial Evaluation - Unweighted Changes
4.1.2 Average Severity Level
The average weight of changes (problems) throughout the period up to the initial
evaluation was between six and eight (Figure 13). This equates to between a severity
level two or three change. The only positive trend shown by this chart is that the
developer has recently been working on the most severe problems.
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Figure 13: Initial Evaluation - Average Severity Level
4.1.3 Distribution of Changes by Severity Level
The distribution of changes across severity levels showed two surprising results. First, an
unusually large number of severity level one changes were opened and remained open_
Second, very few severity level two changes had been identified. Overall, this chart
spurred a discussion of severity level definitions.
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Figure 14: Initial Evaluation - Number of Changes by Severity Level
4.1.4 Average Closure Times by Severity Level
The next set of trends (Figure 15) showed that most problems had historically taken
between 35 and 40 days to formally close. Unfortunately, changes that were currently
open at that time had, with the exception of severity level five, been open longer than the
average of those already closed. This indicates that closure times will likely rise in the
future. Because difficulty and severity level are not synonymous, we were careful not to
compare closure times across severity level.
. Average Closure Time For Changes by Severity as of 06 Mar 95
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Figure 15: Initial Evaluation - Average Closure Times
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Since the maturity data for this development program did not include information about
which portions of the code the changes/problems related to, we were unable to produce
change and defect density charts.

4.1.5 Summary
Nearly all of the trends pointed to immaturity of the software. In addition, we knew the
test schedule was consistently being shortened to save time at the tail-end of the
development. All parties agreed to further study this data on a biweekly basis until the
test readiness decision in early August 1995.
4.2 Test Readiness Decision Evaluation - July 1995
Between the initial evaluation and the test readiness decision, the developer modified
severity levels of many of the problems to reflect a better understanding of the severity
level definitions. As a result, software maturity was not as bad a previously thought.

4.2.1 Weighted and Unweighted Software Changes
A great deal of progress was made toward closing the backlog (Figure 16, Figure 17, and
Figure 18). Notice that changes in the slope of the curves are more dramatically shown
on the weighted chart. For example, between weeks 13 and 17 on Figure 16, we see a
great deal of progress in closing problems. The trend is more dramatic on the weighted
chart because the problems were of high severity levels.
Accumulated Software Changes (weighted)•• of 28 Jul 95
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Figure 16: Test Readiness - Weighted Software Change Trends
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4.2.2 Average Severity Level
Figure 19 shows the average severity level of recently opened, closed, and remaining
changes has decreased and remained stable for the last _three months.
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Figure 19: Test Readiness - Average Severity Level

4.2.3 Distribution of Changes by Severity Level
The developer's better understanding of severity level definitions resulted in a
distribution of changes that is closer to normal expectations. Unfortunately, one severity
level one change remains unresolved. This means that execution of some part of the
software will result in a mission failure or jeopardize safety.
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Figure 20: Test Readiness - Change Distribution
4.2.4 Summary
The software showed signs of improving maturity, but local trends were too short to
absolutely declare the software mature. For this reason and because of the open severity
level one problem and the reduced testing schedule, we declare the software not ready for
test.
Due to schedule and funding constraints, the system proceeded to the operational testing
phase despite maturity problems. Although this decision did not follow
recommendations, we were anxious to see how the results matched with our maturity
analyses to date.

4.3 Initial Operational Use - August 1995
Just days before the first operational test exercise of the software, a new version was
delivered and checked out on the system. During the first familiarization session of the
software for field operators rather than system developers, the software worked less than
40% of the time. This list of work around procedures to software problems grew to over
100.
Finally during the first operational use of the software, it failed dramatically. A software
failure caused an incomplete safety notification to system users. The system allowed the
users to bypass the warning and overheat some sensitive electronic equipment. As a
result, the one-of-a-kind system was out of commission for two months, $1.5 million in
hardware repairs were required, a new version of software produced and tested, and
expensive test time was lost until October 1995.
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4.4 Extended Operational Testing - October 1995
After the lengthy delay, the system was once again accepted for test. Largely due to this
delay, the software maturity charts appeared mature. Fortunately, this time the
operational testing was run to completion. Unfortunately, the system had performance
problems as well as user interface troubles. In fact, users stated they would, "prefer to
have the old system back." Over 100 software deficiencies were identified during one
month of operational use. Six of these software problems were judged to be severity
level one and two. Clearly the system, and the software in particular, was not ready for
fielding.
4.5 Software Impact on Purchase Decision - March 1996
After a miserable showing during initial operational testing, developers proceeded to fix
identified problems prior to the system purchase decision. As a result of preliminary
findings, the decision to purchase the system was delayed. The system would undergo a
second round of operational testing to look for improvement.
As shown in Figure 21, current maturity trends indicate the software has progressed
toward maturity. We must temper this analysis with an understanding that the scope of
software testing has been reduced during the period between operational testing and the
decision to re-test the system. The impact of this reduced testing is a slower rate of
identifying new changes. As a result, the developers were able to fix most of the
outstanding changes including all of the severity level one and two changes.
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Figure 21: Current Maturity Status

s.

Conclusion

Software maturity is a simple evaluation to conduct and interpret, yet the information is
extremely useful for developers, acquirers, and operational testers. The trend charts must,
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however, be interpreted together as a whole and in the context of external factors such as
program schedule and requirements stability. As a result, the maturity evaluator must
have in-depth knowledge of the software development and testing.
Specifying maturity requirements for release and following through with those decisions
will help to ensure time and money are not wasted testing immature software, users are
not disappointed with initial software capabilities, and software maintainers receive
quality products. In the case study, the software maturity evaluation correctly predicted
software immaturity. Failure to listen to this advice resulted in millions of dollars in
repair expenses and wasted test time.
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When is Software Ready for
Operational Testing or Fielding?
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Introduction
• Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation
Center
• Mission - Operationally test systems to
ensure they meet user requirements
• Operational Testing is expensive
• Software Maturity Evaluation helps to
ensure we don't waste test time and money
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Software Maturi Evaluation
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making toward meeting user requirements"
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- Determine Test Readiness
- Determine whether software is ready to field
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Background
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• Maturity is a Synthesis of Many Trends
- Everything is not always available
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Case Study
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Initial Evaluation: Summary
• Nearly all trends pointed to IMMATURITY
• Shortened test schedule also implied that all
problems had not been found
• Agree to review every two weeks until test
readiness decision in August 1995
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Current Status
• Re-start Operational Testing in May 1996
• Appears to be maturing, but test rate is
questionable (since the last operational test
attempt)
• Most old problems have been fixed.
• Have most of the new ones been found?
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Conclusion
• Software Maturity Evaluation is SIMPLE, FAST,
CHEAP, and VERY VALUABLE
• Must consider External Factors
• Should think about Release Requirements early
(and follow through)
- save wasted test time and money
- happier customers
- quality products for maintenance

• Case Study showed wasted time and money
resulting from ignoring this evaluation
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1.1 Testware Philosophy

• Functional test coverage (sometimes called
testing in the large [HETZ88]) evaluates the
relationship between product features and
tests. One modest approach to functional coverage is analyzing the number of independent
functions compared (mapped) to the total number of tests. More sophisticated methods
include switch-level testing, use-models (task
analysis for usability testing), test flows, test
generators, and grammars [WILS95].

Software developers must work closely with their
internal and external customers to successfully
determine key product functionality. Testware is
the software (documentation, test procedures,
data, and environment) that is designed and developed in parallel with the development process.
Testware is used to verify and validate product
and system conformance to customer requirements.

• Structural test coverage (sometimes called
testing in the small [HETZ88]) measures how
much of the product (source code) is actually
tested. This method of coverage analysis (for
:flow-control), is often measured in terms of
function calls, call entries and exits, statements (blocks), decisions, and conditions.
Structural data-flow testing is an excellent,
even more rigorous method of evaluating
source code test coverage since many failures
are often attributed to data errors, not controlflow logic [BEIZ95].

Distribute testware (test plans, designs, programs,
data, and documentation) to market along with the
products that are tested. Why? So customers can
validate proper operation of the product prior to
production-level usage.
Testware is one of the most neglected assets of
both software and hardware companies. Test software is often developed and tested by people who
were never trained in formal test design, development, and execution methods [WILS95]. The
result is inferior testware (and products). When
companies have the foresight to invest in moderate functional and structural testing to improve
their products (and testware) they can package
and distribute the testware to customers as a valuable tool.

Measuring structural test coverage alone is
incomplete. Customers purchase solutions, not
source code test coverage results. Functional tests
drive structural test coverage analysis results that
come from memory management, control-flow,
and data-flow test technology. Memory management analysis tools provide additional metrics for
structural test coverage analysis, as well as debugging (for example, memory leaks and access violations). Unfortunately, many developers only use
memory management analysis tools for debugging existing problems (reactive not proactive
approach). One best practice for memory analysis
is using static checkers (for example, INSURE++
from ParaSoft Corporation) to identify and
resolve memory access violations during the compilation cycle. One best practice team used this
tool to determine an array assignment that was out
of bounds preventing a memory fault during execution of that statement.

1.2 Functional and Structural Test

Coverage
Every source file created and maintained must
have a test, otherwise you never know that the
function, product, or system is complete and correct. Tests are also created or updated to reflect
source code changes designed to resolve customer
problems (regression testing). Best-in-class
developers evaluate the success of a test using
both.functional and structural test coverage methods:

2

1.4 Parallel Builds & System Testing

Be sure to use basic functional and structural test
coverage methods and tools before any product is
released for commercial use.

In the past, many developers in the UNIX environment relied on the lint utility to perform static
checking and analysis of source code. The lint
utility ensures compliance with various system
and language standards for the UNIX environment. Unfortunately, lint produces many error
and warning messages that are often very critical.
You can use intelligent filters to extract only the
most important messages. The same filtering process is often used by memory management analysis tools as well.

1.3 Positive, Negative, and
Destructive Tests
Always test for failure (expected and unexpected)
as well as success [BEIZ95]. Testing to produce
an expected failure is a positive test (relationship
analysis based on the functional specification-a
test assertion) [WILS95]. Positive tests occur
when the user performs a function exactly as
defined in the user documentation (a command
example).

Static analysis filters often ignore important warning messages (for example, not freeing UNIX file
locks). Ignoring these warning messages often
results in a product or system failure. Therefore, it
is best to use care when applying intelligent output filters to reduce the number of filter table
waivers or exceptions as the program moves
toward each major project milestone. To better
isolate and contain error and warning messages,
you can block and partition source code. Consider
using a tool such as DISCOVER from Software
Emancipation Technologies, Inc. for code partitioning, impact analysis, source browsing, and
other source code analysis functions.

A negative test is used to attempt to produce an
unexpected result although the failure may not
necessarily be destructive or catastrophic. One
example negative test is when a command is provide an invalid argument (syntax failure).
A destructive test attempts to detect an unexpected failure with critical impact using negative
testing techniques. One example of destructive
testing is when the system power is terminated
and then restored, or corrupt storage device media
is provided for read and write operations.
Negative testing considers strategic inputs, and
conditions outside the normal boundaries,
domains, and classes defined in the requirements
and design specifications. Use an automatic test
generation system during the design phase to
develop object models for positive and negative
state-transition testing [WILS95]. Also, check all
critical test outcomes during positive and negative
testing. A test outcome includes database updates,
screen changes, file permission and ownership
access constraints, local and system-wide environment variables, system and CPU performance,
and memory consumption-to name just a few).

Parallel porting is another best practice for system- and platform-related testing. All sources are
compiled on a development, or reference platform. Next, when compilation results are complete and successful, other platforms (computer
systems) are used for native compilation and test
execution. The parallel porting process detects
code faults through the use of multiple compilers
and operating systems early in the development
process, not at the end. Before the parallel porting
process is started, use a source checker for symbol
references located outside the host environment's
Application Binary Interface (ABI) and Applica-

3

tion Programming Interface (API) standards
[WILS95].

mated regression tests, it is distributed to selected
customers. Make sure to use an acceptance test
validation suite, which is provided by the customer, as part of the roll-up release test process.

1.5 Configuration Management and
Testing

1.7 Test Plans

Many software developers often check in source
code to the release tree (configuration management CM system) without creating and executing
a functional test. Use a test management system to
ensure a common method is used for test development and execution. The basic requirements of
the system are dependency mapping, requirements traceability, project scheduling, problem
report management, and configuration management integration. One example of a test management system is PureTestExpert (previously known
as QTest) from Pure Software, Inc. [WILS95]. A
common database schema, provided by the test
management system ensures a common framework is used for test design, ad..'11 if'listration, execution, and results analysis (metrics reporting).

Plans are ideal when they focus on content and
not just format. This is a common problem with
many test plans. Make the requirements and
design specifications incorporate testability, test
methods, and tools. When possible use a single
document for product requirements and test
requirements.
Include all specifications and test plans on a web
page to ensure that structured (modular) design
methods are used for all text (html) documents.
Access through a web interface also increases
accessibility of information. Finally, partitioning
specifications and test plans by subject also
increases exposure and review participation. This
means that project team members and key customers no longer must wade through several hundred pages of data to find a few critical pages of
information detail they wish to review.

1.6 Nightly Integration and Roll-up
Releases
Perform a nightly, local integration of all source
code changes. When the build process (automated
technology) is completed successfully, a suite of
unit tests is re-executed. Unit tests are often single
input and output tests that provide excellent diagnostic tools for developers and other project team
members. If you only have large regression tests,
consider spliting your existing test suite into small
modules (units). When all tests are completed,
have the test driver send electronic mail with a
general pass or fail status report prior to central
integration source code promotion.

Successful plans always lead to automated test
design and development. (Make sure the return on
investment is justified-consistency, accuracy,
and efficiency improvements).

1.8 Unit Tests
Unit tests are best when they are derived from
hidden-text contained in the functional specification (test procedures). They must also be good
enough to be packaged and distributed. This is
often implemented by executing test functions
(unit tests) as part of the online help system.

Next, the central CM function integrates and tests
all critical source code promotions to create the
customer problem report roll-up release. Once the

Problem report test cases are often used as input
to the unit test development process. (Root cause

roll-up release successfully executes all auto•

analysis is an important ingredient to turn this
4

reactive method into a proactive approach to process improvement).

1.9 Integration Tests
Integration tests are best when they are derived
from root cause, impact, and risk-based analysis
techniques, not a rote process of regression testing. Integration tests (testing all product interfaces) is difficult, especially when all consumer
software is not registered with the application.
Therefore, the first step to integration testing is to
know all function call entry and exit points for the
application under test.

It is also especially important to include unit test
design and development as a vital part of the
product development and maintenance schedule.
Therefore, unit tests are scheduled as part of the
product development life cycle (preferable before
code development).
A central test harness is important to unit test success. The harness is used to provide test sharing
by the user, customer, engineering, QA, and technical support. The test harness or environment
must provide flexibility for Bourne and C shell
scripts, PERL, C (and other programming languages) utilities and commands [WILS_TAM95].

Integration tests are best when they are assisted
by an automated process (that is, little user intervention is required). Writing integration tests (for
example library test assertions) can be easy when
well defined interfaces are provided. Without well
defined interfaces, integration tests are almost
impossible to develop and maintain.

Make sure to develop a standard template for unit
tests. This helps ensure that only flexible tests are
developed. This results in a minimal amount of
rework when product functionality changes.

In most cases, intelligent filters are required for
baseline comparisons (that is, golden file or
expected versus actual test results). Make sure to
include outcomes, not just output for test comparison. Outcomes include information other than
display output (for example, environment variable
creation, deletion, and modification). Make sure
tests are written using built-in self checks (assertions), not a single point of failure (often located
at the end of a test). Always check exit, return,
error, and file differences, not just that a disaster
did not occur after test execution (a touch test)
[WILS95].

Unit tests are best when they are analyzed using
dynamic and static metrics analysis tools to
ensure the greatest possible return on investment.
(This is also important for integration, system,
and acceptance tests).
Application engineers and field support individuals often create or modify unit tests for customer
demos. These tests often include function and performance tests. You can use these tests as part of
the product validation process to leverage this
investment. Consider developing a contribution
tape release for customers. A contribution release
contains all other work products for validation
testing. This package often contains various public domain utilities and program sources. There
are often licensing restrictions, but this is not a
problem when copyright rules are followed.

1.1 O System Tests
System tests are more than the accumulation of
unit tests. System testing includes use of random
seed and use-model test execution of a suite of
functional tests (to name just two of many
approaches). System testing also includes test
execution and analysis using platform specific
attributes. These tests take into account the oper-

5

Engineering benefits from acceptance testing by
obtaining early feedback from key customers.
Early information ensures only competitive products are developed, not dustware. Have customers
provide acceptance tests early in the development
life cycle (during the requirement phase is ideal).

ating system, compilers, peripherals, networks,
and applications used in the test environment.
Platform specific attributes (for example, operating system, compilers, peripherals, networks, and
other critical features) are vital to successful system testing. System testing is not the same as integration testing.

Excellent service and support are also critical to
project success (that is, customers are more
engaged (happy) when the existing environment
is integrated into the new product marketing and
business plan). Conversely, simply dumping a
feature, or system, in the customer's shipping
department does not provide a complete solution.
Excellent service usually results in higher product
sales revenue. Acceptance tests are a "win-win"
since the customer's tests are integrated into the
regression test suite. This process verifies that
product changes do not result in methodology or
functionality incompatibility failures as a result of
a new product reiease.

Make sure you always have a reference platform
defined before you attempt to perform system
testing [WILS95]. This reference computer system acts as the tie-breaker in the event of an
incompatible library, utility, or other system environment failure.
Consider using a method of multivariable testing
or orthogonal arrays for test set reduction during
system testing [WILS95].

1.11 Acceptance Tests
Acceptance tests benefit both the customer and
supplier through improved performance, reliability, interoperability, time-to-market, and revenue.

Developers and testers are always more satisfied
when they know exactly how their products are
used by the customer. Therefore, engineering now
designs and develops the right new features from
the beginning. This means that validation is now
performed throughout the process, not just at the
end.

You can set up a validation lab, which is a secure
environment used to design, develop, and execute
acceptance tests with technology partners (critical
customers). This secure lab provides an exact
duplicate of the customer's test environment for
development and maintenance of acceptance criteria.

Customer acceptance tests reduce the total
amount of time to market for both the company
and the user. This means all test procedures and
data are highly leveraged (that is, excellent functional and structural coverage is provided by customer acceptance tests). High leverage also comes
from analysis of the control-flow, transactionflow, and data-flow aspects of the customer's usemodel when acceptance criteria is packaged into a
test suite. Finally, acceptance tests measure how
comprehensive, unambiguous, and correct the
pr9duct feature set is 7 prior to final delivery.

Coverage tools are useful for determining acceptance test suite value (that is, function call, block,
decision, condition-decision, data, and other
structural test coverage metrics) [MYER79].
Documentation examples are always an excellent
input source for acceptance tests. Documentation
tests are an integral part of the development and
execution process.

6

1.12 Conclusions for Success

reliability information directly from the customer
site.

A successful testing strategy treasures testware
while analyzing the functional behaviors (relationships) of all documented functions. This strategy includes testing error and warning conditions
using assertions derived from the functional specification, user documentation and architectural
plans. This strategy is further supplemented by
the use of both functional and structural test coverage analysis based on both positive and negative tests. Functional and structural test coverage
analysis is performed throughout the development
life cycle, not just at the end.

Successful developers also use tools such as
INSURE++ from ParaSoft Corporation for static
memory analysis of source code. These individuals also perform source code impact analysis
using a tool like DISCOVER from Software
Emancipation Technologies. They perform
impact analysis to determine what existing code
may break as a result of a proposed change.
Successful projects are carried through by team
members who realize that everyone is responsible
for quality. Therefore, everyone on the team is
involved in the testing process (from the concept
phase through product maintenance) [IEEE94].

Successful developers rely on nightly integration
cycles (builds) to eliminate the big-bang (late failure) approach to source code and product integration. Another successful best practice includes
using a parallel porting process to detect system
failures early in the deveiopment cycle.
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Practiced test methods and tools
Advanced methods not used != best practices
Industrial experience = 18+ years
Big money and time required-NOT
SEI Level 3-5 organization-NOT

Rodney Wilson, Quality Architect
Management Track - Process Improvement II
Software Quality Week Conference - San Francisco, CA
May 23, 1996
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More and Better Software Sooner

Practices
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Hundreds of testing techniques and tools
Not used because .. .

<> Shortage of best practices for software testing
<> Lack of test method training
<> Verification and validation- foreign language
<> Tools without skilled workers (methodology)
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Testware philosophy
Positive, negative, and destructive testware
Parallel port system testing
Testware and source code management
Nightly integration and roll-up releases
Requirements and test plans
Unit, integration, system, and acceptance testing
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Testware Philosophy

Positive, Negative, and Destructive Testware

Measured and Packaged

Approaches

+
+
+

Functional and structural testing (breadth and depth)

+
+

Designed, developed, and distributed with products

<> Boundary values and equivalence classes

Valuable asset of the organization (IP)

<> Syntax tests, error guessing, load, stress ...

+

Also requires design & development process rigor

+

<> Test assertions-APis, commands, GUI tests ...

Requirements, designs, code, tools, and docs (html)
Key part of project and product schedule

Positive testing for success

+
+

Negative testing for failure

Destructive testing for disaster

<> Corrupt media, power failure, hardware faults
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Start with a reference platform
Use static analysis tools

<> Memory, portability, standards (API, ABI)
Parallel porting process-early system testing

<> Compile and test on all platforms up front
<> Symmetrical release process for all ports
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Testware and Source Code Management

Parallel Port System Testing

•
•
•
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Integrated testware, products, and problem reports
Nightly integration-automated unit & integration
tests
Roll-up releases with automated system regression
testing
Functional and structural test coverage analysis
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Unit Tests

Requirements and Test Plans

Developed Last Required First

+

+
+

One document (html)
<> readability, maintainability, testability, availability

Functional specification test assertions (hidden text)
Require standard test management system for

+

Partitioned for audience (field support and customers)

<> Keywords

+
+

Traceability (checklists-> stubs-> tests)

<> Dependencies

Basis for testware models (oracle)

<> Prerequisites
<> Templates
<> Schedules ...
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System Tests

I ntegration Tests
System Tests-NOT!

+
+
+
+

+
+

Function entry and exit points (behavior/structure)
Impact and risk analysis of interfaces
Interface-based test assertions, not touch tests

Platform specific variables
Positive and negative functional testing
<> Boundaries, Equivalence Classes, Syntax ...

+
+
+

Outcomes
<> exit codes
<> errors and output to files, displays, devices ...

Reference platform (tie-breaker)
Use-models, orthogonal arrays, random sets ...
Impact analysis, risk assessment

<> environment variables, permissions, ownership ...
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Summary

Acceptance Tests

•
•

•
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Define success (acceptance) criteria

<> Functional and structural metrics

15
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Train and treasure testware designers & developers
Methods, tools, processes, metrics ...

<> ANSI-C, lint, CC, make, Atria

<> Use-models-task analysis & usability testing

<> Purify, Quantify, PureCoverage, tcov

<> Function calls and flows

<> TestExpert, XRunner, Pure Vision

•

Acceptance criteria, development, delivery, payment.. .

UNIX Test Tools ,nd Benchmarb
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Your Actions (Next Steps)

+
+
+
+
+
+

•
•

Validation labs-customer/vendor partnerships

Functional & structural analysis (breadth and depth)
Specifications & test plans (html)
Nightly integrations-roll-up releases
Methods first, tools will follow ...
Design, Develop, and Execute F/S Tests
UNIX Test Tools and Benchmarks
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Testing-a team responsibility, not just Quality
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STL Tescer Job Ladder
Tiile

Lead Track

En9ineer Track

Staff

We expect successful staff leads
to manage multiple innovative,
critical, or otherwise very
challenging projects from
beginning to end. We expect
them to pioneer new services and
processes for the company, and
train other leads to administer
them.

We expect successful staff
engineers to execute all aspects
of risk-based test projects, as well
as other kinds of test projects,
using industry recognized
professional processes.

We expect successful senior leads
to manage multiple projects from
beginning to end. They may
manage other leads. We expect
them to contribute substantially
to the improvement of both
services and processes.

We expect successful senior
engineers to plan and execute all
aspects of a risk-based test
project. We expect them to use a
wide range of test techniques
and tools, and have sufficient
technical knowledge to
anticipate, observe, discuss, and
resolve esoteric quality problems.
We expect successful AZ s to
create and execute a systematic
test plan for a routine project,
producing all relevant reports.
We expect them to have
knowledge of typical
technologies sufficient to
recognize quality problems in
those areas.

The staff level engineer or lead is a strategic
resource for STL, who has unique or
extraordinary skills, understands the software
quality industry, and otherwise directly
improves our stature in that industry. Staff
level people drive their own education, and
have the resources and contacts to support
rapid learning.
Minimum 6 years relevant experience in addition
to required education and other professional
experience.

Senior
The senior level engineer or lead is role model
within STL, with diverse skills and
experience, and the versatility to anchor a
wide variety of projects.
Minimum 3 years directly relevant experience in
addition to required education and other
professional experience.

Associate 2 (Al)
The second level associate engineer or lead
has skill and experience in software testing or
development, and a demonstrated ability to
follow our internal SQA practices. The A2 is a
recognized specialist in at least one of the
technical knowledge areas on the STL Body of
Knowledge.

We expect successful lead A2' s to
organize and execute routine test
projects, including day-to-day
leadership and mentoring of test
engineers.

Minimum 1 year directly relevant experience in
addition to required education and other
professional experience.

Associate I (A I)
The first level associate engineer or lead is a
competent ad hoc tester, with basic technical
and project knowledge.

We expect successful lead Al' s to
perform effectively as a sole
customer contact on routine test
projects, with the support of
other leads or engineers.

We expect successful Al' s to find
important problems quickly
using exploratory testing
methods, and report them
according to STL standards.

Minimum 2 months directly relevant experience in
addition to required education.

Trainee
The trainee level engineer is a novice prospect
who has impressed us with enthusiasm or
aptitude for testing.

We expect successful trainees to
carry out specific assignments,
and demonstrate technical
aptitude.

No experience necessaru.
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STL CIA Body of Hnowledse
I. STL
I.I.

Mission, Strategy and Values

What makes STL special, where we've been, and where we're
going.

•

History
Organizational structure
Values
• Goals
• Competition
How projects work in the lab.

•
•
1.2.

Standard Processes

•
•
•
•
•

1.3.

Customer Relations

STL service product line
Bidding
Planning and setup
Testing and reporting
Timecards
• Debriefing
Communicating with clients in a professional and satisfying
manner. Dealing with difficult customers.

•

•
•
•
•

Coordinating w / sales
Establishing contact
Status reporting
Difficult customers
Problem escalation

2. Professionalism
2.1.

Ethics and Legalities

Proper behavior in dealing with clients.

•
•
•
2.2.

Behavior and Teamwork

Ethics and software quality
Confidentiality
General do's and don'ts
Proper behavior in dealing with each other.

•
•
2.3.

QA Standards and Organizations

Work hours and habits
Heroism
• Task sharing
• Task juggling
Authoritative resources that support the SQA process.

•
•
2.4.

Professional Development

IEEE (organization and standards)
ACM (organization)
• ASQC (organization and CSQE program)
• ISO (organization and standards)
Resources, policies, and suggestions for on-the-job
professional development

•
•
•
•
•

Bibliography
Training program
Self-education
Self-observation
Mentoring
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3 . 0 ut sourcmg
3.1.

Economics of Outsourcing

Economic factors that affect the decision to outsource.

•
•

3.2.

STL Project Economics

3.3.

Strategies of Test Outsourcing

Cost accounting methods .
Comparing inhouse and outsourcing costs
How STL makes money on projects. What kinds of business
are more desirable to us.
How test outsourcing relationships work.

•
•

•
•

Pros and cons of test outsourcing
Outsource vendor capability
Client capability
Specific strategies

4. T echmca
. IKnowe
Id1ge
4.1.

Software Product Architecture

The structure and design of software product components.

•

Operating systems
Components and frameworks
• Applications
• Documentation and packaging
Hardware architecture, maintenance, setup and testing of
Macintosh and PCs.

•
4.2.

Hardware Configuration

•
•
•
•
4.3.

Technology Market and Trends

4.4.
4.5.
4.6.
4.7.
4.8.
4.9.
4.10.
4.11.
4.12.
4. 13.
4.14.
4.15.
4.16.
4.17.
4 . 18.

Networks & Communication
Internet Applications
Client/Server
Business Aoolications
Databases
Home Applications
Multimedia
Games
Comoonents & Acclets
System Utilities
Drivers
User Interface
System Security
Performance Engineering
Internationalization & Localization

4.19.
4.20.
4.21.
4.22.

NT Platform
Windows Platform
Macintosh Platform
Software Engineering

Memory
Motherboards and CPUs
Video
Mass Storage
• Peripherals
• 0/S setup
Popular products and companies. Emerging technologies and
application trends. Knowledge that provides a basis for
configuration test planning.
Architecture, development, maintenance, setup, tools, risks
and testing methods associated with each technology.

Engineering and testing of user interfaces.
Engineering and testing of secure systems.
Engineering and testing of performance-critical systems.
Engineering and testing of products that are intended for
multinational porting and those that have been localized for a
particular region.
Testing of NT applications.
Testing of Windows applications.
Testing of Macintosh applications.
Technical knowledge of programming techniques, languages,
and tools. Capability to develop software.
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5. Software Quality
5.1.

Classical QA Theory

Quality assurance philosophy and history in the realm of
manufacturing.

•
•
•
•
•
•

5.2.

Qualities of Software

Definitions of quality
History of quality management
Quality management systems
TQM
Traditional methods of quality measurement
Deming, Crosby, and Juran
Various perspectives and attributes of software quality.

•
•
•
5.3.

Risk Analysis and Management

Definitions of software quality
ISO 9126 and the SQM model
Testing strategies related to each type of quality
Quality assurance as a form of risk management

•
•

5.4.

Metrics and Measurement Theory

Definition of risk
Utilitarianism
• Quantitative vs. qualitative risk analysis
• Risk analysis and management model
• Methods of tracking and reporting risks
• Risk-driven software testing
The meaning of measurement and proper use of metrics.

•
•
S.S.

5.6.

Statistics
Bug Eval. and Quality Assessment

Measurements vs. metrics
Epistemology of measurement
• Psychology of measurement
• Forms of measurement
Basic statistics and their use in quality assessment.
How to analyze the importance of a bug and compose
knowledge of bugs and testing into a quality assessment.

•
•

•
•

Impact of bugs and bug fixes
The myth of reliability growth
Quality perception convergence
Quality reporting

6 . T est Pl anmng
6.1.

Testing Goals and Limitations

The proper use of testing in software development.

•
•
•

6.2.

Verification & Validation

6.3.

Test Coverage

Testing as information gathering
Testing as quality assurance
Testing as change management
• Theoretical and practical limits of testing
• Software testability
The use of testing and inspection across a structured
development lifecvcle.
Analysis of the completeness of testing.

•
•

•
•

Structural coverage
Functional coverage
Plan coverage
Coverage analysis tools
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6.4.

•

Test Methods

•

•

6.5.

Test Development Strategies

•
•

•
•
•

•

Coverage-driven methods
Unit-level, sub-system, and system-level testing
- Data and transaction-flow testing
- Black, white, and gray-box testing
- Object-oriented testing
Structural and functional testing
Process-driven methods
Laboratory testing
Field testing
Regression testing
Acceptance testing
Quality-driven methods
- Usability testing
- Compatibility testing
Stress testing
- Error testing
Reliability testing
- Performance testing
- International/localization testing
- Content testing
Planned vs. ad hoc test development
Process-driven test development 01 &V)
Coverage-driven test development
Risk-driven test development
Test data generation
Test levels

7. TestD es1gn an dExecu t·10n
7.1.

Test Case Design

The art and science of constructing tests and test data.

•

Informal vs. systematic design
Varieties of test input
Test input optimization
Domain partitioning
- State modeling
Matrices
• Test documentation issues
Software support for testing.

•
•

7.2.

Test Tools and Automation

•

Tools for regression testing
Tools for random testing
Test probes
• Test management tools
• Principles of test suite automation
Collecting, interpreting, and reporting test results.

•
•
7.3.

Test Execution and Reporting

•

•
•
•
7.4.

Bug Investigation and Reporting

•
•
•
•
•

Hand testing
Test cycles
Test reporting methods
Testing and the project cycle
Identification
Isolation
Simplification/ generalization
Risk analysis
Reporting
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8. ProJe
. ct M anagement
8.1.

Estimation and Scheduling

The art of estimating and scheduling test projects.

•

General scheduling dynamics
Software project schedule dynamics
• Test project schedule dynamics
• General estimation techniques
• SfL project evaluation process
The art of small team leadership.

•

8.2.

Hiring and Team Building

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.3.

Tracking and Reporting

Interviewing
Role definition and division of labor
Situational leadership
Active listening
Conflict resolution
Performance assessment
Legal responsibilities of managers
Project monitoring and status reporting on a project level.

•
•
•

8.4.

Test Cycle Administration

Tracking projects against bids
Tracking test coverage
Daily and weekly summary reporting
Managing a cycle of testing from receipt of product to
delivery of test results to the client.

•
•
•

Quality perception convergence
Test cycle challenges and pitfalls
When to start and stop testing

9. Documentation
9.1.

Technical Writing

9.2.

Documentation Technology

The art of clear communication in writing, including
principles of design and layout of technical documents.
Knowledge of communication tools and how they can be
employed to create professional-looking documents.

•
•
•
•

9.3.

Documentation Reviews

Word processors
Help files
HTML/ internal web page
Diagram processors (Visio, Illustrator, etc.)
Planning, preparing, and coordinating an informal
documentation review process.

.

10 FormaI I nspe 10n
10.1.
10.2.

Participation
Facilitation and Documentation

Participating in a formal document inspection process.
Planning, preparing, and coordinating a formal document
inspection process. Includes collection of relevant metrics.

I I. Software Configuration Management
11.1.

Change Control

Managing change control processes.
•
•
•
•

The risks and opportunities of unrestricted change
Change control policies; review boards
Configuration management tools
Change logs
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11.2.

Release Processes

Managing product sign-off.
•
•
•

Typical last-minute software project activities
The risks and opportunities of unrestricted release
Sign-off roles and procedures

.

. ct D,ynam1cs
12 S0 ftware ProJe
12.1.
12.2.

Roles and Processes
Development Lifecycles

Who does what on a market-driven software project.
How software projects unfold over time.

•

Waterfall model
Spiral model
Evolutionary model
• Utilitarian/ Adaptive model
How processes evolve and how best to communicate them.
How market dynamics influence engineering projects.

•
•

12.3.
12.4.

Process Evolution and Doc.
Market vs. Contract Projects
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Example Competencies:
Software Quality Assessment
STL
•

Ability to identify, for a specified quality factor, at least one method of observing it that is
practical for use at STL.

•

Ability to communicate levels of quality in qualitative terms.

•

Ability to create a defensible, risk-based quality assessment given information about the
product, project, market, test coverage, and test results.

•

Ability to analyze and critique a quality assessment.

•

Ability to use basic statistics to analyze sample data.

•

Ability to construct accurate and usable graphs from sample data.

Packaged Sottware Industry
•

Ability to explain how quality is measured at a good packaged software firm.

•

Ability to describe common bug metrics and how they are used to assess quality.

•

Ability to explain the responsible use of bug metrics, identifying common errors of analysis and
how to avoid them.

•

Ability to describe the limitations of anecdotal quality assessment.

•

Ability to apply risk analysis to the problem of assessing the severity of a bug and the wisdom of
fixing it.

•

Ability to describe how quality information might be gathered from the field after the product is
shipped.

General Sottware Industry
•

Ability to explain why overall quality is unmeasurable, even though individual quality factors
are measurable.

•

Ability to describe the ISO 9126 method of quality measurement.

•

Ability to describe the method of software reliability engineering.

•

Ability to describe the method of Quality Function Deployment, and its application to software.

·•
•

Ability to use software metrics, such as complexity measurement and coverage analysis, to
improve the testing process.
Ability to discuss the limitations of quantitative analysis of software.
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Object-oriented SW Testing

A Hierarchical Approach For Testing Software Components
By Shel Siegel

web site: WWW.de,::ap.com

For Quality Week 1996

The first part of this paper discusses the abstract object type "Test Approach", all of its
attributes and methods are inherited by the instantiated "Hierarchical Test Approach" which is
discussed in the second part of the paper. The entire paper represents one of the object types
presented in the book Object Oriented Testing: A Hierarchical Approach, by Shel Siegel,
published by John Wiley & Sons, NY, 1996.

Test Approach
A test approach is the way you go about testing a system. This abstract class (the test
approach class) has many possible subclasses; the book Object Oriented Testing: A Hierarchical

Approach, (hereafter referred to as OOT) is all about one of those subclasses, the hierarchical
approach. This paper presents this approach in detail.
Your organization should have a standard test approach as part of its standards documents.
You can refer to this standards document in your test plan, modifying the standard test approach
with new optimizations appropriate to the specific project. The result becomes the test approach
in your test plan. (see the test plan section in OOT). The job of the test approach is twofold.
First, the test approach must describe in detail how to build test models, test objects, and
test scripts. It must describe how to combine test scripts into coherent test suites that you run
against the designated technical components.
Second, the test approach must explicitly specify the optimization approach characteristics
of all these objects: the vision, mission, and operational objectives. The objectives (objective,
approach, and measurement) serve as criteria for the success of the test: model coverage, risk
reduction, failure rate, and so on. Because all of these objects are a kind of optimization
approach, all have such operational objectives; the job of the test approach is to make these
objectives explicit, in writing, in a standards document.

Ll
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Simply put, what are the goals for this phase of testing? Managing risk is the driving force
that dictates the testing goals. Testing focuses on technical risk that you manage by using
appropriate test techniques. :rhe hard thing to do is to establish measurable coverage criteria
within an acceptable project' time frame. From the testers' point of view, there is hardly ever
enough time to test to an acceptable level of risk. This is why optimization plays a critical role.
Optimization introduces a healthy dose of reality to an otherwise utopian view of what we should
do. Please read OOT if you are even the least bit uncertain about what this means in practical
terms.
Customers must drive the objectives of the test plan. It is imperative that you identify and
consult with the customers and users: those who will use the product you produce and test at this
development level. It is your responsibility to make your customers aware of the technical risks
and to advise and make recommendations regarding what you believe you should test. It is their
responsibility to make the decision regarding how much resources to allocate to the testing effort.
If customers do not understand the technological risks, then you must do your best to make them

aware. If customers decide to cut testing resources, then they must be willing to take
responsibility for the quality of the product they receive, assuming you have done your job and
apprised them of the technical risks.
Risk management captured in the risk management plans. (See the section on risk
management plans in OOT) Producing the technical risk management plan is clearly the
responsibility of the software developers. Our experience is that most of the time customers will
make the right decision about testing resources if they are made aware of the risks. After all, if

you invest the time and effort to analyze the technical risks and to produce a risk management
plan, no one is more expert than you regarding the scope of testing. In a very real sense, that is
what customers pay us for. On the other hand, the old saying remains true: "You can lead a
horse to water but you can't make him drink." Sometimes customers will do the wrong thing
from your perspective and cut back testing. That is their decision and their right. You must
accept that they have a different and wider set of risks to assess than simple technical ones.
Specific and measurable quality objectives make it easy for the project team to allocate the
correct resources to optimize productivity and value. As part of the optimization approach for
your test plan and its components, you should accomplish the following tasks in the document:
1_2
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Enumerate a set of acceptable and measurable testing goals that sufficiently address
(minimize) the quality risks.

•

Produce a check list of measurable testing goals the entire team, including the customers and
users, agree upon and recognize as the goals of this testing effort.

•

Prepare a vision and/or mission statement. Propose a set of objectives, then review,
negotiate, and revise with customers until you achieve sign off. This iterative process
ultimately results in a formal acceptance of the set of objectives.
When a customer and production team sign off on the test objectives, you have an

acceptable list of testing goals. Sign off is an explicit act of empowerment that effectively
creates a shared responsibility regarding the testing objectives.
As with any standard, you should review the test approach thoroughly for both technical
content and practical applicability to the target projects. Reviewers should include
representatives of functional management, project management, development, and quality
assurance to make sure that all points of view find their way into the standard.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the test approach class.

Class Bang Approach: An Example of Ad Hoc Testing (What Not to Do)
Before getting into the details of the general test approach, it might be useful to provide an
example of what not to do: the class bang approach.
This approach has the modest goal of performing a compile-link-and-execute cycle at the
individual class level. All developers integrate their class methods within their class hierarchy
and test (or do not test) to their own unspecified level of acceptability. This approach is a kind of
minimal class integration test. To integration test the objects within the class hierarchy, the class
must be compiled. However, no standard or systematic approach exists to test the integration of
the individual methods or objects within the class. The class bang approach represents the very
minimum level of acceptable testing for object-oriented development. Specifically, that a class
compiles. This is a necessary but by no means sufficient test criterion.
If each class developer integrates his or her class methods to this level and then passes the

class into the next phase of testing, undesirable consequences are likely to ensue. If you assume
that someone has tested the individual methods within the class hierarchy (not at all a safe

1_3
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assumption in many organizations) but that no one has tested interactions systematically within
the class, then we have the big bang theory of integration applied on a small scale. The
developer will wait for someone to test his or her code in the heat of integration with other class
methods outside the individual developer's realm of development responsibility. When tests find
anomalies, all of the classic integration and regression problems become manifest. In case you
have forgotten, here are a few of the indications:
•

Tester says developer must fix; developer says it is tester or user error.

•

Developer error but two or more developers argue over who must change source code to fix
the problem.

•

Developer accepts responsibility and fixes but fix breaks (regresses) something else in the
system. Now repeat the previous scenarios.
You might succeed in producing reusable methods and objects; there is nothing inherent in

the development of a class hierarchy that suggests the objects will be reusable or useful or even
good code. But you certainly will have failed to significantly decrease time to market or increase
developer productivity.
The class bang approach is functionally equivalent to ad hoc testing. At its best, the
project might get lucky. If all the developers do a super job of designing and testing their class
methods and code, a solid software system may be produced. At worst, you have the nightmare
of a late release delayed again and again. In between the extremes (the likely scenario), you have
all the problems you always had with testing. This leads to a long function or system test phase
of project development, long product cycle times, and developer and tester productivity that is
not significantly different from before. Your organization tries to improve precisely these things
when it invests in component or object technology.

Leadership

Vision: A method of testing that you can reuse in many projects to achieve an acceptable
level of risk with a high degree of productivity.

Mission: To provide an optimized testing approach that you can reuse in many projects to
get an acceptable level of risk and a high level of productivity in testing a software system
1_4
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Objective l_l: To provide a test method that you can reuse to achieve an acceptable level
of risk in your software projects.

Approach l_l: Develop a written, standard test method that shows how to build test
models, test objects, test scripts, and test suites and that gives the specific objectives, approaches,
and measurements for those objects that will achieve your acceptable level of risk.

Measurement 1_1.1: Number of projects that reuse the test approach.
Measurement 1_1.2: Level of risk for project using test approach.
Objective 1_2: To provide a test method that you can reuse to achieve a high level of
productivity in testing your software projects.

Approach 1_2: Develop a test method as in l_l with the additional objective of efficient
testing: taking optimal amounts of effort to create and run the tests against the technical
components.

Measurement 1_2: Schedule performance index for testing tasks in the project (earned
value divided by baseline cost of work scheduled).
See the section in OOT on earned value for an explanation of this measure. Essentially it
measures how well the resources performed the testing tasks against what your project plan
specified.

Structure of the Test Approach Class
Method

The method is the abstract textual description of the test method. It includes a description
of each test model to use along with the criteria for deciding when to apply it. It includes a
description of how to go about choosing test models for technical components and how to use
them to develop test suites. It also includes any standards for test documentation and reporting.
The method may be algorithmic, heuristic, or informal as long as it meets the objectives of
reusability, risk management, and productivity.

1_5
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Resources
Developing a test approach requires a lot of experience in testing methods and theory. The
people who develop the test approach should have formal training in quality assurance for
software development with emphasis on testing models at all levels (object, integration, and
system). These people must be capable of seeing the big picture and writing it down so that
others can see it too.

Infrastructure
The test approach must be a part of the standards documents for the project, as it contains
standard test methods. If specific tools support the test approach, the approach should list the
tools and refer to any standards for their use.
You can modify any standard test approach to suit a particular component, but you must
explain this variance in the test plan. To justify a different approach, the test approach section
should clearly explain the variance using the risk analysis in light of the test objectives.
Approval of the test plan constitutes approval of the variant approach.

Dynamics
Create
The Create task creates the test approach within a test plan based on the standard test
approach. This task, begun by the process of creating the test plan, scales the test approach to the
project's statement of work and aligns the approach with the project schedule (the Scale and
Align tasks to be discussed next).

Scale
The Scale task takes the general, standard test approach and scales it to fit a particular test
plan. Your overall statement of work in the project plan identifies the classes, foundation
components, and systems as the technical components subject to test. Your technical and
schedule risk management plans identify the risks to manage through testing. The combination
of the components and the risk management tasks gives you the basis for scaling the test
approach to your project's requirements. You may not need to apply the entire method, or you
1_6
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may need additional methods to test unusual components or requirements. In any case, you must
carefully analyze the test approach and scale it to fit.
Align

Include the appropriate testing objects and their associated tasks in the project schedule
through the Work Breakdown Structure. This is an important dynamic because it "officially"
includes (and therefore recognizes) the testing objects as part of the development system. If the
testing objects do not appear as part of the project schedule, you will find it is very difficult to
use them to achieve their vision, mission, and objectives.
Review

As with every significant object in the development system, review the approach with
technical peers and customers of the objects.
Revise

Add to, reduce, and change the method as necessary to reach agreement from the
customers of the testing objects.
Optimize

This may be your first time using some or all of the testing objects from the approach. As
your project progresses, apply the optimization cycle that is part of the approach. Learn from
your successes and failures and feed back the learning in real time to achieve optimum results.
Road Map
Figure 2 is the road map for the test approach class.

The Hierarchical Approach
The hierarchical approach is at the heart of the object-oriented testing system. This test
approach uses and builds upon several well-understood testing techniques, tying them together
into a comprehensive testing system. The hierarchical approach leverages the fact that
"everything is a system." It defines and applies testing standards for several levels of software
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component: objects, classes, foundation components, and systems. The hierarchical approach
designates as SAFE those components that meet the testing standards for that kind of component.
Once you designate a component as SAFE, you can integrate it with other SAFE components to
produce the next-level component. In turn, you test this component to the level of safety
associated with the component level it represents. SAFE is always a relative state. It depends
entirely on the standards you choose to enforce, your application, your attitude toward risk, and
the specific risks and risk management practices you adopt in your project. The hierarchical
approach provides guidelines for minimum safety; You decide what is right for you.
The hierarchical approach focuses on foundation components. Afoundation component
may be one complete class hierarchy or some other cluster of classes that performs a core
function or that represents a logical or physical architectural component.
After you test a foundation component to a safe level, you can integrate it with other
foundation components. Integration testing of safe foundation components then needs to address
only the interconnections between the foundation components and any new composite
functionality. The hierarchical approach eliminates the need to test all of the combinations of
states during integration testing, thus improving productivity.
This approach views integration testing as a daily activity for the development team. The
integrated and SAFE foundation components combine with each other, eventually combining
into systems. Foundation components and systems appear as baseline components in the WBS
and as milestones on the project schedule. The project milestones are the actual expected
deliveries of architectural baselines of the final software product. The hierarchical approach is
completely consistent with and supports the iterative incremental and recursive development
process. You can adopt, adapt, and apply any piece of the hierarchical approach to work with
any other software development process.
Earned value and its associated measures and metrics are a consistent way to track project
progress as well as product quality. (see the "earned value" section in OOT). As you designate
foundation components SAFE, they earn value points. You award points based on the relative
value of the foundation component to other system components within the context of the overall
project. Foundation components eventually integrate into systems. Each system earns its own
value upon SAFE designation. These systems correspond to the functional, logical, or
1_8
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architectural layers that are major project milestones and baselines. The development effort
progresses up the pyramid in a parallel, iterative, and recursive manner. The goal of the
hierarchical approach is to optimize development team productivity and the final value the
product delivers to the customers.
Figure 3 is a graphical representation of the hierarchical approach. Time moves forward by
ascending the pyramid. At the base of the pyramid, you thoroughly test individual methods to a
SAFE designation. See the operational objective criteria for success in the sections on the
different test models. The methods integrate into classes and you test whole class hierarchies to
a SAFE level. The collections of SAFE classes (foundation components) form the foundation of
your final product. The large integration area of the pyramid is where you integrate the
foundation components into the different architectural, functional, and logical. They form the
systems. At the apex of the pyramid is a short and concentrated system test.
The shortened system test phase represents the harvest of the testing labors sown lower in
the pyramid. System test concentrates on the "lllities" (ill at ease) system tests (usability,
reliability, flexibility, performance ability, securability, and so on). You spend minimal time
regression-testing a system you successfully develop with the hierarchical approach. Most if not
all of the regression and system tests suites are already complete from test cases, scripts, and use
cases developed and executed lower in the pyramid, so you reuse them in various combinations.
The pyramid (Figure 3) has been designed with a rhomboidal foundation. This pyramid
actually existed in ancient Egypt and was one of the most stable forms of construction
(Mendelssohn, 1974, pp. 114-132). When the basic building blocks of your system are sound
and your mortar (integration material) is applied correctly, your system can survive, even thrive
for a long time (perhaps not millennia, though) with minimum maintenance and maximum
functionality. Implementing the optimization approach, the basis for the hierarchical test
approach results in longevity.
Figure 4 shows the structure of the hierarchical approach class.
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Leadership

Vision: A comprehensive method of testing object-oriented software components that you
can reuse in many projects to achieve an acceptable level of risk with a high degree of
productivity.

Mission: To provide a testing approach optimized for object-oriented software
components that you can reuse in many projects to get an acceptable level of risk and a high level
of productivity.

Objective l_l: To provide a hierarchical test method that you can reuse to achieve an
acceptable level of risk in your object-oriented software projects.

Approach 2_1: Develop a written, standard test method using hierarchical incremental,
conditional, integration, and system test models that gives the specific objectives, approaches,
and measurements for those objects that will achieve your acceptable level of risk.
The details of this hierarchical test method are discussed at length in OOT.

Measurement 2_1.1: Number of projects that reuse the test approach.
Measurement 2_1.2: Level of risk for project using test approach.
Objective 2_2: To provide a hierarchical test method that you can reuse to achieve a high
level of productivity in testing your object-oriented software projects.

Approach 2_2: Develop a test method as in 2_1 with the additional objective of efficient
testing: taking optimal amounts of effort to create and run the tests against the components.

Measurement 2_2: Schedule performance index for testing tasks in the project (earned
value divided by baseline cost of work scheduled).
See "Earned Value" Chapter OOT for an explanation of this measure.

Structure
Method
The hierarchical approach provides a structured set of test suites and test models. When
you scale and apply these suites and models to your project, iy will reduce your risk to acceptable
levels and will increase your testing and development productivity.

1_10
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To understand the basic relationships between software components, as well as the
infrastructure of the method (test repositories, test suites, test models, test objects, and test
scripts), see OOT.
The details of the hierarchical approach for testing object-oriented software are fully
discussed in OOT. The following test suites make up the structure of the pyramid:
•

Conditional Test Suite: Tests classes using the conditional test model and its

accompanying assertions, exceptions, concurrent test operations, and message polling test
scripts.
•

Hierarchical Incremental Test Suite: Tests foundation components using various test

models and scripts (see the following paragraphs for details), possibly with stubbed
references to other components.
•

Integration Test Suite: Tests combinations of foundation components using the hierarchical

incremental models with scripts that use all the components, not just stubs.
•

System Test Suite: Tests systems of foundation components using system test models.

•

Regression Test Suite: Tests foundation components and systems.

The hierarchical incremental test suite is the most complex of the test suites. You can
build the suite using any or all of the following test models:
State-Transition Test Model: Models the dynamic behavior of classes as states and

transitions, with the test object being the life-cycle flows through the model.
Transaction-Flow Test Model: Models the dynamic behavior of classes as black-box

transactions, with the test object being transaction flows.
Exception Test Model: Models the exception behavior of classes.
Control-Flow Test Model: Models the dynamic behavior of methods as a flow of control

through a method; the test object is a single flow through the model.
Data-Flow Test Model: Models the dynamic behavior of methods as a flow of both

control and data through a method; the test object again is a single flow through the model.
See the individual chapters for a comprehensive, detailed method for choosing which
models and objects to use, building the test scripts into test suites, and automating the execution
and result-gathering procedures. See OOT for automation issues. Each object has its own
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optimization approach details; the operational objectives for each object constitute the test
standards for that object.
Resources
The proverbial good news and bad news applies here. The bad news first. The hierarchical
approach represents a complete evolution beyond the best current software engineering practices.
The Software Engineering Institute's Capability Maturity Model (SEI CMM) would refer to
successful development with the hierarchical approach as level 5, if the it addressed testing or
quality adequately, which to date it does not. In quality terms, the hierar~hical approach
implements quality optimization principles for software development. To implement the
hierarchical approach completely, you need an organization that has mastered all the capabilities
presented in this book. Mastery of many of these skills requires in-depth technical training and
detailed technical capabilities beyond the scope of this book.
There is also plenty of good news. The hierarchical approach is not an all-or-nothing
approach. You can use it in an incremental and piecemeal manner. You can benefit from any
and all of the approaches and build upon them as you move toward a vision of software
engineering that encompasses many if not all of them. You can implement the full hierarchical
approach in phases, in parallel, and incrementally. If you apply the principles from the quality
system and practice and implement optimization cycles, you will be able to evolve quickly into
the hierarchical approach. A list of what we believe to be the minimum level of training and
technical capabilities for a project team to start working with some of the objects in the
hierarchical test system follows:
• · Object-oriented analysis and design (minimum of 3 to 5 days of seminars or the equivalent in
experience)
•

Mastery of object-oriented programming language

•

Object-oriented Testing

•

Basic test techniques
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Infrastructure
Adoption of any method benefits from tools that support and automate aspects of it. At
press time several tool vendors have expressed interest in developing tools to implement aspects
of the hierarchical approach. Some of the pieces have already been implemented by project
teams in various companies. I invite the readers to access my web site WWW.DEGAP.COM to
get the latest information on using and automating the hierarchical approach.

Road Map
Figure 5 is the road map for the hierarchical approach class.
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BIG IN THE MARKETPLACE

Ki

i

t \~ ~~/
.. !
\ ,r
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QUALITY RISKS FOR 00
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS CHANGES
More Design Engineering
Iterative & Incremental Process
Different Project Management Techniques

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
Teams of Developersffesters
Less System Testers
More "Technical" Test Expertise in Development
Different ways to communicate

INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES
- New Tools, Methods, Standards & Guidelines
- Physical Environment may need to change
- New measures , metrics & meters

- NEW LEARNING FOR EVERYONE
9/28195
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WHY 00 IS HERE TO STAY but MANY OF
OUR CO-WORKERS ARE NOT!
OOTECHNOLOGYSUPPORTSSOFfWARE
QUALITY!
MANY PEOPLE CAN'T/WON'T CHANGE!
HERE IS WHY ...
QUESTION

Answer= SHOP
9/28/95
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SEMINAR RATIONALE
¢

Testing Essential for Reuse
Classes/objects that will be MODIFIED and USED by
other systems MUST BE TESTED TO AN
ACCEPTABLE RISK LEVEL

¢

Integration Testing for 00 is Different
Different physical structures and issues
(than procedural SW)

Integration Testing= Critical Success Factor for Reuse in
the Large
Testing is part of Development effort!
~ \

e,- .

¢

Quality is part of job = Productivity+V~u)tV.\J~·"'
" )
\ \ II
~.,...,., I
,r __~

9/28/95

ESSENTIAL FOR REUSE
Every object is a miniature system with
Input, Output, Interfaces, Internal States,

Every class of objects is a miniature system
Protocols, inherited attributes, specific behavior

Every system must be tested to V &V
Proper and predictable behavior

Copyright Shel Siegel 1995
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HIERARCIDCAL TESTING APPROACH

The Application

Object Test
9/28/95
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HIERARCHICAL TEST APPROACH SPEC.
VISION: A testing approach that you can reuse
on many projects to achieve an acceptable level
of risk with a high degi:ee of productivity.
MISSION: To provide a test approach optimized
for object oriented software components.

9/28/95
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MEASUREMENT - 1
~

Objective

0
To provide a hierarchical
reusable test approach that
will enable you to achieve
an acceptable level of risk
in your software projects.

9/28/95
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MEASUREMENT - 2
~

Objective
@ To provide a reusable
test approach that will
enable you to achieve a
high level of
productivity for your
software projects.

~

Schedule performance index for testing tas1ro--~a..
project. (earned value divided by baselin~ st ofg
work schedule)
h ;'>'v.··,t"'
\ \.JI

-.,,::..;"") ;

. ---~
9/28/95
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SOFTWARE QUALITY DEFINED
+ SOFTWARE QUALITY is both:
©

A SYSTEM that helps its users to do things
faster, easier, &/or better. If it does so at a fair
cost (time, effort,$$$) then it has VALUE.

@

A SYSTEM that is developed with better
PRODUCTIVITY and lower maintenance~"'---than the competition while generating r~ , ~bli
gains for all the stakeholders. (Mgmt, worke" ; . ,;·...._
shareholders, users, and the community at large)

9ml95

·

_

\.JI --- ~
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MEASUREMENT - 1
G.:/"' Objective

0
To provide a hierarchical
reusable test approach that
will enable you to achieve
an acceptable level of risk
in your software projects.

9/28/95
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MEASUREMENT - 2
~

Objective

@ To provide a reusable

test approach that will
enable you to achieve a
high level of
productivity for your
software projects.

9/28/95
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TEST APPROACH FOR 00 COMPONENTS

9fW95
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HIERARCHICAL TEST SUITE STRUCTURE

Hierarchical
Incremental
Integration
System
Regression

9/28/95
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HIERARCHICAL APPROACH ROAD MAP
SAFE

Test Suites
Hierarchical
Incremental
Test Suite

"'""'--- Components To Use
As Foundations
Conditional
Test Suite

Integration
Test Suite
Regression
Test Suite

System Test
Suite

Earned
Value

,,.

Test
Approach

Test Objectives and
Criteria

,
,'

/

~---,-<-'---~
Hierarchical
Approach

Class
Hierarchy

~ roundation
System

" 'Component

Integrated

Components

A QUALITY DEFINITION
+ "QUALITY is a SYSTEM that is constantly
OPTIMIZING PRODUCTIVITY & VALUE in
order to achieve its aim."
- OPTIMIZE:
+ to achieve the best possible under restrictions expressed or

implied
• to realize to the utmost
+ to obtain the most efficient use of

- WEBSTER

9/28/95
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SOFTWARE QUALITY DEFINED
+ SOFTWARE QUALITY is both:
(i)

A SYSTEM that helps its users to do things
faster, easier, &/or better. If it does so at a fair
cost (time, effort,$$$) then it has VALUE.

shareholders, users, and the community at large)
9128195
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